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PREFACE

The lands, which beginning with the ninth century constituted the princi-
pality of Kievan Rus’, comprise a vast area of Eastern Europe, the bound-
aries of which were both indeterminate and continually changing. As a
consequence, the lands were exposed to a variety of political, religious,
economic, and cultural influences, for they were the crossroads of a num-
ber of nations and tribes, each leaving identifying features upon its Slavic
population, some enduring and some short-lived. Scandinavians, Khazars,
Germans, Poles, Greeks, Pechenegs, Bulgars, among others, transited this
vast area, and their visitations and even conquests did not go unnoticed by
authors of Eastern Slavic and foreignwritten sources. However, the legacy of
these numerous civilizations is not readily apparent, and toooften the Slavic
elements predominated to emerge as enduring features, whereas many of
the foreign influences petered out, together with the polities from which
they had emerged. Then too, their own societies were subject to the con-
straints of the times and their politics, religion, cultures, and other aspects
were undergoing alteration. The maturation of Kievan Rus’ was a complex
development, and the issues that emerged between 980 and 1054 require
an advanced approach in order to address the high degree of complexity
in the absence of sufficient sources. Given the nature of the sources and
the interpretative evidence at hand, it was, therefore, difficult to draw firm
conclusions from this study. The role of the Byzantines, the Varangians, the
Khazars, and the native Eastern Slavs is discussed in the following chapters
in relation to the nature and the image of princely power in Kievan Rus’.

However, a greater emphasis is placed on the conversion to EasternChris-
tianity under Prince Vladimir I Svjatoslavich, which opened a seminal peri-
od for his disjointed state. The process of adopting and fostering a new
religiousmovement with its political, theological, social, and cultural impli-
cations was not without its drawbacks or resistance. The historiography for
this period as reflected in the annalistic and literary sources acknowledges
the difficulties ofmaking a transition fromapredominantly pagan conglom-
erate of tribal and regional entities, often subdued during periods of tribute
collection, warfare, and other general conflicts, to a more formalized and
centralized princely realm.

KievanRus’, a nascent state requiring substantiveprincely efforts tomain-
tain, was, however, subject to internal political dynamics, varied religious
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creeds, and diversified cultural, economic, and tribal forces that could not
be dismissed or controlled without difficulty. No princely pronouncements
or actions could secure the rapid transition to a new advanced mode of
governance and society, based upon Christian tenets. Thus in particular
Vladimir and Jaroslav were confrontedwith disparate elements within their
homeland whose influences helped to define the nature and the image of
their princely powers. External pressures as well affected the evolution of a
nascent Christianized state.

Over several decades, an interest in the annalistic andhistorical problems
of Byzantine and Kievan Rus’ history led me to the study of primary sources
pertaining to Kievan Rus’, from the inception of Vladimir’s reign ca. 980 to
the death of Jaroslav the Wise in 1054. I noticed a significant gap in histor-
ical scholarship of any real discussion of the differing elements contained
in the descriptions of princely power in the early annalistic, literary, and
other works. While these sources offer rich, even if conflicting and contra-
dictory, materials on the nature of princely authority, the image or literary
representations of these leading figures are occasionally obscured by amod-
ified reflection of the prince’s political, religious, and other powers. These
incongruities cannot be explained as purely national, regional, or native
Rus’ processes and historical developments. Rather, the primary sources
appear to record an interaction between the reality and the notions con-
cerning princely power, and how this power generates an image of itself and
thus seeks to justify and preserve itself. Moreover, the textual incongruities
appear to be a reflection of a number of currents—Byzantine, Varangian
(that is, Scandinavian in a broad context), Khazar, and Eastern Slavic—
which influenced in various ways the outlook of Kievan Rus’, and played an
important role in the historical evolution of princely authority during the
formative state process. The following chapters are designed to address each
of these currents as key factors enhancing or diminishing Kievan rulership.

The purpose of this work, then, is to interpret what the sources tell or
do not tell us about the nature and image of princely power. I will make
no attempt to stress the unsaid and will avoid any interpretations based on
“the silence of the sources.” The main sources are what they are. And fur-
thermore, they are not free of biases, whether regional, provincial or tribal,
or of misinterpretations of events and developments. The personages and
events that the annals and literary works record are historical and literary
in content, although we should admit that historical embellishments are
evident, leading to alternate and often difficult interpretations. In addition,
local usage determined how scribes and annalists related the achievements
and failures of leading figures, and how they viewed events and outcomes.
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Thus the annals, literary, and other contemporaneous works describe and
portray an image of princely power that occasionally stands at odds with
modern historical conclusions. It is the recognition of this incongruity that
motivated the writing of this complex study.

Further, this work concentrates in the main upon The Tale of Bygone
Years, Pov∫st; Vremennyx= L∫t;, also commonly rendered as The Russian
Primary Chronicle. This annal appears in two principal renditions, the Lau-
rentian and theHypatian. To these renditions for comparative and interpre-
tative purposes, I have contrasted them with other annals that compilers
in later centuries emended and preserved in various redactions, at times
modifying the original texts either to lengthen or to shorten the narrative,
adding information or reinterpreting specific passages and casting them in
a different light. Elsewhere, they simply present uswith lacunae that are not
easily explained, whether due to lost or misplaced folia that were unavail-
able to the annalists or the desire of the copyists not to replicate particular
sections. As a historiographic study of an important phase in the formation
of a Christianized Kievan Rus’, this work is intended then to refocus upon
what the original sources do or do not tell us about the nature and the image
of princely power, but as well address the secondary literature (recognizing
that there exists a vast secondary literature and discretion had to be exer-
cised in its use and interpretation) that provides further insights into this
complex period and into the nature and the image of rulership.
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chapter one

THE NATURE AND THE EARLY RUS’ IMAGE
OF KIEVAN PRINCELY POWER

The annalists and compilers of early Rus’ history andwriters of hagiographi-
cal and literaryworks acknowledge the achievements of Vladimir I (ca. 980–
1015) and his son Jaroslav theWise (1019–1054), although these same sources
recall laconically the actual accomplishments of these princes (sg. knqz;,
knœz;, pl. knqzi, knœzi).1 Whether we can explain these terse statements in
historic or literary terms remains to be addressed. Or whether these elabo-
rations on princely achievements and failures reflect the formative nature
of the newly Christianized state and behooves us to recognize the early
stage of annalistic and literary accomplishments that were emended in sub-
sequent redactions of the succeeding centuries. On the other hand, the
princely sovereignties of Svjatopolk (1015–1019) and thereafter of Mstislav
(1019–1036), the latter sharing a divided realm with his brother Jaroslav, are
described without the annalists and writers’ willingness to admit fully the
unfolding historical processes or significance. The rise to power of these four
princes coincides with the ushering in of a new era in Kievan history—the
introduction of Christianity and the implementation of its teachings—but

1 I have at this initial stage and will hereafter in this study hesitate to employ the phrase
“grand prince (velikÀi knqz;#knœz;)” for the obvious reason that its introduction into the
annalistic and literary tradition is rather late and its usage to 1054 remains a controversial
andunresolvedpoint. There exist insufficient contemporaneous sources to clarify clearly this
question of usage. Among later Muscovite sources, K, ПСРЛ 21/1: 60, and passim, identifies
Olga as a “grand princess,” and Vladimir as a “grand prince.” Cf. infra, n. 5. The term “grand
prince” is also ascribed to Jaroslav upon his death in 1054. Cf. infra, n. 177. Modern scholars,
however, are not in agreement exactly when Rus’ writers first employed the title with specific
reference to the prince of Kiev, granting to him a superior status and paramount authority
over all other princes. Less certain is its usage by contemporaneous foreign writers. Where
the phrase appears in Rus’ texts prior to 1054, its language use is often unclear and could
mean nothing more than “great” or “outstanding” in individual accomplishments, since it is
applied equally to lesser princes and even nobles who distinguished themselves in particular
undertakings. For a substantive discussion of this issue, cf. A. Poppe, “Words that Serve
the Authority: On the Title of ‘Grand Prince’ in Kievan Rus’,” APH 60 (1989): 159–184, with
substantial bibliography in the footnotes; the article was reprinted in idem, Christian Russia
in the Making, Variorum Collected Studies Series 867 (Aldershot, 2007), essay IX, with two
addenda, pp. 185a–191a.
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this period also brings to scholarly attention the difficult questions of defin-
ing rulership in its political and other contexts within this new framework.
For the compilers and writers of the age the basic problem was how to
express the actual distinguishing qualities of princely power,2 but preserv-
ing for posterity a praiseworthy image of princely rulership. Their task was
formidable. They were confronted with the issue of age-old regional and
tribal influences, as well as foreign influences that could challenge, mod-
ify, or even nullify their understanding of Kievan princely power. Thus their
works frequently reflect local biases, but at the same time also admit the
presence of foreign currents. The annals and literary works as we shall
observe portray incomplete and varying images of these princes. Nor do
these sources presuppose the orderly establishment of a political hierarchy.
Rather, we are confronted with a chaotic period of princely succession and
outlooks that required thewriters of that age to record, as best as they could,
events and accomplishments of their leading princes.

The Pov∫st; vr∫mennyx= l∫t; (The Tale of Bygone Years) or more com-
monly designated the Russian Primary Chronicle3 was one of the first major

2 For historiographic studies of this question, cf. S.V. Iushkov,Общественно-политичес-
кой строй и право киевского государства. Курс истории государства и права СССР, 1
(Moscow, 1949): 69–75; andV.P. Shusharin,Современнаябуржуазнаяисториографиядрев-
ней Руси (Moscow, 1964), pp. 156–181.

3 Hereafter cited as PVL. I have consistently translated the term L∫topis; as “annal,” to
distinguish from the term Xronika, that is a “chronicle,” although in modern usage the terms
are interchangeable and are regarded as being synonymous. Cf. T.V. Gimon and A.A. Ginnius,
“Русское летописанию в свете типологических параллей (к постановке проблемы),”
in Жанри и письменной культуре Средневековья (Moscow, 2005), pp. 174–200, esp. p. 176,
where they note that in medieval Rus’ annalistics “annal” was terminologically used rather
than “chronicle.” For a discussion of this inconsistency in terminological usage, its derivation
from Byzantine, Bulgarian, and Serbian annalistics, and its implications for textual compo-
sition, cf. V.N. Demin, Русь летописная (Moscow, 2002), pp. 211–213; and the introductory
section to W.K. Hanak, “Bucharest ms. No. 1385 and The Tale of Constantinople, 1453: Some
Reconsiderations,” Bs 69 (2011): 267f.

On the authorship of thePVL, see especially the introduction to RPCLT, pp. 6–12. Though
many of the following studies are dated, theymerit scholarly attention for their varying inter-
pretations concerning authorship, compilation, and emendation. Also these studies address
the contributions of Nestor, Sylvester, and others in the compilation of the PVL. Cf. e.g.,
G.F. Miller, “О первомъ лѣтописателе россійскомъ. Преподобномъ Несторе, о его лѣто-
писи и о продолжателеляхъ,” ЕС (April, 1755), pp. 299–324; J.B. Scherer,Das heiligen Nestors
und der Fortsetzer desselben älteste Jahrbücher der Russischen Geschichte vom Jahre 858 bis
zum 1203 (Leipzig, 1774), pp. 3–36; A.L. Schlözer,Nestor. RussischeAnnale in ihrer slawonischen
Grundsprache, 1 (Göttingen, 1802): 1–119; M. Pogodin, Несторъ, историческо-критическое
разужденіе о началѣ русскихъ лѣтописей (Moscow, 1839), pp. 61–112; D.I. Ilovaisky, Ис-
торія Россіи, 1 (Moscow, 1876): 176–182; N.K. Nikol’sky,Матеріалы для повременнаго спис-
ка русскихъ писалтелей и ихъ сочиненіи (Х-ХІ вв.) (St. Petersburg, 1906), pp. 417–434;
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Rus’ works to undertake a syncretism of a Kievan historiographic tradi-
tion, but favoring the reigns of Vladimir and Jaroslav. Its audience was not
intended to be the common populace, few of whomwere literate, but rather

S.A. Bugoslavsky, “К вопросы о характере и объеме литературной дѣятельности пре-
подобного Несторе,” ИОРЯС 19 (1914), Book 1: 131–186, and Book 3: 153–191; A. Shakhma-
tov, “Несторъ-лѣтописецъ,” ЗНТШ 117–118 (1914): 31–53; A.E. Presniakov, “Древнерусское
лѣтописаніе,” in Исторія русской литературы до ХІХ в., ed. A.E. Gruzinsky, 1 (Moscow,
1916): 148–169; M.D. Priselkov,Нестор-летописец.Опутисторико-литературной харак-
терски (Petrograd, 1923); A. Vaillant, “La chronique de Kiev et son auteur,” Prilozi 20/3–
4 (1954): 114–119; and V.N. Tatishchev, История российская, 1 (Moscow-Leningrad, 1962):
119–123. For recent analyses, cf. O. Pritsak, ed., “Introduction,” in idem, The Old Rus’ Kievan
and Galician-Volhynian Chronicles: The Ostroz’kyj (Xlebnikov) and Četvertyns’kyj (Pogodin)
Codices, HarvardLibrary of EarlyUkrainianLiterature. Texts 8 (Cambridge,MA, 1990): xv–lxii;
I.N. Danilevsky, Повесть Временных Леть: Герменевтические основы историковеденния
текстов (Moscow, 2004), pp. 76–133; and E.G. Vodolazkin, Всемирная история в лите-
ратуре Древней Руси (На материале хронографического и палейного повествования
ХІ-ХV веков), Sagners Slavistische Sammlung 26 (Munich, 2000; 2nd ed., St. Petersburg, 2008),
esp. 41–46, 48–57, andpassim, who views thePVL as both aworld and anational history. Also,
for this theme, cf. Gimon and Ginnius. For an excellent historiographic treatment of annal-
istics in the early centuries of Kievan Rus’, with a focus upon leading scholarly interpretative
approaches over the recent centuries, cf. P.P. Tolochko, Давньо-руськы літописі і літопис-
ці Х-ХІІІ ст. (Kiev, 2005), pp. 11–82. Of value also is J. Granberg, Veche in the Chronicles of
Medieval Rus: A Study of Functions and Terminology, Dissertations from the Department of
History, Göteborg University 39 (Göteborg, 2004): 51–64.

The standard impressions of PVL are the Laurentian redaction (-L), ПСРЛ 1 (St. Peters-
burg, 1846); 2nd edition (Leningrad, 1926); and the modern Russian redaction by D.S. Likha-
chev and B.A. Romanov (Moscow-Leningrad, 1950), part 1. Cf. БЛДР 1: 62ff. and 487ff. The
basic English translations are S.H. Cross, “The Russian Primary Chronicle,” HSNPL 12 (1930):
76–320; and the edition of RPCLT. The standard impressions of the Hypatian text (-I) are
ПСРЛ 2 (St. Petersburg, 1843); 2nd edition (St. Petersburg, 1908); and the 3rd edition (Pet-
rograd, 1923). Noteworthy is the German rendition of L. Müller, Die Nestor-chronik: Die alt-
russische Chronik, zugeschrieben demMönch des Kiever Höhlenkloster Nestor, in der Redaktion
des Abtes Sil’vestr aus dem Jahre 1116, rekonstruiert nach den Handschriften Lavrent’evskaja,
Radzivilovskaja, Akademičeskaja, Troickaja, Ipat’evskaja undChlebnikovskaja und insDeutsche
übersetz (Munich, 2001). For comparative purposes, cf. the reconstructed text by A.A. Shakh-
matov,Повѣсть временныхъ лѣть, 1 (Petrograd, 1916). All citations hereafter from thePVL
are extracted from the 2nd editions of the Laurentian and Hypatian redactions unless oth-
erwise noted. For additional recensions of the PVL, cf. S.A. Bugoslavsky, “Повесть времен-
ных лет (Списки, редакции, первоначальный текст),” in Старинная русская повесть.
Статьи и исследования, ed. N.K. Gudzy (Moscow and Leningrad, 1941), pp. 7–37; and
R.P. Dmitriev, Библиография русского летописания (Moscow-Leningrad, 1962). Their loca-
tions in archival depositories are recorded by N.B. Shelamanov, “Предварительный список
славяно-русских рукописей ХІ-ХІV вв., хранящихся в СССР,” Археографический еже-
годник за 1965 год (Moscow, 1966), pp. 177–272. Excellent studies on the history and the
sources of PVL are K.N. Bestuzhev-Riumin, “О составе рысскихъ лѣтописей до конца
ХІV вѣка,” ЛЗАК 4/1 (1869): 1–157; I.P. Khrushchov, О древнерусскихъ историческихъ по-
вѣстяхъ и сказаніяхъ (Kiev, 1878); A.A. Shakhmatov, Разысканія о древнейшихъ русскихъ
лѣтописныхъ сводахъ (St. Petersburg, 1908); V.M. Istrin, “Замечания о начале русского
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the learned Kievan nobility and clergy. The annal from the outset preserves
knowledge of the pagan past, the ancient tribal structures, and the glories of
a newly Christianized state and the benefits not introduced.

Although not exclusively an original source but rather a compilation of
earlier materials, the PVL is probably of all extant annalistic sources one of
the most contemporaneous in age with the events of 980–1054. Two major
redactions of this work, the Laurentian Annal (Lavrent;evskaœ L∫topis;),
and the Hypatian Annal (Ipat;evskaœ L∫topis;),4 a mid-fifteenth-century
monasterial compilation, furnish descriptive accounts of the nature and
the image of Kievan princely power. The age of the two redactions should

летописания. По поводу исследования А. А. Шахматова въ области древнерусской
лѣтописи,” ИОРЯС 26 (1923): 45–102, and 27 (1924): 207–251; N.K. Nikol’sky, Повесть вре-
менных лет как источник для истории начального русской письменности и культуры.
К ворпосу о древнейшем русском летописания, 1 (Leningrad, 1930); Древнерусские ле-
тописи. Перевод и комментарии, eds. and trans. V. Lebedev and V. Panov (Moscow and
Leningrad, 1936), pp. 315–387;M.D. Priselkov, “Лаврентьевская летопись (история текста),”
УЗЛГУ 32, серия исторических наук 2 (1939): 76–142; idem, История русского летописа-
ния ХІ-ХV вв. (Leningrad, 1940), pp. 16–44; A.A. Shakhmatov, “Повесть временних леть и ее
источники,” ТОДрЛ 4 (1940): 9–150; N.L. Rubinshtein, Русская историография ([Moscow],
1941), pp. 20–26; J. Macůrek, Dějepisectví evropského východu (Prague, 1946), pp. 163–169;
D.S. Likhachev, Русские летописи и их культурно-историческое значение (Moscow and
Leningrad, 1947); L.V. Cherepnin, Русская историография до ХІХ века (Moscow, 1957),
pp. 26–62; I.L. Sherman, Русские исторические источники Х-ХVІІІ вв. (Kharkov, 1959),
pp. 27–41; M.N. Tikhomirov,Источниковедение историиСССР, 1 (Moscow, 1962), pp. 54–68;
and A.G. Kuz’min, Начальные этапы древнерусского летописаниях (Moscow, 1977), pas-
sim. Also, cf. N.F. Kotlar, Древняя Русь и Киев в летописных преданниах и легендах (Kiev,
1986).

Of recent interest is the very title Pov∫st; vr∫men;nyx= l∫t=. For a crical analysis
of the title, cf. H.G. Lunt, “Повѣстъ врѣменьныхъ лѣтъ? or Повѣсть врѣменъ и лѣтъ?,”
Palaeoslavica 5 (1997): 317–326.

4 D.G. Ostrowski, comp. and ed., with D.J. Birnbaum and H.G. Lunt, The Pověst’ vremen-
nykh lět: An Interlinear Collation and Paradosis, Harvard Library of Early Ukrainian Literature
10/1 (Cambridge,MA, [2003]): xviii, wherein Ostrowski states: “Despite the importance of the
PVL [sic] as a historical source, the published versions of thePVL that have appeared thus far
either have not been based on clear and consistent principles of editing or have not always
relied on sufficient textual evidence. The current edition has attempted to remedy these fail-
ings by: (1) setting forth at the beginning theprinciples of textual criticismaccording towhich
variants were evaluated; (2) using a stemma to help in evaluating difficult variants; (3) con-
sulting all the chronicles andmanuscript copies that testify to readings in theПВЛ; (4) …; (5)
reducing normalizations to a minimum so as to more accurately represent the orthography
of the manuscripts.” Their interlinear collation focuses on five manuscripts, three renditions
of thePVL that are published, cf. p. xix, n. 4, and theNovgorod 1 and Trinity Annals. I have pre-
ferred, recognizing their shortcomings, to use the published versions that appear in theПСРЛ
series, as well as separate editions, and address the variant texts as appropriate, a number of
which do not appear nor are cited in Ostrowski’s work.
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raise suspicions whether or not a Muscovite ideology with its focus upon
a centralized state concept crept into the texts, but we should accept that
the scribal monks attempted to preserve the original written materials,
althoughwenotice orthographical and grammatical digressions, somedele-
tions and additions, and even some substituted word choices that do not
substantially alter the essential historical information, yet some alterations
are to be noted that do alter the sense of particular passages. The PVL,
however, became the archetype for later annals5 and each of these works,

5 Of the later chronicles, the more important is the Novgorodskaœ L∫topis;, ПСРЛ 3
(St. Petersburg, 1841), and 4 (St. Petersburg, 1848). These volumes contain the four pri-
mary redactions of the Novgorod Annal, the earliest of which is attributed to a sixteenth-
century compilation.We should also scrutinize the facsimile edition of aNovgorod annalistic
manuscript, Новгородская харатейная летопись, ed. M.N. Tikhomirov (Moscow, 1964).
The Pskovskaœ L∫topis;, perhaps a fifteenth-century work, appears in several textual edi-
tions included in volumes 4 and 5 of the ПСРЛ (St. Petersburg, 1851); with P1 in Псковские
летописи, ed. A.N. Nasonov, 1 (Moscow-Leningrad, 1941): 8–9, that is the first redaction
of this annal, excises all references to the princes after Olga, but briefly records Vladimir’s
rule beginning with 988 and the events leading to his baptism. Vol. 2: 10–12 and 75, of the
Nasonov edition (Moscow, 1955), contains P2 and has significance for this study, whereas
P3 in three cited redactions, the first of which is a fragment, is of little value for this inves-
tigation. P2 devotes only brief notice of Jaroslav’s rise to power and his death. The ini-
tial rendition of the SofÀjskaœ L∫topis;, a fifteenth-century work, and as well several
later redactions, appear in ПСРЛ 5 and 6 (St. Petersburg, 1853). The Troickaœ L∫topis;,
an early fifteenth-century work though appearing here as a reconstructed work, was pub-
lishedbyM.D. Priselkov,ТроицкаяЛетопись.Реконструкциятекста (Moscow-Leningrad,
1950), and merits notice. For some of the issues relative to the Priselkov reconstruction,
cf. C.J. Halperin, “Text and Textology: Salmina’s Dating of the Chronicle Tales about Dmitrii
Donskoi,” SEER 79 (2001): 251–252. TheL∫topis; po Voskresenskom¥ spisk¥,ПСРЛ 7 (St. Peters-
burg, 1857); and the sixteenth-century PatrÀarxaœ ili Nikonovskaœ L∫topis;, ПСРЛ 9 and
10 (St. Petersburg, 1862 and 1865), preserve the Vladimirian-Jaroslavian historiographic tradi-
tion. TheNikonianAnnal has been translated into amulti-volume English edition by S.A. and
Betty J. Zenkovsky, of which vol. 1, The Nikonian Chronicle: From the Beginning to the Year 1132
(Princeton, 1984), is germane to this research. Three sixteenth-century annals: theL;vovskaœ
L∫topis;, ПСРЛ 20, parts 1 and 2 (St Petersburg, 1910–1914; repr. Moscow, 2005); further
the Kniga stepennaœ carskogo rodoslovÀœ, ПСРЛ 21, parts 1 and 2 (St. Petersburg, 1908–1913);
and the Xronograf= redakcÀi 1512 goda, ПСРЛ 22, part 1 (St. Petersburg, 1911; repr. Moscow,
2005), are valuable sources for their faithful documentation of personages and events, albeit
with some obvious emendations and deletions of essential information for the early Kievan
period. Cf. the redaction of Gail D. Lenhoff and N.N. Pokrovsky, Степенная книга цар-
ского родословия по древнейшим спискам, 3 vols. (Moscow, 2007–2012). The Moskovskaœ

L∫topisnyj svod= X◊ v∫ka, ПСРЛ 25 (Moscow, 1949); the Nikonovskaœ L∫topis;, ПСРЛ 27
(Moscow-Leningrad, 1962); and also the VladimirskÀj L∫topisec=, ПСРЛ 30 (Moscow, 1963),
remain useful works. Lastly, we should cite the seventeenth-century chronograph, Tverskaœ
L∫topis;, ПСРЛ 15 (St. Petersburg, 1863). The acronyms for the works are hereafter cited
respectively as:
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regardless of their thematic and chronological contents as well as geograph-
ical origins, whether of northern or southern, or eastern or western, prove-
nance and hence replete with regional biases, presents a generally homo-
geneous account of Vladimir’s and Jaroslav’s reigns. Concerning Svjatopolk
and Mstislav, caution should be exercised in making a similar characteriza-
tion.

About 1075, the Kievan monk, Jakob, recorded in his Pamœt; i poxvala
ravoapostol;nom¥ knqz[ Vladimir¥ (A Eulogy and Praise of the Apostle-
like Prince Vladimir),6 that on 11 June 978 (6486), this prince assumed the

V L∫topis; po Voskresenskom¥ spisk¥

Vl VladimirskÀj L∫topisec=

K Kniga stepennaq carskogo rodoslovÀœ

L L;vovskaœ L∫topis;

M MoskovskÀj l∫topisnyj svod= ХV v∫ka

Nik Nikonovskaœ L∫topis;

NK Nogorodskaœ Karamzinskaœ L∫topis;

N Nogorodskaœ L∫topis;

P Pskovskaœ L∫topis;

PVL Povest; vremennyx= l∫t;

PN PatrÀarxaœ ili Nikonovskaœ L∫topis;

S SofÀjskaœ L∫topis;

T Tverskaœ L∫topis;

Tr Troickaœ L∫topis;

X Xronograf= redakcÀi 1512 goda

For the origins and textual significance of each of the redactions of these annals/chrono-
graphs, cf. the prefatory discussions in the ПСРЛ series and for the Novgorod Annal A.A.
Shakhmatov,ОбозрениерусскихлетописныхсводовХІV-ХVІ вв. (Moscow-Leningrad, 1938),
pp. 182–188; and Likhachev, Русские летописи, passim. The Pskov Annal is studied by Likha-
chev, ibid., pp. 472–474; and the Nikon Annal, a source that may contain information from
earlier annals no longer extant or were unavailable to the compilers of the Laurentian and
Hypatian redactions of thePVL, is further analyzedby Shakhmatov,Разысканія, pp. 243–245;
and Likhachev, Русские Летописи, pp. 475–479. The L’vov Annal is studied by Shakhmatov,
Разысканія, pp. 236–237; and Likhachev, Русские Летописи, pp. 474–475; while the Book of
Ranks and the Chronograph Redaction are evaluated by Likhachev, ibid., passim (cf. pp. 32ff.
in particular for the Chronograph Redaction). The remaining annals have not received simi-
lar comment or study by scholars. For a synthesis of the annalistic traditionmost recently, cf.
G.T. Chupin, Предистория и история Киевской Руси, Украины и Крыма (Kharkov, 2010),
pp. 16–33.

6 Makarii, Metropolitan of Moscow, Исторія русской церкви, 1 (2nd ed., rev., St. Peters-
burg, 1968): esp. 255–260. This is a sixteenth-century variant text. Cf. Мyсин-Пушкинскій
Сборникъ 1414 года…, ed. V.I. Sreznevsky (St. Petersburg, 1893), pp. 17 ff.;Памятники древне-
русской церковно-учительной литературы, ed. A.T. Ponomarov, 1 (St. Petersburg, 1894):
69–76; V.I. Sreznevsky, “Память и похвала кн. Владимиру и его житіе, по списку 1494 г.,”
ЗИАН, series 8, 1 (1897): 2–4; E.E. Golubinsky, Исторія русской церкви, 1 (2nd ed., Moscow,
1901): 245; and Сборникъ въ память святаго равно-апостольнаго князіе Владимира
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rule of the Kievan state, although most Rus’ annals fix the start of his reign
about 980.7 Before we examine his rise to power, two issues should be
addressed that are invoked by this title. First, Vladimir, who is given recog-
nition for the formal establishment of Christianity in his state, is awarded
the qualifier of apostle-like8 for his notable achievement. It is clear that at
an early stage in annalistic compilation and literary works the religious
scribes sought to revere his image and awarded him this esteemed emi-
nence.Whether fully deserving or less so, Vladimir in amatter of six decades
after his death was honored with a great compliment. Second, it is notewor-
thy that he was not recognized as a grand prince, and this may be indicative
that in this the eleventh century the title was sparingly used and not in the
context that later annalists would accept or utilize.

From the onset of Rus’ annalistic writing, it was essential for the scribes,
having been schooled in the Byzantine historiographic tradition, although
there is internal evidence in the Rus’ sources that they were aware of some
traditions found in especially Germanic and Scandinavian annals, to recall
the early decades of Kievan Rus’ much as the Old Testament books devel-
oped their pre-David/Solomon accounts. The Hebrew tribal structure, not
fully elaborated because the Old Testament histories are essentially a his-
tory of one tenthof one tribe, the tribeof Josephandvery little is commented
upon of the other eleven, provided for the Rus’ scribes few suitable parallels
that could be employed as a model for their own structure. The Rus’ annal-
ists may have been aware of the Old Testament tribal tradition, but could

(Petrograd, 1917). Further, Nikol’sky,Матеріалы, pp. 225–230; and Shakhmatov, Разызканія,
pp. 13–28. Most recently, БЛДР 1: 316–327 and 524–527.

JanDługosz,Annales seu cronicae incliti regni poloniae (Warsaw, 1964), pp. 191–192, records
that Vladimir deposed Jaropolk in 976 and two years later he undertook construction in Kiev
of pagan temples for the Varangian-Slavic deities. His chronology is a few years early, but
the dating is not unlike that of Jakob’s. Cf. M.N. Tikhomirov, Исторические связи России со
славянскими странами и Византией (Moscow, 1969), p. 230.

7 A.V. Nazarenko, Древняя Русь на международных путях.Междисциплинарые очер-
ки культурных, торговых, политических связей ІХ-ХІІ веков (Moscow, 2001), p. 376, ad-
dresses the issue of the year that Vladimir gained the Kievan seat, offering three plausible
sets of years: 978 (6486), 979 (6487), and 980–981 (6488), based on annalistic evidence. He
further, ibid., pp. 376–379, judiciously examines the question of the length of Jaropolk’s rule
at Kiev, generally accepted to be eight years, but the inception of his rule is either 970 or 972,
thus placing the rise of Vladimir to the Kievan seat either in 978, late 980, or early 981. How-
ever, Nazarenko, p. 442, then fixes the inclusive dates of Jaropolk’s rule as 972–978,which then
poses the question of who ruled in Kiev between 969–972, during the absence of Svjatoslav
from the town, which neither he nor the sources substantially clarify.

8 Makarii, Исторія русской церкви, 1: 255ff., consistently confers upon Vladimir the
designation of “apostle.”
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only apply its historical books with difficulty, being aware that their own
semi-legendary tradition differed substantively from that of the Old Testa-
ment accounts.9 And especially, no one Rus’ tribe could be credited with
the foundation of the Kievan state. The Rus’ annalists were also learned
in the Byzantine textual construction and could have emulated the latter,
composing their accounts similar to theGreek. Towhat degree this was pos-
sible is problematic, because theByzantine scribes alsomodeled theirworks
after the Old Testament tribal tradition, but as well drew substantially upon
their rich classical heritage, somethingwe find lacking in theRus’ traditional
legacy. If anything, the Rus’ scribes chose as their primary model, but with
significant emendation, the ninth-century universal chronicle of the Byzan-
tineGeorge theMonk (GeorgiosHamartolos),10 awork thatwas often copied
in part for their early chapters by Slavic scribes.

The question must then be addressed whether Rus’ historical evidence
supports the earlier date for Vladimir’s accession to the Kievan seat and
to sole power, which would render valid the assertion of Jakob. Vladimir’s
victory over his half-brother Jaropolk (969?-978?), albeit a victory that em-
ployed considerable guile and subterfuge over a young prince who may
have been reared a Christian by his grandmother Olga,11 although this does

9 On this historiographic topic, cf. I.N. Danilevsky, “Библия и Повесть Временных Лет
(К проблеме интерпретации летописных текстов),” ОИ 1 (1993): 78–94, esp. 81 ff.; and
idem, Повесть Временных Леть, esp. pp. 90–110. Further on biblical allegory and annalistic
image, cf. G. Maniscalo-Basile, “The Christian Prince through the Mirror of Rus’ Chronicles,”
in Proceedings of the International Congress Commemorating theMillennium of Christianity in
Rus’-Ukraine, eds.O. Pritsak and I. Ševčenko,HUS 12/13 (Cambridge,MA, 1988–1989): 672–688.

10 Cf. theΠίναξ (Table), pp. xxxviii–lii, for a genealogical chronology fromAdamto the end
of the biblical cycle, in Χρονικὸν σύντομον ἐκ διαφόρων χρονογράφων τε καὶ ἐξηγητῶν συλλεγὲν καὶ
συντεθὲν ὑπὸ Γεωργίου ῾ΑμαρτωλοῦΜοναχοῦ. Хронографъ Георгія Амартола, ed. E. vonMuralt
(St. Petersburg, 1859); Georgii Monachi Chronikon, ed. C. de Boor, 1 (Leipzig, 1904), pp. 6 ff.;
Xronika GeorgÀœ Amartola v= drevnem= slavœnorsskom= perevod∫, ed. V.M. Istrin, 1: Tekst=
(Petrograd, 1920; repr. as Die Chronik des Georgios Hamartolos, ed. V.M. Istrin, 1, Slavische
Propyläen 135 [Munich, 1972]), pp. 3–26. Noteworthy is that the Greek and Slavonic texts
commence with the chronology from Cain and Abel, omitting the Creation cycle and the
Adam and Eve account, and enter only brief statements concerning various biblical, Roman,
and Byzantine rulers to the ninth century ad, often nomore than single sentences of limited
value. But interspersed from pp. 27ff. are substantial texts in the chronographic writing
tradition.

11 On this complex issue and the sources addressing the scene in Kievan Rus’ on the eve of
its acknowledged Christianization under Vladimir, cf. Nazarenko, ch. 7, esp. 379ff., wherein
he analyzes the Latin influence upon and interactions with Kievan Rus’ in the decade of
Jaropolk. Further, the Rus’ annals make no statement that he was a pagan, and also they do
not acknowledge him to be a Christian, albeit, a Latin Christian. It is possible, as Nazarenko,
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not imply that he was baptized a Christian, or was at least influenced by
his rudimentary knowledge of its teachings, represents the culmination of
the pagan prince’s attempts to bring about the reunification of Kievan Rus’
under one head in the late 970s. Vladimir’s father, Svjatoslav (959?-972?),
who saw no need to maintain a unified state ruled from Kiev, and the Rus’
annalists devote much discussion of him and his Varangian influences, pre-
cipitated the fratricidal conflicts of that decade. Svjatoslav envisioned the
formation of a heterogeneous empire, comprising some territories of Kievan
Rus’, and of conquered lands of the Khazars, Balkan Bulgars, and perhaps
even Byzantine lands and especially the prize of Constantinople, as well
as other regions. These lands would mold the nucleus for a larger politi-
cal entity, dominated by the pagan Varangian-Slavic Rus’12 and ruled from
Perejaslavets13 on the Danube. In order to retain his hold on Kiev as a source
of revenue derived from its commercial activities and collection of tributes,
he established his eldest son Jaropolk as its prince. Tomaintain control over
the divisive Slavic tribal structure, he placed his second sonOleg as prince of
the Drevljane, one of the more independent-minded and troublesome East
Slavic tribes. Svjatoslav granted to his sons the requisite authority to rule
their respective territories.14TheNovgorodians, upon learning of Svjatoslav’s

p. 380, and again on p. 382, suggests that Jaropolk had been about 975 baptized a Christian by
Germanmonks. The sources further tell us that Jaropolk’s mother was a Hungarian princess,
who as well may have been a Christian, although this is not absolutely certain. If she was
of the Latin persuasion, she may have influenced Jaropolk to become one too. On this, cf.
Chupin, Предистория и история Киевской Руси, pp. 275–279. It is understandable that the
Rus’ annalists would efface this information from their accounts given their predisposition
for Orthodoxy, although Olga also had entertained the idea of adopting Latin Christianity.
No such deletion of information, however, occurs for her period of rule, for she according
to legend was baptized in Constantinople. This complex issue has received insufficient
attention in the volumes dedicated to the history of Kievan Rus’.

12 On the ethnicity of the Varangians and the question of whether they were Slavs, cf.
the complex discussion of I.N. Danilevsky,Древняя Русь глазами современников (ІХ-ХІІ вв.)
(Moscow, 1999), pp. 46–53.

13 On this urban center, cf. N. Oikonomides, “Persthlavitza, the Little Preslav,” Südost-
Forschungen 42 (1983): 1–9; and W.K. Hanak, “The Infamous Svjatoslav: Master of Duplicity
inWar and Peace?,” in Peace andWar: Essays in Honor of George T. Dennis, S.J., eds. T.S. Miller
and J. Nesbitt (Washington, DC, 1995), esp. 141–145. For sourcematerials, cf. P.P. Tolochko, “Ле-
тописные известия о походах Святослава на Дунай и их источники,” ВВ 66 (91) (2007):
146–154.

14 A.E. Presniakov, Княжое право в древней Руси. Очерки по исторіи Х-ХІІ столѣтіи,
ЗИ-ФФИСПУ, part 90 (St. Petersburg, 1909): 27–28. I cannot accept the contention of H. Pasz-
kiewicz, The Origins of Russia (London, 1954), p. 152, who reasons that Svjatoslav possessed
and ruled over only those lands which he had assigned to his sons Jaropolk and Oleg. The
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designs and his abandonment of rule in Kiev, were eager to profit from his
political reorganization and to gain greater independence for themselves
in the conduct of their affairs. They prevailed upon Svjatoslav to appoint a
prince for them, or they threatened to select one for themselves.15 Desiring
to retain at the least a modicum of control over the Novgorodian lands
and the northern regions, Svjatoslav heeded their demand and designated
the youthful Vladimir to be their prince. The division of the Kievan Rus’
state into three separate and distinct units, although there may well have
been others that cannot be discerned from the extant sources and that
were subservient to the prince at Perejaslavets, momentarily disrupted the
political hegemony of the Kievan Rus’ state and introduced for the next
decade divisiveness among Svjatoslav’s progeny and the subject peoples of
the three sons.

However, Svjatoslav’s dream of constructing a new pagan empire with
its capital situated on the Danube was shattered by a series of humiliating
military defeats administered by the Byzantines.16 On his return march to
Kiev in 972 (6480) after signing a treaty of no great consequence for the
Rus’, he was ambushed by the Pechenegs, a nomadic people of Turkic stock,
above the cataracts of the Dnieper River where, after a difficult winter stay,
he ultimately met his death.17 His passing ushered in a period of fratricidal
strife. Sveinald, the leading commander in charge of Svjatoslav’s forces on
the Balkan campaign and amajor promoter of the pagan ascendancy during

issue is more complex than he admits, although the annals remain silent on many aspects
of this question. On these events, cf. ПСРЛ 1: 69; and 2: 57. Cf. RPCLT, p. 87; and БЛДР 1: 118–
119.

15 ПСРЛ 1: 69; and 2: 57. Cf. RPCLT, p. 87; and БЛДР 1: 118–119.
16 Cf. Hanak, “The Infamous Svjatoslav,” pp. 145–150. For an annalistic description of the

Byzantine-Rus’ conflict, cf. Leon Diakonos, Leonis Diaconi Caloënsis historiae libri decem, ed.
C.B. Hase, CSHB (Bonn, 1828), pp. 63, 77–78, 105, and 156f.; and Symeon Logothetes, Annales,
ed. I. Bekker, CSHB (Bonn, 1838), pp. 153–154. Also, V.I. Sreznevsky, Славянскій переводъ
хроникиСимеонаЛогоѳета (St. Petersburg, 1909); repr., Slavjanskij perevodchroniki Simeona
Logotheta (London, 1971), pp. 149 and 151–154; and Die Chronik des SymeonMetaphrastes und
Logothetes, Slavische Propyläen 99 (Munich, 1971): 149 and 151–154. Paradoxically, nomention
of Svjatoslav (Svqtoslav;, Σφενδοσλάβος) and his encounters with the Byzantines appears
in the most recent Greek textual reconstruction by S. Wahlgren, ed., Symeonis Magistri et
Logothetae Chronicon, CFHB 44/1 (Berlin and New York, 2006), although references in a
different context are made to the Rus’, 131.29–30 (pp. 245–246), and 136.71–75 (pp. 335–337).
For a summation of the sources, cf. Elena A. Mel’nikova, Древняя Русь в свете зарубежных
источников. Учебное пособие (Moscow, 1999), pp. 122–127.

17 ПСРЛ 1: 73–74; and 2: 61–62. Cf. RPCLT, p. 90; and БЛДР 1: 122–123, and 501; andM.D. Pri-
selkov,Очерки по церковно-политической исторіи Киевской Руси Х-ХІІ вв. (St. Petersburg,
1913), p. 13.
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Svjatoslav’s rule, was instrumental in prevailing upon Jaropolk to abolish
the tripartite division of the Kievan state and to reunite the Kievan lands.
The question must then be raised whether Sveinald would have supported
a Christian state under Jaropolk’s rule, for, as we have previously noted, the
young prince had been under the influence of his grandmother Olga, who
had accepted a personal Christianization?18 Or, was Sveinald at themoment

18 On her personal baptism to Byzantine Christianity, noteworthy is thePoxvala knqgin∫
Ôlgi, kako krütisq dobr∫ po'ive po zapov∫di Gi∞, in V.I. Sreznevsky, “Память и похвала кн.
Владимиру,” pp. 4–5. Cf. S.M. Soloviev, История России с древнейших времен, 1 (Moscow,
1959): esp. 153–160; andW.K. Hanak, TheOrigin of KievanRus’, ch. 3, forthcoming. There exists
a substantial literature onOlga and her Christianization, nowplaced between 1–9 September
957, although a number of modern scholars adhere to the year of 946 for which there
exists some significant evidence, while other scholars attribute her baptism to ca. 955,
and her legendary visit to Constantinople. Zenkovsky, 1: 55, n. 46, interpreting Constantine
Porphyrogennetos’s De Cerimoniis aulae Byzantinae, ed. J.J. Reiske, CSHB 1 (Bonn, 1829),
maintains that on the occasion of her visit to Constantinople in 957 [sic] “she was already
baptized andwas accompanied by anOrthodox priest.” Zenkovsky, however, does not qualify
whether she was baptized in the Latin or Byzantine Rite. Gregory, if an Orthodox priest, may
have been a low ranking monk, whose main role was to minister to the Greek community
in Kiev. The interpretation of Zenkovsky is quite plausible, since in the foreign quarter of
Kiev there were resident Greek merchants and others who most probably brought with
them their own clergy to tend to their sacral needs. Certainly, these monks were not of high
birth, but rather of the lower social classes and were often assigned such distant missions.
C. Raffensperger, Reimagining Europe: Kievan Rus’ in the Medieval World, Harvard Historical
Studies 177 (Cambridge, MA, 2013): 157, believes that Gregorymay have been of the Latin rite.
This is quite plausible. We have little evidence to substantiate this assertion that there was
significant religious Latinization taking place in Kievan Rus’. The more substantive German
attempt at this comes a few years later of which we have no Rus’ record, demonstrating that
it either proved to be a failure or the Kievan Rus’ dismissed Germanic attempts at religious
proselytization, given its political implications for themselves. Olga’s grandsons (excepting
Vladimir) most likely were Latin Christians and therefore Raffensperger is correct in his
analysis that Gregory was a Latin monk. Further, Olga, familiar with Byzantine duplicity
in their prior relations, may have brought along Gregory in her own act of duplicity to put
pressure on the Greeks and to gain some concessions. I am inclined to accept the notion,
unless new evidence comes to light, that he was of Greek stock, but a lower class monk who
did have a priestly office. Given the economic and trading significance of Olga’s visit, it is
questionable whether she would have had her delegation include a Latin monk, but then
given the accounts associatedwithOlga shewas determined to enhanceher position vis-à-vis
the Greeks. For other editions ofDeCerimoniis, cf. those of J.P. Migne, PG 112 (Paris, 1859); and
Le livre des ceremonies, ed. A. Vogt, 2 vols. (Paris, 1967). Among the recent important body of
secondary literature, cf. A.V. Kartashev, Очерки по истории русское церкви, 1 (Paris, 1959):
97–104; G. Podskalsky, Christentum und Theologische Literatur in der Kiever Rus’ (988–1237)
(Munich, 1982), pp. 16 ff., 116–121, and 210ff.; and A. Poppe, “Once again Concerning the
Baptism of Olga, Archontissa of Rus’,” DOP 46 (1992): 271–277; repr. in idem, Christian Russia
in the Making, essay II, with addendum, pp. 278a–279a, that makes reference to the latest
essential studies. Cf. infra, n. 54, for this controversial issue. G.T. Chupin, Русь и религия
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urging Jaropolk to reunify the lands of Kiev,19 but was involved in subterfuge
and had other designs for the state, preserving a pagan-Varangian bastion?
These suspicions regarding Sveinald’s ultimate plans for Kiev are topics that
cannot be easily resolved because of an absence of attention to his motives
in the annalistic sources.

Sveinald appears to have instigated the struggle between Jaropolk and
Oleg when he dispatched his son, Ljut, on the pretext of participating in a
hunting expedition, onto the private game preserve of Oleg. Oleg, also hunt-
ing on his lands at that particularmoment, came upon Ljut and slewhim for
the trespassing violation. Sveinaldmay not havewished the death of his son,
but Ljut’s death now became a cause célèbre in Jaropolk’s court and Sveinald
reminded the prince that Oleg was responsible for Ljut’s killing.20 But at
the root of Sveinald’s prodding may have even been his personal aspiration
to become the real power behind the Kievan seat and perhaps to reunite
the Kievan lands under his own disguised leadership. The struggle between
Jaropolk and Oleg that had begun in 975 (6483) came to a tragic conclu-
sion two years later when Oleg, in haste to cross a bridge leading to safety
behind the walls of the town of Vrychiy, fell to his death into the moat sur-
rounding the fortified town (grad=).21 Consequently, Jaropolk’s first hurdle
in bringing about the reunification of the Kievan lands had been removed
and there remained only Vladimirwho could impede his ambitions. Sensing
that Jaropolk would soon attack him, Vladimir fled to Scandinavia where he
gathered a Varangian mercenary army. He returned to Novgorod, amassed
an additional force of Varangians, Slovenes, Chud’, and Krivichi, and set out
upon hismarch to assault Kiev. But Vladimir was not simply content to con-
quer his half-brother’s town. He sought the assistance of Blud, Jaropolk’s

(Kharkov, 2011), pp. 42–48, furnishes an amplehistoriographic analysis of secondary literature
concerning her visit to the imperial city. For legends and other accounts regarding her
baptism, cf. A.A. Aleksandrov, Во времена княгини Ольги. Легенды и были о княгине Ольге
в Псковской земле (Pskov, 2001), pp. 142–196.

19 Given the vagueries of the phrase “Rus’ land,” I have taken license to use the phrase
to identify a geographical area without specific limits centered about Kiev and under its
princely rule. Further, for the want of better andmore accurate expression, I use throughtout
this study the term “principality,” that signifies the lands under the rule of a Kievan prince.
For a good discussion of the issue, cf. C.J. Halperin, “The Concept of the Russian Land from
theNinth to the Fourteenth Centuries.”RussianHistory/Histoire russe 2 (1975): esp. 29–30 and
accompanying notes.

20 ПСРЛ 1: 74; and 2: 62. Cf. RPCLT, p. 91; and БЛДР 1: 122–123.
21 ПСРЛ 1: 74–75; and 2: 62–63. Cf. RPCLT, p. 91; and БЛДР 1: 122–125.
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leading commander who appears to have displaced Sveinald,22 to betray
the Kievan prince and to bring about his downfall. Blud was responsive to
Vladimir’s overture and only the details regarding the manner of Jaropolk’s
death required attention. Themethod of his assassination, however, proved
troublesome. Eager to have the bloody affair donewith, Blud urgedVladimir
to storm the town that he entered on 11 June 978 (6486),23 while Blud at
the same time encouraged Jaropolk to abandon Kiev and to take flight to
Rodnja at the mouth of the Ros’ River. Once Vladimir had accomplished
the siege and occupation of Kiev, he was again free to redirect his atten-
tion to Jaropolk and to dispose of his fraternal rival. Vladimir set out to
stormRodnja’s fortifications.Meanwhile, the deception continued andBlud
induced Jaropolk to seek peace in face of overwhelming opposition and to
enter into direct negotiations with his half-brother. Ameeting was arranged
and when Jaropolk entered the chamber of the designated meeting place,
Vladimir’s Varangian guard set upon Jaropolk with their swords and slew
him.24

The compilers of thePVL furnish a wealth of detail and exceptional clar-
ity in recounting Vladimir’s rise to power and his superiority to rule over
all of the Kievan lands. His conquest of Kiev had made a deep impression
upon them, although his conversion to Christianity nearly a decade later
created an obvious tendency by contemporaneous writers to idealize him
and to some degree even to recognize approvingly his years of pagan rule,
deemed to be sinful, but preparatory for his Christianization. The scribes are
intent initially to portray Vladimir like his father to be indeed a true pagan.
But, while Svjatopolk met an inglorious end for his misdeeds and miscal-
culations, Vladimir through baptism, though his early rule emulated that of

22 The sources are silent on his disappearance, and themystery of his vanishing from sight
and of any further mention of him in the historical or literary record remains unresolved.
The question must be postulated: Although it is known the Sveinald was a strong proponent
of paganism, did he come into religious conflict with Jaropolk who may have favored the
advent of Christianity? Clearly, the annalists seem to have little knowledge of this ideological
conflict, unless they chose tominimize its significance and the presence of Christian converts
among the Varangian-Slavic elite and general populace as the sources attest, and were
predisposed to elaborate upon the baptized Olga and Vladimir, to each of whom they are
clearly partial. There may have also been other issues between the two men, of which we
have no knowledge and the sources do not elaborate upon these questions.

23 This is the same date that Jakobmarks as the beginning of Vladimir’s rule. Cf. Golubin-
sky, 1: 245.

24 ПСРЛ 1: 78; and 2: 66. Cf. RPCLT, p. 93; and БЛДР 1: 124–125.
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his father, was Christianized and redeemed for his past transgressions. As a
result, they note in substantial detail the prince’s sinful stage, but stress that
he had repented with his religious conversion.

The PVL also at first reading conveys the impression that Vladimir’s
reign began without any major checks upon his authority and that uni-
tary rule existed in Kievan Rus’, although after 980 the annalists record his
martial actions, his need to put down recalcitrant Slavic and other tribes
who had challenged his claim to sole authority. The PVL–L and PN recall:
I naha knq'iti Volodomir= v= Kiev∫ edin; …, “and Vladimir began to
reign alone in Kiev ….”25 Unlike the Laurentian redaction, the Hypatian
further elaborates and reads: A semo ne p¥]ai ni edinoé i naha knq'iti

Volodomir= v= Kiev∫ ∆din=, “but here he did not allow to anyone and
Vladimir began to rule alone in Kiev.”26 At first sight the Laurentian state-
ment appears accurate, for the annalists sawnoneed to explain or to enlarge
further upon what they had stated. The use of the term “alone” can, how-
ever, be understood in other contexts. To address several possibilities, it
could imply that he undertook rule exclusive of others, denying to them
a share of power, or it could be a claim for the establishment of autoc-
racy from the inception of his rule. But other annals appear to question the
claim to solitary rule. L, NK, S1, T, and V relate only that Vladimir began
his rule in Kiev without qualifying whether he shared power with others
(or another) or ruled exclusive of them, sitting as the paramount head.27
K, reflecting a strong Muscovite political ideology, ascribes to Vladimir, on
the occasion of having slain his half-brother Jaropolk and the occupation of

25 Italics are mine. ПСРЛ 1: 79; and PN, ibid., 9: 40; and T, ibid., 15: 73, that read with a
slight alteration in wording and word order: Nahat= knq'iti Volodimer= edin= v= KÀev∫,
“Vladimir began to reign alone in Kiev;” whereas Vl, ibid., 30:24, simply and reduntantly
reads: Nahalo knœ'enÀav= v Kiev∫ Volodimerova. Naha knœ'iti Volodimer= v Kiev∫

…, “there began in Kiev the princely rule of Vladimir. Vladimir began [his] princely rule
in Kiev …;” and Tr, p. 93. P2, ibid., 5: 2; and Nasonov, 2: 10, assert: Volodimer= 'e s∫de

na velikom= knq'en;i v Kyev∫ …, “Vladimir sat upon the grand princely [seat] in Kiev
…;” however, P3, Nasonov, 2: 74; and X, ПСРЛ 22/1: 366 (with slight emendation), read:
Володомир же сѣде в граде Киеве …, “Vladimir sat in the town of Kiev ….” Cf. Tatishchev,
2 (Moscow-Leningrad, 1963): 56, wherein the Joachim Chronicle omits the Laurentian phrase
and substitutes: Володимир же, государствуя в Киеве …, “Vladimir, having begun to rule in
Kiev….” Tatishchev, ibid., furthermaintains that upon the slaying of Jaropolk in 978, Vladimir
was “the prince of all Rus’,” although this is quite unlikely as we shall later observe. RPCLT,
p. 93, remains true in translation to the Laurentian version; and БЛДР 1: 126–127, which reads:
одинъ.

26 Italics mine. ПСРЛ 2: 67.
27 Ibid., 5: 112; and 20/1: 65.
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the seat at Kiev, the distinction of being edin; samoder'ec; vsej, “the sole
autocrat over all,”28 and further of being velikoder'avnyj, “all-powerful.”29
The omission of edin;, “alone,” from a number of nearly contemporane-
ous annalistic texts, among them the numerous redactions ofN,30 coincides
with the chronological issue concerning the inception of Vladimir’s rule.
If Jakob is accurate in relating that Vladimir took the Kievan seat on 11
June 978, the disparity between his date and 980 (6488) in the PVL might
be explained as an inference in the latter source that until 980 the prince
had not consolidated his authority and only then had almost complete
dominion over the Kievan lands. His conquest of Kiev did not automati-
cally entitle him to claim full sovereignty over the territories held by his
forerunners; nor could he claim by the right of conquest to be the sole
ruler over all Kievan lands. Rather, after taking the town, Vladimir had to
demonstrate his personal strength and suitability to rule, and to reunite
diverse Slavic and other tribes through the various political and military
measures available to him. PVL–L admits that in 981 (6489) Vladimir com-
menced a series of conquests and continued to do so in the following
years:31

Ide ‘Volodomir=’ k Lqxom= i zaœ grady iÖ> Peremywl; Herven=> i iny

grady> e'e s¥t; i do sego dn∞e pod= R¥s;[> V sem 'e l∫t∫ i Vqtihi pob∫di. i

v=zlo'i na n; dan;> ˙ nqo¥ga œko'e ∆c∞; ego imawe.

[Vladimir] went against the Ljakhs and seized their towns: Peremyshl’, Cher-
ven, and other towns that are to this day under Rus’. In this year, he conquered
the Vjatichi and imposed tribute upon them, as had his father according to
[the number of] ploughs.

28 Ibid., 21/1: 69.
29 Ibid., 71.
30 Ibid., 3 and 4; and the recentНовгородская Первая Летопись Старшего иМалдшего

Изводов, ibid., 3 (Moscow-Leningrad, 1950; repr. Moscow, 2000): esp. 128, wherein the Com-
mission Text reads: Ипакынача княжитиВолодомиръ вКиевѣ…, “and oncemoreVladimir
began to rule in Kiev ….” The questionmust be raised whether Vladimir had previously ruled
in Kiev, which is doubtful, or has the scribe misstated by inserting the term пакы, since we
have no evidence that Vladimir previously ruled in the town, unless the scribe is implying
that he came to power two years earlier, then there was an interruption in his rule with no
elaboration upon the specifics of this, and he again resumed rule. Perhaps more plausible is
the argument that the Novgorod Annal is asserting that Vladimir had previously ruled Nov-
gorod and now againwas a ruler, but of Kiev.

Further, N4, relates: I naha knq'iti VolodÀmer= v Kiev∫ …, “Vladimir began to rule in
Kiev ….”

31 Italics mine. ПСРЛ 1: 81–82; S1, ibid., 5: 113; and Tr, p. 94. Cf. RPCLT, p. 95; and БЛДР 1:
130–131.
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The Hypatian redaction reads quite similarly:32

Ide Volodomir= k Lqxom=. i zaœ grady ix=. Peremywl;. Herven=. i iny

gorody. i'e s¥t; i do sego dn∞e pod= R¥üs;[. sem= 'e l∫t∫ i Vqtihi pob∫di.

i v=zlo'i na nq dan;. ˙ pl¥ga. œk̊ 'e ∆c∞; ego imal=.

Vladimirwent against the Ljakhs and seized their towns: Peremyshl’, Cherven,
and other towns that are to this day under Rus’. In this year he conquered
the Vjatichi, and placed a tribute upon them according to [the number of]
ploughs, as had his father.

A textual scrutiny of PVL and other sources for the first century of Kievan
Rus’ history reveals that the dominion exercised by the Riurikid house, since
its foundation ca. 860 (6368), was at best a tenuous political-economic
arrangement with Eastern Slavic and other tribes. In his brief rule, Riurik
(ca. 860–879), the semi-legendary founder of a political entity in northern
Rus’, had attempted Varangian political regulation, although his territorial
expansion in that region was never extensive and was often tenuous in
nature, for he was forced to compete with rival Varangian clans for political
and economic interests. He asserted sovereignty overNovgorod and its terri-
tories, as well as over the towns of Polotsk, Rostov, Beloozero, and Murom.33
To each of these fortified centers he assigned loyal lieutenants, princes, and
boyars (boœri), men of aristocratic birth who initially were of Nordic stock,
but also some who were of Slavic or of other national origins, that served
him faithfully. S.G. Pushkarev notes that the boœri “did not constitute a
definite order from the legal point of view but played an important role
in the political and social life, along with the princes.”34 Riurik’s territorial

32 Italics mine. ПСРЛ 2: 69. The Hypatian rendition is repeated in БЛДР 1: 130–131. N1,
ПСРЛ 3: 130, is very similar to this rendition; whereas N4, 4: 58; P, 5: 113; V, 7: 295; PN, 9: 41;
K, 21: 69; NK, 42: 43; and T, 15: 75, read almost identically: Id∫ Volodimer= k Lœxom= i

zaœ grady ix=, Peremywl;, Herven= i inyÖ grady, i'e so¥t; i do sego dni pod= R¥s;[,
“Vladimir went against the Ljakhs and seized the towns of Peremyshl’, Cherven, and other
towns that to this day are under Rus’.” Similarly, Vl, ibid., 30: 24. The passage is excised
from L, 20/1: 65. No reference is made in these annals to the imposition of tribute upon
them.

33 ПСРЛ 1: 20; and 2: 14–15. Cf. RPCLT, p. 59; and БЛДР 1: 74–75. To view the foundation
of the Kievan Rus’ state from another perspective, cf. M. Hrushevsky, History of Ukraine-
Rus’, 1: From Prehistory to the Eleventh Century, trans. Marta Skorupsky (Edmonton-Toronto,
1997): 294ff. For a modern historiographic treatment of the complex questions raised by
Hrushevsky, cf. M.V. Shostak, Основні теорії утворения Кыївської Русі в Українознавчих
дослідженнях ХХ-ХХІ століття (Kiev, 2011), passim. More substantive and expansive are
the articles in Варяго-Русский вопрос в историографии, ed. V.V. Fomin (Moscow, 2010).

34 For the cited quotations, S.G. Pushkarev,Dictionary of RussianHistorical Terms from the
Eleventh Century to 1917, eds. G. Vernadsky and R.T. Fisher, Jr. (New Haven and London, 1970),
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acquisitions were held to be an integral part of clan property possessed in
common and the lesser nobility were assigned towns chiefly for the defense
of the region and the exploitation of their economic resources for commer-
cial benefits and the raising of tribute as well as the production of revenue.
This model, based not only on the Varangian structure of governance and
economics, coexisted with the traditional Slavic tribal structure whose ter-
ritorial boundswere often imprecise and led to frequent disputes over rights
to land and its resources. It is these Varangians,mainly in the outlying north,
and Slavic structures that Vladimir inherited and required his attention in
order to solidify his position as the ruler at Kiev.

Soon after Riurik’s death, Oleg, perhaps a relative although this is not
clearly established in the sources, only that hewas an elder,35was designated
guardian for the former ruler’s minor son, Igor. A puzzling questionmust be
raised: Did Riurik have other sons by various women or none, or perhaps
only daughters by them? It is plausible that if there were other sons, they
might have expired by this time or had sought their fortunes elsewhere.
However, the sources remain silent on the question of other sons and no
inference can be made on this point. Further, no references in the annals
or any other sources are made to daughters and their potentially significant
marriages. Oleg, upon assuming the guardianship of Igor, gathered an army
and set out to enlarge theVarangianRus’ domain.His conquests of Smolensk
and to its south Ljubech were preparatory to his take over of Kiev. Oleg
accordingly shifted the center of Varangian power from the north to the
south, with the center the town on theDnieper, and established for his ward
and himself the princedom of Kiev. His actionsmay be, as Shepard suggests,
“an attempt at secession from the other Rus’ strongpoints …” in the north.36
But this move in 879 (6387) laid the formal foundation for the creation of a
unified Kievan Rus’ state centered at Kiev.

A twofold task confronted Oleg upon the assumption of rule in Kiev. As
we have previously observed, he had participated in the consolidation of

pp. 4–5. For citations and references to the boyars, see ПСРЛ 1: 20; and 2: 14–15. Cf. RPCLT,
p. 59; and БЛДР 1: 74–77.

35 J. Shepard, “TheOrigins of Rus’ (c. 900–1015),” inCHR, ed.Maureen Perrie, 1 (Cambridge,
2006): 47–48, does not believe that Oleg was of princely stock, but rather he was a military
commander. We have no other information to challenge Shepard’s assertion, but we can
only turn to the incomplete citation concerning Oleg in PVL, wherein this source appears
to allude to his noble birth, whatever the rank, since he occupied Kiev in the name of his
ward Igor and asserted his superiority.

36 Ibid., p. 56.
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Riurikid authority over the peoples of northern Rus’ or we must assume so,
although archaeological evidence now points to the existence of numerous
Varangian enclaves in northern Rus’ that were neither politically nor eco-
nomically linked to one another but functioned as competitive independent
entities. The socio-political development of the Slavs, those settled in the
provinces about Kiev, however, may not have been on par with those Slavs
of the north and in particular the Varangians. Various princes, chieftains,
and common local councils (v∫he) ruled the southwestern Slavs. Their south-
eastern counterparts, having similar institutions, were under the nominal
authority of Khazar khagans and were required to render annual tribute to
them.37 But the southeastern Slavic tribal groups appear to have exercised
some degree of independence and therefore were not subject to the com-
plete authority of the khagans. Oleg appears to have sought from the outset
to deny to the Khazars their financial and material advantages gained from
the Slavic tribes. He sought to secure for himself and his ward this annual
income. Beginning in 883 and in successive years, he conqueredneighboring
Slavic tribes—the Drevljane, Sever, and Radimichi—and directed that they
no longer render tribute to the Khazar khagans, but to him.38 And in these
Slavic lands Oleg directed the construction of fortified centers (grady) and
in this manner he resolved his second problem—that of establishing a pro-
tective ring of fortifications in outlying areas to shield Varangian and Slavic
commerce on the lower Dnieper from the depredations caused by nomadic
incursions.39

The political status of the Drevljane, Sever, and Radimichi after Oleg’s
subjugation of them was unlike that of the northern Slavs. These south-
ern tribes were allowed to retain their socio-political institutions and Oleg
was content to collect annual tribute from them and to acquire the services
of their men in times of military conflict. With the construction of fortifi-
cations in their territories and the seating of lesser Varangian princes and
boyars in these territorial centers,40 Oleg situated the fortified centers in
places where theymost advantageously provided not only for local defense,

37 Cf. M.N. Tikhomirov, Древнерусские города (2nd ed., rev. and enl., Moscow, 1956),
passim. Noteworthy also and still useful is the earlier study of V. Parkhomenko, “Киевская
Русь и Хазария,” S 6 (1927): 380–387.

38 ПСРЛ 1: 23; and 2: 17. Cf. RPCLT, p. 61; and БЛДР 1: 78–79.
39 ПСРЛ 1: 23–24; 2: 17; S1, 5: 89; and V, 7: 269–270. Cf. RPCLT, p. 61; and БЛДР 1: 78–79.
40 Presniakov, Княжое право, p. 27. Cf. G. Laehr, Die Anfänge des russischen Reiches.

Politische Geschichte im 9. u. 10. Jahrhundert, HS, heft 189 (Berlin, 1930): 33.
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but also contributed to the overall protection of the Kievan state. He accord-
ingly hastened the process of the political and commercial subordination
of the surrounding countryside to the military outposts. A consequence of
Oleg’s military designs was the fragmentation of the subject Slavic tribes,
and in the absence of stable territorial polities he was able to initiate the
process of subverting any future claims that these Slavic tribal groupsmight
make for an independent political life. In his own lifetime Oleg failed to
bring about the creation of a stable unitary state. He sat as the surrogate for
the young Igor and was the elder for the immediate Varangian family. The
noble members of this kin continued to exercise their right to a common
territorial heritage. The structure that emerges and remains the dominant
form for the next century, of which the Rus’ annalists were quite cognizant,
is the creation of a heterogeneous political entity whose only tie to Kiev is
the personal ability and military strength of the Kievan prince to wield his
authority over and to hold together in a fashion the tributary peoples. Para-
doxically, there is evidence that other Varangian kin operated independent
of Riurik and Oleg about the perimeter of the Black Sea, seeking their own
fortunes and material gains.41

41 Two examples bear attention. First, the legendary attack on Constantinople in 860
(6368) drew the considerable attention of A.A. Vasiliev in a seminal study: TheRussianAttack
on Constantinople in 860, The Medieval Academy of America Pub. No. 46 (Cambridge, MA,
1946). Vasiliev, without making a clear attribution to a specific source, is inclined to link
this attack to the Varangians, to Askold and Dir, the nominal rulers of Kiev whom Oleg
later displaced and slew upon taking the town. The extensive sources for the period that he
examines do appear to support his reasoning. Cf. ibid., pp. 64–70, and passim. A.A. Shaikin,
Повесть временных лет: История и поэтика (Moscow, 2011), pp. 235–236 and n. 938,
identifies Askold and Dir as boœrina, lesser nobles. However, if we examine two prominent
Byzantines works, cited below, this may not be the case. According to Greek accounts, a
nameless renegade Varangian group that sought to make its mark in the Black Sea region
had launched the attack on Constantinople. The leaders of this band are not identified, nor
are their noble distinctions given, and the Rus’ annals are the only sources to furnish the
names of Askold and Dir, the nominal rulers of the Kievan khaganate. Also, it appears that
the Byzantines were aware of other Varangian groups that preyed upon their coastal cities
and towns in the Pontic littoral. The learned Photios, a former professor at the university in
the imperial city, but then patriarch of Constantinople, relates in two homilies his limited
knowledge of the Varangians who had attacked and whom he identifies as an obscure and
insignificant nation of Rus’ who have “now risen to a splendid height and immense wealth, a
nation dwelling somewhere far fromour country….” Cited inC.A.Mango, trans.,TheHomilies
of Photios, Patriarch of Constantinople, English Translation, Introduction and Commentary,
DOS 3 (Cambridge, MA, 1958): 98. Cf. ibid., Homily III: “Of the Same Most-Blessed Photius,
Archbishop of Constantinople, First Homily on the Attack of the Russians,” pp. 82–95; and
Homily IV : “Of the Same Most-Blessed Photius, Archbishop of Constantinople, The New
Rome, Second Homily on the Attack of the Russians,” pp. 95–110. That Photios had no direct
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Vladimir inherited a political legacy that necessitated that he, as his pre-
decessors, reasserts his claim to tribute from the subject Slavs and other
tribes. His grandfather, Igor (879?-945), was confronted with an immediate
rebellion of the Drevljane, who exhibited strong separatist tendencies and
refused to acknowledge his authority or to render tribute to him. Through a
forceof arms, Igor reestablished their tributary status and imposedaheavier,
more exorbitant, charge upon them, perhaps because of his need to replen-
ish his treasury and to compensate his men for the costs of the expedition.42
Nora K. Chadwick suggests and perhaps quite correctly that Igor increased
the amount of tribute as a price for purchasing immunity for them from
Pecheneg attacks.43 In 945 (6453) the Drevljane again demonstrated their
resistance to the centralizing efforts of the prince at Kiev and identified
Varangian territorial and political ambitions with those of their ancient and
mortal enemies, the Slavic Poljane, in whose territory the town of Kiev was
situated. The Drevljane were thus responsible for the tragic death of Igor,
and the Slavic princess Olga, his widow, became regent for their minor son

knowledge of the Varangian leaders at Kiev, nowhere referring to them by name, is puzzling.
Granted, he dwells in these homilies upon religious themes and the moral implications for
the Byzantines of the Rus’ attack. For a further discussion of these issues, cf. W.K. Hanak,
“Photios and the Slavs, 855–867,” in Acts. XVIIIth International Congress of Byzantine Studies.
Selected Papers: Main and Communications. Moscow, 1991, eds. I. Ševčenko, G.G. Litavrin, and
W.K. Hanak, 1 (Shepherdstown, 1996): 253–256.

The second incident also involves a renegade group of Varangians, most probably from
Kiev, although this is not conclusive, who operated independently in these early decades in
the Black Sea region. Their exploits are treated by Soloviev,ИсторияРоссии, pp. 135–138, and
306–307, nn. 163–173. Like Askold and Dir, the renegade Varangians had rejected the rule of
Riurik and were permitted to leave the north to seek their fortunes in the south. Cf. Demin,
pp. 226ff.; and Hanak, Origin, passim.

On the complex issue of the early appearance of the Varangians about the Pontic littoral,
cf. the substantive discussions of S.V. Tsvetkov, Поход Русов на Константинополь в 860
году и начала Руси (St. Petersburg, 2010), passim; and O. Karatay, “Karadeniz’de İlk Ruslar
ve Şarkel’in İnşasi [The First Rus’ in the Black Sea and the Construction of Sarkel],” Belleten.
Dört Ayda Bir Çikar 74/269 (2010): 71–111. For comparative purposes, addressing the issue of
the early Varangians resident in areas beyond the recognized settlements in northwestern
Rus’ and the Kiev region, cf. Elena S. Galkina and A.P. Kuz’min, “Русский каганат и остров
русов,” in Славяне и Русь: Проблемии и идеи (Moscow, 1998), pp. 464–485.

One further issue needs to be raised. Askold and Dir, following their attack upon Con-
stantinople according to popular and national histories, became Christians about 866. If
correct, this is one of the earliest examples of the Christianization of Kievan rulers, albeit
Varangians. On this, cf. Chupin, Русь и религия, pp. 28–34.

42 ПСРЛ 1: 42; and 2: 31–32. Cf. RPCLT, p. 71; and БЛДР 1: 92–93.
43 Nora K. Chadwick, The Beginnings of Russian History: An Enquiry into Sources (Cam-

bridge, 1946; repr. 1966), p. 30.
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Svjatoslav. She too found herself confronted with the need to reestablish
orderly rule over the subject and tributary Slavs. She put down theDrevljane
through a series of ruses and stratagems.44 When later Svjatoslav came of
age and assumed power in his own right, he had the good fortune of not
having to expend great resources to subdue rebellious Slavic tribes in the
south. He profited from the administrative and organizational skills of his
mother.45 She had completed the process of disjointing the Slavic lands and
of incorporating them into an integral part of a centralized Kievan state
and its administration. Olga denied to the Slavic tribes their own princes
and designated one for each of them. She, in essence, concentrated princely
power under the aegis of the Riurikid house. The provincial princes and
boyars enjoyed only those powers that had been conferred upon them by
her. Her son, Svjatoslav, by partitioning the Kievan state among his three
sons, disrupted her centralizing efforts and the occasion again arose for the
stronger Slavic tribes to rebel against Riurikid domination. Vladimir, upon
coming to power, had to suppress not only the rebellion of the Vjatichi,
but in 984 he had to establish the tributary status of the Radimichi.46 Later,
Vladimir’s sons were free of many of the problems of internal insurrections,
although they had to address several, and primarily concentrated their
energies, focusing on external threats to their outlying interests.

The written sources provide no evidence that Vladimir’s powers were
defined by a written code, whether Varangian or Slavic, or a combina-
tion thereof, and in theory at least he enjoyed broad powers and exclusive
sovereignty by the right of conquest. He was free to make new innovations,
though these were hampered by kin tradition and tribal conventions that
dictated how things were to be done. Thus, if there were any limitations
upon his authority, and there appears to have been, these were dictated
more so by customary laws practiced by the diverse Varangian and Slavic
groupings, some of tribal origin and others probably inherited by the kin.
There were occasions, as we shall note, for conflicts to emerge between
the adherents of Slavic and Varangian customary laws that in a number
of respects were antithetical to one another and did not share common

44 For a vivid description of Olga’s skillful attempts at the humiliation and destruction of
Drevljanian resistance, cf. the legendary accounts inPVL,ПСРЛ 1: 56–60; and 2: 46–49. Also,
RPCLT, pp. 80–82; and БЛДР 1: 104–107.

45 Presniakov, Княжое право, pp. 25–28; A. Stender-Petersen, Die Varägersage als Quellen
der altrussischen Chronik, AJ 6 (Copenhagen, 1934): 126ff.; and B.D. Grekov, Киевская Русь
(Moscow, 1949), p. 300.

46 ПСРЛ 1: 83–84; and 2: 71. Cf. RPCLT, p. 96; and БЛДР 1: 132–133.
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interests. The compilers of PVL elaborate upon two such events during the
period of his pagan rule to demonstrate his authority.

Until Vladimir’s accession, the pagan Varangian and Slavic elements
dominatednot only thepolitical, but aswell the religious life ofKievanRus’.47
According to PVL, the Laurentian redaction,48 in the same year (here the
date is determined to be 980 rather than the earlier year of 978 according to
Jakob) that he began his rule in Kiev, Vladimir

… postavi k¥miry na xoln¥> vn∫ dvora teremnago> Per¥na drevqna> a glav¥ ego

srebren¥> a o¥s= zlat=> i X=rsa Da';ba∞> i Striba∞> i Simar;gla> i Mokow;

‘i’ 'rqx¥ im= narih[]e œ b‘og’y> ‘i’ privo'ax¥ sn∞y svoœ i d=]eri> i 'rqx¥

b∫som=> ‘i’ ∆skvernqx zeml[ terebami svoimi> i ∆skvernisq krov;mi zemlq

R¥ska> i xolmo–t= po prbl∞gii B=∞ ne xotq smr∞t; gr∫wnikom=> na tom= xolm∫

nyn∫ cr∞k‘v’i stoit;> st∞go Vasil;œ est;>

… erected idols on a hill beyond the castle chamber: a wooden Perun with his
head of silver and a mustache of gold, and Khors, Dazh’bog, Stribog, Simar’gl,
and Mokosh. They sacrificed to them, calling them gods, and they brought
their sons anddaughters and sacrificed [them] to the demons. They defiled the
land with their offerings and profaned the Rus’ land and the hill with blood.
But the most blessed God did not wish the death of sinners and on this hill
now stands a church. It is [that] of Saint Basil.

This passage merits further comment. It is noteworthy because we see
the scribes admitting that Vladimir, recognizing the increasing role of the
Slavs in political and military matters, found it advantageous to grant to
the Slavs a greater participatory role in the affairs of the state. Through
his religious leadership, albeit at first pagan, he strengthened the political

47 For an extended discussion of the Scandinavian and Slavic deities worshipped by
the Kievan Rus’; on the eve of their Christianization, cf. Marija Gimbutas, “Ancient Slavic
Religion: A Synopsis,” in To Honor Roman Jakobson: Essays on the Occasion of His Seventieth
Birthday 11 October 1966, 1 (The Hague-Paris, 1967): 741–759. Cf. I. Garcia de la Puente, “The
Indo-Euopean Heritage in the Povest’ Vremennykh Let,” in Culture and Identity in Eastern
Christian History. Papers from the First Biennial Conference of the Association for the Study
of Eastern Christian History and Culture (ASEC), Inc., October 21–22, 2005 at The Ohio State
University, eds. R.E. Martin and Jennifer B. Spock, Ohio Slavic Papers 9/Eastern Christian
Studies 1 (Columbus, 2009): esp. 54ff.

48 Italics mine. ПСРЛ 1: 79; N1, 3: 128; V, 7: 294; PN, 9: 40; L, 20/1: 65; NK, 42: 43; T, 15: 73;
VL, 30: 24; Nik (Zenkovsky), 1: 76 and 77; Tr, p. 93; and RPCLT, p. 93, preserve the phrase:
“The people … brought their sons and their daughters for sacrifice.” Further, Shaikin, p. 106
and n. 522, raises the issue of whether these deities were in fact common to the diverse
and multi-ethnic Rus’. There is no easy explanation, given the absence of sufficient literary
and archaeological evidence, for his suspicion of non-commonality aside from the age-old
traditional practices of worshipping diverse deities.
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unity of the Kievan people. B.D. Grekov interprets the event as evidence of
the introduction of princely autocratic powers.49 But in the minds of the
Christian annalists, the occurrence was a sign that Vladimir in the future
could also be expected to protect the interests of the neophyte Christian
church and give this institution direction and resources at crucial moments
in the daily lives of the Rus’.

While we have observed in the Laurentian redaction of PVL and other
annals the admission that both young boys and girls were sacrificed to the
pagan deities, the Hypatian redaction emends the passage and deletes any
reference to the sacrifice of girls.50 This is, perhaps, one of the earliest exam-
ples of textual emendation to reflect customary laws then still practiced in
southwestern Rus’, unlike some of the customary practices found among the
southeastern Rus’.

Soon after Vladimir centralized religious worship, this being the first evi-
dence in Rus’ sources to establish an official state religion and to create
a common Varangian-Slavic pagan pantheon at an esteemed site of wor-
ship, it appears that an awareness came upon him of the inadequacies of
the pagan cults. Paganism as a state institution throughout Europe was
endangered because it was deemed to be inferior and had quite primitive
practices, whereas Christianity, whether of the Byzantine or Roman rites,
demonstrated its superiority in that its theology and ritualistic practices
enjoyed higher esteem and official recognition. According to the traditional
account related in PVL for 986, following his defeat at the hands of the
Volga Bulgars who then sent an Islamic mission to Kiev to convert him
and his people to their religion, Vladimir countered by consulting with reli-
gious emissaries from Christian countries—Latin representatives from the
Holy RomanEmpire and EasternChristian churchmen fromByzantium, the

49 Grekov, Киевская Русь, pp. 381, 468, and 471–472. A.E. Presniakov, Лекции по русской
истории, 1 (Moscow, 1938): 105, emphasizes the political ramifications of this pagan activity.
On the other hand, N. Zernov, “Vladimir and the Origin of the Russian Church,” SEER 28
(1949–1950): 425, maintains that religion was an important weapon in Vladimir’s arsenal of
tools for the expansion and consolidation of his domains.

50 ПСРЛ 2: 67, reads: i postavi k¥miry na xol=m¥. vn∫ dvora teremnaé. Per¥na derenqna.

golova ego serebrqna. a o¥s= zolo¡. i Xor=sa. i Da';ba∞. i Striba∞. i S∫mar;gla. i Mokow;.

i 'rqx¥É im=. narih¥]e bl∞gya. i privo'ax¥ sn∞y svoœ. i 'rqx¥ b∫som=. i ∆skv∫rnqx¥ zeml[

trebami svoim®. i ∆skv∫rniü trebami zemlq R¥üskaœ. i xolm= t=. No prebl∞gyi B=∞ ne xotqi

sm∞rti gr∫wnikoò. na tom= xolm∫ nyn∫ cr∞k‘v’y est; st∞go Vasil;œ. Italics mine. Also, we
encounter repetition in L, 20/1: 65, with some textual revision; and БЛДР 1: 126–127, but
without any additional comment. The facsimile edition of Pritsak, The Old Rus’ Kievan and
Galician-Volhynian Chronicles, p. 34, preserves this textual rendition.
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Muslim Volga Bulgars (on his terms), and Jewish Khazars. He then sent
leading men to each of their countries to observe their religious customs
and practices, and to learn more about their creed.51 The following year the
account notes that Vladimir was unable to arrive at a decision on which
creed to adopt. He summoned his nobles and town-elders (starci grad;skÀi)
with whom he consulted and discussed the teachings and practices of each
religious faith. With the concurrence of his nobles and elders, he arrived
at a decision to dispatch ten Rus’ legates to study the teachings and rituals
of three religious groupings. The ten Rus’ comprised only of Slavs, excluding
Varangians fromamong his retinuewho remained in the large strong propo-
nents of paganism. And paradoxically, although no explanation is furnished
in PVL, Vladimir directed his men to visit the Volga Bulgars, Germans, and
Byzantines, but he excluded the Jewish Khazars. Perhaps even at this late
date, although their state was in ruins following the assaults of Svjatoslav,
the Khazars may have continued to claim territorial sovereignty and main-
tained an influence over portions of southern Rus’, including Kiev; as well,
they may have attempted to exercise the right to collect tribute from the
Slavic tribes occupying these lands. Understandably, Vladimir had no inten-
tion to humble himself to the overlordship of a Khazar khagan.52

Upon the return of his servants, Vladimir again summoned and assem-
bled his nobles and elders. He listened to their reports and then addressed
those assembled: idem= kr]∞n;e prÀimem=> ∆ni 'e rekowa gd∫ ti l[bo,
“fromwhere shall we accept baptism; they repliedwherever youwish.”53 The
nobles and elders had relinquished this decision to him not because they
were unable to come to a resolution of the matter, but rather within their
own territories strong pagan elements were highly influential and it would
have been folly for them to select a religion of choice, thus bringing censure
upon themselves and the prospect of relinquishing their own authority.

51 ПСРЛ 1: 84–106; 2: 71–92; and esp. K, 21/1: 74–88. Cf. RPCLT, pp. 96–110; and БЛДР 1:
132–153 and 502–504. Cf. V. Minorsky, Sharafal-Zamān Tāhir Marvazī on China, the Turks
and India (London, 1942), p. 36; Tatishchev, 2: 58–61; Likhachev, Руские летописи, pp. 39–
40; and D. Obolensky, The Byzantine Commonwealth: Eastern Europe, 500–1453 (New York-
Washington, 1971; repr., London, 2000), p. 194.

52 ПСРЛ 1: 107; and 2: 93. Cf. RPCLT, p. 110; and БЛДР 1: 152–153. On the process of re-
religionization of Kievan Rus’, cf. L.N. Gumilev, Древняя Русь и великая степь (Moscow,
1992), pp. 251–256.

53 ПСРЛ 1: 108; and 2: 94. Cf. RPCLT, p. 111; and БЛДР 1: 154–155. N1, ПСРЛ 3: 150, with some
textual alteration, reads: to kd∫ kre]ennÀe prÀimem=. Oni 'e r∫waÚ gd∫ ti l[bo; also N4, 4:
80; S, 5: 117; V, 7: 307; PN, 9: 53; T, 15: 102; L, 20/1: 77; K, 21/1: 88–92; Vl, 30: 34; NK, 42: 51; and
Tr, p. 109.
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These detailed passages explaining the Christianization of Kievan Rus’
should be treated with circumspection. Much of the information is tradi-
tional in character and replete with exaggerations. But legends often have
some basis in fact and the consultation with and the visits to the Volga Bul-
gars, Germans, and Byzantines should be understood in another context.
Vladimir was sufficiently perceptive to notice that his official pagan cults
stood in opposition to advanced religious trends and as an inharmonious
island among the Christians on the west and south, and to the east were
to be found the Muslims and Jewish Khazars. Kievan Rus’ was an impor-
tant commercial link between Europe and Asia and at the crossroads of
assorted cultures, religious ideas, and practices. That he could even con-
sider the adoption of another religion for his principality is evidence that
he enjoyed far greater personal authority than his predecessors upon the
Kievan seat. His grandmother Olga, who could only undertake a personal
conversion to Byzantine Christianity ca. 955 (6463),54 had neither sufficient

54 The place and date of Olga’s baptism are confused in the sources and there remains no
clear consensus among scholars in their interpretations of this event. The primary accounts,
in essentials repeated in the cited annals for the year 955 except in NK where the year is
given as 958 (6466), describing her conversion are PVL, ПСРЛ 1: 60–62; and 2: 49–51; RPCLT,
pp. 82–83; БЛДР 1: 110–113; Georgios Kedrenos, Σύνοψις ἱστοριῶν, ed. I. Bekker, CSHB 2 (Bonn,
1839): 329; and the first-hand observations of Adalbert, bishop of Trier, who visited Kiev in
959 and whose accounts are included in the Continuator Regionis, ed. F. Kurze, MGH, Scrip-
tores Rerum Germanicarum in usum scholarum (Hanover, 1890), p. 170. Adalbert assigns the
date of her conversion to 957 and the place where the baptism took place as Constantino-
ple. Constantine Porphyrogennetos, De Cerimoniis aulae byzantinae, pp. 594ff. (II.15), makes
no direct reference to Olga’s conversion on the occasion of her visit to the imperial city.
The modern scholarly assumption is that her baptism took place elsewhere, most proba-
bly in Kievan Rus’. Cf. the editions in PG 112: 1108ff.; and of Vogt. For critical commentaries
on Kedrenos’s work, cf. K. Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Literatur von Justinian
bis zum Ende des oströmischen Reiches (527–1453), 1 (2nd ed., Munich, 1897): 368–369; and
Gy. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica, 1: Die byzantinischen Quellen der Geschichte der Türkvölker,
Berliner Byzantinischen Arbeiten 10 (2nd ed., Berlin, 1958): 273–275. For the work of Con-
stantine Porphyrogennetos, cf. Moravcsik, 1: 356–390. Also for a brief reference, cf. Ioannis
Scylitzae Synopsis Historiarum, ed. I. Thurn, CFHB 5 (Berlin, 1973), ch. 6 (p. 240); and John
Scylitzes: A Synopsis of Byzantine History, 811–1057, trans. J. Wortley (Cambridge, 2010), ch. 6
(p. 231 and n. 31). For a source discussion, cf. M.V. Bibikov, Byzantinorossica. Свод византий-
ских свидетельств о Руси, 1 (Moscow, 2004), 74–81.

Mel’nikova, pp. 117–122, esp. 120–121, scrutinizes Olga’s two visits to the imperial city, the
first in 946, a result of the on-going disputes concerning commercial relations and their con-
clusion following the conflict between Byzantium and Kievan Rus’ two years earlier. The
second visit occurred 954/955, at which time shewas baptized.Mel’nikova’s focus is upon the
account of the latter visit related in Constantine Porphyrogennetos,De Administrando Impe-
rio, eds. Gy. Moravcsik and R.J.H. Jenkins, CFHB 1/DOT 1 (rev., Washington, 1967; 2nd. rev.
ed., Washington, 2009); Об управлении империей, eds. G.G. Litavrin and A.P. Novosel’tsev
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political strength and support, nor sufficient authority as a regent to bring
about amajor religious transformation. She also never had a favorable polit-
ical climate within her court to garner the support of pagan Varangian and
Slavic elements for religious conversion. The populacewas generally swayed
by the upper classes and pagan priests to oppose her efforts for religious
change. Yet, in spite of these and other hindrances, Olga persisted in her
belief that she was pursuing the correct course to associate herself with
Byzantium both politically and religiously, for the evolving political, eco-
nomic, and religious scenewasmoving inher favor, however slowly, and thus
dictated this need to her. And the presence of Christian elements among the

(Moscow, 1989). Among the secondary sources, notable are the works of G.G. Litavrin, “Пу-
тешествие русской княгини Ольги в Константинополь. Проблема источников,” ВВ 42
(1981): 35–48; C. Zukerman, “Le voyage d’Olga et la première ambasade espagnole à Con-
stantinople en 946,” Travaux et Mémoires 13 (2000): 647–672; and M. Featherstone, “Olga’s
Visit to Constantinople in De Cerimoniis,” REB 61 (2003): 241–251. For an incisive examina-
tion of the extant literature on Olga, her baptism, and visits, especially to Constantinople, cf.
Nazarenko, ch. 5.

Further, a number of modern Russian historians have maintained that her baptism took
place in Kiev in the year 955. They prefer to minimize the evidence that implies that her
baptism occurred in Constantinople and the specific reference that appears in the Pamqt;
i poxvala knqz[ Vladimer¥, V.I. Sreznevsky, “Память и похвала кн. Владимиру,” pp. 2–3:
Vziska spnnü®a i priq ∆ bab∫ svoei Ôlz∫, kako weìwi k= Cr∞[gorodu, i pr®ala bqwe st∞oe

kr]∞n®e, i po'i dobr∫ pre‘d=’ Bm∞=, vsimi dobrymi d∫ly ukrasivwisq i pohi s mirom= ∆

X∫∞ ‰s∞∫ i v= bl∞z∫ v∫p∫, “the gallop to salvation and [his] descent from[his] grandmotherOlga,
whowent to Constantinople and had received holy baptism, and lived virtuously beforeGod,
was adorned with all good deeds, and reposed in peace for Jesus Christ and in the blessed
faith.” Cf. ibid., p. 4 f.: Poxvala knqgin∫ Ôlgi, kako krütisq i dobr∫ po'ive po zapov∫di

Gn∞i, and supra, n. 18, for other variant texts. Jacob asserts that Olga had been a Christian
for fifteen years prior to her death in 969 (6477). The date of conversion could either be 954
or 955, depending upon the calendar used by Jacob for his calculations, albeit a Byzantine
calendar that underwent some revision and variant usage in the tenth century. The recent
scholarship of Laehr, pp. 103–105; F. Dvornik, The Slavs: Their Early History and Civilization
(Boston, 1956), pp. 200–201; and D. Obolensky, “The Empire and Its Northern Neighbors,
565–1018,” in The CambridgeMedieval History, 4: The Byzantine Empire, Part 1: Byzantium and
Its Neighbors, eds. Jane M. Hussey, D.M. Nicol, and G. Cowan (Cambridge, 1966): 511, agree
that the event took place in 957 in the imperial city. Cf. the analysis of this controversial
topic in RPCLT, pp. 239–240. For an extensive discussion of the chronological complexities
found inPVL, cf. S.V. Tsyb,Древнерусское времянисчисление в «Повести временных лет»
(2nd ed., amended, St. Petersburg, 2011), passim. But more recently, Poppe, “Once Again
Concerning the BaptismofOlga,” pp. 271–277, studies thewestern sources and concludes that
her conversion took place closer to 955 (6463), although he admits that the time and place of
baptism cannot be fixed with any precision because of the confusion of the evidence in the
sources. Cf. in his notes the extensive bibliography on the subject. We are also confronted
with her visit to Otto I. On this, cf. D. Gordiyenko, “The Mission of Kyivan Princess Ol’ga to
the King Otto I in the Context of Rus’ and Germany[:] Foreign Policies,” Bs 66 (2008): 107–118.
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upper and some lower class Varangians and Slavs must have further moti-
vated her to pursue this course of action. Thus the consideration of another
creed by the Kievan prince, aware of all the positive and negative intangi-
bles that had confronted his grandmother, was in itself a revolutionary step
in the advancement of Kievan Rus’. But also Vladimir must have been aware
of the political and religious confrontations that his grandmother had expe-
rienced. He recognized that without the encouragement and acquiescence
of Slavic and Varangian nobles and elders, he could not introduce conver-
sion. Yet, at the same timePVL stresses that the nobles and elders conceded
this decision to him.55 An explanation of why the regional nobles and elders
conceded the decision to the prince, although they may have favored the
change, may be found in the fact that they were aware of the strength of
local pagan influences and did not with to surrender their personal author-
ity at the local level.

Even though the adoption of Byzantine Christianity was an event of
paramount significance for early Kievan Rus’ history, the accounts of Vladi-
mir’s conversion are incomplete and the little information that has been
preserved is imprecise.His baptismappears tohaveoccurred either in 987or
988 (6495or 6496) and tookplace either inKiev, ononeof his estates, or even
elsewhere.56 Among the Scandinavian sagas, a tradition has been preserved

55 Cf. A.P. Novosel’tsev, et al., Древнерусское государство и его международное значе-
ние (Moscow, 1965), p. 16.

56 There exists a substantial literature on Vladimir’s conversion and the questions atten-
dant to it. Among themore important sources, and by nomeans is this intended to be a com-
plete list, are Makarii, Исторія русской церкви, 1: 274–309; Filaret, archbishop of Chernigov,
Исторія русской церкви (5th ed., St. Petersburg, 1894), pp. 23–27; Golubinsky, 1: 246–256;
Shakhmatov, Разысканія, pp. 133–161; N. de Baumgarten, Saint Vladimir et la conversion de la
Russie, OCA 79 (Rome, 1932): passim; G. Fedotov, “Le baptême de Saint Vladimir et la conver-
sion de la Russie,” Irénikon 15 (1938): 417–435; H. Koch, “Byzanz, Ochrid und Kiev, 987–1037.
ZurWiederkehr des angeblichen Taufjahres (988–1938),”Kyrios 3 (1938): 253–292; Presniakov,
Лекции, 1: 98ff.; V. Laurent, “Aux Origines de l’Eglise Russe. L’établissement de la Hiérarchie
byzantine,” EO 38 (1939): 279–295; V.A. Parkhomenko, “Характер и значение эпохи Вла-
димира, принявшего христианства,” УЗЛГУ 73, серия исторических наук, вып. 8 (1941):
203–214; G. Vernadsky, Kievan Russia (New Haven, 1948), pp. 62ff.; Grekov, Киевская Русь,
pp. 468–471; Paszkiewicz, Origin, p. 43 ff.; idem, TheMaking of Russia (London, 1963), p. 103f.;
A. Poppe, Państwo i kościół na Rusi w XI wieku (London, 1963), pp. 16 ff.; and A.P. Vlasto,
The Entry of the Slavs into Christendom: An Introduction to the Medieval History of the Slavs
(Cambridge, 1970), pp. 256ff. More recently, cf. A. Poppe, “St. Vladimir as a Christian,” in The
Legacy of St. Vladimir: Byzantium, Russia, America. Papers Presented at a Symposium Com-
memorating the Fiftieth Anniversary of St. Vladimir’s Orthodox Theological Seminary, Crest-
wood NY, September 27-October 1, 1988, eds. J. Breck, J. Meyendorff, and E. Silk (Crestwood,
1990), pp. 41–46; A. Poppe, “How the Conversion of Rus’ Was Understood in the Eleventh
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that Olaf Tryggvason, en route to Norway from Byzantium, passed through
Kievan Rus’ in 987 or 988, and was accompanied by a Byzantine bishop
named Paul who performed the baptismal ceremony.57 How credible this
claim is remains a subject of disputation among scholars, although we
should tender some credence to this account in view of the frequent con-
tacts between the Varangians and Slavs. Too, a number of high Scandinavian
nobles make their appearance in Kievan Rus’ throughout the course of this
early period. The Scandinavian account does not state the place where the
baptism took place and appears to leave the impression that it occurred in
Kiev, although this is bynomeans conclusive and the event couldhave taken
place elsewhere.

Byzantine sources are equally reticent on Vladimir’s conversion, or dis-
miss it with little comment. If anything, they treat the matter as a minor
event and of no great consequence for Byzantine interests in Kievan Rus’.
That they relegated the conversion of Vladimir to an almost insignificant
occurrence is, therefore, not surprising. For the Constantinopolitan ruler,
Basil II, more important was the acquisition of military forces to quell the
internal problems of the empire and especially his struggle with the rival
Bardas Phokas.58

The Christianization of Vladimir and his subjects and the establishment
of this creed as the state religion are important in another context. PVL
copyists and other early Rus’ writers draw extensively, but selectively, upon
the now introduced translated Old Testament texts into Old Church Slavon-
ic and formulated a historiographic tradition and a modified concept of
rulership based upon their reading and understanding of the texts. There
appears in PVL a striking parallel between the achievements of Vladimir
and Solomon,59 the king of Israel (ca. 974–ca. 937bc) and the son of David.

Century,” HUS 11 (1987): 287–302; repr. in idem, Christian Russia in the Making, essay III;
Gumilev, pp. 266–270; D.G. Ostrowski, “The Account of Volodimer’s Conversion in the Povest’
vremennykh let: A Chiasmus of Stories,”HUS 28, nos. 1–4 (2006): 567–580; andmost recently,
Raffensperger, pp. 159ff. For a good historiographic and source analysis of Vladimir’s baptism,
cf. E.V. Klimov, Религиозная реформа великого киевского князяВладимира І и христиани-
зация древней Руси (Tver’, 2010), ch. 1.

57 The Saga of King Olaf TryggwasonWho Reigned over Norway A.D. 995 to A.D. 1000, trans.
J. Sephton (London, 1895), pp. 93–97; N. de Baumgarten,Olaf Tryggwison roi de Norvège et ses
relations avec Saint Vladimir de Russie, OC 24/1 (Rome, 1931); and Novosel’tsev, p. 106.

58 On this, cf. Poppe, “How the Conversion of Rus’ Was Understood in the Eleventh
Century,” pp. 287ff.

59 On the contrast of the reigns of Vladimir and Solomon, cf. W.K. Hanak, “Vladimir I: The
New Solomon,” Византинороссика 3: Origins and Outcomes: Byzantine Heritage in Rus’. For
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The subsequent analogies that are entered in PVL are mainly drawn from
theOldTestamentBooksofKings andBooksofChronicles. David is frequently
cited in the Old Testament and PVL in the image of an ideal king, while
his son and Vladimir are measured according to this standard.PVL not sur-
prisingly is in the main, given the fact that the copyists were of an Eastern
Christian spiritual order, a religious history of early Rus’ and with this prin-
ciple in mind the copyists carefully selected those events in Solomon’s life
that would be illustrative of the similarity between Vladimir’s rule and that
of the biblical monarch.

ThePVL entry for 980 (6488) relates in extensivedetail the circumstances
of their respective rise to power and noted that both Vladimir and Solomon
were libertines, each having an insatiable taste for young girls and married
women.60 But the annalist in his citation further elaborates:61

t∞> m¥dr= 'e b∫> a nakonec; pogibe> se 'e b∫ nev∫golos=> a nakonec; ∆br∫te

spüi;e>

He [Solomon] was wise, but in the end he was ruined. He [Vladimir] was an
ignoramus, but in the end he found salvation.

The textual explanation given for providential intervention in Vladimir’s
behalf and the eventual denunciation of Solomon is that velii G;∞ i vel;œ
gr∫post; ego i raz¥m¥ ego n∫ü konca> “great is the Lord and great is His power,
and His wisdom is without end.”62

There follows inPVL aHebrew acrostic on a virtuouswife63 that contains
some political admonitions. A good wife makes for her husband scarlet

Professor Ihor Medvedev, the Corresponding Member of the RAS on His 70th Birthday/Исто-
ки и последствия: Византийское наследие на Руси. Сборник статей к 70-летию члена-
корреспондента РАН И. П. Медведева (2005): 102–115; and G. Stökl, “Der zweite Salomon.
Eine Bemerkungen zur Herrschervorstellung im alten Rußland,” in idem, Der russische Staat
inMittelalter und früher Neuzeit. Ausgewählte Aufsätze (Wiesbaden, 1981), pp. 23–31. F. Butler,
Enlightener of Rus’: The Image of Vladimir Sviatoslavich across the Centuries (Bloomington, IN,
2002), p. 21, accepts without question that Jaroslav theWise succeeded his father Vladimir “as
Solomon succeeded David ….” Francis Butler makes no effort to extract from PVL the perti-
nent passages that liken Vladimir to Solomon.

60 ПСРЛ 1: 80; and 2: 67. Cf. RPCLT, p. 94; and БЛДР 1: 128–129.
61 ПСРЛ 1: 80; 2: 67–68; N1, 3: 129; N4, 4: 56–57; S1, 5: 113; V, 7: 294; PN, 9: 41; T, 15: 73–74;

L, 20/1: 66; Vl, 30: 24; NK, 42: 43; and Tr, p. 94. Cf. RPCLT, p. 94; and БЛДР 1: 128–129. Also,
Shaikin, p. 106.

62 ПСРЛ 1: 80; 2: 68; N1, 3: 129; N4, 4: 57; S1, 5: 113; V, 7: 294; PN, 9: 41; T, 15: 74; L, 20/1: 66; Vl,
30: 24; NK, 42: 43; and Tr, p. 94. Cf. RPCLT, p. 94; and БЛДР 1: 128–129 and 501. Also, Shaikin,
p. 106.

63 Proverbs 31. 10–13;ПСРЛ 1: 80–81; and 2: 68–69. Cf.RPCLT, pp. 94–95; andBLDR 1: 128–129
and 501.
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robes and for herself robes of purple. In biblical tradition the color scarlet is
reserved for royalty or the very rich;64 Byzantine tradition, however, reserves
the color purple for the imperial family. The Kievan princes at this stage in
their history are not noted for adopting in their dress the color purple or
scarlet.

Students of the Kievan period, drawing upon the Byzantine political
model with the reception of their brand of Christianity, have generally
argued that the early Rus’ annalists favored autocracy, perhaps after the
Byzantine model, as an ideal form of government for the Kievan Rus’, but
the inclusion of this acrostic seeks to dispel this notion and stresses that65

... vzoren= byvaet; vo vrat∫x= m¥'; eœ> vnegda a]e sqdet; na sonmi]i> s=

starci i s= 'iteli zemli>

… her husband is distinguished within the gates when he sits in council with
the elders and the inhabitants of the land.

The inclusion of this Hebrew verse composition under the year 980, the
year in which PVL claims that Vladimir’s dominion commenced and he
ruled alone, is an admission if not a contradiction of the statement con-
cerning autocracy, that is, he was the sole ruler. The Hebrew acrostic is
rather an acknowledgement that the annalists advocated a system of rule
combining princely authority with elements of aristocracy and the pop-
ular representation of elders and the inhabitants of the land in council.
This appears to be a straightforward admission that Vladimir did not enjoy
sole rule as an autocrat, but that there were limitations upon his powers
in that he had to heed the advice and perhaps even seek the counsel and
consent of the aristocracy and popular representatives regarding crucial
matters. The annalists appear to be cognizant of the traditional political
processes that had evolved in tribal society in the earlier centuries. Too,
they were motivated to preserve regional and tribal political associations
to enhance their missionary activities and Christianization efforts in those
areas.

In the same year that Vladimir rose to power with the aid of Varangian
mercenaries from Scandinavia and Slavs from northern Rus’, he selected
from their number m¥'i dobry> smysleny i dobry> i razdaœ im= grady>

64 IISamuel i. 24; and Jerimiah iv. 30.
65 ПСРЛ 1: 81; 2: 68; N1, 3: 129; N4, 4: 57; S1, 5: 113; V, 7: 295; T, 15: 74; but the entire acrostic is

excised from Vl, 30: 24; NK, 42: 43; and Tr, p. 94. Cf. RPCLT, p. 95; and БЛДР 1: 128–129.
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“good, wise, and brave66men, and assigned them to fortified centers.”67These
men, with a strong link to paternal ancestry and preservation of family
blood lines but personally loyal to the Kievan prince, came to constitute
a part of his retinue (dr¥'ina) and were a source of his power for gov-
erning outlying fortified centers and the surrounding countryside. The ret-
inue was an essential element in his patronage mechanism that also pro-
tected the Kievan prince from external enemies, put down internal upris-
ings, and performed essential administrative and judicial functions within
their assigned jurisdictions. Thus the retinue came to be regarded as essen-
tial for the maintenance of political, economic, and military stability in a
land known for disputations among ruling elite and tribal units. And in 987
when Vladimir deliberated upon the adoption of a new religion for his state,
he consulted with them, seeking their approval and support, knowing well
that they understood popular sentiments in their respective regions. His ret-
inue, then, was a source of his strength in governing Kievan Rus’, but they
also emerge as a limitation upon his claim to autocratic powers. In essence,
the retinue exercised influences upon the prince, thus placing boundaries
upon or advancing modifications to his decisions.68

The application of biblical historical narrative by drawing upon signifi-
cant phrases during Solomon’s monarchic rule and contrasting these with
Vladimir’s achievements, or so we are led to believe, enabled the Rus’ annal-
ists to disassociate the prince’s pagan past from the period of his Chris-
tian rule. Through a selective citation of the Hebrew king’s achievements,
they drew parallels, demonstrating the similarity in the accomplishments
of each. The scribes of the Books of Kings and the Books of Chronicles and
the compilers of the PVL set out to formulate the idealized notion that the
reigns of Solomon and Vladimir were most flourishing and were pacific.

66 ПСРЛ 1: 79. The term dobry, “good,” herein, is repititious and therefore a textual corrup-
tion and should rather read xrabry, “brave,” as it appears in other redactions, e.g.,ПСРЛ 2: 66;
N1, 3: 128; N4, 4: 56; S1, 5: 112; V, 7: 294; PN, 9: 40; T, 15: 72; NK, 42: 43; and Tr, p. 93. Cf. RPCLT,
p. 93, wherein the text is corrected; and БЛДР 1: 126–127.

67 ПСРЛ 1: 79; 2: 66; N1, 3: 128; N4, 4: 56; S1, 5: 112; V, 7: 294; PN, 9: 40; and T, 15: 72;
but not stated in Vl, 30: 24; NK, 42: 43; and Tr, p. 93. Cf. RPCLT, p. 93; and БЛДР 1: 126–
127.

68 Cf. S.M. Soloviev, Исторія отношеніи между русскими князьями рюрикова дома
(Moscow, 1847), p. 41; and B.A. Romanov, Люди и нравы древней Руси (Историко-бытовые
очерки ХІ-ХІІІ вв.) (2nd ed., Moscow-Leningrad, 1966; repr., Moscow, 2002), pp. 119 ff. Also
I.M. Trotsky, “Элементы дружиной идеологии в ‘Повести Временных Лет’,” Пи 17 (1936):
17–45 (note in particular pp. 26–27 for the role of the dr¥'ina); and S. Franklin, “Kievan Rus’
(1015–1125),” in CHR 1 (Cambridge, 2006), esp. 81–82.
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The Rus’ annalists provide a number of examples to support their con-
tention. While the rule of Solomon spanned forty years, that of Vladimir
endured either for thirty-five or thirty-seven years. As we have noted above,
this chronological disparity depends on when historians, based on the con-
tradictory sources, assume that Vladimir came to power. Aside from this
disparity,we read in theOldTestament accounts that Solomondetestedmil-
itary enterprises and was content to preserve the existing borders that he
had inherited from his father David. Solomon, however, did acquire addi-
tional territory through diplomacy and foreign marriages. On the other
hand, Vladimir, givenhis commercial, diplomatic, andmilitary needs, began
to enlarge his state. In 981 (6489) he advanced against the Ljakhs, seizing
the Red cities of Peremyshl’, Cherven, along with others in central Galicia.69
These conquests guaranteed to the Rus’ commercial access to the Vistula
basin and its lucrative trade routes, markets, and products. With the sup-
port of his uncleDobrynja, Vladimir four years latermarchedupon theVolga
Bulgars.70 The prince sought in this confrontation to establish his domin-
ion over the upper Volga region, and again his motive appears to have been
to acquire commercial advantages and to increase his revenues mainly in
the form of tribute. PVL relates of a military campaign that took place in
992 (6490). He attacked the White Croatians who inhabited the provinces
of Bukovina and Eastern Galicia. These areas had inhibited his free access
to the Vistula and it was essential that he bring them within his sphere of
authority.71 PVL, in recounting these conquests, stresses that once Vladimir
adopted Christianity, he made his frontiers more secure by allying himself
with Christian neighbors, as the Poles, Germans, Balkan Bulgarians, Byzan-
tines, among others. Hence the emphasis is that as Solomon had lived in

69 For the text of this statement, cf. supra, citation and accompanying nn. 31 and 32. БЛДР
1: 501, addresses the geographical mislocations.

70 From the initial assault upon the Ljakhs to that of the attack upon the Volga Bulgars,
Vladimir in the meantime also launched military attacks upon the Vjatichi, Jatvjagi, and
Radimichi. ПСРЛ 1: 81–84; 2: 69–71; N1, 3: 130–132; N4, 4: 58–60; S1, 5: 113–114; V, 7: 295–296;
PN, 9: 41–42; T, 15: 75–77; Vl, 30: 24–25; and NK, 42: 43–44. Cf. RPCLT, p. 96; and БЛДР 1:
132–133 and 501–502. On the distinctions between the Volga and Balkan Bulgars, cf. Laehr,
pp. 143–144.

71 ПСРЛ 1: 122; 2: 106; N1, 3: 165, simply notes that he went against the Croatians; N4, 4: 91,
records the year as 991 (6499); S1, 5: 121, gives the date as 993 (6501), as does V, 7: 314; and Tr,
p. 116. The reference, however, is excluded in T; PN, 9: 65, gives the year as 995 (6503); and
NK omits any mention of the event. Cf. RPCLT, p. 119; and БЛДР 1: 166–167 and 505, wherein
Likhachev questions the validity of this statement, holding that a thirteenth-century event
has been conflated with the tenth.
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peace with his neighbors, so too did Vladimir. However, PVL for 996 (6504)
limits the number of peaceful neighbors to three and relates:72

i b∫ 'iva s= knqzi ∆kolnimi mirom;> s= Boleslavom= Lqd;skym;> i s=

Stefanom; O¥gr;skym;> i s= Andrixom; Hew;skym;> i b∫ mir; me'[ imi

i l[by>

He lived in peace and love with the neighboring princes—Bolesław Chro-
bry [of Poland], [Saint] Stephen of Hungary, and the Czech Udalrich [of
Bohemia].

But the Germans (although they are not identified in PVL) and the Poles
were Latin Christians. Their proselytizing activitiesmust have been disturb-
ing to Vladimir and the Byzantine-rite clergy in Rus’. This factor negated the
argument of pacific relations and affected the tranquil links that he suppos-
edly maintained with them. The exclusion of a reference to the Germans
appears to be a deliberate omission, perhaps implying that their relation-
ship was indeed strained. Thus the ideal of a pacific prince created by the
Rus’ scribes may not be wholly accurate, as we shall further observe.

From the outset of his rule, Vladimir’s relationship with the Byzantines
was strained and often not on peaceful terms, continuing the age-old rival-
ries over commercial, diplomatic, and other matters between them. PVL
relates that as a pre-condition for his conversion to Byzantine Christianity
Vladimir had anticipated receiving the hand in marriage of the porphyro-
gennete princess Anna, the daughter of Romanos II and the sister of the
reigning emperor Basil II. She would have been about twenty-five years of
age in 988 and a few years older than Vladimir.73 But Basil had frustrated

72 ПСРЛ 1: 126; 2: 111, that slightly emends the text to read: i b∫ 'iva s knqzi ∆kolnymi ego
mirom=. s Boleslavom= Lqd;skym=. i s; Stefanom=. O¥gor;skym=. i s= Ôndronikom=

H;w;kim=. i b∫ mir= me'i ima i l[by i 'ivqwe Volodimir= v= stras∫ B'∞ii with the
added phrase: “and Vladimir lived in the fear of God;”N1, 3: 165;N4, 4: 95 (textually paralleling
PVL–I); S1, 5: 123;V, 7: 316;PN, 9: 67, wherein the statement is entered for the year 998 (6506)
rather than the common date found in other annals; T, 15: 119; L, 20/1: 84; Vl, 30: 39; NK, 42:
56; and Tr, p. 119. Cf. RPCLT, p. 122; and БЛДР 1: 170–171 and 506.

73 Ioannis Skylitzes, Synopsis Historiarum, p. 254, places her birth on 13 March 963. Atten-
tion should be drawn to the fact that there exists a tenth-century chronological disparity in
the Byzantine chronicle computation of years. Some Byzantine chroniclers commence the
Creation cycle with the year 5500, unlike the majority of scribes who commence with 5508.
Skylitzes, we assume, begins his account with the early ninth century ad. It is unclear then
whether for the earlier pre-Christian centuries hewould have commencedwith 5500 or 5508.
If he preferred 5500, and the date of her birth is reconstructed to 13 March 955, then Anna
could have been significantly older than Vladimir, perhaps as much as an eight-year or more
difference. Also, it is highly improbable that she could have given birth to Boris and Gleb
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Vladimir in this effort and even the reluctance of Anna to wed Vladimir
complicatedmatters and became contributing factors,multiplying the diffi-
culties between theRus’ andByzantines. To improve his diplomatic position
and to gain an advantage, in late 988 (6496) Vladimir attacked Korsun’ (also
given as Kherson, Cherson), an ancient Greek colonial city situated on the
Crimean coast that dates its foundation to the fifth century bc.74Upon taking
the city, he pressed the Byzantine emperor to abide by their prior agree-
ment concerning baptism and marital union. Recognizing the significance
of the loss of Korsun’ and the preservation of Byzantine interests in the
Crimea, Basil relented and in the Autumn of 989 (6497) the Kievan prince
receivedAnna as his wife, but only on the condition that he first be baptized
a Christian. The actual year of baptism remains a contentious issue among
scholars, themajority ofwhomaccept thedate of 988. This preconditionwas
postulated on the notion that a Christian porphyrogennete princess could
not wed a pagan prince, although lesser princesses according to numer-
ous Byzantine sources had been married to non-Christian nobility. Also,
the issue of the military opportunist, Bardas Phokas, who two years earlier
had fomented a rebellion in Anatolia and perchance had sought to unseat

ca. 1000, when she would have been in her mid- to late-forties, although there is always the
outside chance that this was so.

74 ПСРЛ 1: 109–111; 2: 94–96; N1, 3: 150–152; N4, 4: 80–82; S1, 5: 117–118, but entered for
the year 987 (6495); V, 7: 307–309, wherein the account is entered for 988 (6496); PN, 9:
53–55, stating that Vladimir began the march on Korsun’ in 988 (6496) and was baptized
there; T, 15: 102–104; L, 20/1: 77–78; and Vl, 30: 34, concur with the information in PN; and
NK, 42: 51–53, accepting the year of 988 for his baptism. For a variant text on the Korsun’
attack and his marriage to Anna, and the blessings this brought upon Kievan Rus’, cf. K, 21/1:
94–95. Cf. RPCLT, p. 111; and БЛДР 1: 154–155 and 504. Jakob relates that Vladimir took the
city in the third year after his conversion, in 990, when tradition also claims that he was
baptized. On this cf. Golubinsky, 1/1: 158–163 and 224–227. On the Korsun’ attack, the dat-
ing of the attack, and Vladimir’s subsequent marriage to Anna, cf. Leon Diakonos, ῾Ιστορία,
pp. 171 ff. (x.10); The History of Leo the Deacon: Byzantine Military Expansion in the Tenth Cen-
tury, introduction, trans., and annotations by Alice-Mary Talbot and D.F. Sullivan, DOS 41
(Washington, 2005): 217 f., esp. n. 92; and Michael Psellos, Chronographia, ed. E. Renauld, 1
(Paris, 1926): i.1 ff.; and idem., Fourteen Byzantine Rulers. The Chronography ofMichael Psellus,
trans. E.R.A. Sewter (Harmondsworth, 1953), pp. 4–35. Note also, Golubinsky, 1/1: 246–250;
B.D. Grekov, “ ‘Повесть’ Временных Леть о походе Владимира на Корсунь,” ИзвТОИАЕ 30
(60) (1929): 99–112; M.D. Priselkov, “Русско-Византийское отношения ІХ-ХІІ,” ВДИ 3 (1939):
98–109; Soloviev, История России, 1: 183–184; N.M. Bogdanova, “О времени взятия Херсо-
на князем Владимиром,” ВВ 47 (1986): 39–46; S.A. Beliaev, “Поход князя Владимира на
Корсунь,” ВВ 51 (1990): 153–164; A. Poppe, “О причинах похода Владимира Святослави-
ча на Корсунь, 986–989 гг.,” Вестник МГУ. Series 8: История, 2 (1978): 45–58; and idem,
“Rus’ i Byzancjum w Latach 986–989,” Kwartalnik historyczny 85/1 (1978): 3–23. Cf. Hanak,
“Vladimir I: The New Solomon,” pp. 107, n. 24, for additional sources on the attack.
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Basil from the imperial throne, also weighed on the emperor.75 Given the
difficulty of his position, Basil acquiesced to Vladimir’s demand.76 Although
the marriage alliance at least in theory was intended to improve Rus’ rela-
tions vis-à-vis the Byzantine Empire, a host of new issues and perplexing
problems on questions of rulership that shall be addressed in the follow-
ing chapter emerged soon after the marital ceremony. Vladimir did gain an
immediate advantage, but this proved to be an ephemeral victory and an
illusory accomplishment at best. Solomon had also advanced the interests
of the Hebrew kingdom by marrying the daughter of the Egyptian pharaoh.
And as was customary, she received as a dowry from her father the Canaan-
ite fortress of Gezer in the “Promised Land” that the pharaoh had earlier
captured from the Hebrews. Following their marriage, Solomon rebuilt the
fortification to strengthen his defenses in that region. Vladimir through his
marriage to Anna entered the Christian community of nations andmomen-
tarily profited from this relationship through peaceful trade and a period of
non-belligerence.

In the internal consolidation of his political powers, PVL parallels Vladi-
mir’s achievements with the successes of Solomon. From the onset of his
rule, Vladimir as his forerunners on the Kievan seat relied upon the loy-
alty and support of the nobility and retinue to maintain their paramount
position. He placed his trusted lieutenants in the major centers. The Books
of Kings relates that Solomon appointed twelve governors77 over all Israel,
assuming the historical accuracy that twelve Hebrew tribes then resided
on its lands, and they were entrusted to furnish all necessities, essential

75 On Bardas Phokas, cf. Leon Diakonos, iii.4. We should notice that the insurrection of
Bardas Phokas receives far more attention in Russian histories, unlike Byzantine chronicles
that downplay the significance of the revolt. For a comparative illustration of the Russian
and Byzantine emphasis or non-emphasis on Bardas Phokas and his insurrection, cf. e.g.
A.A. Vasiliev,History of the Byzantine Empire, 1 (Madison, 1952): 310–311, 323, and 347; A. Kazh-
dan, “Phokas,”ODB 3 (New York andOxford, 1991): 1665–1666. The scholarly disputation does
not end there. For more recent discussions, cf. A. Poppe, “The Political Background to the
Baptism of Rus. Byzantine-Russian Relations between 986–989,” DOP 30 (1976): 195–244,
esp. 240–242; and S. Franklin and J. Shepard, The Emergence of Rus, 750–1200 (London and
New York, 1996), pp. 161–162.

76 Vasil’evsky, V.G., Труды В. Г. Васильевскаго, 1 (St. Petersburg, 1908): 196ff.; and 2 (St.
Petersburg, 1909): 62ff.

77 IKings, iv. 7–19, which recalls that Solomon appointed Benhur to Mount Ephraim;
Bendecar to govern five areas: Macces, Salebin, Bethsames, Elon, and Bethanan; Benhesed to
Aruboth; Benabinadab to Nephth-Dor; Bana to administer Thanac, Mageddo, and Bethsan;
Bengaber over Ramoth, Galaad, and Argob; Ahindab to Manaim; Achimaas to Nephtali;
Baana to Aser and Baloth; Josaphat to Issachor; Semei to Benjamin; and Gaber to Gilead.
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sustenance, and military protection for the maintenance of his rule. His
appointees were selected from among the leading Hebrew chieftains, their
sons, or sons-in-law. Vladimir, soon after his Christianization, altered his
scheme of internal administration and abandoned the practice of desig-
nating his leading nobles and members of the retinue to govern in the
provincial centers. The question must have arisen of their willingness to
accept Christianity and to abandon paganism that remained strong among
them and a large segment of the provincial populace. Rus’ sources admit
that a number of nobles and members of the retinue refused conversion
and were permitted to emigrate elsewhere. Vladimir, then, unlike Solomon,
assigned his twelve sons, many of whom were still quite young, to be gov-
ernors (posad;niki) of the main provincial towns. PVL–L recognizes that
Vladimir had twelve sons, but lists only eleven (twelve when a textual punc-
tuation is inserted):78

78 ПСРЛ 1: 121. A scribal or textual error that appears inPVL–L occurred during the trans-
mission or publishing of the text. Svjatopolk and Vsevolod are distinct individuals, thus
raising the number of cited sons from nine to ten. The passage, though grammatically incor-
rect, is later rectified, noting that Svjatopolk was assigned to Turov and Vsevolod to Vladimir.
PVL–I, 2: 105, confuses the listing of sons, citing twelve, but naming eleven aswe shall notice
and omitting Jaroslav (but unlike 2: 67 that lists him): Vyweslav=. Izqslav=. St∞opolk=. i
Œropolk=. Vsevolod= ‘.’ St∞oslav=.M;stislav=. Boris= i Gl∫b=. Stanislav=. ... Pozvizd=.

S¥dislav=, “Vysheslav, Izjaslav, Svjatopolk, and Jaropolk, Vsevolod[.] Svjatoslav, Mstislav,
Boris andGleb, Stanislav, Pozvizd, [and] Sudislav.”Were Jaroslav added, the list would expand
to thirteen. Further, Vsevolod and Svjatoslav are distinct persons and this citationmay be no
more that a scribal error or the publishing omission of a punctuation mark. There appears
to be no immediate explanation for the exclusion of Jaroslav in the second rendition ofPVL,
unless there existed a bias against him at that time because of his Scandinavian links and
because of his rebellion against his father. Another plausible explanation is that Jaroslav
represented a town, Novgorod, that continued to exhibit strong republican features, thus
denying the territorial unity of the Kievan state and being antithetical to the notion of a
unified principality in the minds of the Rus’ annalists. Also, PVL–I, makes clear that when
Jaroslav was assigned to Novgorod, Boris was named head of Rostov, but this text also adds
that Gleb was given Murom. Doubtless, the annals have added events to the 980 entry with-
out considering, for example, that Boris and Gleb were born at least two decades later. The
later annals record the following: N1, 3: 128; and Tr, pp. 93–94, to read: Rog=n∫d= ... ot neœ

'e rodilasœ hetyre synyÚ Izœslava, M;stislava, Œroslava, Vsevoloda, i dv∫ d]eri… ot

Gr∫kin∫ Svœtopolka, a ot drugyœ Svœtoslava,M;stislava, a ot Bolgaryn∫ Borisa i Gl∫ba

…, “Rogned …who gave birth to Izjaslav, Mstislav, Jaroslav, Vsevolod, and two daughters; by a
Greek Svjatopolk, and by a Czech Vyshelav, and by others Svjatoslav, [and] Mstislav, and by a
Bulgarian Boris and Gleb ….” N4, 4: 89; S1, 5: 120; and V, 7: 313, does not, however, name their
mothers but does state that there were twelve sons and lists them in a questionable order:
Vyweslav=, Izqslav=, Svqtopolk=, Œroslav=, Vsevolod=, Svqtoslav=, M;stislav=,

Boris=, Gl∫b=, StanÀslav=, Pozvizd=, So¥dislav=. Nik (Zenkovsky), 1: 107; and PN, 9:
57, eliding references to the sons’ mothers, but stressing rather their baptism by Metropoli-
tan Michael in the year 989 (6497), name twelve: Vyweslav=, Izqslav=, Svqtopolk=,
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Vyweslav=> Izqslav=> Œroslav=> St∞opolk=‘>’ Vsevolod=> Stoslav= ‘Svq-
toslav=’> M;stislav=> Boris=> Gl∫b=> Stanislav=> Pozvizd=> S¥dislav=>

Vysheslav, Izjaslav, Jaroslav, Svjatopolk[,] Vsevolod, Svjatoslav, Mstislav, Boris,
Gleb, Stanislav, Pozvizd, [and] Sudislav.

The naming of sons, their identification, and assignment to fortified towns
is problematic. Also questionable is the order in which they are named.
It is unclear whether they are presented in the order of the oldest to the

Œroslav=, Svqtoslav=, Mstislav=, Boris=, Gl∫b=, Stanislav=, Pozvizd=, S¥dislav=.

T, 15: 73, also emends the list of sons and mothers to read: Rogn∫d;.... Ot= neœ'e rodi

hetyre synyÚ Izœslava, Œroslava, Mstislava, Vsevoloda, i dv∫ d]eri… a ot= Grekiny

Svœtopolka… a ot= Hexeni Vyweslava… a ot= dr¥gia Hexini Svœtoslava i Stanislava… a ot=

carevny ot= Anny Boris= i Gl∫b=..., “Rogned…. By herwere born four sons: Izjaslav, Jaroslav,
Mstislav, Vsevolod, and two daughters; and by a Greek Svjatopolk; and by a Czech Vysheslav;
and by another Czech Svjatoslav and Stanislav; and by the empress Anna Boris and Gleb ….”
On the other hand, L, 20/1: 81, names twelve sons as follows: 1. Vyweslav=, 2. Izœslav=, 3.
Svœtopolk=, 4.Œroslab=, 5. Vsevolod=, 6. Svœtoslav=, 7.Mstislav=, 8. Boris=, 9. Gl∫b=, 10.
Stanislav=, 11. Podivizd=, 12. S¥dislav=. Further, L for the same year 980, rather than 988,
assigns them to various towns, including Boris to Rostov and Gleb to Turov that had been
respectively given to Jaroslav and Svjatopolk in the latter year. Vl, 30: 37, cites twelve sons,
but lists them as: Svœtopolk=, Œropolk=, Œroslav=, Vsevolod=, Svœtoslav=, Pozv∫zd=,

Boris= i Gl∫b=, M;stislav=, Stanislav=, S¥dislav=, Vyweslav=. NK, 42: 55, also names
twelve sons in the following order: Vyweslav=, Izœslav=, Svœtopolk=, Œroslav=, Vsevo-
lod=, Svœtoslav=, Mstislav=, Boris=, Gl∫b=, Stanislav=, Pozvizd=, S¥dislav=. Also,
cf. Tatishchev, 2: 227–228, n. 163, noting that Anna bore a daughter Maria, although Poppe
gives her name as Theophana. Cf. A. Poppe, “Theophana vonNovgorod,” Bs 58 (1997): 131–158.
We should not discount the possibility that Anna bore two daughters,Maria and Theophana,
although the sources are certainly confused and many are even silent on this matter.

L, 20/1: 65, contains a major chronological transposition. The entry under 980 (6488)
relates the birth of Boris and Gleb to a Bulgarian mother at least two decades earlier, as we
have previously noted, but before the fact. Further regarding Boris and Gleb, the derivation
of their names is complicated by the fact that Boris, upon baptism, received the Christian
name of Roman (Roman=) that is derived from the Greek Romanos. The Byzantine emperor
Romanos II was the father of Anna. Paradoxically, a Greek Christian name is not provided
for Gleb. On this, cf. “Сказание о Борисе и Глебе,” in БЛДР 1: 330. Raffensperger, p. 100,
claims that Gleb was given the Judeo-Christian name of David. Although none of the annals
or known literature so state, while the centuries-later menologia appear to have expanded
upon the usage of baptismal names and have emended the earlier accounts. There appears
to be no clear explanation for this confusing information, aside perhaps the explanation that
the scribe(s) exercised literary license. Also, legend claims that Boris and Gleb were “uterine
brothers,” implying only that they were born of the same mother. The phrase is common
to the Classical Greek period, wherein it reads ἀδελφοὶ μητρῷοι. This phrase is not common
to the Byzantine era and does not appear in any of its literature. Also, in the Christian
era ὁ ἀδελφὸς came to be associated with a baptized member of the Christian community.
Although compound Greek terms appear in the medieval period, neither ἀδελφομητρῷος
nor the Classical Greek phrase are to be found in the Lexikon zur byzantinischen Gräzität
besonders des 9.-12. Jahrhunderts, eds. E. Trapp, et al., fasc. 1 (Vienna, 1994): 18–19.
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youngest, or the scribes simply listed them without consideration of their
relative ages, or categorized them through their maternal links. From the
annals we can reconstruct to a certain degree, but not conclusively, the
following sons born of various mothers who accompanied them to these
centers. Among the progeny, by his wife Rogned, the daughter of Rozvold,
the Scandinavianheadof Polotsk, Vladimir had four sons: Izjaslav,Mstislav,79
Vsevolod, and Jaroslav, to whom he awarded respectively the towns of
Polotsk, Tmutorokan’, Vladimir, and Rostov.80 By Jaropolk’s wife, the for-
mer Greek nun Predslava who had been forced into an illicit relationship
with Vladimir after he had arranged the death of her husband, was born
Svjatopolk.81 He and his mother were assigned to Turov.82 Vysheslav, the old-
est son by a Czech woman,83 was given the administration of Novgorod, but
hedied adecade after his arrival,84 and this secondmost important townwas
reassigned to Jaroslav. PVL does not name any sons borne of Anna. Both
redactions, PVL–L and PVL–I, assert that ˙ Bolgaryni Borisa i Gl∫ba,
“by a Bulgarian Boris and Gleb.”85 As a consequence, a number of early Rus’

79 Vladimir may have had two sons named Mstislav, one by Rogned and another by an
unnamed woman whom Tatishchev, 1: 113, identifies as Mal’frid. This is not an uncommon
Christian practice that after the death of an infant child bearing a particular designation, the
name is reused and then given to a newborn son. Of the cited annals, onlyN1, 3: 128,mentions
a second Mstislav, “by another.” However, it is the first-cited Mstislav that is of concern to us,
for he shared power with his brother Jaroslav after the end of the fratricidal conflicts. Cf. 1:
80; and 2: 67. Also, cf. RPCLT, p. 94; and БЛДР 1: 128–129.

80 ПСРЛ 1: 121; 2: 105–106;N4, 4: 89–90;S1, 5: 120;V, 7: 343;PN, 9: 57; andNK, 42: 55. Cf.RPCLT,
p. 119; andБЛДР 1: 164–165. Tatishchev, 1: 113, adds thatGorislava, that is Rogned, accompanied
Izjaslav to Polotsk.

81 For the ranking of sons from the oldest to the youngest fathered by Vladimir and
especially the place of Svjatopolk in this listing, among other issues, cf. Nazarenko, pp. 368
and 382. On the complex question of the offspring of Vladimir, cf. the article of M. Millard,
“Sons of Vladimir, Brothers of Iaroslav.” Cahiers du monde russe et soviètique 12 (286–295).

82 ПСРЛ 1: 78 and 121; 2: 67 and 105; N1, 3: 128; N4, 4: 56; S1, 5: 111–112; V, 7: 292–293; PN,
9: 39–41; T, 15: 73; and NK, 42: 42–43 and 55. Cf. RPCLT, pp. 94 and 119; БЛДР 1: 128–129 and
164–165; and Tatishchev, 1: 113.

83 Tatishchev, 1: 113, states that Vysheslav’s mother was Olova, a Varangian princess, which
may be accurate and would explain his assignment to Novgorod. Cf. ПСРЛ 1: 80 and 121; and
2: 67 and 105. Also, RPCLT, pp. 94 and 119; and БЛДР 1: 128–129 and 164–165.

84 Tr, p. 121, records the year of his death as 1001.
85 ПСРЛ 1: 80; 2: 67; and supra, n. 78. Cf. RPCLT, p. 94; and БЛДР 1: 128–129. Even the

sixteenth-centuryL,ПСРЛ 20/1: 65; andX, 22/1: 366, preserve the tradition that Boris andGleb
were born of a Bulgarian. No annals, however, record the years of their births. Hence, there is
no possibility of clearly resolving this question, nor whether Anna or the Bulgarian was their
mother. Cf. Io. Tabov, Когда крестилась Киевская Русь? Сериа «Досье Новой Хроноло-
гии» (St. Petersburg, 2003), pp. 222–225; A. Poppe, “Der Kampf um die Kiewer Thronfolge
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sources attribute the birth of Boris and Gleb, the two youngest of the twelve
sons, not to Anna, but to a Bulgarian woman, perhaps a former nun, and
this traditional attribution was maintained in the annals for a number
of centuries thereafter. Further, the given names of Boris and Gleb are
not common in Greek or in Rus’ usage of the tenth and early eleventh
centuries, but are of Bulgarian provenance. However, the accuracy of this
information furnished in theRus’ sources remains suspect andmaybebased
on inflammatory accounts intended to defame Vladimir and to preserve
the belief that he had remained a libertine. Or it may be an admission
that he had not remained chaste or faithful to Anna, as the necrological
accounts would have us believe. There remains the possibility that in the
later Rus’ annalistic redactions, the scribes were deliberate in their desire to
minimize the Byzantine impact and stressed Rus’ developments and their
own national heritage. During the succession crisis following the death
of Vladimir in 1015, Boris and Gleb were in their early to mid-teens. They
were slain by Svjatopolk’s Varangian mercenaries.86 They could have been
as Tatishchev maintains, given their young age, sons born of Anna.87 PVL
further establishes that Vladimir assigned Boris to govern Rostov88 that
initially had been awarded to Jaroslav, but Tatishchev also notes that Boris
remained with his mother, apparently in Kiev or on one of the nearby

nach dem 15. Juli 1015,” Forschungen zur europäischen Geschichte 50 (1995): 275–296; and
idem, “Feofana Novgordskaia,” Новгородский Исторический Сборник 6 (1997): 102–120. For
a critical analysis of Poppe’s identification of Boris and Gleb as the sons of Anna, cf. J. Shep-
ard, “Otto III, Boleslaw Chroby and the ‘Happening’ at Gniezno, A.D. 1000: Some Possible
Implications for Professor Poppe’s Thesis Concerning theOffspring of Anna Porphyrogenita,”
Byzantina et Slavica Cracoviensia 3: Byzantium and East Central Europe, eds. G. Prinzing,
M. Salamon, and P. Stephenson (Cracow, 2001): 27 ff.; and repr. in idem, Emergent Elites and
Byzantium in the Balkans a nd East-Central Europe, Variorum Collected Studies Series 953
(Farnham, 2011), essay X.

86 Unlike the Rus’ historiographic tradition, Tat’iana N. Dzhakson, Исландские королев-
ские саги о Восточной Европе (первая треть ХІ в.): Тексты, перевод, комментарий
(Moscow, 1994), pp. 91–119, identifying non-Rus’ sources that assign the death of Boris, not
to the treachery of Svjatopolk, but to that of Jaroslav. This is not an original conclusion, but
rather it appears in a number of western traditions. On the contradictory source evidence
and secondary sources, cf. Nazarenko, pp. 453–455. Also, on the role of Jaroslav in the deaths
of Boris andGleb, cf. Shaikin, pp. 399–429, esp. 411–412, wherein he questions the reconstruc-
tion of events and the assertion of responsibility for their deaths. As well, cf. I.N. Danilevsky,
ДревняяРусь глазамисовременниковипотомков (ІХ-ХІІ вв.):Курслекций (Moscow, 1998),
p. 347; and G.G. Demidenko, Великий князь Руси Ярослав Мудрый, Научно-популярный
очерк (Kharkov, 2011), pp. 50–69.

87 Tatishchev, 1: 113.
88 ПСРЛ 1: 121; and 2: 105. Cf. RPCLT, p. 119; and БЛДР 1: 164–165.
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estates. This information is contradictory and the mother could not have
been Annawho passed away in 1011. The discrepancies in the sources can be
explained in part. The PVL entry for 1015 relates of the conferment upon
Boris command of an army to wage war upon the Pechenegs, one of the
marauding Asiatic hordes in southern Rus’, although some of them appear
to beunwarlike and tohave settleddown to a sedentary life in the area, being
engaged in agriculture and horse breeding. If Boris had assumed a military
command and gained a significant victory over the Pechenegs, this would
strengthen his claim to succeed to the princely seat at Kiev since heretofore
he had not governed a major Rus’ town and its district, nor had he led an
army into battle. In essence, given his youth, he was lacking in experience.89
Gleb, however, was designated to govern Murom, which seat he appears
to have occupied.90 Other women bore Vladimir four sons: Svjatoslav who
was assigned to Ovruch, Stanislav, Sudislav, and Pozvizd.91 S1 records the
assignment of Sudislav toPskov,92 andV indicates that Stanislavwas awarded
Smolensk.93 These are indisputable facts based on regional accounts, since
we have no other sources that prove the contrary. And, however, no sources
mention the assignment of Pozvizd to a specific fortified center, although
we should assume that this did occur, based on the assertion in PVL that
the twelve sons were placed in the main towns.

The redivision of Kievan Rus’ into twelve administrative units corre-
sponds to Solomon’s governorships. But the designation of Vladimir’s sons
as urban princes had important consequences for the Kievan state. Unlike
Solomon, Vladimir hadnowassociated immediate familymemberswith the
main seats of political,military, and economic power,while theHebrewking
relied upon the loyalty of followers of whom he could not always be cer-
tain of their faithfulness. But the same can be argued of Vladimir’s sons who
demonstrated selfish and separatist interests in their respective regions, as

89 ПСРЛ 1: 121 and 130; and 2: 105 and 115. Cf. RPCLT, pp. 119 and 124; and БЛДР 1: 164–165
and 172–173.

90 Tatishchev, 1: 113. He appears to be confusing dates and the sequence of events, leaving
the impression that Gleb was given this seat soon after the Christianization of his father
Vladimir, that year beingperhaps ca. 991. This, obviously, is quite unlikely. Also, he is following
PVL too closely, which errs in its reading, chronologically transposing individuals from
1000–1015 to 991, a number of whom were not even born in this earlier year.

91 Академия Наук СССР. Институт истории. Ленинградское отделение. Устюжский
летописныйсвод. (Архангелогородскиилетописец), ed. K.N. Serbina (Moscow-Leningrad,
1950), p. 30. Tatishchev, 1: 113, relates that Mal’fred was the mother of Svjatoslav.

92 ПСРЛ 5: 120.
93 Ibid., 7: 313. Cf. Tatishchev, 1: 113.
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later the revolt of 1015 wouldmake clear. Yet the creation of consanguineous
governorships throughout the Kievan state laid the foundation for sub-
sequent dynastic territorial disputes and the disruption of peaceful uni-
fied rule, although in theory these divisions were intended to strengthen
the personal and unified state powers of the prince at Kiev. Grekov and
Paszkiewicz interpret Vladimir’s assignment of towns as a demonstration
of his personal political strength. He could, at will, move his sons about.94
Yet clearly, as Presniakov stresses,95 political considerations and relations
between father and son played a major role in the distribution of his sons
among the various towns. Thus Jaroslav, though perhaps the fourth or fifth
eldest of Vladimir’s extensive progeny and a favorite of his mother Rogned,
was rewarded with Novgorod, the second most important Kievan settle-
ment and a rival of the mother town, Kiev. Its proximity to Scandinavia
demonstrates its importance as the leading commercial center in northern
Rus’. And by 991, it is plausible that a Scandinavian marriage had been con-
tracted for Jaroslav, further enhancing the significance of his placement at
this northern center.96

Although the structure of their economies differed, the Hebrew and
Rus’ states engaged extensively in their respective commercial activities.
Both Solomon and Vladimir imported and exported goods, the former on a
lavish and the latter on a lesser scale. Unlike Vladimir, Solomonmaintained

94 Grekov, Киевская Русь, p. 477; and Paszkiewicz, Origin, pp. 160–161 and 456.
95 Presniakov, Княжое право, p. 40. As Franklin, “Kievan Rus’,” 1: 75, clearly demonstrates:

“On Vladimir’s death this structure collapsed.” Further, following the fratricidal conflicts
among Vladimir’s extensive progeny, Franklin, ibid., p. 77, claims that “before the final res-
olution when just one of Vladimir’s sons—Iaroslav [sic]—was left alive ….” The sources are
not specific on this point. We cannot assume on the basis of the silence of the annals that
this was so.

96 Snorri Sturluson, Heimskringla or the Lives of the Norse Kings, ed. E. Monsen and trans.
A.H. Smith (Cambridge, 1932), pp. 302–305; idem,Heimskringla:History of theKings ofNorway,
trans. L.M. Hollander (Austin, 1964; repr. 1991), pp. 340 and 342–343. For an analysis of the
text, cf. A.N. Gurevich, История и сага (Moscow, 1972). Hereafter, the Monsen edition will
be cited, unless noted otherwise. Cf. Tatishchev, 1: 215–216; and S.H. Cross, “La tradition
islandaise de SaintVladimir,”RES 11 (1931): 13–135,who stresses the relationship of theRiurikid
and Scandinavian houses in marital and diplomatic affairs with Kievan Rus’. The topic of
Scandinavian-Rus’ relations and its literature, and especially the establishment of Varangian
outposts in Kivan Rus’ proper, is further studied by Elena A. Rydzevskaia, Древняя Русь и
Скандинавия в ІХ-ХІV вв. (девятом-четырнадцатомвекох):Материялыиисследования
(Moscow, 1978), esp. pp. 143ff. Nazarenko, pp. 282–283, 490–491, and passim, raises the
question of whether an Anna may have been the first wife of Jaroslav, although the evidence
for this statement is skimpy and remains at best speculative. It cannot be corroborated in the
primary sources. It is plausible that, if so, then this was a brief marriage.
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a monopoly on foreign commerce. His main item of trade was horses.97
Further, he maintained a large fleet of seagoing vessels that traded in the
eastern Mediterranean.98 Perhaps for the first time in Hebrew history, Israel
had been introduced to and expanded into the mainstream of oriental
commerce and civilization. Notably, Jerusalem emerged as a city of wealth
and luxury during Solomon’s reign.

The commercial issues for Vladimir, however, differed from those of the
Hebrewking. Commerce,mainly the export of rawmaterials, was in a transi-
tional stage. The major trade routes that transited southern Rus’ were shift-
ing westward toward the Red cities, given the need for safer passage. Kiev
by then had entered an early phase of commercial decline. The Pechenegs
remained a major nemesis, disrupting commercial traffic on the Dnieper
and to the east. Further, theywere frequently at oddswith the Kievan prince
over various and sundry issues.99 They operated as a marauding group and
did so almost with impunity throughout southeastern Rus’. But in spite of
the unbridled efforts of the Pechenegs, the Rus’ under Vladimir continued
to import from Byzantium major products, among them wines, silk fabrics,
objects of art as icons and jewelry, fruits, and glassware. In turn the Kievans
exported wax, honey, furs, grain, and other rawmaterials. This mutual trade
with the Byzantineswas an important source of revenue, although the Pech-
enegs commercial disruptions continued to undermine the financial and
economic stability of Vladimir’s principality. But in his time, the Kievans
were not limited only to trade with Byzantium. They conducted signifi-
cant and rewarding commerce with Scandinavia and Western and Central
Europe. Such activity compensated to some degree for material losses and
decreased earnings in the Byzantine trade. The apparent powerlessness of
the Kievan prince to contain the Pechenegs and to guarantee safe passage
for commerce to the south posed delicate difficulties for the early Rus annal-
ists, who were reluctant to express clearly the consequences for the Kievan
state. Rather than focus upon the material aspects of this issue, for their
attention obviouslywas upon the spiritual and the propagation of the Chris-
tian faith, they mitigated the effectiveness of this aspect of Vladimir’s rule
and major gaps appear in the narrative of PVL and other accounts for the
years from 998 to 1012. PN somewhat addresses these lacunae and enters
for the year 1004 (6512) notice of Vladimir’s assault upon the Pechenegs who

97 IKings x. 27–29.
98 Ibid., x. 22.
99 V.A. Parkhomenko, “Русь и Печенеги,” S 8 (1929): 138–144, esp. 141.
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had threatened Belgorod and adds information on Metropolitan Leontos.
This annal further elaborates that Metropolitan Ioan in the year 1008 (6516)
raised a stone church in Kiev.100

To contrast further their like accomplishments, both Solomon and Vladi-
mir are recognized as major builders of elaborate structures. The Old Tes-
tament provides an extensive and disproportionate discussion of Solomon’s
construction and dedication of the Temple that had required thirteen years
to build.101 This overshadows the more modest accomplishment of Vladimir
and his erection of the Church of the Blessed Virgin of the Tithe (desœtinna)
that required only seven or eight years to build by artisans (masters) im-
ported from Byzantium.102 Each of these structures was erected as an exten-
sion to the ruler’s palace, thus placing Judaism and Christianity in promi-
nent state roles and guiding forces for their rulers and subjects. Neither
the Old Testament nor Rus’ annals seek to minimize the eminent role of
religion in the conduct of state affairs. Further, these texts elaborate upon
Solomon’s and Vladimir’s construction of other edifices and numerous for-
tified cities and towns, although many purported urban centers were little
more than fortified outposts and were at an early stage in their evolution
toward becoming prominent political, religious, military, and commercial
clusters. While the Hebrew king utilized his newly constructed structures
as barracks, arsenals, and storehouses,103 PVL elaborates how the Kievan
prince established in 991 (6499) the town of Belgorod (also given as Bel’),
a vital fortification for deterring Pecheneg assaults upon Kiev and offering a
modicum of relief to its residents. Belgorod, however, was established upon
the site of an existing village that predated the rule of Vladimir.104 Vladimir,

100 ПСРЛ 9: 68–69.
101 IKings vi–vii. 13–15, and viii; also IIChronicles ii. l–vii. 10.
102 ПСРЛ 1: 121 and 124; and 2: 106 and 108–109. Cf. RPCLT, pp. 119–120; and БЛДР, 1: 166–169.

The latter makes no entries for 989 and 994, and gives the years respectively as 991 and 996,
while PVL–L records the years as 989 and 996, but PVL–I like БЛДР cites the years as 991
and 996, so also N1, ПСРЛ 3: 165; S1, 5: 121–122; and V, 7: 313 and 315. On the other hand, the
dates differ inN4, 4: 91 and 93, giving the years as 990 and 996;PN, 9: 65–66, recording themas
993 and 998;T, 15: 114–115 and 117–118, as 988, 991, and 996; andNK, 42: 55–56, as 990 and 996.
X, 22/1: 367, fixes the year of construction of the Church of the Blessed Virgin as 991 (6499).
For a textual evaluation of the redactions of the Ustav= knqza Vladimira that establishes
financial support for the church, cf. Ia.N. Shchapov,ДревнерусскиекняжескиеуставыХІ-ХV
вв. (Moscow, 1976), pp. 13–84.

103 IKings vii. 1–12.
104 ПСРЛ 1: 122; so alsoN4, 4: 91; andNK, 42: 55. However, 2: 106, for 992 relates:Volodimir=

zalo'i graí B∫l=, “Vladimir established the town of Bel’ [that is, Belgorod];” N1, 3: 165, also
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in addition to his building efforts at Belgorod, had two or three years earlier
erected border fortifications on the Desna, Oster, Trubezh, Sula, and Stugna
Rivers in order to ward off the repeated incursions of the Pechenegs.105

Vladimir’s emphasis upon the construction of fortified centers, churches,
and frontier fortifications and his focus upon external threats, albeit an
indisputable issue for the Kievan prince and his principality, appear to have
contributed to internal unrest. He could not satisfy both the demands of
internal and external needs, for he lacked sufficient financial and material
resources and manpower to address these disruptions that recurred at the
urban andprovincial levels. Solomon’s lavish expenditures upon the Temple
and the defenses of his kingdom, on the other hand, led to the separation of
his northern territories and the award of these lands to the Phoenician king
Hiram as compensation for services that he had rendered to the Hebrews.106
Solomon in thatmanner placated the Phoenician king and in doing so intro-
duced political disorder in his kingdom. Although the books of the Old
Testament address this matter, they mitigate the factors that led to unrest.
Conversely, Vladimir’s preoccupation with defenses in the south to thwart
Pecheneg incursions necessitated in 997107 that he recruit upland Varangian
and Novgorodian troops to supplement his insufficient forces in the Kievan
region. The recurring need to recruit northern forces was amajor factor that
precipitated Jaroslav’s rebellion in 1014108 and Rus’ sources are aware of the
consequences of Vladimir’s actions. They do not attempt to disguise them
or to downplay the negative results of the Kievan prince’s deeds. Cross and
Sherbowitz-Wetzor correctly note that “prior to Vladimir’s day, the authority
of the Kievan princes had been purely patriarchal, but with the delegation
of authority over outlying areas [to his sons], centrifugal tendencies soon
developed of which Yaroslav’s [sic] insubordination is the first conspicu-
ous example.”109 Like the Old Testament and its reactions to Solomon’s ill-
advised foreign alliances, PVL rhetorically softens the significance of this

for 992, but cites the name of the town as Belgorod; as well as S1, 5: 121; V, 7: 314; andT, 15: 115.
Cf. RPCLT, p. 119; and БЛДР 1: 166–167, that gives the year as 992, rather than 991.

105 ПСРЛ 1: 121; 2: 106; N1, 3: 159; N4, 4: 90; S1, 5: 120; V, 7: 313; PN, 9: 58; T, 15: 113; Vl, 30: 47;
and NK, 42: 55. Cf. RPCLT, p. 119; and БЛДР 1: 164–165.

106 IKings v. 1–12, and ix. 12–14.
107 ПСРЛ 1: 127; and 2: 112. PN, 9: 6, records the year as 998 (6506). Cf. RPCLT, p. 122; and

БЛДР 1: 170–171.
108 ПСРЛ 1: 130, and 2: 114–115. Cf. RPCLT, p. 124; БЛДР 1: 172–173; and Soloviev, История

России, 1: 200 and 202.
109 RPCLT, p. 151.
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armed resistance and provides a clue to why major textual gaps exist for
the years 998 to 1012. The confrontation between father and son came to
an unfortunate conclusion in 1015 when Vladimir, aged and ill, set out on a
military march against Jaroslav, but en route passed away.

Almost simultaneously there appeared a second source of disagreement
during that quiescent period. The dispute emanated within the ranks of
high-church ecclesiastics, the majority of whom were Greek born and non-
native Rus’ at this nascent stage in the Christianization of the principal-
ity. Vladimir had demonstrated weakness in resolving domestic problems,
often exhibiting a hesitancy to address internal issues. In 996, the bishops
brought to the prince’s attention that the number of bandits had increased
throughout the Kievan state. He was criticized for not seizing and punish-
ing them. Whether these bandits were men of both Varangian and Slavic
stock, whom he had previously hired for martial needs, but now he was
unable to recompense them for their earlier services or continued service,
remains a topic for further study. But his explanation for not punishing
them was his genuine “fear of sin (bo[sq gr∫xa, literally, ‘I fear sin’),”110 that
is the sin which such punishment would bring upon him and then how
this stain of sin would not be removed, but would damn him to the eter-
nal fires of Hell. There was a commonplace belief among men during the
early Christian era, especially among those who held high civil and mili-
tary posts, who had sought to be Christianized, but delayed baptism until
the late stages of their lives for fear of sinning and its consequences. Thus
Vladimir showed a reluctance to administer punishment, but he may have
also evaded the issuewith the statement of fearing sinningbecausehemight
have need for their further services in his conquests and struggles against
his enemies. He had resigned himself to ignore their banditry to maintain
themselves and perhaps even to improve their personal fortunes. The bish-
ops may have personally suffered at the hands of this banditry and this
provides an explanation of why they reproved the prince with the counsel
that111

110 ПСРЛ 1: 127; 2: 111 (bo[sq gr∫xa); N1, 3: 167; N4, 4: 95; S1, 5: 123; V, 7: 316; T, 15: 119; NK, 42:
56; and Tr, p. 119. The response differs in PN, 9: 67, and reads: bo[sq Gospoda Boga, “I fear
the Lord God.” Cf. RPCLT, p. 122; and БЛДР 1: 170–171. For an interpretation of the significance,
and its parallelisms and ambiguities in the context of its usage, cf. Shaikin, p. 120 and n. 585.

111 ПСРЛ 1: 127;N4, 4: 95; S1, 5: 123; L, 20/1: 84–85; NK, 42: 56; and Tr, p. 119. ПСРЛ 2: 111, with
a slight variation in word order and terminological usage; so also N1, 3: 167; V, 7: 316; T, 15:
119 (but for the year 997 [6505]); and Vl, 30: 39. Cf. RPCLT, p. 122; and БЛДР 1: 170–171. Also,
Shaikin, p. 120 and n. 586.
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… ty postavlen= ´si ˙ Ba∞> na kazn; zlym=> a dobrym= na milovan;e>

dostoit= ti kazniti razboinika> no so ispytom=>

… you are the elect of God for the chastisement of evil and the granting of
mercy to the good. It is fitting that you should punish robbers, but after trial.

Their counsel concludes with the added admonition in PVL–L that due
process of the law should be administered po ustroen;[ ∆t;n[ i d∫di[,
“according to theprescriptions of his father and grandfather.”112The reproach
is an assertion that Vladimir’s princely authority was exclusive, in that he
was the elect of God with indivisible powers, but in the same breath the
high churchmen acknowledge customary law by invoking the practice of
his father and grandfather. And once Vladimir has succeeded to power, the
Christian ecclesiastics recognized that the Varangians and Slavs had no cus-
tomary precedent for the removal of an unfit ruler, aside from assassina-
tion or sacrifice as atonement to their pagan deities, because his authority
was now conferred upon him directly by God or at least so the churchmen
argued. The goal of the latter was to institute rhythm and order in princely
rule. And through harmonious collaboration with the prince they would
achieve a firm civilizing bond, preserving the unity of the Kievan state and
admitting that the rule of his predecessors upon the Kievan seat was suffi-
cient guidance and testimony to his power to arrange for the disposition of
robbers.

Solomon, according to his religious characterization, was a devoted wor-
shipper of Yahweh, who minimized the role of other Hebrew deities. He
was, however, unlike his father David, who was more impassioned in his
religious zeal. The abridged tribute in PVL,113 Jakob’s A Eulogy and Praise,114
and the anonymous "itÀe bla'enago Volodimera (The Life of the Blessed

112 ПСРЛ 1: 127; N4, 4: 95; S1, 5: 123; V, 7: 316; T, 15: 119; L, 20/1: 85; NK, 42: 56; and Tr,
p. 120. We encounter a slight textual variation in PVL–I, ПСРЛ 2: 112, that reads: po stroen;[
d∫di[ i ∆t∞i[; N1, 3: 167, reading: po ¥stroeni[ bo'i[ i d∫di[ i ot;i[, “according to God’s
prescriptions and [those of his] grandfather and father;” however, PN, 9: 67, reinterpolates
the passage to read: da tvor[ tako, œko'e ¥hit= otec; naw; i vawa svœtost; nakaz¥et;

po bo'estvenom¥ zakon¥, “I shall do thus as our father teaches and your holiness chastises
according to God’s law.” For a variant textual translation, cf. Nik (Zenkovsky), 1: 116–117,
wherein the bishops advise Vladimir to punish the robbers according to “divine law,” not
customary Varangian-Slavic practices. Cf. RPCLT, p. 122; and БЛДР 1: 170–171.

113 ПСРЛ 1: 130–131; 2: 115–118 (slightly expanded text); N1, 3: 169 (a very brief eulogistic
notice); N4, 4: 98–99; S1, 5: 124–125; V, 7: 317–318; PN, 9: 69–70; T, 15: 122–123; NK, 42: 57–58;
and Tr, p. 122. Cf. RPCLT, pp. 124–126; and БЛДР 1: 174–175 and 506, for the biblical citations.

114 Cf. supra, n. 6. For the Life, cf. infra, n. 115, and the citation for Zimin.
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Vladimir)115 place importance on the notion that the Kievan prince follow-
ing his baptism lived and died in the Orthodox faith. While Solomon, in
order to appease his foreign wives, allowed the construction of altars to
foreign deities,116 Vladimir divorced himself from his pagan past and a mul-
tiplicity of wives, placing each of them with their favorite son, more often
the oldest, with whom they were unrestricted to live out their lives accord-
ing to their own preferences and customs.117 PVL and the Christian scribes
of the later annals remain silent about his former wives, apparently hav-
ing no interest in their subsequent fortunes or misfortunes. It is probable
that, while many of the former wives may have remained pagan, the sons
were baptized. But to what degree each son faithfully practiced Christian-
ity remains a debatable topic and in many instances irresolvable for a lack
of textual information. In the literature of their respective periods, neither
Solomon nor Vladimir is labeled a religious apostate. The texts appear to
admit that political necessity determined the actions that each ruler took
uponhimself to address the ensuingproblems. TheBooks ofKings acclaimed
Solomon as a pious benefactor of the Hebrew faith with stress upon his con-
struction of the Temple and provision for its ceremonial. In his obituary
notice the Books furnish no glowing testimonial to his rule.118 Rather, they
observe that Solomon’s support of foreign deities introduced religious syn-
cretism and they record that he did not fully emulate his father David in
following in the path of Yahweh,119 because he had participated in the rites
of foreign altars.120 Vladimir is free of this censure and we find no reference

115 Makarii, Исторія русской церкви, 1: 264–268; Golubinsky, 1/1: 224–238; Nikol’sky, Ма-
теріалы, pp. 16–36; and N. Serebriansky, Древне-русскія княжескія житія. (Обзоръ редак-
ціи и тексты), 2 (Moscow, 1915): 14–26. Cf. Makarii, Исторія Христіанства въ Россіи до
равноапостольнаго Князя Владимира, какъ въвѣденіе въ исторію русской церкви (2nd
rev. ed., St. Petersburg, 1868), pp. 268ff.; and A.A. Zimin, “Памят и похвала Иакова мниха и
Житие князя Владимира по девнейшем списку,”Краткие сообщенияИнститута слав-
яноведения 37 (1963): 66–75. An English translation for the Zimin rendition appears in The
Hagiography of Kievan Rus’, trans. and introduction by P. Hollingsworth, Harvard Library of
Ukrainian Literature 2 (Cambridge, MA, 1992): 165–181.

116 IKings xi. 3–6.
117 ПСРЛ 1: 121; 2: 105;N1, 3: 159;N4, 4: 89–90, makes no reference to the disposition of wives,

rather only sons; so also S1, 5: 120; and Tr, pp. 93–94. V, ПСРЛ 7: 313, does refer to a few wives
being assigned with their sons to various towns; while L, 20/1: 65, notes only several of them.
We should observe lack of full citation inPN, 9: 57; as well asT, 15: 113; however, all reference
to wives and sons is excised from NK, 42: 56. Cf. RPCLT, p. 119; and БЛДР 1: 164–165.

118 IKings xi. 43.
119 Ibid., xi. 6.
120 Ibid., xi. 4.
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to idolatry in any of his necrological accounts, or in the annals. The literary
accounts stress that while Solomon in his later years continued to live in sin,
Vladimir through baptism repented and distinguished himself through per-
sonal penance, almsgiving, and philanthropic activities.121 Early Rus’ writers
marvel at the benefits without enumerating them that Vladimir conferred
upon the Kievan principality. There is an inference in the PVL eulogy that
he is less then honored for his conversion of Rus’, perhaps because the last
two decades of his rule were not especially to be held in high regard.122 The
texts do not relate significant accomplishments or detail notable failures for
this phase of his rule.

PVL and the Life of theBlessedVladimir123 then attempt rather unconvinc-
ingly to depart from the historiographic tradition established for Vladimir’s
rule and the contrast with Solomon. Vladimir is now likened to the Byzan-
tine emperor Constantine I the Great who in the early fourth century ad
founded his imperial capital of Constantinople (the City of Constantine)
andwas the first basileus (βασιλεύς), that is king of the East RomanEmpire.124
The Rus’ scribes write:125

121 Cf. ПСРЛ 1: 131; 2: 116; with some emendation, N1, 3: 169; N4, 4: 98–99; S1, 5: 124–125; V, 7:
317–318; PN, 9: 69–70, with the added observation: Togo 'e l∫ta bywa znamen®a strawna na
nebesi, “In that very year there was a frightful sign in the Heavens;” T, 15: 122–123; and NK, 42:
57–58. Cf. RPCLT, p. 124; and БЛДР 1: 174–177.

122 ПСРЛ 1: 131; and 2: 116. Cf. RPCLT, p. 125; and БЛДР 1: 174–177.
123 Most recently, cf. “July 15. Memorial and Encomium for Prince Volodimer of Rus’. How

Volodimer Was Baptized, and [How He] Baptized His Children and All of the Land of Rus’
from One End to the Other, and How Volodimer’s Grandmother Ol’ga Was Baptized Prior to
Volodimer. Written by the Monk Iakov,” in Hollingsworth, esp. pp. 165–181, and nn. 438 and
497.

124 On this title, cf. M. McCormick and A. Kazhdan, “Basileus,” in ODB 1: 162. Further,
Shaikin, p. 124.

125 ПСРЛ 1: 130–131; 2: 115; N1, 3: 169; N4, 4: 98; S1, 5: 124; V, 7: 317; PN, 9: 69; Vl, 30: 41; and
Tr, p. 122. T, 15: 122, emends the statement to read: … i vlo'iwa ego v= grob; mramorœn;, i

s;xraniwa t∫le ego s= plahem= bla'ennago velikago knœza Vladimira, novago Konstantina

velikago Rima, i'e krestisœ sam= i l[di svoa krestiÚ tako i siï s=tvori podobno em¥,
“… and they placed him in a marble tomb, and with tears they preserved his body, the
blessed grand prince Vladimir, the new Constantine of great Rome, who baptized himself
and baptized his people; and so he did like him;” Nik (Zenkovsky), 1: 121; and NK, PSRL
42: 57. Cf. RPCLT, p. 124; and БЛДР 1: 174–175. L, ПСРЛ 20/1, lacks this comparative analogy.
Butler, pp. 44–45, n. 62, questions myminimalization of the Constantine image for Vladimir.
I stand by my original interpretation in my doctoral dissertation, “The Nature and the Image
of Princely Power in Kievan Russia: 980–1054,” Indiana University, Bloomington, 1973, with
the additional evidence presented and discussed in this paragraph. None of the Rus’ sources
attempt either to contrast or to elaborate extensively upon the similarities of their periods
of governance, and only draw this unconvincing parallel. F. von Lilienfeld, “Altkirchliche und
mittelalterliche Missiontradition und motiv in den Berichten der ‘Nestorchronik’ über der
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se est; novyi Ko‘n’stqntin= velikogo Rima> i'e krtüiv=sq saä i l[di svoœ>

tako i s; stvori podobno ´m¥>

He [Vladimir] is the new Constantine of great Rome, who baptized himself
and his people, and thus he [Vladimir] did as him.

If Vladimir had followed the example of Constantine, the annals furnish no
additional proof to reveal similarities in their achievements during their
respective periods of governance, nor do the early Rus’ writers seek to
establish fully a new historiographic tradition. This contrast emerges in the
annals as an isolated statement, perhaps little more than an imaginative
comparison of a scribe. Only the anonymous author of the Life of the Blessed
Vladimir prefaces the previous quote with the following addition: I byst;

vtoryi Konstqntin v r¥sskoi zemli Volodimer, “And Vladimir was the
second Constantine in the Rus’ land.”126 He, Anonymous, then concludes:127

O,svœtiœ cariœ,Konstantine i Volodimere! Pomagaita na protivnaœ srod-
nikom= va[ i l[di izbavlœita ot= vsœkyœ bed¥, greheskyœ i r¥skyœ, i o

mn∫ grewnem; pomolitasœ v= Bog¥, œko im¥wte derznovenne k Spas¥, da

spas¥sœ va[ molitvami.

Oh, blessed tsars Constantine and Vladimir, help against your contrary rela-
tions and deliver your people from every misfortune, Greek and Rus’, and for
me a sinner, pray to God. As you have spoken freely to the Savior, so I will be
saved through your prayers.

The anonymous scribe has taken literary license to alter historical facts and
to elevate Vladimir to a most noble rank, that of tsar, literally Caesar, and
not that of emperor that is in currency in modern historical literature. The
scribe has as well made Vladimir the equal of Constantine the Great. Not
unlike several medieval German chronicles, K makes the extreme attribu-
tion, though lacking historical credibility, claiming that Vladimir was a kins-
man of the Roman emperor Augustus, whom the source labels a Caesar
and not Imperator from which emperor is a derivative. Like Anonymous,
K asserts that Vladimir had inherited the title, but not from Constantine
the Great, but rather from Augustus, and gives the linkage greater historical

Taufe Vladimir I. Heiligen,” in Slavistische Studie zum X. internationalen Slavistenkongress in
Sofia, 1988, eds. R. Olesch and H. Rothe, SF 54 (Cologne, 1988): 399–414, esp. 413–414, concurs
with my interpretation. Also, Shaikin, p. 122, does not attribute great significance to this
analogy and passes over it without much, if any, comment.

126 Makarii, Исторія русской церкви, 1: 267; and Golubinsky, 1/1: 236. Cf. F. Dvornik, “Byz-
antine Political Ideas in Kievan Russia,” DOP 9 and 10 (1956): 104.

127 Makarii, Исторія русской церкви, 1: 268; and Golubinsky, 1/1: 237.
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significance and precedence. In addition, Vladimir emerges as an “autocrat
(samoder'ec;)” who possessed “sovereignty (vladyhestvo),” making suitable
to “have this quality of Caesar (… carsko zvan®e im∫œ).” The acclaim in K

concludes with the assertion that Vladimir was s®i preimenintyj samoder-
'avnyj car; i velik®i knœz;, “this preeminent autocratic tsar and grand
prince.”128 K admits no contradiction in this dual usage of Caesar and grand
prince, althoughboth titles are differing noble ranks.However, the literature
of themedieval era preserves numerous examples of such scribal confusion
and the writers of that age are comfortable not to seek further clarification
or to provide further explanatory materials. But it is in the religious con-
text that Vladimir is elevated to the rank of tsar and is now the equal of
Constantine. It is apparent that each ruler had introduced Christianity into
his respective state as a favored if not official religion, but the Rus’ scribe
has made no claim that each enjoyed priestly powers. Nor unlike Constan-
tine, who often appears in Byzantine artwork dressed in a diaconal robe,
hence signifying that he is “a servant of God,” Vladimir is not so portrayed
in Rus’ iconography and related art works. One additional point should be
noted. Anonymous appears to be writing at an age when relations between
Constantinople and Kiev were neither cordial nor pacific. He appears to be
awareof themisfortunes that havebeset theGreeks andRus’, but hedoesnot
elaborate on what these contrary issues were between them and the conse-
quences of their disagreements.

The annals relate with unusual clarity the death of Vladimir in 1015 and
how this event ushered in a prolonged succession crisis,129 but curiously the
ideological merits of this issue do not appear to be especially disturbing for
the early Rus’ writers. PVL and other accounts convey the impression that
it was not essential for the eldest son to succeed to the father’s seat as head
of the principality, but they appear to favor the succession of the best qual-
ified, whoever that might be and however that might be determined. This
notion appears to be contrary to the established successionpractices among
the Riurikid family. To justify this alteration of the succession process, the
scribes ofPVL and otherworks find justification for their position in theOld
Testamentwhere according toHebrew tradition there existed no customary
regulation that the eldest son was the legitimate heir. Rather, the notion is

128 ПСРЛ 21/1: 60.
129 For the complicated aspects of this succession issue and fratricidal conflict, cf. J. Shep-

ard, “Byzantium and Russia in the Eleventh Century: A Study in Political and Ecclesiastical
Relations,” unpublished doctoral dissertation, Oxford University, 1973, ch. 2.
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conveyed that a king might nominate any of his sons to take his place. Thus
Solomon, perhaps the fifth eldest among the sons, had not been regarded as
the one most likely to follow after his father David. But if sovereignty over
a unified people was to be preserved, although this may not have been a
characteristic of David’s rule, Solomon and Vladimir were expected to pre-
serve this feature. Also, the compilers of PVL appear to have abandoned
the principle of primogeniture in favor of the maintenance of the Old Tes-
tament historiographic tradition concerning succession. A contemporary of
Vladimir, Thietmar ofMerseburg, recalls that the Kievan prince bequeathed
the right of succession to two sons.130 Historians have generally concluded
that evidence points to Vladimir’s selection of his two youngest sons, Boris
and Gleb, though they remain unnamed in the sources, to sit as co-rulers of
the Kievan state.131 Vladimir, after he had taken ill,132 had prepared Boris for
the successionwhenhehad the youthathis bedside andgavehimcommand
of an army to put down the Pechenegs.133Weshould recognize, however, that
from Vladimir’s viewpoint this was a valid process. Their lineage, assuming
that they descended from the imperial Byzantine family and were the sons
ofAnna,mayhave favored them, althoughaswehaveobserved the earlyRus’
annals attribute their birth to a Bulgarian. But the young boys were, accord-
ing to some later historical traditions, the progeny of the Byzantine princess
Anna, who brought with her an imperial bloodline, and their father then
could not have overlooked this important factor. None of Vladimir’s other
sons could make a similar claim to an imperial pedigree.

The Kievan succession question is further complicated by the multiplic-
ity of Vladimir’s customary and non-marital spouses and their numerous
offspring. Vysheslav, his firstborn, would have had a rightful claim to the
Kievan seat, at least according to the laws of primogeniture, had he con-
tinued to live. It is noteworthy that throughout much of Europe in that
period, primogeniture was emerging as the acceptable standard for orderly
succession. But after Vysheslav, the issue becomes thornier. In 978 when
Vladimir took Kiev, among the spoils of war was the forcible seduction of

130 Thietmar, Chronici libri VIII, ed. F. Kurze (Hanover, 1889), VII. 73. For other sources,
primary and secondary, on this question, cf. Franklin and Shepard, pp. 184–185, and nn. 3–8.

131 Cf. V.T. Pashuto, Внешняя политика Древней Руси (Moscow, 1968), p. 36.
132 ПСРЛ 1: 130; and 2: 115. Cf. RPCLT, p. 124; and БЛДР 1: 172–173.
133 ПСРЛ 1: 130; 2: 115; N1, 3: 168; N4, 4: 98; S1, 5: 124; V, 7: 317; PN, 9: 69; T, 15: 121; and NK,

42: 57. L, 20/1: 86; and Vl, 30: 40, do not state that Boris was with his father at the time, but
only that Boris was given command of amilitary force to deal with the Pechenegs. Cf. RPCLT,
p. 124; and БЛДР 1: 172–173.
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Jaropolk’s wife. Vladimir’s customary arrangement with Rogned followed
in 980 and it is plausible that Svjatopolk’s birth predated the parturition
of his half-brother Izjaslav. If this is true, then this substantiates to some
degree Svjatopolk’s claim tohis birthright, theKievan seat, for hewouldhave
been the second in line. There exists a paradox in the early Rus’ sources. No
claim to succession is presented for Izjaslav’s heritage and there appears
no straightforward explanation for his exclusion. The early Rus’ sources
sidestep this question and provide no insight into why Izjaslav was not a
contender for the Kievan seat, unless he did so of his own volition for varied
personal reasons or other factors had come into play that excludedhim from
seeking the Kievan seat.

But the very conception of Svjatopolk became an argument for denying
to him the right of succession. PVL relates:134

Volodimer= 'e zale'e 'en¥ brat;n[> Grekin[> i b∫ neprazdna> ˙ neœ'e

rodisq Sto∞polk=> ˙ gr∫xov;nago bo koreni zol= plod= byvaet;> pone'e b∫

byla mt∞i ego hernice[> a vtoroeVolodimer= zale'e [> ne po brak¥ prel[bod∫i

byü o¥bo> t∫m; i ∆c∞; ego ne l[bqwe> b∫ bo ˙ dvo[ ∆c∞[>

Vladimir took to bed the Greek wife of his brother, and she was burdened
[with child]. Fromher Svjatopolkwas born. Froma sinful root grows evil fruit,
for his mother had been a nun and secondly Vladimir had intercourse with
her not in marriage, rather it was adultery, and for this his father did not love
him, for he was of two fathers.

The annalists, however, do not consistently apply to an offspring the attri-
bution of legitimacy or the disqualification of illegitimacy. The conception
of Vladimir was out of wedlock, the product of an illicit affair that his father
Svjatoslav had had with Malusha, the stewardess (kl[hnica) of Vladimir’s
grandmother Olga.135 On the other hand, Svjatopolk’s questionable birth,
bornof two fathers even if it is highly improbable andphysiologically impos-
sible for the conception of one child, remained a perplexing problem for
Rus’ annalists, although itwas a convenient argument for his condemnation.
While Vladimir effaced his sins through baptism, the stain of Svjatopolk’s
lineage from a former nun and incredibly two fathers remained a blot upon

134 ПСРЛ 1: 78; 2: 66; reference to the event, the parturition of Svjatopolk, is excised from
T, 15: 73; but cited inN1, 3: 127;N4, 4: 55; S1, 5: 112; V, 7: 293;PN, 9: 40; L, 20/1: 65; Vl, 30: 24;NK,
42: 42; and Tr, p. 93. Cf. RPCLT, p. 93; and БЛДР 1: 126–127. Also, Shaikin, pp. 142–143.

135 ПСРЛ 1: 69; 2: 57; N1, 3: 121; N4, 4: 48; S1, 5: 108; V, 7: 289; PN, 9: 35; T, 15: 69; NK, 42: 40;
and Tr, p. 87. Cf. RPCLT, p. 87; and БЛДР 1: 118–119. According to Tatishchev, 2: 51, Vladimir
was born in the village of Budjatin’.
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him throughout his lifetime. That hewas a Christian did not vitiate themat-
ter. And his marriage to the daughter of Bolesław Chroby, the king of Poland
who espoused Latin Christianity, intensified the political and religious con-
cerns of the Orthodox Rus’ annalists. Althoughmost probably Vladimir had
arranged the marriage, in view of the peaceful relations then extant with
Poland and the desire of the Kievan prince to enhance the diplomatic image
of his princedom through favorable marriages for his sons and daughters,
political and religious considerations dictated that the early Rus’ writers
viewwith suspicion Svjatopolk’s unionwith a Polish bride. Their paramount
fear and at the same time Svjatopolk’s “cardinal sin” were the annalists’
belief that he and his Polish father-in-lawwould attempt to Latinize the Rus’
church. Whether or not there is validity for this assumption, given the emo-
tional aspects identifiedwith the issue, remains a subject of divided opinion
in modern Russian and Polish scholarship with no clear resolution of the
problem nor the issues attendant with it. The Rus’ sources further attribute
to Svjatopolk his desire to bribe the troops loyal to his father and to plot the
murders of his brothers136 so that he might gain the Kievan seat.

A religious proscription upon rulership then appears in PVL and rein-
forces the annalists’ contempt for Svjatopolk. When he laid plans to kill his
brothers and to rule alone, PVL relates:137

St∞opolk= 'e s; ∆ka‘qn’n;nyi i zlyi> ... pomysliv= vysoko¥m;em; svoim;>

ne v∫dyi> œko B=∞ daet; vlast; em¥'e xo]et;> postavlqet= bo crüq i knqzq

Vywnii> em¥'e xo]et; dast;> a]e bo kaœ zemlq o¥pravitsq preí Bm∞;>

postavlqet; ei crüq ili knazq pravedna> l[bq]a s¥d=> i pravd¥> i vlastelq

o¥straœet;> i s¥d;[ pravq]ago s¥d=> a]e bo knqzi prav;divi byva[t; v

zemli> to mnogo ˙da[tsq sogr∫wen;œ ‘zemli’> a]e li zli i l¥kavi byva[t;>

to bolwe zlo navodit; B=∞ na zeml[> pone'e to glava est; zemli>

This Svjatopolk, the cursed and evil, … thought about his own lofty ideas
and did not know that God grants authority to whomever He wishes, for
He appoints emperors and higher princes. The Almighty gives [authority] to

136 ПСРЛ 1: 132 f.; 2: 118 f.;N1, 3: 169;N4, 4: 105; S1, 5: 125; V, 7: 318 f.;PN, 9: 70;T, 15: 123; X, 22/1:
368;NK, 42: 58; andTr, pp. 122–123. Cf. RPCLT, p. 130; and БЛДР 1: 182–183. For the ideological,
political, and religious struggle between Svjatopolk and Jaroslav, cf. esp. Nazarenko, ch. 10.

137 ПСРЛ 1: 139–140; 2: 126–127; N1, 3: 558, but only in Appendix 3; N4, 4: 105; PN, 9: 74;
an emended passage in Vl, 30: 41; NK, 42: 60; and Tr, pp. 126–127. This passage is excised
from S1, V, and T. Cf. RPCLT, p. 130; and БЛДР 1: 182–183. Shaikin, p. 140, concentrates on the
significance of two phrases: zemlq o¥pravitsq preí Bm∞;> and knqzq pravedna, elaborating
not on their biblical signficance and its application to earthly power, but the link between the
prince and the land. He views this as an adaptation of an archaic notion of the “supernatural”
role of the “tsar.” Cf. his n. 654.
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whomever He desires. If such a land is justified before God, He establishes in
it a just Caesar [that is emperor] or prince who loves law and justice, and He
sets up a governor and a judge who administer the law. For if the princes are
righteous in the land, then many sins [of the land] are remitted. But if they
are evil and deceitful, then God brings upon the land a greater evil because
he is the head of the land.

The passage, probably a postexilic text that presupposes the existence of
monarchy, is for the most part borrowed from the thoughts, writings, and
later accretions introduced into theOld Testament chapters of Isaiah,138who
lived at a time, the eighth century bc, of great emergency for Israel. Isaiah
tried to convey to his people the enormity of their plight. This passage also
conveys a weak theological basis for monarchy and places greater emphasis
upon a covenant existing between God and a nation, now the Rus’, which
must be renewed upon the succession of each new prince.

The PVL accounts of the deaths of Boris and Gleb139 and the various
redactions of SkazanÀœ o svœtyx= Borise i Gl∫be (The Legend of the Saintly
Boris and Gleb)140 advance the notion that Boris was the elect of God to
succeed to the princely seat at Kiev and in their hearts the residents of the

138 The cited quotation appears to be a variant text drawn and emended from Isaiah xxxii.
1–8. Cf. i. 1–31, ii. 1–5, iii. 1–5, and vii. 21–x. 14. Notice especially the just reign of the ideal king
David, ix. 1–9. The Rus’ annalists make no attempt to portray either Vladimir or Jaroslav in
the likeness of David, but reserve the Hebrew king as an ideal role model who stands apart
in his accomplishments from all of these rulers.

139 ПСРЛ 1: 132–139; 2: 118–126; N1, 3: 169–174; N4, 4: 99–105; S1, 5: 125–131; V, 7: 318–324; PN,
9: 71–73, with the addition, pp. 73–74, of Poxvala strastotr=pcem= Boris¥ i Gl∫b¥; T, 15:
123–134; Vl, 30: 42; NK, 42: 58–60; and Tr, pp. 122–126. Cf. RPCLT, pp. 126–130; and БЛДР 1:
176–183.

140 The major redactions of this Legend appear in ПСРЛ 25: 7–8, under the 1072 entry;
I.I. Sreznevsky, Сказанія о святыхъ Борисѣ и Глѣбѣ. Сильвестровскій списокъ ХІV вѣка
(St. Petersburg, 1860); Сборникъ ХІІ вѣкаМосковскаго Успенскаго Собора, eds. A.A. Shakh-
matov and P.A. Lavrov, 1 (Moscow, 1899): 12–40; Serebriansky, 2: 27–47 and 163–164; D.I. Abra-
movich, Житія святихъ мучениковъ Борися и Глѣба и службы имъ, Памятники Древне-
Русской Литературы, 2-й том (Petrograd, 1916): 27–66; S.A. Bugoslavsky, Україно-руські
пам’ятки ХІ-ХVІІІ ст. про князів Бориса та Гліба (Kiev, 1928); and Russische Heiligenle-
genden, eds. and trans. E. Benz, et al. (Zurich, 1953), pp. 50–73. Cf. the substantive essay: “The
Cult of Boris and Gleb,” with extensive notes in Hollingsworth, pp. xxvi–lvii.

Commentaries upon the Legend appear in Shakhmatov, Разысканія, passim; G.P. Fedo-
tov, The Russian Religious Mind: Kievan Christianity, the Tenth to the Thirteenth Centuries, 1
(Cambridge, 1946): 94–110; N.N. Il’in, Летописная статья 6523 года и ее источник. (Опыт
анализа) (Moscow, 1957); G.P. Fedotov, Святие древней Руси. (Х-ХVІІІ ст.) (2nd ed., New
York, 1959), pp. 18–31; andL.Müller,DiealtrussischenhagiographischenErzählungenund litur-
gischenDichtungenüber dieHeiligenBoris undGleb (Munich, 1967). Alsoworthy of note is the
study of B.A. Uspensky, Борис и Глеб: Восприятие истории в древней Руси (Moscow, 2000).
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town were with the young prince.141 Further, and coincidently, the death
of Vladimir, eulogized in the Rus’ annals, marks the termination of a great
period of wealth and of national and religious pride, and there follows in the
literature of that period a presentiment that the Poles, as the Assyrians of
the Old Testament who overran the Hebrew states, would engulf the Kievan
principality. The chapters of Isaiah are called upon to furnish evidence that
Svjatopolk had usurped power and until his flight in 1019 had contributed
to the Rus’ national and religious humiliation. And as the Assyrians had
forced their pagan deities upon the Hebrews, so too the Rus’ under Polish
overlordship would be required to adopt the Latin religious ceremonial
and teachings. Isaiah denounced the Hebrew national sin and the Rus’
scribes took confidence in his narrative, drawing upon the illustration that
Svjatopolk’s rule and the Polish domination would parallel the Assyrian
arrogation of political and religious power. The passages of Isaiah are drawn
upon to provide additional proof that God is both an accuser and a judge,
and therefore His will cannot be violated and the impious and morally
corrupt rule of Svjatopolk must end.142

The legendary account of Svjatopolk’s flight before the armies of Jaroslav,
the devil’s visitation upon him, the softening of his bones, and his tortuous
death are vivid details provided by the scribes as an admonition to the Rus’
princes, seeking to demonstrate to them that143

... da a]e sii e]e sice 'e stvorqt; ‘se slywavwe t¥' kazn; pr®imut> no i

bol;wi see> pone' v∫daœ se s=tvorqt;’ tako'e zlo>

… if they still do so [having heard this, they shall incur punishment, but an
even greater one because knowing they have done] this evil.

PVL then appends a moral drawn from the Old Testament texts, and com-
pares Svjatopolk to Abimelech (Lamex=, Avimelex=), stating that he was
the son of Gideon, an eleventh-century bc Israelite judge and hero who

141 ПСРЛ 1: 132; 2: 118; N1, 3: 169; N4, 4: 99; Vl, 30: 41; and NK, 42: 58; but not stated in S1, V,
PN, T, and Tr. Cf. RPCLT, p. 126; and БЛДР 1: 176–177.

142 ПСРЛ 1: 139–140; 2: 126–127; N4, 4: 105; PN, 9: 74; NK, 42: 60; and Tr, pp. 126–127. The
account of the death of Svjatopolk and the biblical admonition do not appear inN1, S1, V, and
T. Cf. RPCLT, p. 130; and БЛДР 1: 182–183.

143 ПСРЛ 1: 145; andTr, p. 130.ПСРЛ 2: 132–133, reads differently: da a]e sice 'e stvorqt; se
slywavwe. t¥ 'e kazn; priim¥t;. no bol;wi seœ. pone'e se v∫d¥]e byvwe\. stvoriti tako\

'e zlo bratoo¥biistvo, “if they still do so, having heard this, they shall incur punishment, but
a greater one because previously knowing this, they have committed this evil of fratricide.”
LikePVL–I, so also N4, 4: 110; S1, 5: 133;T, 15: 139, with some emendation; and NK, 42: 62; but
omitted in N1, V, L, and PN. Cf. RPCLT, p. 133; and БЛДР 1: 188–189.
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defeated the Midianites and ruled Israel for forty years. Gideon fathered
Abimelech in adultery with a Canaanite women and this son became an
immoral rival of his half-brothers.144Abimelechmade the first effort to estab-
lish an Israelite monarchy, but he left no offspring to continue family rule.
There is a temptation to read into this analogy, although the Rus’ annalists
furnish no substantiation for such a suspicion, questions to be raised con-
cerning the very conception of Svjatopolk during Vladimir’s adulterous act
or rather rape. The claim that he was “born of two fathers” and that he came
under the tutelage of his Polish father-in-law who was seeking to establish a
monarchy in Kievan Rus’ with ties to Rome rather than Constantinople and
thus bring about the Latinization of the Rus’ church vitiated against him.
From a religious standpoint, the Rus’ copyists found all of these potential
consequences wholly alarming and unacceptable.

Like Solomon, Vladimir is depicted as a ruler conspicuous for his com-
manding stature and his gift of wisdom. Each was devoted to the service
of God and the kingdom of Solomon prospered, as did the principality of
Vladimir. However, neither the sons of Solomon nor those of Vladimir, per-
haps with the exception of Jaroslav, Boris, and Gleb, were consecrated to
the spiritual performance of duties, although we cannot establish this with
any certitude for all of Vladimir’s offspring, including those unnamed sons
during the fratricidal conflict, because of the silence of the sources. Con-
sequently, it is elaborated that for their apostasy they suffered the penalty
and the wrath of God, assuming that this applies both for Solomon’s and
Vladimir’s sons, or only selectively to some sons. Having claimed the issue
of apostasy, the Rus’ annalistic argumentation then conforms to Old Testa-
ment historiographic regularity and order, and like the division of Solomon’s
kingdom into two parts, so too Vladimir’s state was apportioned between
two sons, Jaroslav and Mstislav. Disputes over excessive taxation had been
an issue common to Solomon, Vladimir, and their sons. The death of Solo-
mon ushered in the formation of two rival kingdoms, Ephraim (Israel) and
Judah. Their histories are most briefly related in the Books of Kings and
in the later and less reliable Books of Chronicles, which almost exclusively

144 Zenkovsky, 1: 135, n. 31, believes that this Abimelech was the son of Jerubbaal, not
Gideon. Judges ix. 1–6 cites two sons that bear this name, one by Gideon, and the other by
Jerubbaal. It is the former that Slavic annals make reference to, not the latter. Further, ПСРЛ
1: 145–146; 2: 133; N4, 4: 110; S1, 5: 133 (the text compares favorably to PVL–L); V, 7: 327; PN, 9:
76–77;T, 15: 139–140;NK, 42: 62; andTr, pp. 130–131. The comparison is omitted in N1 and Vl.
Cf. RPCLT, p. 134; and БЛДР 1: 188–189.
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concerns itself with Judah. At Solomon’s expiration, his son Rehoboam was
petitioned by the Israelites for more generous treatment and some relief
from the oppressive levies. Refusing their request, Israel broke off from
the district of Judah and established an independent state. The creation
of the northern kingdom of Ephraim, populated by a people known for
their haughtiness and high-spiritedness, came under the rule of Jeroboam,
formerly one of Solomon’s officers. Judah retained the territory extending
southward from a point a few miles north of Jerusalem. The Old Testament
text stresses that the Israelites’ troubles stem from divine punishment for
their schismatic idolatry—a consequence of racial miscegenation and reli-
gious interaction with the Philistines. Judah, on the other hand, enjoyed an
unbroken dynasty.145

The stylistic absence of detailed elaborations upon the kingdoms of
Ephraimand Judahappears tohave served as amodel for thebriefer descrip-
tions awarded to the twin principalities ruled by Jaroslav and Mstislav be-
tween 1019 and 1036. The division of Kievan Rus’ was formally achieved in
1026 when Jaroslav and Mstislav tired after seven years of internecine con-
flict that had arrived at no clear resolution of their differences.146Their peace
settlement established the boundary between their states along the course
of the Dnieper River. Jaroslav received the lands to the west and made Kiev
his capital, although he had difficulty occupying the town because he was
at odds with its inhabitants. Mstislav acquired the eastern parts and moved
his political center from Tmutorokan’ in the eastern Crimea to Chernigov, a
fortified town situated on the Desna River, some seventymiles to the north-
east of Kiev. The geographical relationship of Chernigov to Kiev appears to
have satisfied theRus’ annalists’ need to establishhistoriographic continuity
between thepost-Vladimirian andpost-Solomonic states.147Andconforming

145 For the histories of Ephraim and Judah, cf. IKings xii. 1-xiv. 20; and IIChronicles x. 1-xii.
15.

146 ПСРЛ 1: 146–150; 2: 134–138; N4, 4: 111–114; S1, 5: 134–136 (the death and the eulogization
of Mstislav are absent in this text; also notably, like Jaroslav, Mstislav is identified as a “grand
prince”); V, 7: 328–330; PN, 9: 77–79; and Tr, pp. 133–134 (accounts of Mstislav’s death and
a brief eulogy are absent from these annals); T, 15: 143–146 (again Mstislav is identified as
a “grand prince”); and NK, 42: 62–63. Further, accounts concerning Mstislav’s death and
eulogization do not appear inN1,L, and Vl. Cf. RPCLT, pp. 134–136; and БЛДР 1: 188–193. For a
critical examination of the struggle between Mstislav and Jaroslav, cf. I.M. Shekera, Кыївска
Русь ХІ ст. у мижнародных видносынах (Kiev, 1967), pp. 109ff.

147 ПСРЛ 1:149; 2: 137; N4, 4: 113; S1, 5: 135–136; V, 7: 329; PN, 9: 79; T, 15: 145; L, 20/1: 90; and
NK, 42: 64. The passage relating to the peace agreement and division of the Kievan lands is
absent from N1. Cf. RPCLT, pp. 135–136; and БЛДР 1: 190–191.
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to Old Testament texts, the bulk of the narrative discussion inPVL between
1019 and 1036 concentrates upon the activities and accomplishments of
Jaroslav and precious little information is furnished on Mstislav’s rule. Per-
haps scribal concern of a reoccurrence of racialmiscegenation and religious
interaction that had emerged between the Hebrews and Philistines would
now appear among the Rus’ and Mstislav’s allies—the Kasogi and Pech-
enegs who in substantial numbers resided on his territory. This potential
prospect may have introduced an annalistic suspicion that a similar pro-
cess was evolving and thus would lead to racial and religious corruption.
Mstislav appears, however, tobe absolved in the earlyRus’ annals of attempt-
ing to introduce pagan elements when in 1022, having defeated in personal
combat Rededia, the chieftain of the Kasogi, he constructed in Tmutorokan’
a church dedicated to the Holy Virgin as thanksgiving for divine interven-
tion in his behalf.148 But his obituary notice in 1036, aside from providing a
description of his physical features, is a weak acclaim at best and tempers
the importance of his rule, commenting:149

xrabor= na rati> mltüv=> l[bqwe dr¥'in¥ po velik¥> im∫n;œ ne ]adqwe ni

pit;œ> ni ∫den;œ branqwe>

[He was] brave in war, kind, a greater lover of his retinue. He spared [them]
neither riches, nor drink, nor prohibited [them] food.

The compilers of PVL provide no descriptions of his princely powers, with
the exception that several annals (S1 andT) identify him as a “grand prince,”
and so also Jaroslav. The annalistic accounts are generally brief statements
and provide little insight into the nature of Mstislav’s rule.

Certain common elements, however, are to be found in the descriptions
of the reigns of Rehoboam and Jaroslav, at least for the year 1036.We are told
that each made significant contributions toward the strengthening of their
realm’s defenses. Rehoboam built cities to fortify his kingdom against Egyp-
tian attacks.150 In 1030 Jaroslav founded the town of Iur’ev on the Embach
River (Emajõgi in modern Estonia) and two years later he began to con-
struct towns along the Ros’ River.151 Both rulers also attempted to regain lost

148 ПСРЛ 1: 147; 2: 134; N4, 4: 111; S1, 5: 134; V, 7: 328; PN, 9: 78; T, 15: 143; NK, 42: 62; and Tr,
p. 131. It is excised from N1. Cf. RPCLT, p. 134; and БЛДР 1: 188–189.

149 ПСРЛ 1: 150; 2: 138 (with a slight alteration of the text); N4, 4: 113–114; S1, 5: 136 (entered
for the year 1034 [6542]); V, 7: 330; PN, 9: 79; T, 15: 146 (also for the year 1034 [6542]); L, 20/1:
90; and NK, 42: 63. Not in N1 and Vl. Cf. RPCLT, p. 136; and БЛДР 1: 192–193.

150 IKings xiv. 25–31; and IIChronicles xi. 5.
151 ПСРЛ 1: 149 and 150; 2: 137;N4, 4: 113; S1, 5: 136; V, 7: 329 (gives the date of construction as
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territory. Rehoboam not only attacked the Egyptians, but as well launched
forays against the Israelites.152 Jaroslav with the mutual support of Mstislav
gathered a large force and marched against Poland where the brothers
reoccupied the Red cities.153 Rehoboam’s rule of Judah spanned a period of
seventeen years and this length of time corresponds with the duration of
Jaroslav’s divided rule with Mstislav. While the Hebrews remained faithful
to Yahweh during Rehoboam’s reign, no divine castigation against the Rus’ is
recorded inPVL because of the division of theKievan state and for the same
period neither heavenly acknowledgement nor disapproval of their dual
rule appears in the sources. Mere inattention to a detailed accounting of
their governance was sufficient to demonstrate perhaps divine displeasure
and to obscure the relevance of this period.

The death of Mstislav in 1036 produced a major historiographic problem
for the compilers ofPVL. Themain question for themwas how to reconcile
Jaroslav’s rule hereafter with Old Testament accounts. Had history repeated
itself, Jaroslav and not Mstislav should have expired. With the death of
Rehoboam, the kingdom of Judah declines and we witness the rise of the
northern kingdom under the kingship of the Israelite general Omri, who
reigned for twelve years.154 He receives very brief notice in the Books of
Kings and none in the Books of Chronicles. This willful neglect is attributed
to his infidelity to Yahweh.155 Old Testament tradition could yet serve as a
suitablemanual for describing the next half of Jaroslav’s rule, butwewitness
significant adjustments to this ancient cycle of history.

First, the scribes ofPVL had to establish a comprehensive recognition of
the unlimited nature of Jaroslav’s powers and to demonstrate his ability to
rule a reunified state. In the entry for 1036, PVL states:156

1027 [6535]) and 330; PN, 9: 79; T, 15: 146; NK, 42: 63; and Tr, p. 133. No entries for 1030 (6540)
and 1032 (6540) appear in N1. Cf. RPCLT, p. 136; and БЛДР 1: 192–193.

152 IKings xiv. 25 ff.
153 For the year 1031 (6539), ПСРЛ 1: 150; 2: 137; N4, 4: 113; S1, 5: 136; V, 7: 330; PN, 9: 79; T,

15: 146; Vl, 30: 44; NK, 42: 63; and Tr, p. 133. No entry for that year appears in N1. Cf. RPCLT,
p. 136; БЛДР 1: 192–193; and F. Persowski, Studia nad pograniczem Polsko-Ruskim v X–XI wieku
(Wrocław, Warsaw, and Cracow, 1962), p. 89.

154 IKings xvi. 21–24.
155 Ibid., 25–28.
156 ПСРЛ 1: 150; like PVL–L, so too N4, 4: 114; S1, 5: 136, but entered for the year 1034 (6542);

V, 7: 330, also for the 1034 (6542); T, 15: 146; and NK, 42: 63. An emended and brief statement,
but for the year 1033, appears in Vl, 30: 44. PVL–L, 2: 138, substitutes \dinovlastec; for
samovlastec;, but with no appreciable alteration in meaning and intent. N1 lacks an entry
for 1036 (6542), while PN, X, and Tr make no reference to the extent of his authority. Cf.
RPCLT, p. 136, where Cross and Sherbowitz-Wetzor render this term, that is, samovlastec;, as
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posem; 'e pereœ vlast; ´go vs[ Œroslav=> i byü samovlastec; R¥s;st∫i

zemli>

Afterwards, Jaroslav aspired for all his powers andwas the autocrat of the Rus’
land.

The intent of the scribes, herein, appears to be to stress that he enjoyed
absolute powers, much like the contemporaneous Byzantine emperors. No
such attribution of absolute authority, however, appears in the sources for
his father, Vladimir.

The only apparent and recorded challenge to Jaroslav’s claim to absolute
rule came from his brother Sudislav, the prince of Pskov and posad;nik=

of a center known for its centrifugal tendencies and aspirations for local
self-rule. Jaroslav incarcerated his brother during the tenure of his own rule
and in that manner resolved the issue.157 And with this statement, the early
Rus’ annalists achieved recognition for his full sovereignty over a unified
Kievan Rus’ land and the indivisibility of the powers that he had inher-
ited from his father Vladimir, although in reality each ruler upon ascend-
ing the seat had to demonstrate through a force of arms and other means
their worthiness to rule. Further, through total silence the scribes avoid
any further mention in the annals and other written works of the pres-
ence of divisive and separatist elements among his sons and their follow-
ers.

Jaroslav aswell demonstratedhis abilities as adefender of theprincipality
with a decisive victory over the Pechenegs in the same year that he assumed
sole rule. He gathered a large force of Varangians and Slavs and successfully
thwarted the Pecheneg drive to take Kiev.158 Two years later after this major
victory, he gave further evidence of his suitability to defend his state by
turning his attention to the western frontier and to the recurring problems
attendant with the protection and maintenance of Rus’ commercial routes
with western markets. In a terse entry, PVL very briefly relates that he
ordered an assault upon the Jatvjagi (Iatviangi, Iatvingians), a Lithuanian
tribe inhabiting the lower Bug River basin and a threat to his commercial

“sole ruler.” They may have been influenced in their translation by later redactions of PVL.
БЛДР 1: 192–193, employs единовластець.

157 ПСРЛ 1: 151; 2: 139; N4, 4: 114; S1, 5: 137; V, 7: 330; PN, 9: 80; T, 15: 147; NK, 42: 64; and Tr,
p. 134. No entry appears for 1036 (6544) in N1. Cf. RPCLT, p. 137; and БЛДР 1: 192–193.

158 ПСРЛ 1: 150–151; 2: 138–139 (with some textual alteration in the narrative); N4, 4: 114; S1,
5: 136–137; V, 7: 330; T, 15: 147; NK, 42: 63–64; and Tr, p. 134; but not entered in N1, X, and PN.
Cf. RPCLT, pp. 136–137; and БЛДР 1: 192–193.
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intercourse with the Red cities and other trading centers.159 In 1040 he per-
haps again, because they remained a threat to hiswestern interests, attacked
this same tribe whose name is omitted in the sources and they are simply
identified as “the Lithuanians.”160 The following year he further consolidated
and protected the links with the west by launching a naval attack upon
the Mazovi, one of several Polish peoples, and their settlements above the
Pripet marshes.161 AlthoughPVL–L relates no events for the year 1046, their
resistance was not crushed until the campaigns of 1046–1047 when Jaroslav
finally subdued them and placed them under the suzerainty of Casimir I,
the king of Poland (1032–1052).162 Jaroslav’s attack in 1043 upon theByzantine
Empire wasmainly an attempt to reformulate amore favorable relationship
vis-à-vis their emperors and the patriarchs of Constantinople. The various
aspects of this assault and its implication for the Rus’ and Byzantines will be
more extensively analyzed in the next chapter. Peace between these states
was concluded three years later. Jaroslav could claim neither a military nor
diplomatic victory, for the fortunes of battle and natural elements favored
the Greeks and were of disadvantage to the Kievan Rus’.163 Without a clear
military victory, Jaroslav had no alternative but to anticipate lower expec-
tations in the resulting diplomatic negotiations. The annalists saw no con-
tradictions during Jaroslav’s rule in the conduct of his Polish and Byzantine
policies, nor did they view them as a challenge to their own pro-Byzantine
religious sympathies. His military achievements and even defeats served to
enhance his reputation as a defender of the primary political, religious, and
economic interests of the Kievan principality.

The PVL entry for 1037 (6545) demonstrates the accomplishments of
Jaroslav as a builder. The text recounts that he first erected the great cita-
del near the Golden Gate in Kiev, and then he began construction of the

159 ПСРЛ 1: 153; 2: 141; N4, 4: 114; S1, 5: 137; V, 7: 331; PN, 9: 81; T, 15: 148; Vl, 30: 45; NK, 42: 63;
and Tr, p. 135. No entry appears in N1. Cf. RPCLT, p. 138; and БЛДР 1: 194–195.

160 ПСРЛ 1: 153; 2: 141; S1, 5: 137; V, 7: 331; PN, 9: 82; T, 15: 148; Vl, 30: 45; and Tr, p. 135. No
entries for that year appear in N1, N4, and NK. Cf. RPCLT, p. 138; and БЛДР 1: 194–195.

161 ПСРЛ 1: 153; 2: 141; N4, 4: 116; S1, 5: 137; V, 7: 331; PN, 9: 82; T, 15: 148; Vl, 30: 45; NK, 42: 64;
and Tr, p. 137. No entry appears in N1. Cf. RPCLT, p. 138; and БЛДР 1: 194–195 and 509.

162 ПСРЛ 1: 155; 2: 143; N1, 3: 181; N4, 4: 116; S1, 5: 138; PN, 9: 83; Vl, 30: 45; NK, 42: 64; and
Tr, p. 137. However, V, ПСРЛ 7: 332, cites the conflict only for the year 1046 (6554); so also T,
15: 150. Cf. RPCLT, p. 138; and БЛДР 1: 196–197. For a Polish account of this attack, cf. MPH 1
(Lemberg-Cracow, 1864): 417–418.

163 ПСРЛ 1: 154; 2: 142; S1, 5: 137–138; V, 7: 331; PN, 9: 82; T, 15: 148–149; L, 20/1: 90, identifies
Jaroslav as a “grand prince” who launched the attack upon the Greeks in 1043, and again in
1054, the year of his death; and Tr, p. 136. The account of the Rus’ attack upon the Greeks is
excised from N1, N4, Vl, and NK. Cf. RPCLT, pp. 138–139; and БЛДР 1: 196–197 and 509.
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metropolitan church of Saint Sophia and thereafter those of the Annuncia-
tionover theGoldenGate, themonastery of SaintGeorge, and the convent of
Saint Irene.164 Citations of constructional accomplishments are customarily
reserved for eulogies in the annals or appear in separate works, and are fre-
quently entered chronologically as separate entries as their erection occurs.
But the Rus’ annalists, while drawing upon the distinguishing characteris-
tics of Old Testament rulership and using these attributes of a notable ruler
as a guide in their own annals, had to satisfy their need to break with this
ancient historiographic tradition and note the monuments he undertook
to construct at the inception of sole rule. However, the undertaking of five
major projects in the same year appears unlikely and unrealistic, given the
extensive cost and the human resources andmaterial requirements for such
constructions, and leads to the suspicion that PVL is less than credible in
making this claim. Although there remains the possibility that this account
is an exception, it is more probable that the idea of their construction was
contemplated in that year, but the actual construction was spread out over
a number of years. We should also admit that the Rus’ scribes might have
sought to lessen the stain of Jaroslav’s rebellion against his saintly father,
and recount his construction of religious edifices at the outset of his sole
rule of Kievan Rus’ to mollify their opinions of him.

In the same period that Jaroslav undertook the elaborate construction
of numerous ecclesiastical structures, he issued his Ustav= (Decree) for the
regulation of all levels of Rus’ society. The laws provide insight into the role
of both males and females, their offspring, as well as other elements in the
ecclesiastical well-being of the Rus’, in the everyday life of the principality.
Whether the laws are of Slavic provenance or of Byzantine Christian influ-
ence remains a subject for scholarly disputation.165

For the compilers of PVL, Jaroslav’s undertaking to construct religious
establishments evidenced his predilection for monastic institutions that
came to be identified as centers of intellectual activity,much as one encoun-
ters in Byzantine institutions, and thus the Rus’ institutions are modeled
after the Byzantine. And for these Rus’ centers he gathered scholars and

164 ПСРЛ 1: 151; 2: 139;N4, 4: 114; S1, 5: 137; V, 7: 330;PN, 9: 80–81, wherein themain reference
is to the church of Saint Sophia and only generally to the others; T, 15: 147; and Tr, p. 134. N1,
ПСРЛ 3: 130, makes reference only to the “completion” of the church of Saint Sophia; so also
NK, 42: 64;X, 22/1: 368, adds the notation that Jaroslav in 1045 (6553) built the church of Saint
Sophia in Novgorod. Cf. RPCLT, p. 137; and БЛДР 1: 192–195.

165 For the numerous redactions of the Ustav=, cf. Shchapov, Древнерусские княжеские
уставы, pp. 85–139.
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translators to renderGreek texts into Slavonic and according toPVLhehim-
selfwrote andaccumulatedbooks for thesemonastic establishments.166PVL
further elaborates:167

œko'e bo se n∫kto zeml[ razorit;> dr¥gyi 'e nas∫et;> ini 'e po'®na[t;>

i œdqt; pi][ besk¥dn¥> tako i s;> ∆c∞; bo sego Volodimer= ‘zeml[’ vzora>

i o¥mqhi rekwe kr]∞n;em; prosv∫tiv;> s; 'e nas∫œ kni'nymi slovesy sríóca

v∫rnyÖ l[dii> a my po'inaem= o¥hen;e pri´ml[]e kni'noe> velika bo byva-
´t; polza ˙ o¥hen;œ kni'nogo> knigami bo ka'emi i o¥himi ´smy> p¥ti

pokaœn;[> mdrüt; bo ∆br∫ta´m= i v=zder'an;e> ˙ sloves= kni'nyx=> se bo

s¥t; r∫ky napaœ[]e vselen¥[> se s¥t; isxodi]œ m‘¥dr’osti>

For as one disturbs [plows] the earth, another sows, and others reap and eat
foodwithout scarcity, and sodidhe [Jaroslav].His father [Vladimir] disturbed
[plowed the land] and said to the unclean ‘be enlightened through baptism.’
He [Jaroslav] sowed the hearts of the faithful people with the written word
and we reap the teachings of the accepted books. Great is the benefit from
book learning. Through books we are shown and taught the way of repen-
tance, for wisdom and continence are found from the written word. They are
the rivers filling the universe. They are the springs of wisdom.

Wisdom now becomes a vehicle for justifying the correctness of Jaroslav’s
sole rule. And drawing upon the words to Solomon, PVL interlocks in its
argumentation a relationship betweenwisdom and rulership, and quotes:168

az= prmdürt; vseliÖ> sv∫t= ‘i’ raz¥m= i mysl;> az= prizvaÖ strax= Gnü;> moi

sv∫ti> moœ mdrüt;> moe o¥tver'en;e> moœ kr∫post;> mno[ crüve crtüv¥[t;> a

silnii piw[t; pravd¥> mno[ vel;mo'a veliha[tsq> i mht∞li der'at; zeml[>

az= l[bq]aœ mq l[bl[> i][]i mene ∆brq][t; ‘blagodat;’>

I [Wisdom] have spread in the universe light, reason, and reflection. I have
summoned fear of the Lord. Mine is illumination, mine is wisdom, mine is
countenance, and mine is strength. Through me rulers rule, and the mighty
decree justice. I love thosewho loveme. Thosewho seekme [shall be adorned
with beneficence].

166 ПСРЛ 1: 151–152; 2: 139–140;PN, 9: 80–81, with some additional elaboration. Noteworthy
also is the account inK, 21/1: 169, and its treatment of Jaroslav’s love of books and reference to
his writing of numerous books, although apparent exaggerations are incorporated into this
text; and Tr, pp. 134–135. This account of his love of books is excised from N1, N4, S1, V,T, NK,
and Vl. Cf. RPCLT, p. 137; and БЛДР 1: 192–195.

167 ПСРЛ 1: 152; 2: 140, with some textual emendation and orthographic alteration; PN, 9:
80; andTr, pp. 134–135. This passage does not appear inN1,N4, S1, V,T,NK, and Vl. Cf. RPCLT,
p. 137; and БЛДР 1: 194–195. Shaikin, pp. 159–160, does not associate this passage and the love
of books with the WisdomMovement, but simply a biblical connection.

168 Proverbs viii. 4 ff.; andПСРЛ 1: 152; 2: 140; andPN, 9: 80. This passage does not appear in
N1, N4, S1, V, T, NK, Vl, X, and Tr. Cf. RPCLT, p. 137; and БЛДР 1: 194–195.
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PVL then asserts that, having sought wisdom in books, Jaroslav received
great profit for his work.169

His accomplishments in the accumulation of knowledge through read-
ing, writing, and the collection of books has its parallel in the Old Testa-
mentWisdomMovement that began to flourish during the rule of Solomon
and spanned the course of ancient Hebrew history. TheWisdomMovement
is a scrupulous cultural formulation and a polished literary achievement
that seeks to establish God as a creator and governor of all things. Words
become an indispensable vehicle for spiritual enlightenment and fulfill-
ment of human life. In the Book of Proverbs we find no clear reference to
Israel’s national history and to her faith and religious institutions. There
appears only an inference that in the time of numerous Hebrew kings the
WisdomMovement flourished. Only an incisive investigation of each of the
kings from Solomon to Herod would admit the accurateness of this state-
ment. The Book of Proverbs is disposed to be hopeful and anticipates that
man can know the way of life and the fear of God. In the course of the sec-
ond half of Jaroslav’s rule, this prince became a patron of wisdom as the
kings of Israel and Egypt, whose kingship, ancient Near Eastern thought
maintained, was established by divine beings in their inauguration of the
cosmological ordering of sentient beings. Parenthetically, we should stress
that it is only in the second half of Jaroslav’s rule that we can liken him to
Solomon. Kings, therefore, were the symbol and the embodiment of divine
authority, and had the means to gain wisdom and share in divine counsels.
Thewisdombywhich kings rule is an eternal anddivine quality. A dominant
aspect of theWisdomMovement is to place stress upon a path to knowledge
rather than upon a life of faith, and the words gained from books are for all
peoples and not merely for a privileged class of official servants. But PVL
makes no attempt to elaborate further upon theWisdomMovement beyond
its initial treatment in the 1037 entry. The early Rus’ annalists appear to be
satisfied that they had established a credible image of Jaroslav’s intellectual
powers and see no need beyond this statement to draw upon other Old Tes-
tament books to elaborate additionally uponRus’ parallelswith theWisdom
Movement.170

169 ПСРЛ 1: 152–153; 2: 140–141;PN, 9: 80; andTr, p. 135. The praise of Jaroslav for his love of
books does not appear inN1,N4, S1, V,T,NK,X, and Vl. Cf. RPCLT, p. 137; and БЛДР 1: 194–195.

170 For studies of the Wisdom Movement and its literature, cf. W.O.E. Oesterley, The Wis-
dom of Solomon, Translations of Early Documents. Second Series. Hellenistic-Jewish Texts,
1 ((London-New York, 1917); H. Gressmann, Israels Spruchweisheit im Zusammenhang der
Weltliteratur, Kunst und Altertum. Alte Kulturen im Lichte neuer Forschung, 6 (Berlin, 1925);
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In the 1040s Hilarion, a presbyter of Jaroslav’s church at Berestovo and a
champion of theMonastery of the Crypts (Peherskaœ Lavra) on the outskirts
of Kiev as a center for Rus’ intellectual and religious literary activity,171 pro-
vides further evidence in two works: Slovo o zakone Moiseom, danmen=.

i o blagodati i istine, Is¥s; Xristom= byvwix= (A Discourse on the
Laws, Given through Moses, and Of the Grace and the Truth Brought by Jesus
Christ),172 and Poxvala Kagan¥ Vladimir¥ (A Eulogy to the Khagan Vladi-
mir),173 to introduce a historiographic tradition more in keeping with the
nature of Jaroslav’s rulership after 1036. Hilarion departs from the stress
placed upon Old Testament tradition as ameans of defining princely power
from ca. 980 to 1036, and elaborates in his Discourse:174

Blagosloven= Gospod= Bog= Izrailev=, Bog= xristianesk=. œko povesti i

s=tvori izbavlenie l[dem= svoim=. œko ne presre tvari svoeœ do konca

idol;skim= mraxeniem= gybn¥ti, no opravdi pre'de plemœ Avraamle

skri'almi i zakonom=, posled= 'e Synom= Svoim= vsœ œzyki spase,

evangeliem= i xrewteniem= i vvodœ v= obnovlanie (paky) b¥tœ, v= 'izn;

vehn¥[ ... zakon= bo predtexa be sl¥ga (blagodati i istinne, istina i

blagodat; sl¥ga) b¥d¥]em¥ veky, 'izni netlennei, œko zakon; provo'daawe

vsakonnya k= blagodet=nom¥ xre]en;[, kre]enie 'e prep¥]aet; syny svoœ na

vehn¥[ 'izn;. Moisi bo i prorohi o Xristove prewestvii propovedax¥, Xris-
tov= 'e i apostolic Ego o voskresenii i o b¥d¥]em= vehe .... Vera bo

W.O.E. Oesterley, TheWisdom of Egypt and the Old Testament: In the Light of Newly Discovered
‘Teaching of Amen-em-ope’ (London and New York, 1927); O.S. Rankin, Israel’s Wisdom Litera-
ture, Its Bearing on Theology and the History of Religion: The Kerr Lectures Delivered in Trinity
College, Glasgow, 1933–36 (Edinburgh, 1936; repr. 1954); and F. Dvornik, Early Christian and
Byzantine Political Philosophy: Origins and Background, DOS 9/1 (Washington, 1966): 357ff.
More recently, cf. B.W. Anderson, Understanding the Old Testament (5th ed., Upper Saddle
River, NJ, 2007), passim.

171 ПСРЛ 1: 155–160; 2: 143–149;PN 9: 83–85; andTr, pp. 137–140, furnish extensive descrip-
tions of the foundation and intellectual development of the Crypt Monastery, also identified
as theMonastery of the Caves. Discussion of the CryptMonastery is absent fromN1,N4 (notes
its foundation, 4: 117), S1, V, T, NK, and Vl. Cf. RPCLT, pp. 139–142; and БЛДР 1: 196–203 and
509–510.

172 The work is more familiarly identified as the “Sermon on Law and Grace.” Butler, p. 25,
correctly notes the similarity, lacking the extensive narrative detail found in PVL, of the two
sources. For the text, see Ponomarev, 1: 59–69; and for other renditons of this text, A.B. Gorsky,
Памятники духовной литературы временіи великого князя Ярослава І-ого, 1 (Moscow,
1844); V.I. Sreznevsky,Мусин-ПушкинскіиСборникъ; andN.K.Nikol’sky, ed., “Слово оЗаконе
и Благодати,” in Матеріяліи для древнерусской духовной литературы, СОРЯС 82 (St.
Petersburg, 1907): 28–55 (text: 32–55), and 75–122.Most recently, see the Slavonic andmodern
Russian translation in БЛДР 1: 26ff. and 480–486. For an English rendition, cf. S. Franklin,
Sermons and Rhetoric of Kievan Rus’ (Cambridge, MA, 1991), pp. 3–29.

173 Ponomarev, 1: 69–78.
174 Ibid., pp. 59, 60, and 67; and БЛДР 1: 26–27, 38–39, and 481–484.
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blagodatnaœ po vsei zemli rasprostresœ i do nawego œzyke rukago dnode, i

zakonnoe ezero preswe, evangel;skii 'e istohnik= navodnivsœ i v s[ zeml[

pokr¥v= i do nas proliœvsœ. Se bo v'e i my s= vsemi Xristian¥ slavnim=

Svœt¥[ Troic¥, a [deœ milhit=....

Blessedbe theLordGodof Israel, theGodofChristianity,Whocommunicated
and brought salvation to the people. Who did not scorn His creatures that for
ages had perished in idolatrous darkness, but He first revealed to the tribes
of Abraham the Tablets and Laws; later, through His Son the Gospels and
Baptism. He saved all nations and introduced [them] to renewed being, to
life eternal …. For Law was the precursor and servant (of Grace and Truth;
Grace and Truth were the servant) of future ages, of everlasting life. As Law
led eachof them toblessedbaptism, baptismbrought their sons to eternal life.
Moses and the prophets announced the coming of Christ, [but] Christ andHis
apostles [announced] the resurrection and future being …. For this blessed
faith spread across all lands and reached our Rus’ nation, andwhile the lake of
theLawdriedup, the springof theGospels overflowedand inundatedall lands
and spilled over onto us. Forwe togetherwith other Christians now glorify the
Holy Trinity, but Judea is silent ….

Hilarion’s Discourse preserves the key aspect of the Wisdom Movement. It
does not cite parallel passages from the New Testament, nor for that matter
from the Old Testament, as supporting evidence to establish that amomen-
tous transformation in the nature of Jaroslav’s rule had taken place. Further,
in his Eulogy, Hilarion as an apologist for the Rus’ Christian nation stresses
that Jaroslav did not destroy Vladimir’s laws, but confirmed them.175 TheOld
Testament provided classic descriptions of the glories and achievements
of ancient Hebrew kings. The New Testament became the instrument for
conveying the image of a messianic expectation of literary strength and
inspiration identifiable with the sole rule of Jaroslav. Thus there is implied
in the PVL entries for 1036 and 1054 as in other contemporaneous writings
an anticipation of a period of future glorified rule and of divine sovereignty,
which was consummated through Vladimir’s baptism, but is now realized
with Jaroslav, the “grand prince” of all Kievan lands.176 Paradoxically, this ide-
alization was not to be realized with the advent of the disruptive appanage
system following the death of Jaroslav.

175 Ibid., p. 70. Cf. D.S. Likhachev, “Культура Киевской Руси при Ярославе Мудром,” ИЖ
7 (1943): 31–33; and Pashuto, p. 82.

176 For citations on the theme of the regeneration of mankind through baptism, cf. ПСРЛ
1: 104–106; 2: 89–92; N1, 3: 146–148; N4, 4: 75–78; S1, 5: 115–120; V, 7: 297–304; PN, 9: 50–52; T,
15: 96–99;NK, 42: 45–51; andTr, pp. 134–140. Cf. RPCLT, p. 109; БЛДР 1: 152–155; and variously,
Ponomarev, 1: 70–78.
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The theme of regeneration recurs in Jaroslav’s Testament (Zav∫]an®e),
prepared on the occasion of his death on 19 February 1054 (6562),177 and
is made concomitant with the succession question. In order to preclude a
resumption of the confused succession crises and fraternal wars that fol-
lowed Vladimir’s passing and were mainly initiated by his large progeny
brought forth through numerous wives and various women, Jaroslav ad-
vanced the notion of a firm family union based upon orderly princely
advancement, perhaps founded upon the notion of seniority also described
as “collateral succession” or a “staircase system,” although this notion has
been variously discussed by numerous scholars, providing various interpre-
tations but arriving at no clear consensus of opinion among themselves.178
He bequeathed to his eldest son Izjaslav the princely seat of Kiev and full
political authority over the principality. Then in descending order of impor-
tance he gave Chernigov to Svjatoslav, Perejaslavl’ to Vsevolod, the town
of Vladimir to Igor, and Smolensk to Vjacheslav.179 Jaroslav abandoned the
clan patrimonial theory of rule that had been practiced by his forbearers
and had been a cause for frequent internal strife. An important element
in his Testament was stress upon the fact that his sons were of one father
and mother, and it is this characteristic that he hoped with anticipation
as did the annalists and writers of his age would usher in tranquility and
order within the Kievan state. Jaroslav’s Testament effectively undermined
the principles of clan rule and established at least in theory the indivisibility
of princely power.180 In practice, however, his hope for orderly rule passing

177 ПСРЛ 1: 161–162; N1, 3: 181–182; N4, 4: 117–118; S1, 5: 137–139; PN, 9: 86; T, 15: 151; L, 20/1:
91; X, 22/1: 369; Vl, 30: 32; NK, 42: 65: and Tr, p. 140. Unlike PVL–L, PVL–I, ПСРЛ 2: 149–151,
does not designate Jaroslav as a “grand prince,” but simply “prince;” so also V, 7: 332–333. Cf.
RPCLT, pp. 142–143; and БЛДР 1: 202–203. On this, cf. Franklin, “Kievan Rus’,” p. 78. However,
Franklin, ibid., p. 84, holds that “Iaroslav’s [sic] code is very brief, filling barely a page of
a modern printed edition. It was chiefly concerned with discipline and disputes within
the druzhina itself and the urban elite.” Of significance are the studies of M. Dimnik, “The
‘Testament’ of Iaroslav ‘the Wise’: A Re-Examination,” Canadian Slavonic Papers 29 (1987):
369–386; Demidenko, pp. 288–296; and Shaikin, pp. 162–163.

178 For aspects of this intellectual analysis, cf. the article of Nancy S. Kollmann, “Collateral
Succession in Kievan Rus,” HUS 14 (1990): esp. 377–381 and 384–385.

179 ПСРЛ 1: 161; 2: 150; N1, 3: 181–182; N4, 4: 117; S1, 5: 138–139; V, 7: 332–333; PN, 9: 85–86; T,
15: 151–152; X, 22/1: 369–370; NK, 42: 65; and Tr, p. 140. Cf. RPCLT, p. 142; and БЛДР 1: 202–203
and 510.

180 Presniakov,Княжоеправо, pp. 23 and 34–36; K. Fritzler,ZweiAbhandlunger über altrus-
sisches Recht (Berlin and Leipzig, 1923), pp. 45ff.; V.O. Kliuchevsky, Курс русской истории, 1
(Moscow, 1937): 97–100; Fedotov, Russian Religious Mind, pp. 282 and 289; Vernadsky, Kievan
Russia, pp. 83, 179, and 292ff.; Soloviev, История России, 2: 343ff.; and Poppe, Państwo i koś-
ciół, p. 251.
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through generations of his descendants did notmaterialize. Upon his death,
his sons, Izjaslav, Svjatoslav, andVsevolod created the first of several triumvi-
rates and thus negated their father’s prescription for unified tranquil and
orderly rule. Only the Christian annalists and writers hereafter steadfastly
defended Jaroslav’s legal tradition and obligation that the Kievan seat and
its preeminence pass to the eldest prince within the immediate family.

There exists in the written sources a notable absence of commentary
upon Jaroslav’s shortcomings.181Most glaring is the absenceof a discussionof
the primary weaknesses in Jaroslav’s testamentary grant of princely power
to his eldest son and his allocation of lesser towns among his other progeny.
There is also the obvious failure to assign to any of them themore important
commercial-military centers as Novgorod, Pskov, Rostov, Polotsk, and Tmu-
torokan’. Jaroslav’s assignments may reflect a practical awareness that after
1037 Novgorod could no longer be regarded as dependent and subservient
to the political and ecclesiastical jurisdiction of Kiev, but had gained sub-
stantial autonomy in the governance of its secular and religious affairs.182
The fortified towns of Pskov, Rostov, Polotsk, and Tmutorokan’ appear in this
period to be in decline as important commercial-military centers or other
complex factors had entered into the picture and Jaroslav saw no need in
the Testament to assign these centers to his sons. Rather, he made alloca-
tions based on the contemporaneous commercial and military realities of
his rule and the fact that hedidnot have a sufficient number of sons to assign

181 An obscure statement appears in the western Rus’ Stryjkovsky Chronicle 5.1, relating
that in 1015, Boris and Gleb, the favorites of Vladimir and the Rus’ annalists, gathered armies
against Jaroslav, although, if this is so, it was a failed attempt to march against him. This may
provide some explanation for the inconsistencies encountered in the Rus’ annals and their
less than respected and credible treatment of Jaroslav. Cf. Tatishchev, 2: 237, n. 213.

182 On the Novgorodian viewpoint regarding political and religious autonomy, as well as
separatism, cf. W.K. Hanak, “New Introduction,” in The Chronicle of Novgorod 1016–1471, trans.
R. Michell and N. Forbes (repr., Hattiesburg, 1970), pp. xliv ff. The theme of northern sepa-
ratism and of two Rus’ entities in the ninth to the eleventh centuries with substantive tex-
tual citation is further explored by M.M. Aleksandrov, Русские земли-княжества ІХ-ХV ве-
ков: компаративистский анализ культурно-полити-ческих альтернатив. Российский
Научно-Исследовательский Институт Природного и Культурного Наследия имени Д.
С. Лихачева (Moscow, 2009), pp. 12–43. Further on the complexities and variations in the
interpretations of this issue, cf. M. Dimnik, “The Nature of Princely Rule in Novgorod from
970 to 1136,” MS 72 (2010): esp. 136–140. In addition, applying an archaeological approach to
evaluate the role of the formal Christianization under Vladimir I and the earlier presence
(ninth century) of Christianity in the Novgorod region, cf. A.E. Musin, Христианизация
новгордской земли в ІХ-ХІV веках. Погребальный обряд и христианские древности (St.
Petersburg, 2002), esp. chs. 2, 6, and 7, with extensive annotations and bibliography for each
chapter.
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to all centers, thusmaking his appointments to those that he regarded as the
most important at that moment. Kievan interests had indeed shifted from
the unstable southeast to the more secure northwest and west.

The early Rus’ annalists and writers were conscious of the similarities
between their political construction and those of the ancientHebrew tribes.
Rus’ reflections upon Old Testament kingship and the comparable qualities
and characteristics of rulership noted in the princely powers of Vladimir,
Mstislav, and Jaroslav183 fostered an image that occasionally was not in con-
sonance with reality. Nevertheless, the ancient Hebrew accounts became a
suitable vehicle for developing and expressing a Kievan historiographic tra-
dition of princely power. At the same time, the early Rus’ scribes could not
overlook the impact that Christianity adopted from Byzantium had upon
their notions of rulership and the role of their prince within the community
of Christian rulers.

183 Striking is K’s treatment of Vladimir in Degree One and Jaroslav in Degree Two. Degree
One devotes pp. 58–148 to Vladimir, whereas Degree Two skimps and awards only pp. 168–171
to Jaroslav. There remains the suspicion in reading these numerous annals and other works
that Jaroslav, aside for the praise of his love of books and church and monastery building,
was not held in high esteem by the contemporaneous scribes, verymuch unlike the applause
given to his father Vladimir especially for his achievement, the Christianization of Kievan
Rus’.K’s treatmentof Jaroslavmayverywell be a summaryof thedegreeof condescension that
the annalists and other writers accorded to him and preserved in the various redacted texts
over the centuries.We could further speculate on the reasons for demeaning Jaroslav, or less-
ening descriptions of his rule, perhaps because of his physical shortcomings, being partially
lame according to some traditions, and therefore he was not a factor in personal combat,
since he personally did not participate in any great military feats and none are attributed to
him. Too, Jaroslav had had strong linkswith Scandinavia, especially during the decadeswhen
he was prince of Novgorod, which hemaintained even during his years as the Kievan prince.
As well, his marriage to Ingigerd, a daughter of the king of Sweden, complicated his relations
with the pro-Byzantine Rus’ scribes, who could not ignore the religious Latinization process
occurring in Scandinavia. Cf. H.R.E. Davidson, The Viking Road to Byzantium (London, 1976),
pp. 158–173; and H. Birnbaum, “Iaroslav’s Varangian Connection,” S-S 24 (1978): 5–25.





chapter two

BYZANTINE IMPERIAL THOUGHT
IN THEORY AND PRACTICE

IN VLADIMIRIAN-JAROSLAVIAN RUS’

The formal reception of Eastern Christianity from Byzantium expose
Kievan Rus’ to a political and cultural efflorescence. Christianity, the Rus’
annalists and literary apologists believed, had effaced the primitive Kievan
Rus’ political traditions and pagan religious legacy. But the transition from
old customs and practices to new currents was difficult and not abrupt
in spite of princely dictates. A major difficulty explaining this problematic
transition was the relationship of the primary Kievan prince to the Byzan-
tine autokrator (ὁ αὐτοκράτωρ) whose authority was formulated through
his autonomous powers and monarchy, and not in a military framework,
although there are exceptions to this and some East Roman rulers clearly
obtained their office throughmilitary means. Early Rus’ and the contempo-
raneous Byzantine sources do not define the precise nature of their relation-
ship nor do these same works explain the role played by the Kievan princes
within the community of Christian rulers at whose head sat the Byzantine
emperor. The nature of KievanRus’ princely power, a consequence of Byzan-
tine political and religious influences, did undergo some alteration, but the
image of the Kievan prince is not always clear and demonstrates in the early
Rus’ textual tradition an unwillingness to admit an inclusive, but rather only
a partial dependence upon Byzantine imperial theory and practice.

Byzantine imperial thought has its foundation in the Greco-Roman
notions of the powers of the basileus and autokrator. The term basileus
with its Hellenistic roots is synonymous with the ancient Greek designation
for king and conceives the ruler as the embodiment of the law incarnate
and his supreme political authority as the terrestrial mirror of divine wis-
dom and power. The notion of the basileus was in time gradually infused
by Byzantine ecclesiastical writers with a Christian interpolation and the
basileus assumed the likeness of God’s vicar on earth. The distinction of
autokrator corresponds to the Latin imperator (emperor)1 and Father Fran-

1 For more extensive discussion of these terms, cf. J.B. Bury, The Constitution of the
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cis Dvornik correctly concludes: “the Byzantine rulers were Roman emper-
ors, conscious of the historical source of their power and of their duties
to every province ….”2 These titled distinctions had some impact upon the
course of the empire’s relations with its neighbors3 and the dual usage of
these distinctions posed little difficulties for Byzantine imperial theoreti-
cians. Further, the idea of the supremacy ofmonarchic power as exemplified
in the Byzantine coronation ceremony performed for each new emperor
becamedeeply rooted in political practice. The Byzantines incorporated the
notion of the dual aspects of the terrestrial image of the power of God and
of the emperor being the anointed of this heavenly being. The basileus thus
emerged as the representative of God on earth and this notion fortified the
imperial power of the basileus.4

On the other hand, the lawfully appointed autokrator was at the same
time conferredwith two supplementary powers. First, he was the heir to the
notion of a universal emperorwho exercised absolute and unlimited powers
in the regulation of human matters that were essential for the preservation
of an ordered society. But conjointly and equally, he was as well the univer-
sal representative of Christendom in the regulation of divinematters. Other
Christian princes could be regarded as deputies of the sole legitimate Byzan-
tine emperor. Those territories, as the littoral of the Pontic steppe that had
been in the past under the dominion of the ancient Greeks and later under
the Byzantines, but were now occupied and ruled by a newly Christian-
izedpeople—theKievanRus’—perhaps those lands could againbe restored
to the political and religious sovereignty of the emperors at Constantino-
ple and become coextensive with the one universal Christian empire. The

Later Roman Empire: Creighton Memorial Lecture Delivered at University College, London, 12
Novermber, 1909 (Cambridge, 1910), pp. 19–21; and G. Ostrogorsky, “Автократор и Самодр-
жац,” SKA 164 (1935): 97–121. Also M. McCormick, “Autokrator,” in ODB 1: 235.

2 Dvornik, Early Christian and Byzantine Political Philosophy, 2: 839, and passim, for
a discussion of the historical roots of Byzantine imperial powers. Other essential works
for a study of these powers include G. Ostrogorsky, “Отношение церкви и государства в
Бизантии,” SK 4 (1931): 121–134; and reprinted in Serbian under the title: “Однос церкве
и државе у Византиjи,” in idem, О верованњима и схватањима византинаца, Сабрана
дела Георгија Острогорског 5 (Belgrade, 1970): 224–237; F. Dölger, “Die Kaiserurkunden
der Byzantiner als Ausdruck ihrer politischen Anschauungen,” HZ 159 (1938–1939): 229–250;
and G. Ostrogorsky, “The Byzantine Emperor and the Hierarchical World Order,” SEER 35/84
(1956): 1–14.

3 For relationswithKievanRus’, cf.Obolensky,TheByzantineCommonwealth, pp. 164–201,
esp. 181–200, and 223–229.

4 Cf. P. Charanis, “Coronation and Its Constitutional Significance in the Later Roman
Empire,” Byz 15 (1940–1941): 49–66.
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Byzantine emperor Basil I (867–886) had attempted to introduce these dual
ideas of universal emperor and of universal representative of Christendom
in a law book, the Ἐπαναγωγὴ (Epanagoge),5 which he commissioned, but
to which he did not affix his imprimatur. Basil adhered to the notion of
a Byzantine Commonwealth in which Christian princes had a role and as
Obolensky stresses: “… each nation was theoretically assigned its particular
place, according to the excellence of its culture, the degree of political inde-
pendence enjoyedby its ruler, themilitary resourceshe commandedand the
services he and his subjects could render to the empire.”6 The place of each
nation is well exemplified in the De cerimoniis aulae byzantinae,7 a tenth-
centurywork authored byConstantine VII Porphyrogennetos, wherein each
nation is accorded its proper station according to the model illustrated
by Obolensky. And the Hellenistic-Roman-Christian formulations on the
God-established powers of the basileus and autokrator in theGod-protected
city of Constantinople encouraged the tenth- and eleventh-century Byzan-
tine apologists to continue the notion of the universal sovereignty of the
emperor and to claim that the Kievan Rus’ occupied a subordinate posi-
tion within the commonwealth without elucidating whether this was both
a political and religious union or simply the latter, although we should
assume that it included both since church and state were very much inter-
twined in the conduct of their affairs.8 Whether the Byzantines claimed this

5 Epanagoge, ed. K.E. Zachariae von Lingenthal, in Collectio librorum iuris graeco-romani
Eclogam Leonis et Constantini, Epanagogen Basilii Leonis et Alexandri continens (Leipzig,
1852), pp. 53–217; and Jus graeco-romanum, eds. J. and P. Zepos, 2 (Athens, 1931): 229–368 and
410–427. Paradoxically, the Epanagoge appears to have had no influence in the Vladimirian-
Jaroslavianperioduntil its introduction in fourteenth-centuryMuscoviteRus’, and any efforts
to link it to the earlier period of Kievan Rus’ history would be highly speculative. For a more
recent discussion with bibliography on the Ἐπαναγωγή, cf. A. Schminck, “Epanagoge,” ODB 1:
703–704.

6 D. Obolensky, “Russia’s Byzantine Heritage,” OSP 1 (1950): 56; and idem, “The Principles
and Methods of Byzantine Diplomacy,” Actes du Congrès international des etudes byzantines,
XIIe Congrès 1 (Belgrade, 1963): 53. Cf. Collectio librorum, p. 68 and iii. Cap. 8. Parenthetically,
these qualifications as elucidated by Obolensky, in retrospect, fit better under Jaroslav than
his father Vladimir, perhaps admitting the stability that Rus’ had achieved at this later stage.

7 Constantine Porphyrogennetos,De cerimoniis aulae byzantinae (Reiske edition); and Le
livre des ceremonies (Vogt edition).

8 E. Barker, ed. and trans., Social and Political Thought in Byzantium: From Justinian I to
the Last Palaeologus. Passages fromByzantineWriters andDocuments (Oxford, 1961), pp. 89ff.;
and Obolensky, “Principles and Methods,” p. 52. Cf. V. Val’denberg, Древнерусскія ученія о
предѣлахъцарской власти.ОчеркирусскойполитическойлитературыотъВладимира
Святого до конца ХVІІ вѣка (Petrograd, 1916), pp. 80–81, who does not admit the presence
in Kievan Rus’ of factual manifestations of imperial power following the baptism of Vladimir.
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subordinate status on the excellence of Rus’ culture now inherited through
their Christianization, on the internal political status of their leading
princes, on Kievan military strength, and on other services the Rus’ might
furnish to the emperor, it is apparent from our discussion in the previous
chapter that these were factors in their considerations. While the Byzan-
tines were conscious of the historical antecedents of their imperial powers,
their application of these theoretical speculations to imperial relationswith
the Rus’ princes fromVladimir to Jaroslavmet with occasional resistance, as
we shall subsequently notice.

But the place of the Kievan state within the conceptual framework of a
universal Christian empire remains difficult to discern. Vladimir accepted
conversion under circumstances that admit neither political nor religious
dependence. Rather, diplomatic advantage and the enhancement of the
prince’s position vis-à-vis neighboring rulers was a primary concern.9 Two
distinct traditions emerge in PVL when recounting his baptism. First, the
Kievan prince recognized the inadequacies of the Varangian-Slavic pagan
deities with all their implications of primitivism and he sought through the
adoption of a new state religion to elevate the stature of Kievan Rus’ in its
foreign political and commercial relations. The initial impression that is
conveyed is that Vladimir throughhis own initiative andwith the advice and
consent of theboyars and town-elders received religious emissaries from the
Muslim Volga Bulgars, the Christian Germans, the Jewish Khazars, and the
Byzantines.10 In retelling this account (a number of modern scholars adhere
to the notion that this account was an addition to a later rendition of the
annal), PVL makes no suggestion of Vladimir’s willingness to subordinate
the political and religious rights of his subjects to a foreign temporal and
ecclesiastical authority. On the contrary, the narrative implies the predom-
inant theme that these religious missions were accepted as a result of the
actions of the Kievan prince and of his own volition. It follows that Vladimir
had no desire to diminish his personal authority and to subordinate his
office to a higher-ranking foreign ruler.

The second PVL tradition, recounting the urgent need of the Byzantine
emperor Basil II for foreign military reinforcements against a domestic

9 Cf. A. Vasiliev, “Was Old Russia a Vassal State of Byzantium?,” Sp 7 (1932): 350, who
states that Vladimir’s principality was “… politically absolutely independent of Byzantium.”
His assertion at first sight does not appear convincing and should only be acceptedwith some
modifications, lessening its harsh tone and implications.

10 ПСРЛ 1: 84–106; and 2: 71–92. Cf. RPCLT, pp. 96–110; and БЛДР 1: 132–153. Cf. supra,
pp. 24–27 and nn. 51–55.
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rival, should not be understood as an independent narration explaining
Vladimir’s conversion to Christianity, but as an event that was coincidental
to the receptionof religiousmissions and a study of their respective religious
beliefs and practices. As we have previously noted in the preceding chap-
ter, a civil-military rebellion in Asia Minor in 986 incited by Bardas Skleros
posed a threat to Basil’s continued rule. Seeking allies to support and replen-
ish his forces, the emperor initially called upon an old rival and antagonist,
the general Bardas Phokas. By September of the following year, Phokas had
put down the revolt, but with his newfound strength he decided to exercise
his ownpretentions to the imperial throne andproclaimedhimself emperor.
Basil now turned to the Rus’ ambassadors in Constantinople to prevail upon
their prince for the dispatch ofmilitary forces. Vladimir seized themoment,
recognizing an opportunity for diplomatic advantage, and negotiated an
agreement with Basil.11 The Kievan prince offered to furnish 6,000 warriors
and in return he asked for the hand in marriage of the porphyrogennete
imperial princess Anna. Heretofore, except on rare occasions, the Byzan-
tine emperors hadbeenunwilling tomake suchmarital concessions, neither
to foreign Christian nor to pagan rulers, because of the royal and palace
birth of such high princesses. PVL, however, attributes Vladimir’s baptism
to his desire tomarry Anna12 and, while a Byzantine source confirms conver-
sion as a requisite for their wedding,13 it is probable that the Kievan prince
had demonstrated his own initiative in the matter and had earlier become
a Christian. In his A Eulogy and Praise, Jakob, more contemporary to the
events associated with Vladimir’s rule than PVL or other Rus’ annals dis-
putes the year of his conversion and recalls that the “grand prince” took
Kherson in the third year of his Christianization. This would fix the year of
his baptism to 987.14

By early 989, however, the revolt of Bardas Phokas had been suppressed,
aside from some sporadic fighting in the provinces. Having in themeantime

11 LeonDiakonos, pp. 171 ff. (x.10); andПСРЛ 1: 109ff.; and 2: 94ff. Cf.RPCLT, pp. 111–113; and
БЛДР 1: 154ff. For a critical study of the military-marital negotiations of 988, cf. Vasil’evsky,
Труды, 1: 196ff.; and 2: 62ff.; and G. Ostrogorsky, “Владимир Святой и Византия,” in Влади-
мирскийСборник в память 950-летия крещенияРуси, 988–1938 (Belgrade, 1938), pp. 31–40;
repr. in Serbian, “Кијевски кнез 950-летия крещения Руси, 988–1938,” in idem, Византија
и Словени, Сабрана дела Георгија Острогорског 4 (Belgrade, 1970): 137–146.

12 ПСРЛ 1: 110; and 2: 95. Cf. RPCLT, p. 112; and БЛДР 1: 154–155.
13 F. Dölger, Regesten der Kaiserurkunden des oströmischen Reiches (Corpus des griechis-

chen Urkunden des Mittelalters und der neueren Zeit), 1 (Munich and Berlin, 1924): no. 776.
14 Makarii, Исторія русской церкви, 1: 263; and Golubinsky, 1: 244.
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disposed of his rivals and safeguarded his throne, Basil, although he had
given his formal approval for the marriage,15 began in the previous few
months to retreat from his consent. The Kievan prince became anxious
at the dilatoriness of the emperor and even suspected Byzantine duplic-
ity in the matter, although Anna herself may have contributed to the dila-
tory actions of her brother because of her reluctance to marry Vladimir,
whom she regarded as a barbarian (a foreigner with primitive connota-
tions), but more so because of her apparent knowledge of his numerous
wives and extensive concubines. She was sufficiently headstrong to reject
the notion of becoming one of many women about Vladimir. And when
Anna failed to appear upon the southern shores of Kievan Rus’, Vladimir
launched an attack against the Greek commercial center of Kherson, one
of the few remaining Byzantines cities of prominence on the northern Pon-
tic littoral. The attack commenced in the autumn of 988 and the city fell
beforehis armies the following spring.OnlynowdidBasil admit the strength
of Rus’ military resources and recognize the political self-determination of
Vladimir as a ruler and as a foe determined to preserve the inviolableness of
their accord.With the loss ofKherson, Basil now realized thewill of Vladimir
and urged his sister for reasons of state and Christianity to consent to the
marriage. He also feared continued Rus’ attacks upon the interests of the
empire.16 With great reluctance she agreed to journey to Kherson where her
marriage to Vladimir was solemnized.

The two conversion traditions do not in themselves denote either politi-
cal or religious dependence, unless byprior arrangement an inferior status is
accepted. To restatewhat had beenpreviously noted in this study, Vladimir’s
primary motive to become a Christian, aside from the pro-Byzantine pro-
clivities of the PVL compilers in favor of Greek teachings and liturgies,
was to improve the standing of his principality in its relations with more
advanced neighboring states. Although no direct and conclusive evidence
is available, it appears in view of Kiev’s extensive commercial relations with
Constantinople and Byzantine possessions that such considerations as the
degreeof ceremonial embellishment accordedas suitableby theGreeksdur-
ing the reception of Rus’ ambassadors at the imperial court would not go
unnoticed. There exists a valid suspicion that Vladimir was aware of Kiev’s
inferior ranking relative to other states in the Byzantine ordering of nations.

15 Dölger, Regesten, 1: no. 777.
16 ПСРЛ 1: 110–111; and 2: 96. Cf. RPCLT, pp. 112–113; and БЛДР 1: 160–161.
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Beside the De cerimoniis aulae byzantinae that had established a system
of grading all rulers in a hierarchy and of determining their place in this
organization by the degree of affinity to the autokrator and by the award of
Byzantine court titles to them, Constantine Porphyrogennetos had initially
fixed their relative degree of importance and their position in hisDeAdmin-
istrando Imperio,17 a treatise on imperial statecraft. This system of imperial
organization created the fiction of a world government in which kings and
princes were subordinated to the supremacy of the Byzantine emperor. If
Vladimir was aware that Kievan Rus’ occupied an inferior position in the
Byzantine ordering of nations, his conversion to Christianity and his mar-
riage to Anna doubtlessly could at once elevate his nation’s standing. But in
seeking to improve the relative place of his principality, did Vladimir also
alter the nature of his princely powers and accept a title implying a subor-
dinate rank in the autokrator’s hierarchy of dependent rulers?

PVL without hesitation appears to discount the notion of political and
perhaps even of religious subordination from the onset of Vladimir’s Chris-
tian rule. At the same time this work is imprecise in discussing any alter-
ations in the character of his political powers. The annal records on the occa-
sion of the prince’s capture of Kherson and in fulfillment of the marriage
contract that Basil had only asked of Vladimir that i s nami edinov∫rnik=
b¥dewi> “he be one with us in faith.”18 The Kniga Stepennaœ Carskogo

RodoslovÀœ, The Book of Ranks of Tsarist Genealogy (also translated as The
Book of RoyalDegrees), while reflecting a sixteenth-centuryMuscovite histo-
riographic tradition that sought to link Muscovite Rus’ with Byzantium and
to establish the notion of Moscow as the Third Rome, provides a more per-
suasive statement on the conditions thatwere set forth and led to Vladimir’s
betrothal to Anna:19

Ne dostoit; xristÀœnom= za poganyœ davati, no a]e xo]e]i, da

krestiwisœ i naw; zakon= GreheskÀj prÀimewi i s= nami edinov∫ren= i edi-
nomyslen= vo blagohestÀi b¥dewi i svojstven¥[ l[bov; poka'ewi nam=….

It is not fitting to give a Christian to a pagan, but if you wish, be baptized and
receive our Greek law and be one with us in faith and one in thought. For in
being devout you show us in this way your love ….

17 Constantine Porphyrogennetos,DeAdministrando Imperio (Moravcsik). Cf. vol. 2: Com-
mentary, eds. R.J.H. Jenkins, et al. (London, 1962): 93–101.

18 ПСРЛ 1: 110; and 2: 95. Cf. RPCLT, p. 112; and БЛДР 1: 154–155. Cf. supra, p. 27 and n. 56.
19 K, ПСРЛ 21/1: 93. For the manuscript history and sources, cf. the various articles in The

Book of Royal Degrees and the Genesis of Russian Historical Consciousness, eds. Gail Lenhoff
and Ann Kleimola, UCLA Slavic Studies, n.s., 7 (Bloomington, IN, 2011): 3–93.
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Vladimir’s reply contains a tacit acceptance of the baptismal conditions,
but The Book of Ranks of Tsarist Genealogy includes no admission that the
Kievan prince would assent to receive and adopt Greek secular law for his
land.20 And no such admission is evident for religious decrees. Basil appears
to have adopted the view that whosoever received Christianity from the
empire is henceforth a part of the imperial commonwealth of which he is
the primary sovereign and the new proselyte must submit himself to the
purview of Byzantine laws.21

These provisions were not new and had been factors three decades ear-
lier in Kievan Rus’ during the regency of Vladimir’s grandmother Olga. First,
PVL relates extensively that the Byzantine emperor Constantine VII Por-
phyrogennetos on the occasion of her visit to Constantinople had expressed
a desire to marry the widow Olga.22 This annalistic claim is without founda-
tion, for in Byzantine sources there is no evidence that the emperor desired
to leave his wife for Olga. She was aware of this and tricked him by having
the emperor stand as her “Godfather” at her baptism in Constantinople and
then brought the fact to his attention that according to Christian law a god-
father cannotmarry a female that hehad sponsored, that is, he cannotmarry
his godchild. This embellished account appears to be based on legends since
the Rus’ scribes were uncertain decades or even centuries later when and
where her baptism had actually taken place.

Concerning the question of adopting Byzantine laws, Olga must have
been well aware that Varangian-Slavic political and pagan elements were
most powerful in her court andwithout their consent and support she could
not introduce Byzantine Christianity into her state. Her conversion was a
personal response and she could only pray that others would follow in her
course. Her visit to Constantinople did produce a positive result. Sacred
books containing ecclesiastical and secular laws and priests now appear in
increased numbers in Kievan Rus’. But her visit and adoption of Byzantine
learning hastened her political ruin. Strong anti-Christian elements in her
court feared a diminution in their influence, power, and prestige if Chris-
tianity were allowed to flourish and to supplant their brand of paganism.
And when Olga repeatedly prevailed upon her son Svjatoslav to accept the

20 Ibid., pp. 93–94.
21 F. Dvornik, The Photian Schism: History and Legend (Cambridge, 1948), pp. 115 ff.
22 ПСРЛ 1: 60–63; and 2: 49–51. Cf. RPCLT, 82–84; and БЛДР 1: 110–111. Cf. supra, pp. 11–12,

n. 18.
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new faith, their apprehensionsmultiplied.PVL relates that on one occasion
Olga asked Svjatoslav to undertake a personal conversion and he responded
to her exhortation:23

kako az= xoh[ in= zakon= priœti edin=> a dr¥'ina ‘moa’ sem¥ sm∫œtisq

nahin¥t;>

How shall I alone wish to accept another law, when [my] retinue will begin to
ridicule this?

The term zakon= has a double application. It can be construed as either law,
ὁ νόμος, with the implication that it is divinely inspired, or faith, ὁ λόγος, a
verbal noun perhaps also implying a statement of an argument. More often
than not, Slavs who wished to accept conversion to Byzantine Christianity
requested the law as is evidenced in the sources. But from the Rus’ per-
spective, zakon= carried the implication that should Svjatoslav consent to
baptism, he in effectwould negate his nation’s religious practices and aswell
secular laws, acknowledging that Byzantine civil and religious laws were
paramount within his own principality. The earlier appearance in Bulgaria
of Slavonic translations of theἘκλογὴ τῶν νόμων (Ecloga, A Selection of Laws),
a handbook of eighteen abridged Roman and Byzantine laws prescribing
legal norms for daily life, including legislation regulating guilds and trade;24

23 ПСРЛ 1: 63; and 2: 52, that reads slightly different: kako az= xoh[ in= zakon=. ©din=

œz= prinqti. a dr¥'ina moœ sem¥ sm∫œti nahn¥¡; however, N1, 3: 116, reads: kako az= xo]¥

in= zakon= prinœti edin=, a dr¥'ina sm∫œtisœ nahn¥t; i r¥gatisœ; N4, 4: 44, emends that
latter phrase to read: a dr¥'ina semo¥ smeœtisœ nahno¥t;; so also an emendation in S1, 5: 106,
reading: kako az= xo][ edin¥ in= zakon= pr®œti? a dr¥'ina moœ sm∫œtisœ nahn¥t;; V, 7:
287, reads as S1; PN, 9: 30, reads as N1; T, 15: 64, and NK, 42: 38, read as S1; and K, 21/1: 20–21,
does not retain this statement, but has an extended variant text on the dialogue between
his mother Olga and himself. The passage does not appear in Vl, 30: 21, and the focus of the
entry centers on Olga’s dialogue with the emperor Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos.Nik, 1:
57, translates the passage as follows: “How can I accept another faith? My warriors will laugh
at it and be angry.” This passage reads similar toN1.Tr, p. 84, reads asN4. Cf.RPCLT, pp. 83–84;
and БЛДР 1: 112–113. The passage is excised fromP. Shaikin, p. 81, interprets this statement to
be a commonplace in early medieval texts.

24 Editions of this work appear in Zachariae von Lingenthal, Collectio librorum, pp. 1–
52; Zepos, 2: 1–62; C.A. Spulber, L’Eclogue des Isauriens (Cernauti, 1929); E.H. Freshfield,
trans., A Manual of Roman Law: the Ecloga Published by Emperors Leo III and Constantine V
of Isauria at Constantinople A.D. 726 (Cambridge, 1926). An Old Church Slavonic translation
appears in Patriarch Nikon’s Kormhaœ kniga (1st ed., Moscow, 1650). Cf. Еклога. Византий-
ский законодательный свод VІІІ века, ed. Elena E. Lipshits (Moscow, 1965), text: pp. 41–76,
and commentary follows. The Lipshits volume was retranslated and substantially expanded
with additional commentary byM.Ia. Siuziumov, Еклога:Византийский законодательный
свод VІІІ века (Riazan, 2006). A passage from the “Preface” to the Ἐκλογὴ appears in Barker,
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of the Νομοκάνων (Nomokanon), a collection of secular laws (οἱ νόμοι) and
ecclesiastical rules (οἱ κανόνες), previously attributed to the sixth-century
patriarch of Constantinople, John Scholastikos, but since scholarly think-
ing has made other attributions for its origins and textual expansions;25 of
chronicles and other works within several decades after the conversion of
the Bulgars in the mid-860s to Byzantine Christianity, probably reinforced
Varangian-Slavic suspicions of Byzantine political and religious policies and
that a similar process would take hold in Kievan Rus’. It should be under-
stood that in practice neither the Byzantines, Varangian and Slavic Rus’,
Southern, Eastern, or Western Slavs delimited the spheres of church and
state legal jurisdiction. Often the heads of state took the initiative to issue
laws of a purely religious nature, while the religious leadership sought to
enforce rules in secular matters. The pagan majority in Svjatoslav’s court
well understood the implications of his acceptance of Christianity and they
impressed upon him the importance of safeguarding their ancient politi-
cal and religious principles and practices from foreign corruption. The Book
of Ranks of Tsarist Genealogy admits the attempted application of this civil
and religious legal tradition during Basil II’s reign, but this book and the
earlierПВЛ demonstrate that Vladimir, perhaps recalling his grandmother’s
experiences and his father’s reactions to them, or at least profiting from

pp. 84–85. For a recent and significant interpretative examination of the essential secondary
literature relative to the Ecloga, cf. L.V. Milov,Исследования по истории памятников сред-
невекового права (Moscow, 2009), passim.

25 On this, most recently, cf. A. Schminck, “Nomokanones” and “Nomokanon of Fourteen
Titles,” ODB 3: 1491. For older printed literature on the Nomocanon XIV titulorum, cf. Biblio-
theca juris canonici veteria …, eds. G. Voellius and H. Iustellius, 2 (Paris, 1661): 785–1140; Juris
ecclesiastici Graecorum historia et monumenta, ed. J.B. Pitra, 2 (Rome, 1868): 433–637; and
G.A. Rhalles and M. Potles, Σύνταγμα των Θείων καὶ κανόνων κτλ., 1 (Athens, 1852): 1–335. Note
also the Church Slavonic editions in Nikon; V.N. Beneshevich, Каноническій сборникъ ХІV
титуловъ со второй четверти VІІ вѣка до 883 г. (St. Petersburg, 1905; repr. SB 2a [Leipzig,
1974]); idem, Древне-славянская кормчая ХІV титуловъ без толкованіи, 1 (St. Petersburg,
1906; repr. Sofia, 1987); and idem, Syntagma XIV titulorum sine scholiis secundum versionem
paleo-slovenicam …, 1, SB 2b (Leipzig, 1974). Cf. Nomocanon L. titulorum, in Voellius, 2: 603–
660; V.N. Beneshevich, Синагога въ 50 титуловъ и другіе юридическіе сборники Іоанна
Схоластика. Къ древнѣйшей исторіи источниковъ права греко-восточной церкви (St.
Petersburg, 1914); and idem, Joannis Scholastici sinagoga L titulorum ceteraque eiusdem opera
iuridica. ABAW, Philosophisch-historische Abteilung, Neue Folge, Heft 14., 1 (Munich, 1937).
The Slavonic manuscripts of the Νομοκάνων and their contents are studied by T. Mitrovits,
Nomokanon der slavischen Morgenländischen Kirche oder der Kormtschja Kniga (Vienna and
Leipzig, 1898); andP.I. Žužek,KormčajaKniga: Studies on theChief Code ofRussianCanonLaw,
OCA 168 (Rome, 1964): 14–51 and 64–101.
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them, achieved Christianization without surrendering his sovereignty and
without relinquishing the guarantees of his principality’s integrity and inde-
pendence.

The only notable but solitary exception during Vladimir’s rule where
Byzantine law had some appreciable influence upon the Kievan prince, and
an admission is so made in the sources, occurred on the occasion of his
dedication of the Church of the Blessed Virgin of the Tithe (Desœtinnaœ) on
12 May 996.26 Concomitant with the dedication ceremony, Vladimir issued
his Ástav= svqtago knqzœ Volodimera. Krestivwago R¥ssk¥[ zeml[. o

cerkovnyx= s¥dex= i o desœtinax= (The Statute of Prince Vladimir the Saint,
the Baptizer of the Rus’ Land, Concerning Ecclesiastical Justice and Regarding
Tithes).27 The Statute records that Vladimir opened the Νομοκάνων, that is to

26 ПСРЛ 1: 124; and 2: 108–109. Cf. RPCLT, pp. 120–121; and БЛДР 1: 168–169 and 505–506.
27 As is apparent, the label for the document is post-Vladimirian because it identifies him

as a saint. He was awarded sainthood upon his death in 1015 at the time of internment and
theKievan religious hierarchy proclaimed him a saint at thatmoment aswas then customary
within the Byzantine and Roman churches. It was only later that the churches created a
more formalized procedure for granting sainthood. The Byzantine patriarchate, however,
disputed this designation and refused recognition of sainthood until much later and even
then rather reluctantly. There are two possible explanations for their stance. First, legend
claims that Vladimir, perhaps disappointed with his marriage to Anna, or because of her age,
was unfaithful to her. How true this is is subject to scholarly disputation andmay be nothing
more than a survival of courtly gossip, seeking to denigrate him. The Byzantine court may
have been aware of his infidelity and disapproved of his actions, understandably showing
their bias toward Anna. Second, the Byzantine patriarchate may have claimed jurisdiction
for conferring sainthood and believed that the Kievan church had exceeded its authority and
was subordinate to that of the patriarchate in such matters.

Further on the question of when Vladimir was awarded sainthood, there exists a vast
secondary literature that is beyond the scope of this study to submit to an intensive anal-
ysis. Most recently, cf. J. Korpela, Prince, Saint and Apostle: Prince Vladimir Svjatoslavič of
Kiev, His Posthumous Life, and the Religious Legitimization of the Russian Great Power, Veröf-
fentlichungen des Osteuropa-Institut München. Reihe Geschichte 67 (Wiesbaden, 2001),
pp. 180–206, who addresses this substantial literature. More limited in approach is the essay
of C.J. Halperin and Ann M. Kleimola, “Visual Evidence of the Cult of St. Vladimir,” Die Welt
der Slaven 51 (2006): 253–274, who raise a number of contentious questions and demonstrate
an unawareness of the Byzantine sainthood process. Byzantine canonical and liturgical prac-
tices differ, even to thepresent, fromtheLatinRite and the authors prefer to equateVladimir’s
“canonization” with western practices. Until the thirteenth century there was neither in the
Latin nor the Byzantine Rite a formalized procedure for pronouncing sainthood. The preva-
lent practice was to declare an individual in a religious ceremony a saint upon internment.
Had they compared the conferenceof sainthooduponBoris andGleb andwhen this occurred
(most probably soon after their deaths in 1015), theymight have arrived at a different conclu-
sion. Given the emphasis in this article upon visual evidence, that is mainly icons and other
visual expressions, the survivingworks pair Vladimir with his sons Boris andGleb.We should
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say theΝομοκάνωνof John Scholastikos,28 the assumptionbeing that he could
read a Greek rendition or a Church Slavonic translation, to ascertain the
respective spheres of lay and ecclesiastical juridical jurisdiction. This church
statute stipulates that neither the prince, nor his nobles, nor lay judges
might interfere in matters falling within the competence of ecclesiastical
courts. The prince of Kiev by implication admitted the proper relationship
within his Christian state between the secular power and spiritual authority,
but by merely consulting the Νομοκάνων Vladimir minimized its overall
impact upon the Rus’ and refused to grant it an overriding position within
his principality. Neither the Statutenor any other sources hold that Vladimir
adhered to the notion of the subordination of the prevailing interests of the
state to those of the church.29

The oldest extant manuscript of the Statute dates to the thirteenth cen-
tury and later redactions may include accretions submitted by subsequent

interpret this as recognition that all three had been granted sainthood. When this depiction
first appeared is unclear because of a paucity of icons and other artistic depictions prior to
the thirteenth century. Further Halperin and Kleimola make no reference to The Statute of
Vladimir the Saint, which predates the surviving visual depictions and as is apparent labels
Vladimir a saint.

The most recent and complete collection of Vladimir’s Statute was published by the
Russian Archeographic Commission, Уставъ святаго великаго князя Владимира о цер-
ковныхъ судахъ и о десятинахъ, ed. V.N. Beneshevich (Petrograd, 1915). This edition was
later reissued by the same commission and slightly expanded under the same editor, and
retitled: Памятники древне-русскаго каноническаго права, Part 2, no. 1., РИБ 36 (Petro-
grad, 1920): 1–72. For other textual editions and critical works, cf. Makarii, Исторія рус-
ской церкви, 1: 257ff.; L.K. Goetz, Kirchenrechtliche und kulturgeschichte Denkmäler Altruss-
lands, nebst Geschichte des russischen Kirchenrechts (Stuttgart, 1905), pp. 12–39 (texts: pp. 14–
18); V.N. Beneshevich, Сборникъ памятниковъ по исторіи церковнаго права, 1 (Petrograd,
1914): 59–77; S.V. Iushkov, Уставъ кн. Владимира. (Историко-юридическое изслѣдованіе).
Изслѣдованія по исторіи Русского права, Саратовское Общество, исторіи, археологіи,
и этнографіи, no. 1. (n.p., n.d.): 21–27; idem, Уставъ князя Владимира (Novouzensk, 1926);
Памятники русского права, ed. A.A. Zimin, 1 (Moscow, 1952): 237–246; Benz, pp. 40–41;Хре-
стоматия по истории СССР, с древнейших времен до конца ХV века, ed. M.N. Tikhomirov
(Moscow, 1960), pp. 192–194; M. Szeftel and A. Eck, Documents de droit public relatifs à la
Russie médiévale (Bruxelles, 1963), pp. 229–238; and an English translation that appears in
G. Vernadsky, “The Status of the Russian Church,” SEER 20 (1941): 306. ПСРЛ 6: 82–84; and
Лѣтописный сборникъ именуему лѣтописьюАвраамки, inПСРЛ 16 (St. Petersburg, 1889):
265–266, contain additional versions of the Statute. For a further comprehensive bibliogra-
phy of the Statute, cf. Nikol’sky, Матеріалы, pp. 59–71; M.A. D’iakonov, Очерки обществен-
ного и государственного строя Древней Руси (4th ed. rev. and enlarged, Moscow, 1926),
pp. 29–31; Iushkov, Общественного-политический строй, pp. 191–211; and Ia. N. Shchapov,
Княжеские уставы и церковь в древней Руси ХІ-ХІV вв. (Moscow, 1972), pp. 12 ff.

28 On this, cf. B.A. Semenovker, Библиографические памятники в Византии (Moscow,
1995), esp. 145–152.

29 On the relationship of church and state, cf. Podskalsky, p. 36f. and passim.
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copyists who incorporated distortions foreign to the original text. In some
aspects, the later redactions of the Statute preserve the language of the ini-
tial version, but in other respects they also improve upon it.

The introduction of the tithe system as an essential source of revenue
for the Church of the Blessed Virgin of the Tithe was alien to Byzantine
ecclesiastical cannon law and is more common to Western European, that
is, Frankish practices. Through his church statute Vladimir may have been
willing to admit the competence of the Νομοκάνων as a standard for certain
Rus’ religious customs and traditions that were also generally common to
theGreeks. But itmay be that theKievan princewasmost reluctant to admit
complete dependence upon this Byzantine church law.30 He was willing to
concede the immunity of Rus’ ecclesiastical courts from the interference of
secular domination as prescribed in the Νομοκάνων. To demonstrate that in
religiousmatters therewas no authority above his own, he adopted the tithe
system as a counterbalance to Byzantine ecclesiastical pretensions. For all
intents and purposes, then, Vladimir by virtue of his princely authority over
his principality asserted his right to the same powers that the Byzantine
emperors claimed to enjoy over the empire and the church,31 that is, the right
to employ constraint to enforce secular and ecclesiastical laws.

In the introduction to the Ástav= velikago knqzœ Œroslava (The Statute
of the Grand Prince Jaroslav),32 an expanded and more systematic ecclesi-
astical measure most probably issued in 1051,33 in the same year that the

30 Presniakov, Лекции, 1: 117; and F. Dvornik, The Making of Central and Eastern Europe
(London, 1949), p. 255.

31 Vernadsky, “Status,” pp. 308–309. Cf. Golubinsky, 1: 616–627; and Zernov, “Vladimir,” who
perhaps rather unwisely goes so far as to attribute to the Kievan prince absolute powers
based upon partial inscriptions on the coinage of the Vladimirian age. On the numismatic
inscriptions and a discussion thereof, cf. infra, pp. 100–102.

32 Jaroslav’s Statute appears in several redactions, and printed in the following works:
Beneshevich, Сборникъ, 1: 78–79; Fritzler, pp. 14 ff.; Iushkov, Памятники, 1: 259–276; Tikho-
mirov,Хрестоматия, pp. 232–237; and Szeftel and Eck, pp. 247–265, the latter including text
and commentary. Critical textual analyses of the Statute appear in Goetz, Kirchenrechtliche
und kulturgeschichtliche Denkmäler Altrusslands, pp. 39–45; Nikol’sky,Материалы, pp. 140–
143; Iushkov,Общественно-политический строй, pp. 211–216; Shchapov, Княжеские уста-
вы, pp. 178ff.; and Demidenko, pp. 273–287.

33 Major disagreements persist among scholars on the precise year in which Jaroslav’s
Statute was published. The prince himself remarks that his church statute became effective
whenMetropolitan Hilarion sat as the ecclesiastical head of the Rus’ church in 1051 and then
served in that position for at least three years. X, ПСРЛ 22/1: 369, cites his elevation to the
metropolitan seat in 1051; and p. 464, lists him as the sixth metropolitan of Kiev, preceded,
however, by Cyril (KÎril=) and followed by Ephrem (Efrem=). Vlasto, pp. 281 ff., appears to
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Rus’-born Hilarion was elevated to the metropolitan seat of Kiev and
awarded jurisdiction over all Christians residing within the principality,
Jaroslav asserted:34

po dani[ otca svoego, s=gadal; esm; s= mitropolitom= KÀev;skiim= i

vsea R¥si Ilarionom=, slo'ixom= greheskyi nomokanoi, ∫'e ne podobaet=

six= ty'; s¥diti knqz[, ni bolœrom= ego, ni s¥diœm= ego… dal ∫sm;

mitropolit¥ i episkopom= rospusty po vsem= gorodom= desœt¨[ nedel[

m¥ta v= cerkvi i k= mitropolit¥….

In accordance with the bequest of his father, I have consulted with Hilar-
ion, the Metropolitan of Kiev and of all Rus’, [being] written in the Greek
Nomokanon, [that] it is not then fitting for the prince to judge those legal
[ecclesiastical] matters, nor for his bojary, nor for his judges. I have awarded
to themetropolitan and the bishops jurisdiction over all towns, [awarded] the
income of the tenth week to the church and to the metropolitan ….

The competence of the higher clergy to adjudicate cases of disciplinary
injunctions in ecclesiastical matters, that is, specific offenses against the
church, is clearly established in this statute. Jaroslav, while preserving the
essential features of his father’s Statute, improved upon earlier ecclesiastical
tradition anddelimited the jurisdictionof secular and religious legal powers.
Hemade nomajormodifications to the nature of princely authority and did
not weaken his own powers.35 In their respective church Statutes, Vladimir
and Jaroslav admit that they drew upon the example of the Νομοκάνων and
hence emerge as defenders and guardians of the Rus’ church. AsGod’s vicars
upon earth and the appointed of God, these princes received the task to
set in order the temporal and spiritual spheres of legal authority within the
principality, a principle to which Rus’ churchmen subscribed.

allude to the fact that the Statutewas decreed about 1039, a few years after construction was
undertaken of the metropolitan church of Saint Sophia or known also as the Church of the
Holy Wisdom. The Ást['skii l∫topisnyi svod=, p. 41, records the date of this document
as 1053, a rather late date and not in consonance with the evidence at hand that Hilarion
may have no longer been metropolitan and that the cordial state and ecclesiastical relations
between Constantinople and Kiev had been reestablished at the partial price of sacrificing
his ecclesiastical office. The year of 1051 is reaffirmed in the recent scholarly effort of Ia.
N. Shchapov, “Устав князя Ярослава и вопорс об отношении к византискому наследнию
на Руси в середина ХІ в.,” ВВ 31 (1971): 75.

34 Beneshevich, Сборникъ, 1: 78. However, Shchapov, “Устав князя Ярослава,” p. 75, states
that Hilarion held the seat (на кафедре) from 1051 to 1053, but not after Jaroslav’s death in
February 1054. The annals are silent for the years 1052 and 1053, making no reference to him.
Shchapov’s assertion, therefore, remains suspect, but should not be dismissed as unfactual.

35 Iushkov, Общественного-политический строй, pp. 215–216.
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TheΝομοκάνωνof JohnScholastikos enabled theKievanprinces to acquire
a fundamental knowledge of Byzantine imperial theory. The handbook
includes extracts from the imperial Novellae of Justinian I (527–565),36 and
his two other bodies of law: the Codex37 andDigesta.38 Scholastikos’sΝομοκά-
νων became an integral part of the Kormhaœ kniga (The Pilot’s Handbook), a
mid-tenth century work apparently translated into Old Slavonic in Bulgaria
and introduced intoKievanRus’ soon after Vladimir’s conversion.39Theorig-
inal Slavic copyist of the Νομοκάνων demonstrates license and selectivity in
theprocess of translatingByzantine secular laws. But even through aprocess
of discriminate selectivity of parts of Justinian’s Novellae and other works,
the Νομοκάνων contains commentary upon the divine origins of the church
and the state, and the duty of the emperor to maintain harmony between
the spiritual and temporal powers.40

Justinian’s scribes elaborate upon the ideal notion that the obligation of
his imperial office emanated from φιλανθρωπία (philanthropy), God’s benev-
olence and His love for mankind. Thus this was the source of his imperial
function as the primary legislator and the living law. Philanthropy guided
the autokrator in the just fulfillment of his imperial role and the protec-
tivemaintenance of his subjects. The appreciative recognition that imperial

36 Novellae Iustiniani, Imp. IustinianiNovellae quae vocantur…, ed. K.E. Zachariae von Lin-
genthal, 2 vols. (Leipzig, 1881); and inCorpus Iuris Civilis, eds. R. Schoell andW.Kroll, 3 (Berlin,
1923; reissued Hildesheim, 1993). Though dated but still valuable is the historical study of
F.A. Biener,Geschichte der Novellen Justinians (Berlin, 1824; repr. Aalen, 1970). Cf. AnnaMaria
Bartoletti Colombo, ed., Novellae (Milan, 1986–); and Marie Theres Fögen, “Novels of Jus-
tinian I,” ODB 3: 1497–1498.

37 Codex Justinianus, ed. P. Krueger (Berlin, 1877); and the reissue of this work in Corpus
Iuris Civilis, 2 (9th ed., Berlin, 1915; and reissue, Hildesheim, 1991), without any major emen-
dations. Cf. Marie Theres Fögen, “Codex Justinianus,” ODB 1: 474–475.

38 Divided into fifty books, this cumbersome and defective work is critically examined
by A.A. Vasiliev, “Justinian’s Digest. In Commemoration of the 1400th Anniversary of the
Publication of the Digest (A.D. 533–1933),” SBN 5 (1939): 711–734. For a brief and more recent
study of the Digesta with literature, cf. Marie Theres Fögen, “Digest,” ODB 1: 623. Cf. Corpus
JurisCivilis, ed.W.Kroll, et al., 1 (Hildesheim, 1989). For the complete text, cf. A.Watson, trans.,
The Digest of Justinian, 2 vols. (rev. ed., Philadelphia, 1998; and reissued 2008), with extensive
commentary.

39 Nikon; and on the question of the original translation of The Pilot’s Handbook into
Slavonic, cf. T. Saturník, Příspěvky k šíření byzantského práva u Slovanu. RČAV 1/64 (Prague,
1922): 18–20; and Ia. N. Shchapov, Византийское и южнославянское правовое наследие на
Руси в ХІ-ХІІІ вв. (Moscow, 1978), passim.

40 Corpus Iuris Civilis, 3: 35–36.On the crucial issue of harmonybetween the imperium and
the sacerdotium, cf. G.V. Vernadsky, “Византийския учения о власти царя и патриарха,” in
Сборникъ статей, посвященныхъ памяти Н. П. Кондакова (Prague, 1926), pp. 143–154.
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authority was divinely imparted inspired a sense of responsibility in the
autokrator.41 Justinian’s edict of 6 March 535, Novella VI, a constituent part
of the Νομοκάνων of John Scholastikos and therefore known to the Kievan
Rus’ through its transmission by Greek high clergy and learned monks who
arrived in substantial numbers following Vladimir’s baptism,42 makes a per-
spicuous dichotomization between the powers of the sacerdotium and the
imperium, although at no time did the emperor advocate a complete sepa-
ration of church and state, but rather he sought to make a clear distinction
between the twogifts ofGod—the functions of thebasileus andof the clergy.
Novella VI reads:43

Maxima quidem in hominibus sunt dona dei a superna collata clementia
sacerdotium et imperium, illud quidem diviniaministrans, hoc autem huma-
nis praesidens ac diligentiam exhibens; ex uno eodemque principio utraque
procedentia humanam exornant vitam. Ideoque nihil sic erit studiosum
imperatoribus, sicut sacerdotum honestas, cum utque et pro illis ipsis sem-
per deo supplicant.

Indeed, the greatest amongst men are the gifts of God, brought together by
mercy from above, the priesthood, and the sovereignty, the former serving
the divine, the latter however presiding over humans and exhibiting atten-
tiveness. Both proceed from the one and the same source and they adorn the
life of man. And for that reason, nothing will be so zealous to the emperor as
the honesty of the priesthood, since these at all times pray to God for them.

Justinian’s jurists then conclude that if the priesthood is unimpaired and
trustworthy of God, and the emperors rule their states with justice and
honor, reciprocal agreement between the two parts will arise, and this har-

41 Parenthetically, it is doubtful that earlier Oleg had acquired or had assumed any royal
distinctions, except those customary to Varangian-Slavic society, and even these are dis-
putable. An obscure source of questionable authenticity does relate that Oleg, at the behest
of the Byzantine emperor Romanos I Lekapenos (920–944), led an attack against the Khazars
in 912. The incongruity of the dates is apparent and requires no further comment. The same
source speaks of the “tsar of the Rus’,” rendered as Ḥ-l-g-w. On this source, cf. P.K. Kokovtsov,
Еврейско-хазарская переписка в Х веке (Leningrad, 1932), pp. xxxii–xxxvi and 118–120. Cf.
S. Schechter, “An Unknown Khazar Document,” JQR 3 (1912): 181–219.

42 We have seen the impact of this influence in the previous chapter, wherein the high
clergy, mainly of Byzantine stock, admonished Vladimir for his weaknesses in addressing the
problems created by bandits and of his failure to punish them. Cf. supra, pp. 45–46.

43 Corpus Iuris Civilis, 3: 35–36. Cf. the English renditions of Dvornik, “Byzantine Political
Ideas,” pp. 82–83; Barker, pp. 75–76; and F. Dvornik, “Constantinople and Rome,” in The Cam-
bridgeMedieval History, 4/1: 436. AnOld Church Slavonic rendition of this passage appears in
the late eleventh-century Efrem= Kormhaœ, in I.I. Sreznevsky, “Обозрѣніе русскихъ спис-
ковъ Кормчеы Книгы,” СОРЯС 65/2, part 2 (1897): 67–68.
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mony will be most beneficial to mankind.44 This definition of Christian Hel-
lenismwas accepted by the Rus’ church and Vladimir and Jaroslav approved
of Justinian’s Novella VI, not because they possessed priestly powers, but
because the Kievan church hierarchy as the Byzantine was aware that many
secular laws affecting the church would have to be issued through the ini-
tiative of the state, since only this polity had the means to enforce legal
prescriptions while the ecclesiastical body lacked enforcement authority in
the secular sphere, aside from denial of the sacraments and the power of
excommunication.

The Rus’ church, however, did not desire to diminish the powers of the
Kievan princes while enlarging its own. The Rus’ ecclesiastical hierarchy,
generally placed under the authority of a native-born Greek metropoli-
tan who received his office in Kiev from the patriarch of Constantinople,45
wished to mirror the Byzantine church structure. The Rus’ religious hierar-
chy, nevertheless, had to take notice that their neophyte church structure
was established in a land where princely rule was often disorganized, fre-
quently subject to regional challenges to power and deep-seated territorial
exclusivity as is evidenced in the numerous annals. These predominating
and often repeated factors made the role of churchmen a difficult one. The
Kievan principality at least in theory lacked the Byzantine qualities of abso-
lute imperial rule andpolitical centralization, features that served theGreek
church structure well.

Val’denberg has advanced the notion that the church statutes, by distin-
guishing between the spheres of ecclesiastical and secular legal jurisdiction,
in effect placed a limitation upon the authority of the Kievan princes.46 A
major refutation of his argumentation appears in the PVL entry for 996.47

44 Corpus Iuris Civilis, 3: 36.
45 Cf. D. Obolensky, “Byzantium, Kiev and Moscow: A Study in Ecclesiastical Relations,”

DOP 11 (1957): 25–26, wherein he advances a rather controversial argument that “… an
agreement was concluded between the authorities of Constantinople and Kiev—in other
words between the Emperor Basil II and Prince Vladimir I—by the terms of which the
primates of the Russian Church—i.e. the metropolitan of Kiev—were for all times to be
appointed according to the principle of alternative nationality, a native Russian succeeding
a Byzantine, and vice-versa.” Such a document, if ever concluded, could be interpreted as
further proof of the equality of the two rulers and a refutation of the notion that Vladimir
subordinated his own authority to that of the Byzantine autokrator. That such a document
does not exist can be demonstrated by its absence nor reference to it in the annals and other
writings of the period.

46 Val’denberg, Древнерусская учения, pp. 87–88.
47 ПСРЛ 1: 127; and 2: 111. Cf. RPCLT, p. 122; and БЛДР, 1: 170–171.
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The Kievan Rus’ bishops admonished Vladimir for allowing the number
of bandits, who may well have been former Varangian and Slavic troops
whom he had previous employed for his military expeditions but were
now unemployed, to multiply throughout the principality and for failing to
punish them. Their disruptive activities as is evident had a profound impact
upon the secular and religious branches of Rus’ society, precipitating not
only undo distress and bodily harm, but great material and property losses
aswell. The Rus’ bishops called uponVladimir as the elect of God to chastise
the offenders and to punish them after the application of due process of
law. The bishops did not attempt to encroach upon his powers, but rather
sought to give a Christian interpolation to the authority that he enjoyed,
but which the Kievan prince was reluctant to apply, given his confusion
or misunderstanding of the impact that Christianization had upon Kievan
rulership.

The publication of Vladimir’s and Jaroslav’s church statutes and the intro-
duction of the tithe system provide additional proof that the princes’ pow-
ers were unimpaired by ecclesiastical encroachment. Vladimir and Jaroslav
responded to these questions, as had the Byzantine emperors in their own
ecclesiastical matters, interpreting their actions to be a prerogative respect-
fully of princely and imperial authority. This prerogative was extended to
these Christian rulers as lawgivers and God’s representatives and protec-
tors of His church upon earth.48 While the Byzantine notion of protective
maintenance of agreement between the secular and religious spheres was
transmitted to the Kievan Rus’, there is insufficient evidence that demon-
strates that this political philosophyplaced an impediment upon theKievan
princes’ authority and as a result limited their powers. Vladimir who had
taken the initial step to establish the foundations of Christian ecclesiastical
legal jurisdiction and then Jaroslav who further delimited church compe-
tence in specific religious-legalmatters, accomplished these actionswithout
sacrificing any major parts of their princely authority.

The Νομοκάνων of John Scholastikos, having furnished to the Kievan
princes an essential but rudimentary notion of imperial thought, was sup-
planted by the more complex and manageable KanoniheskÀj sbornik= X~◊

tit¥lov=, the Nomokanon of Fourteen Titles,49 a Slavonic text that may have
appeared in Kievan Rus’ in the last decade of Jaroslav’s rule, although the

48 Dvornik, “Byzantine Political Ideas,” p. 97.
49 For editions of this work, cf. supra, p. 80, n. 25.
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date of its introduction cannot be established with any certainty. The
Nomokanon of Fourteen Titles contains the decrees of general councils and
regional synods, and canons of the church fathers. In distinguishing
between the privileges identified with secular and religious laws, again the
idea prevails that imperial authority derives from God and the imperial
office was created to preserve tranquility with His divine institution, the
church. Thus it was beneficial for this ecclesiastical body to have a secular
rulerwhodemonstrated devotion toGod andmaintained a stable politically
organized state unencumbered by succession disputes and the bloodshed
attendantwith such quarrels.50At the same time, the emperor is called upon
to exercise justice in the performance of his functions and to promulgate
both secular and ecclesiastical laws in accordance with the divine law.51

The Old Slavonic redaction of the Nomokanon of Fourteen Titles contains
the 102 canons issued by the Fifth-Sixth Ecumenical Council, known as
Quinisextum or Trullanum because it met in Trullo in 691–692. The council
set out to complete theworkof reforming churchdiscipline left unaddressed
by the Fifth and Sixth Councils.52

Appended to the canons was a letter dispatched from the council to the
Byzantine emperor Justinian II (685–695 and again 705–711), seeking his
seal of approval, but, more important, further elaborating upon Byzantine
political ideas. The principal conception that emerges from these canons is
the reformulation in a much broader context the notion of the Byzantine
emperor as the appointed of God whose task it is as the terrestrial ruler
to superintend the universe and to care for earthly matters.53 A claim is
thus made that the Byzantine emperors are paramount in their powers and
authority over all earthly rulers and institutions.

Some significance should be attached, but with caution, to the appear-
ance of the Nomokanon of Fourteen Titles in Kievan Rus’ and its relevance
to the conflict that erupted between Kiev and Constantinople. The ПВЛ
entry for 1043without citing the cause or causes for the disagreement simply
records:54

50 Beneshevich, Древне-славянская кормчая, pp. 94–102 and 126–129.
51 Ibid.
52 Cf. A. Papadakis, “Trullo, Council in,” ODB 3: 2126–2127, with bibliography.
53 Beneshevich, Древне-славянская кормчая, pp. 132 ff.
54 ПСРЛ 1: 154; and 2: 142. Cf. RPCLT, p. 138; and БЛДР 1: 196–197. Note also the narra-

tive account of this attack in V, ПСРЛ 7: 331; and X, 22/1: 369, the latter stating that a storm
destroyed their boats en route to Constantinople and “many men bent.” For an exposition
and critical examination of this attack, including comprehensive historiographic treatment,
cf. A. Poppe, “La dernière expedition russe contre Constantinople,”Bs 32 (1971): 1–29 and 233–
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Posla Œroslav= sn∞a svoego Volodimera> na Gr;ky> i vda em¥ voi mnog=>

Jaroslav sent his son Vladimir against the Greeks and gave him a great army.

Bishop Adam of Bremen, a contemporary to this event, relates in his eccle-
siastical account:55

Cujus metropolita civitas est Chive aemula sceptri Constantinopolitani, clarris-
simum decus Graeciae.

Their metropolitan city is Kiev, the rival of the scepter of Constantinople, the
brightest ornament of Greece.

This rivalry should not be understood in a political, commercial or military
context. Rather, Adam viewed Kiev as a religious center that might advance
the pretension of claiming to be the equal of the imperial city, although it is
doubtful that the Rus’ capital would or could achieve such eminence in that
period, or the bishop is prone to exaggerate in his analogy.Hemayhave been
influenced by other unstated causes. Greek sources shed little light on the
question of causation. The conflict may have been provoked as Kedrenos
suggests by a quarrel, which broke out between Rus’ and Byzantine mer-
chants in the city of Constantinople.56 Of greater significance, however, is
the general interpretation that the Greeks ascribe to the attack. Kedrenos
relates:57

Ἐγένετο δὲ καὶ κατὰ τὸν Ἰούνιον μῆνα τῆς αὐτῆς ἐπινεμήσεως καὶ ἡ τοῦ ἔθνους τῶν
῾Ρὼς κίνησις κατὰ τῆς βασιλίδος.

And moreover a movement of the nation of the Rus’ took place in the month
of June of the same [eleventh] indiction against the kingdom [Byzantium].

268 (q.v. 2–7). Also, Shekera, pp. 130–133; Poppe, Państwo i kościoł, pp. 69–76; and Tikhomirov,
Исторические связи, pp. 125–126. Cf. the study of G.G. Litavrin, “Война Руси против Ви-
зантии в 1043 г.,” in Исследования по истории Славянских и Балканских народов. Эпоха
средневековья, ed. V.D. Koroliuk, et al. (Moscow, 1972), pp. 178–222. Nazarenko, pp. 190 and
216, addresses some of the economic issues leading to this conflict, although we should be
cautious in accepting his argumentation because the issues then between Kiev and Con-
stantinople were far more complex, both political and religious in context, and not simply
a singular economic cause. Cf. on this expedition, the discussion of Shaikin, pp. 231–232. As
well, see the discussion of causes and other aspects, especially literary, in Shepard, “Byzan-
tium and Russia in the Eleventh Century,” pp. 262–347.

55 Adam of Bremen, “Gesta Hammaburgensis ecclesiae pontificum,” PL 146 (Paris, 1884):
514 (II.19). Cf. the edition of this text in MGH, Scriptores rerum Germanicarum in usum
scholarum, ed. B. Schmeidler (Hanover and Leipzig, 1917), p. 80; andHistory of theArchbishops
of Hamburg-Bremen, trans. F.J. Tschan, Records of Civilization, Sources and Studies 53 (New
York, 1959; repr. 2002), p. 67.

56 Kedrenos 2: 551.
57 Ibid.
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A professor of rhetoric at the university in Constantinople and an eyewit-
ness to the Rus’ aggression against the empire, Constantine Psellos (Michael
being the name he adopted upon entering religious life) speaks more
harshly of the barbarians from the north and their insane hatred for the
empire. Psellos views their assault as unjustifiable and ἐπὶ τὴν ῾Ρωμαίαν
ἡγεμονίαν, “against Roman [Greek] hegemony.”58 Budovnits argues that the
phrase should be rendered as “against Roman power.”59 His translation is
questionable, although plausible. However, he overlooks the fact that at
the time the Byzantines were preoccupied with internal imperial political
problems and were not attempting either to provoke the Rus’ or to extend
their supremacy elsewhere.60 Psellos adds that the Byzantines lacked vigi-
lance at the moment and this was the cause for the Rus’ attack,61 implying
that Jaroslav was taking advantage of their internal preoccupations. When
Constantine IX Monomachos (1042–1055) assumed the imperial seat and
consolidated his hold over the empire, although his military forces proved
to be decisive over the Rus’, he could not turn the victory to his advantage
nor could he utilize the superiority of his position as emperor to demon-
strate outstanding statesmanship in his relations with Jaroslav. The Rus’
emerged from the conflict diplomatically none the worse. They continued
to challenge the nature of their role vis-à-vis the imperium. A more dis-
passionate though sympathetic treatment of Constantine IX’s rule is pre-
sented byMichael Attaleiates,62 a member of the imperial court and an eye-
witness to Byzantine-Rus’ relations during the course of Constantine IX’s
and Jaroslav’s periods of rule. In his straightforward description of the Rus’
attack, Attaleiates stresses only the military aspects of the event without
elaborating upon the causes and consequences of the assault, nor upon the

58 Psellos (Sewter), p. 199, and esp. pp. 199–203 (VI. 90–96), for a full rendering of the
attack and the Byzantine victory; and the Renauld edition, 2: 8 ff. Cf. G.G. Litavrin, “Псела
о причинах после днего похода русских на Константинополь в 1043 г.,” ВВ 27 (1967):
71–86.

59 I.U. Budovnits, Общественно-политическая мысль древней руси (ХІ-ХІV вв.) (Mos-
cow, 1960), p. 64.

60 Cf. Jane M. Hussey, “The Later Macedonians, the Comneni and the Angeli 1025–1204,”
in The Cambridge Medieval History 4/1: 202–203.

61 Psellos (Sewter), p. 199; and the Renauld edition, 2: 8.
62 Michael Attaleiates, ῾Ιστορία, ed. I. Bekker, CSHB (Bonn, 1853), pp. 20–21; andA. Kaldellis

and D. Krallis, trans., Michael Attaleiates: The History, Dumbarton Oaks Medieval Library
16 (Cambridge, MA, and London, 2012). Descriptive accounts of Attaleiates’s work with
bibliographical sources are given in Krumbacher, 1: 269–271; Moravcsik, 1: 428–430; and
A. Kazhdan, “Attaleiates, Michael,” ODB 1: 229.
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place of the Rus’ within the imperium. Psellos also had access to the imperial
court and his account appears to include privileged information that does
not appear inAttaleiates’s account. The question, then,must be raised: Does
Psellos imply that Constantine IX believed that the Rus’ did come under
Byzantine hegemony in both the context of the imperium and sacerdotium,
or simply the latter?

The response to this question is not simple and some scholars have
attempted a fuller understanding of the causes leading to the Rus’ attack
of 1043. Priselkov suggests that the Rus’ attack was a reaction to Byzantine
religious and hierarchical domination.63 Although ἡγεμονεία could be trans-
lated as either under the “influence” or presumably under the “authority” of
the Byzantine emperor, we should rather concentrate upon those aspects of
“authority” that could have diminished the powers of Jaroslav and subordi-
nated the Kievan prince to the secular and religious will of the Byzantine
emperor. The religious evidence found inПВЛ for the years 1036 to 1054 pro-
vides some clues in the absence of any precise Byzantine attestations. The
year after Jaroslav had become the sole ruler of Kievan Rus’, he laid the foun-
dation for the construction of the Church of Saint Sophia in Kiev and desig-
nated this edifice themetropolitan church for the recently appointedGreek-
born Theopemptos.64 A religious rapprochement had thus been reached
betweenKiev andConstantinople following the dissolution of the dual prin-
cipalities, but the compilers of ПВЛ are most approving of Jaroslav’s desire
to have Greek books rendered into Church Slavonic, and to write and col-
lect works.65 If we accept the validity of this annalistic statement, the intro-
duction on a much greater scale of Byzantine religious writings and some

63 Priselkov, pp. 88–90. The question of causality is substantially studied by J. Shepard,
“Why did the Russians attack Byzantium in 1043,” B-NJ 22 (1977–1984): 147–212, esp. 148–153,
wherein he postulates four possible causes, but dismisses the first three as improbable and
stresses the fourth, the importance of Rus’ trade with Byzantium and the “anti-Russian
policies pursued by the Byzantine government.” There follows in his essay an extensive
analysis of the sources, both primary and secondary, that elaborate upon causality. More
recently, Mel’nikova, pp. 127–132, reexamines the primary sources on this event.

64 ПСРЛ 1: 151; and 2: 139. Cf. RPCLT, p. 137; and БЛДР 1: 192–193. On the formation of this
metropolitan seat, cf. the lucid discussion of A.V. Poppe, “Русские метрополии констан-
тинопольской патриархии в ХІ столетии,” ВВ 28 (1968): 86–96. T. Barsov, Константино-
польскій патріархъи его властьнадъ русскоюцерковію (St. Petersburg, 1878), pp. 368–369,
maintains that the first metropolitan see was established in Kievan Rus’ at the inception of
Vladimir’s Christian rule, hence ca. 987 or 988, the year of his baptism. The evidence, at best,
is tenuous to arrive at such a conclusion and is unconvincing.

65 ПСРЛ 1: 151–152; and 2: 140. Cf. RPCLT, p. 137; and БЛДР 1: 194–195 and 509.
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secular works, and the translation, interpretation, and dissemination of
their contents appear to have set the stage for the Rus’ attack of 1043.
Tatishchev writes that there was a great difference of opinion between
Jaroslav and Constantine IX Monomachos,66 and their disagreement can-
not be simply explained as a quarrel over the death of some Rus’ mer-
chants in the imperial city. Rather, the causality and issues appear to have
much broader implications and were more complex. Between 1036 and
1043, Jaroslav appears to have suspected from his reading and understand-
ing of Greek books that the Byzantines sought to dominate not only the
religious will of the Rus’, but as well their political. On ideological grounds
then Jaroslav sought to loosen the constraints that the Byzantines sought
to impose upon him and his state. Kedrenos and Psellos are therefore accu-
rate in reporting that the Rus’ attack in 1043 was a revolt against Byzantine
authority, without finding a need to differentiate between secular and eccle-
siastical domination, for both were implied. The negotiations that followed
the Rus’ military defeat were without result.67 Jaroslav’s emissaries must
have resistedConstantineMonomachos’s attempt to view theKievanprince
as a vassal with reduced political powers. While the Byzantine emperor
sought to execute his imperial designs upon the Rus’, other disquieting
domestic and foreign problems precluded such an initiative of subordina-
tion and the Kievan prince and his state remained independent of Con-
stantinople in the imperial and commonwealth sense.

In addition tomaintaining his political independence, Jaroslav in 1051 set
out to alter the nature of the affiliation of the Rus’ metropolitan see to the
patriarchate. In that year he assembled his bishops who elected Hilarion,
a priest from the prince’s estate at Berestovo and a partisan of the prince’s
designs. Hilarion, even if briefly, emerges as the first native-bornmetropoli-
tan of Rus’.68 Constantine Monomachos appears to have been sufficiently
alarmed at Jaroslav’s intransigence that he sought to accommodate the
prince. We know few details of their agreement. The absence of any further
reference to Hilarion in ПВЛ beyond this initial entry of his elevation leads
to the suspicion that he held this office for a relatively short period, perhaps
no more than three years. And the marriage of Jaroslav’s son Vsevolod to a
Byzantineprincess identified asMaria,whomayhavebeen adaughter of the

66 Tatishchev, 1: 79.
67 Kedrenos 2: 551–552.
68 ПСРЛ 1: 155; and 2: 143. Cf. RPCLT, p. 139; and БЛДР 1: 196–197 and 509.
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emperor Constantine IX Monomachos, but was regarded as a non-por-
phyrogennete princess,69 supports the notion that Hilarion by agreement
was retired or removed in favor of a Greek-born prelate. The marriage con-
tractmay have also implied that hereafter Greeks oncemorewould sit upon
the Rus’ metropolitan throne.70 The ideological struggle that had its incep-
tion at the inauguration of Jaroslav’s sole rule appears to have been resolved
in 1052. As prince of Kievan Rus’, Jaroslav was willing to relinquish some of
his authority over the highest church office within his principality, but then
only the nominative power. He fully accepted Greek ecclesiastical law as
applicable inKievanRus’, but sacrificedprecious little of his political author-
ity.

Civil jurisprudence of the Rus’ became enriched soon after their conver-
sion with the introduction of the Ἐκλογὴ (Ecloga), an abridged legal hand-
book compiled by Byzantine jurists in the mid-eighth century at the behest
of the Iconoclastic emperor Leo III (717–741) andhis sonConstantineV (741–
775).71 This code appears to have been translated into Old Church Slavonic
by the brother-saints Cyril (Constantine the Philosopher) and Methodios,72
who in 863 introducedByzantineChristianity and law to theGreatMoravian
Empire.73 The Ecloga entered Kievan Rus’ the following century by way of
Bulgaria. In Rus’, the work came to be known as the Zakon; s¥dnyi l[d;m=
(The Juridical Law forLaymen).74Rus’ acquaintancewith the Slavonic version

69 ПСРЛ 1: 160; and 2: 149. Cf. RPCLT, p. 142; and БЛДР 1: 202–203 and 510.
70 Priselkov, pp. 110–114.
71 For printed editions of the Ἐκλογὴ, cf. supra, pp. 79–80, n. 24.
72 J. Vašica, “Origine Cyrillo-Méthodienne du plus ancien code slave dit ‘Zakon sudnyj

ljudem’,” Bs 12 (1951): 153–174; and Vl. Procházka, “Le Zakonъ Sudnyjь ljudьmъ et la Grande
Moravie,” Bs 29 (1969): 112–150. On Constantine the Philosopher, cf. P.A. Hollingsworth,
“Constantine the Philosopher,” ODB 1: 507, with substantial bibliography.

73 The principal studies of the Great Moravian Empire remain: F. Dvornik, Les Slavs,
Byzance et Rome au IXe siècle (Paris, 1926), pp. 147–183; idem, Les Légendes de Constantin et de
Méthode vues de Byzance, Bs, Supplementa 1 (Prague, 1933): 212 ff.; Vlasto, pp. 20–85; J. Dekan,
MoraviaMagna: TheGreatMoravianEmpire, Its Art andTimes (Bratislava, 1980); Z.R. Dittrich,
Christianity in Great Moravia (Gröningen, 1962); J. Poulik and B. Chropovsky, Grossmähren
und die Anfänge der tschechoslowakischen Staatlichkeit (Prague, 1986); andW.K. Hanak, “The
Great Moravian Empire: An Argument for a Northern Location,” MHB 4 (1995): 7–24. For a
controversial study, cf. I. Boba,Moravia’s History Reconsidered: A Reinterpretation ofMedieval
Sources (The Hague, 1971).

74 For numerous redactions of this text, cf. Закон судный людем. Краткой редакции,
ed. M.N. Tikhomirov (Moscow, 1961); Закон судный людем. Пространной и сводной ре-
дакции, ed. M.N. Tikhomirov (Moscow, 1961); Мерило праведное по рукописи ХІV века,
ed. M.N. Tikhomirov (Moscow, 1961); and H.W. Dewey, and Ann M. Kleimola, trans. with
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of the Ecloga is not diminished by the fact that at the time of its introduction
intoGreatMoravia, the Byzantine emperor Basil I had taken steps to discard
this basic law in favor of the Πρόχειρος Νόμος (The Common Law),75 that
made a much later appearance in Kievan Rus’. The Juridical Law for Laymen
had a minimal impact upon the codification of Rus’ civil jurisprudence. Its
influence is not evident during Vladimir’s rule, but rather its appearance
early in the reign of Jaroslav. In 1016, during the course of his succession crisis
and his armed conflicts with Mstislav and Svjatopolk, Jaroslav was called
upon to concede to his Varangian followers a codification of Rus’ customary
law, wherein primary stress was placed upon prescriptive punitive norms
for civil offenses. However, borrowings found in the R¥sskaœ Pravda (Rus’
Law) from the Ecloga are most evident where it directs that if a man takes a
horse of another and does not return it, he must pay the injured party three
grivna—amonetary unit of varying and indeterminate value.76

The Rus’ princes as a result became the recipients of some primary and
typical features of Byzantine ecclesiastical and civil jurisprudence. But there
remains the problem of the transmittal of Byzantine political ideology. No
evidence survives demonstrating that a major Greek political treatise had
been rendered into Old Slavonic.77 Had the Rus’ for example received dur-
ing Vladimir’s rule the full text of the Ecloga with Leo III’s introduction,
whereinhe states thenotion that anemperor is the appointedofGodandhis
authority derives from the consent of the Almighty, the Kievan prince and
his successors might have had an easier task in ascertaining their respective
roles vis-à-vis the emperor. The Rus’ ecclesiastical hierarchy, however, for-
mulated an independent Christian tradition of princely rulership that often
was defective and incomplete in its conceptualization, but which they were
movedonoccasion to remonstrate in theirwritings andnotably inPVLwith
no extensive elaboration or commentary:78 ty postavlen= ´si ˙ Ba∞, “You

commentary, Zakon Sudnyj Ljudem (Court Law for People), Michigan Slavic Materials 14 (Ann
Arbor, 1977). For textual description and criticisms, cf. N.S. Suvorov, Следы западнокатоли-
ческаго церковнаго права въ памятникахъ древняго русскаго права (Iaroslav, 1888), pp. 9–
12; idem, Къ вопросу о западномъ влияніи на древне-русское право (Iaroslav, 1893), pp. 155–
274; Saturník, pp. 33–58; Vašica; M.N. Tikhomirov, Пособие для изучения Русской Правды
(Moscow, 1953), pp. 125–126; Procházka; and Tikhomirov, Исторические связы, pp. 196–217.

75 This law was published between 869 and 879. For editions, cf. K.E. Zachariae von
Lingenthal, ῾Ο Πρόχειρος Νόμος… (Heidelberg, 1837); repr., Zepos, 2.

76 Saturník, pp. 51–52.
77 Dvornik, “Byzantine Political Ideas,” pp. 75–76.
78 ПСРЛ 1: 127; and 2: 111. Cf. RPCLT, p. 122; and БЛДР 1: 170–171.
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are the elect of God.” It was rather auspicious for the Rus’ princes that their
learned churchmen turned to their knowledge of Old Testament texts for
elucidating a Christian interpolation of rulership. In this way the Rus’ uti-
lized one of the basic sources of Byzantine thought without fully obligating
themselves as subject peoples to the imperium.79

A notation in PVL that upon assuming sole rule of Kievan Rus’ Jaroslav
ordered the translation of Greek works into Old Slavonic and gathered
books.80 This statement appears suspicious on several grounds. First, the
Rus’ annalists make no attempt to catalogue the titles or to quote from the
content of the materials introduced into the principality, unless and this is
quite plausible that these works were mainly liturgical texts in manuscript
form and were employed in religious ceremonies. Secondly, we can find
no demonstrable evidence that these manuscripts had an immediate and
significant impact upon the formulation of Kievan thought beyond the reli-
gious in the final decades of Jaroslav’s rule. Other paradoxes are to be noted.
The importation of essential texts translated into Old Slavonic in the pre-
vious century was already substantial and available, although they came
mainly by way of Bulgaria and a few from Great Moravia, but were slow to
arrive in the Rus’ regions north of the Pontus, whereas the volume of Greek
manuscripts was alsomost likely small, at least in the first century following
Christianization, since we have no evidence to prove the contrary. We are
confronted with the paradox that as the early Rus’ the Byzantine apologists
provide no suitable explanations. Thus, the volume of translations accom-
plished by this prince and his scribes must have been comparatively small.
The mere fact of making copies of essential works was a cumbersome task
and time consuming for theGreek andBulgarianmonks.Wehavenumerous
examples in later centuries where texts that were copied required periods
for accomplishment from twenty-five years to several centuries. Also, the
number of qualified monks to make these copies was small and we witness
more than one hand in the accomplishment of this process. Thus irreg-
ular reception of Byzantine texts, whether in Greek or Old Slavonic, was
commonplace and the prospect of availability unpredictable. Also, though
Jaroslav favoredByzantine canon laws, as Ikonnikov suggests, theGreek laws
had a binding aspect upon the new converts.81 It is understandable then that

79 Dvornik,EarlyChristianandByzantinePolitical Philosophy,passim. Cf. Shepard, “Byzan-
tium and Russia in the Eleventh Century,” passim.

80 ПСРЛ 1: 151–152; and 2: 139–140. Cf. RPCLT, pp. 137–138; and БЛДР 1: 194–195 and 509.
81 V. Ikonnikov, Опытъ изследованія о культурномъ значеніи византіи въ русской

исторіи (Kiev, 1869), p. 296.
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Vladimir and Jaroslav would circumvent dependency by vacillating in their
adoption of Greek andOld Slavonic versions of themain Byzantine religious
and secular legal and political literature. They suspected quite correctly that
Byzantine emperors would seize the opportunity to dominate the minds
and souls of the Rus’ princes and subjects.

If the early Rus’ scribes were so impressed with Byzantine political and
religious thought and also the ceremonial that their writings should reflect
a positive pro-Greek tendency, the textual images of Vladimir and Jaroslav
donot offer sufficient evidence that either princewas awarded greater noble
distinctions by the emperors. Modern historical scholarship82 has generally
rejected and correctly so the attribution cited in the Toparcha Goticus,83
an anonymous source, perhaps a nineteenth-century forgery, but claimed
to have been compiled at the end of the tenth or at the beginning of the
eleventh century, inwhich Vladimir is designated βασιλεύων, a participle sig-
nifying a reigning monarch and his relationship to the Byzantine emperor.
Ihor Ševčenko has demonstrated that Byzantine emperors rarely awarded
imperial titles, and then reluctantly so. He continues to add that the Topar-
cha Goticus, in keeping with the German traditions of the nineteenth cen-
tury, “endowed rulers of Rus’ in the tenth and eleventh centuries with Ger-
man equivalents of imperial titles ….”84 Yet, some modern scholars find
additional corroboration for this imperial rank in ПВЛ and the later Rus’
annals that draw upon this early tradition. PVL records for the year 1011:
Prestavisq cr∞vq Volodimerqœ Annaˇ, “Vladimir’s [wife] the empress Anna
passed away.”85 The earlier Toparcha Goticus has thus reinforced modern

82 Cf. Dvornik, The Slavs, p. 211; M.V. Levchenko, Очерки по истории русско-византийс-
ких отношении (Moscow, 1956), pp. 366ff.; Obolensky, “Principles and Methods,” p. 58; and
idem, Byzantine Commonwealth, pp. 200–201.

83 F. Westberg, Die Fragmente des Toparcha Goticus (Anonymous Tauricus) aus dem 10.
Jahrhundert. ЗИАН, series 8,Ист.-Филол., 5/2 (St. Petersburg, 1901); and repr. SB 18 (Leipzig,
1975). The sources are carefully and extensively analyzed by I. Ševčenko: “The Date and
Author of the So-Called Fragments of Toparcha Gothicus,” DOP 25 (1971): 117–188, with
twenty-seven accompanying plates; repr. in idem, Byzantium and the Slavs: In Letters and
Culture (Cambridge, MA, and Naples, 1991), no. XXVI, pp. 353–477. In the reprint edition,
there appears his preface, titled: “Preface to F.Westberg,Die FragmentedesToparchaGoticus,”
pp. vii–xiv, that is included in Ševčenko, Byzantium and the Slavs, no. XXX, pp. 559–573,
in which he again questions the authenticity of the fragments. For a source discussion, cf.
Krumbacher, 1: 268–269; and Moravcsik, 1: 551. For an analysis of the work and its several
redactions, cf. Vasil’evsky, Труды, 2: 136ff.

84 Ševčenko, “The Date and Author of the So-Called Fragments,” p. 415.
85 The bold italic is mine. ПСРЛ 1: 129; and 2: 114. Cf. RPCLT, p. 124, wherein c‘a’r‘i’cq is

incorrectly translated as “princess,” rather than empress or caesarina, although her rank is
correct as a Byzantine designation, that is, a porphyrogennete princess; and БЛДР 1: 172–173.
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learned recognition that Vladimir, upon negotiating for a marriage with
the porphyrogennete princess Anna, was also distinguished with a high
Byzantine court title, βασιλεύων or βασιλεύειν as Ševčenko renders it based
on his reading of fragment three. He adds: “… the participle βασιλεύων [is]
applied to the presumably tenth-century Rus’ ruler who governed to the
north of the Danube ….”86 If read correctly, the attribution is to Svjatoslav,
rather than Vladimir. But how accurate this titular claim is remains suspect.
We should further recognize that Byzantinepolitical theorymaintained that
as the emperor’s powers were the gift of a Divine Power, lesser terrestrial
authority emanated from earthly authority. It was therefore a function of
the Byzantine emperor to grant titles and insignia to foreign rulers of lesser
rank. This is not inconsistent with diplomatic and ceremonial customs that
upon the conclusion of amatrimonial agreement towed a porphyrogennete
princess, benefits would accrue, granting to the Kievan prince a special
relationship to the emperor and a promotion in rank. If we accept the
Statute as a credible source and a work almost contemporaneous to the
ToparchaGoticus, Vladimir discredits the notion that hewas the recipient of
a noble distinction and hence subordinate to Constantinopolitan imperial
authority. He consulted the Νομοκάνων and addressed to his wife “Princess
Anna”questions relative to church lawandadministration;87 and toestablish
a non-Byzantine political tradition in his church laws he states: Se az=
knqz; velikyi Volodimer= …, “I am the grand prince Vladimir ….”88 The
accuracy of the usage of velikyi is questionable, and is in all likelihood a
later emendation.

Anna, perhaps given to vanity and to enhance her status, could have
sought to strengthen her claim to imperial rank and sought a comparable
titular distinction for her husband. Several decades earlier, her emperor-
uncle John I Tzimiskes (969–976) had consented to a marriage of a Byzan-
tine princess to Otto II, the son of the German emperor Otto I, but he
spurned the elderOtto’s request for the hand of a porphyrogennete princess.
Otto I had sought a Byzantine marital union for his son and heir, Otto II,
but also he sought to legitimize his royal house with the introduction of
Byzantine imperial bloodlines. Anna, though still quite young, may have

86 Westberg, p. 73; and Ševčenko, “Preface to F. Westberg,” p. 567.
87 Beneshevich, Уставъ, p. 5.
88 The italic is mine. Ibid., p. 4. Jaroslav’s Statute also employs the term velikyi, and again

this may be a later emendation that sought to imply that he as his father Vladimir enjoyed
the title of “grand prince,” although the usage remains suspect.
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personally favored this union and looked with anticipation at the oppor-
tunity of becoming the wife of the future German emperor. When her
uncle refused to grant the Germans their wish, he instead dispatched the
lesser princess Theophano.89 Doubtlessly, Anna was disappointed and no
prospects for marriage appeared for her until later, in her mature years.
Thus Anna, having married comparatively late for the customs of the age,
sought to enhance her station in life and impressed upon the Rus’ scribes
that indeed she was an empress. Too, she may have exploited her knowl-
edge of Varangian custom, as elaborated in the Toparcha Goticus, wherein it
is stated that relations of a reigning monarch are designated with the same
rank as the ruler.90 And the fact that her brother Basil II sat upon the Byzan-
tine imperial throne may have further motivated Anna to seek an imperial
distinction.

Maria, the wife of Jaroslav’s son Vsevolod, although we have no evidence
to prove the contrary, does not appear in the sources to have sought an
imperial identification. But PVL does preserve an imperial image for her
and relates in the entry for 1053:91

Ó Vsevoloda rodisq sn∞=> i narehe em¥ Volodimer= © crüc∫ Gr;kyn∫>

ToVsevolod by theGreek empresswas born a son and hewas namedVladimir
[Monomach].

This annalistic attribution to an imperial rank is however disputed by
Maria’s seal that reads:92

89 For sourcematerials on thequestions relative toTheophanoandhermarriage toOtto II,
cf. G.Ostrogorsky,Historyof theByzantineState (NewBrunswick, 1957; reprs., Oxford, 1963 and
1980), p. 263, n. 1; and esp. The Empress Theophano: Byzantium and theWest at the Turn of the
First Millennium, ed. A. Davids (Cambridge, 1995), passim; and Byzantine Diplomacy: Papers
from the Twenty-fourth Spring Symposium of Byzantine Studies, Cambridge, March, 1990, eds.
J. Shepard and S. Franklin (Aldershot, 1992), p. 42, n. 6.

90 Snorri Sturluson, p. 6.
91 ПСРЛ 1: 160; 2: 149, wherein the passage reads:O¥ Vsevoloda rodisq sn∞= Volodimir=. ˙

crüc∫ Gr∫h;koe;N1, 3: 181,modifies thepassage to read:A ¥ Vsevoloda rodisœ syn= Volodimir;
ot cesaric∫ Grekin∫; N4, 4, 117, excises reference to Vsevolod and the birth of a son by a
Byzantine “empress;” S1, 5: 138, reads as PVL–L; V, 7: 332, adds specificity and reads: Á
Vsevoloda rodisœ syn= Volodimer=Monomax=, ot= carici Grekini; PN, 9: 85, with some
further elaboration reads as V; so alsoT, 15: 151; K, 22/1: 171, where the passage is deleted from
this annal; and as well the deletion appears in NK, 42: 65. Nik (Zenkovsky), p. 151, renders
the passage in translation as: “To Vsevolod Iaroslavich, Vladimir’s grandson, was born a son:
Vladimir, calledMonomakh, after his mother, the Greek Imperial Princess;” the passage does
not appear inP (Nasonov); andTr (Priselkov), p. 140, that reads:Ot= Vsevoloda rodisœ syn=,
i narehen imœ em¥ Volodimer=, ot= caric∫ Gr;kyn∫. Cf.RPCLT, p. 142, that reduces her rank
to “princess”; and БЛДР 1: 202–203 and 510.

92 Bold italics mine. V.L. Ianin, Актовые печати древней Руси Х-ХV вв., 1: Печати
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Σφραγ[ίς] Μαρίας Μο[·]άχης τῆς εὐγενεστάτης ἀρχοντίσσης.

The Seal of Maria Monomachos, the noble archontissa.

No imperial title is attributed to her; rather, she is labeled an archontissa.
The usage here should be rendered as a princess, which rank she had held.
The term archontissa in the Greek sense implies a wife of a magistrate or
governor, an ἄρχων, who was associated with the imperial court. It would
be reasonable to assume that Maria Monomachos, being the wife of a Rus’
prince, could find no suitable Slavonic or Greek equivalent term for her Rus’
status and used a term she was familiar with to signify that her husband
was a prince (although we have examples where Byzantine princes as well
employed the term ἄρχων) and she was entitled to address herself in this
manner, implying a princess.

Numismatic evidence additionally obscures the question of the official
titles of Vladimir and Jaroslav. No radical differentiation in a symbolic depic-
tion of their respective offices is illustrated on coinage.93 The two Kievan
princes are represented with an imperial crown of Byzantine design upon
their heads and in their right hands each holds a scepter with a cross as
an emblem of their sovereign authority. Each prince is attired in a robe
with the accoutrements of ὁ λῶρος (thong) and ἡ χλαμὺς (mantle), a com-
mon stylistic feature corresponding to official Byzantine imperial dress,94
but also worn by ranking military leaders. Coins of the Vladimirian era, dis-
covered near Belgorod shortly after the turn of the twentieth century, are
of a partially different design than the above. On one side, the recto, we
observe the Kievan prince attired in his official ceremonial robe with λῶρος,
but on the verso of this mint issue there is a portrait of Christ, a common
feature on Byzantine coinage after the seventh century. Two inscriptions
are depicted upon these coins. There is the incomplete term … RATOR
and on another line ASEEGOZ. N.I. Petrov has reconstructed the latter let-
ters to read: [Vladimir= na stole] a se ego z[nameni], “[Vladimir upon
his throne], and with his sign [that is, scepter].”95 The fragment … RATOR

Х-начала ХІІІ в. (Moscow, 1970): 17, 170, no. 23; and 251, no. 23. P. 170, no. 23, displays a
transcription of the seal with appended commentary and sources.

93 I.I. Tolstoi, Древнейшіе русскіе великого княжества Кіевского (St. Petersburg, 1882);
and Ianin, 1: 37 and 42–43.

94 Analecta Byzantino-Russica, ed. W. Regel (St. Petersburg, 1891), pp. LXXVI–LXXX; Lev-
chenko, Очерки, pp. 367–369; and Ianin, 1: 36–43.

95 N.I. Petrov, “Древніе изображенія святого Владимира,” ТКДА (July–August, 1915),
pp. 348–349.
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is difficult to interpret and scholarly consensus on interpolating the term
is lacking. Petrov believes that … RATOR comprises the final letters of
EXUSIOCRATOR.96 A.V. Solov’ev, on the other hand, suggests that these are
the terminal characters of AUTOKRATOR;97 whereas N.P. Likhachev main-
tains that the title should read IMPERATOR.98 Although no decisive eru-
dite agreement has been reached on … RATOR and only conjectural state-
ments are offered,99 Vladimir may have claimed autocratic powers and even
acknowledged the lesser imperial rank awarded to himby Basil II.100 But pre-
cise descriptions are lacking in early Rus’ numismatic materials to establish
clearly the nature of his noble distinction and its impact upon the relation-
ship of the Kievan prince to the Byzantine emperor. The coins did serve the
purpose to provide a visual depiction of his powers to his subjects, even
if these powers are not now clearly understood because of the faulty evi-
dence.Only theRus’ annals steadfastly use thedistinction samovlast;c; that
could be rendered as ἡ αὔταρχος and edinovlast;c; and its Greek equiva-
lent ὁ μόναρχος, implying either monarch or sole ruler. It appears plausible
to assume that Vladimir approved the use of AUTOKRATOR to appear on
his coinage. A similar claim cannot be made for Jaroslav. But until modern
advanced scientific methods of reading coins of poor quality are applied,
we are left with no clear understanding what these letters stand for or their
implications.

The imprint of a representation of the prince on the recto and of Christ
on the verso of coinage signifies that at an early stage the Kievan scribes
and minters along with their prince accepted the essential notion that the
Kievan prince derived his authority fromGod, as represented by Christ, and
hence ruled through Divine Will. The symbolic signs of princely office, the

96 Ibid.
97 A.V. Solov’ev, “О печати и титулар Владимира святого,” Bs 10 (1948): 31–44.
98 N.P. Likhachev, “Материалы для истории византийской и русской сфрагистики,”

ТМп 1 (Leningrad, 1928): 170.
99 For a summation of this problem, cf. Ianin, 1: 42–43. We should address the more

recent numismatic studies of early Rus’ coinage. Cf. Marina P. Sotnikova and I.G. Spassky,
Тысячелетие древнейших монет России: Сводный каталог русских монет Х-ХІ веков
(Leningrad, 1983), pp. 60–61 and 69–81; trans. into English by H. Bartlett Wells: Russian Coins
of the X–XI Centuries A. D.: Recent Research and a Corpus in Commemoration of the Earliest
Russian Coinage (Oxford, 1982); alsoMarina P. Sotnikova,Древнейшие русскиемонетыХ-ХІ
веков: Каталог и исследование (Moscow, 1995). Further, for a summation of the images on
Rus’ coinage and its widespread usage, cf. Raffensperger, pp. 27–37, and the accompanying
notes, nn. 125–199, for additional interpretative literature.

100 Cf. the stress placed upon the external symbols of Vladimir’s office in ПСРЛ 21: 69ff.
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scepter and the crown or more accurately the diadem that is commonly
worn by eastern monarchs, and the thong and mantel, appear to be of
Byzantine provenance, but medieval rulers to denote the nature of their
regal powers used these familiar emblems of office extensively.

The eulogy delivered upon Vladimir’s death is modeled after Byzantine
hagiographical and Byzantine court style.101 Drawing upon this literary tra-
dition, PVL-L relates:102

se 'e o¥v∫d∫v=we l[d;e> be]isla snidowasq> i plakawasq po nem; bolqre> i

aky zast¥pnika ix= zemli> o¥bozii aky zast¥pnika i kormitelq> i vlo'iwa

i v korst¥ moromorqn¥> sxrniwa t∫lo ´go s plahem; bl'∞nago knqzq> se est;

novyi Kostqntin= velikogo Rima> i'e krtüiv=sq saä i l[di svoœ> tako i s;

stvori podobno ´m¥>

When the people were convinced of this [his death], they gathered in great
numbers, and the boyarsmourned him as the defender of their land, the poor
as [their] protector and benefactor, and they placed him in a marble coffin,
[and] preserved the body of the blessed prince with laments. He is the new
Constantine of great Rome, who baptized himself and his people. And thus
he [Vladimir] did as him.

Two traditions are retained in this account. The Rus’ eulogized Vladimir
in consonance with Hellenistic and Byzantine court style. To this initial
tradition they attached a simile, likening the Kievan prince to the founder
of the East Roman or Byzantine Empire, although the division of the Roman

101 Dvornik, “Byzantine Political Ideas,” p. 96.
102 ПСРЛ 1: 130–131; 2: 115–116, significantly emends the passage, reading: se 'e o¥vid∫vwe

l[d;e i sindowasq be ]isla. i plakawasq po nem; boœre. aki zast¥pnika. zemli ix=. o¥bozii

aky zast¥pnika. i kormitelq. i vlo'iwa i v; grob∫ mramorqni. spratavwe t∫lo ego s

plahem; veliliä bl'∞nago knqzq. se est; novy Kostqntin=. velikago Rima i'e krtüi vsq l[di

svoa sam= i tako sii stvoriwa. podob;no em¥ a]e bo b∫ pre'e v pogan;stv∫. i na skv∫rn¥[

poxot; 'elaœ., “When the people and the countless were convinced of this … and thus he
[Vladimir] did as him [Constantine I]. For hewas formerly like him a pagan, seeking obscene
carnal desires;” with some textual alteration N1, 3: 169; the passage is excised from N4, 4; S1,
5: 124–125, with some emendations, but reads as PVL–I; similarly, V, 7: 317; PN, 9: 69–70;
T, 15: 122; but excised from K and Vl; and like PVL–L, so also NK, 42: 57. Nik (Zenkovsky),
1: 121, reads: “The people learned of this and an endless number of them went thither and
lamented him: the boyars, because they considered him the guardian of their land, the poor
lamented him as their nourisher and lord. His body was placed in a marble sarcophagus
and was buried, while all wept. He was like the new Constantine of great Rome because he
[Constantine], himself, became baptized, and baptized his people, and so did this [Prince
Vladimir] in the same way as that other had done. Although earlier he was obsessed with
evil lust …;” P1 (Nasonov), does not include this passage; and like PVL–I, Tr (Priselkov),
pp. 121–122. Cf. RPCLT, p. 124; and БЛДР 1: 174–175, and 506.
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Empire into two parts had been undertaken by Diocletian decades earlier.
BothVladimir andConstantine I are notable for having adoptedChristianity
as the official religion of the state and it is for this reason that both are highly
praised in the extant literature. But hereafter the comparison ceases, for the
compilers of PVL sought not to contrast their respective ranks and powers.
An unadorned and unembellished image is then created for Vladimir, yet
we find no such lament for Jaroslav nor is there any literature that portrays
him in a Byzantine likeness. The explanation for this disparity is to be found
elsewhere, in Jaroslav’s Varangian affiliations that will be addressed in the
following chapter.

Byzantine written sources furnish images of Vladimir and Jaroslav that
portray them as rulers of inferior rank in contrast to their emperors. At no
time do we read that either Vladimir or Jaroslav, or even one of the inter-
mediate princes, had been conferred a noble distinction above the rank
of ἄρχων that could be rendered as the equivalent of prince in the tenth-
eleventh-century context. Repeatedly, the Byzantine accounts of Kedrenos
and Psellos,103 the Ἐπιτομὴ ἱστοριῶν of the chronicler Ioannes Zonaras in
the early twelfth century,104 and the fourteenth-century source of the his-
torian Nikephoros Gregoras105 along with his contemporary and rival the
emperor Ioannes VI Kantakouzenos (1347–1354),106 record this basic rank.
But as Obolensky stresses:107

It would perhaps be unwise, in view of the linguistic traditionalism of the
Byzantines, to attach toomuch significance to the recurrence of those techni-
cal terms. Yet such was the continuity of the Romano-Byzantine institutions
that it seems by nomeans impossible that the Byzantines still thought of their
satellites in terms of Roman administration; and that the position within the
Oikoumene [that is, the Christian world] of these satellites, theoretically sub-
ject to the emperor, independent in practice, may to some extent be under-
stood in the light of the Roman conception of ‘foederatio,’ which expresses
the status of the Empire’s subject allies. In this manner Byzantium could

103 Kedrenos 2: 444 and 551; and Psellos, pp. 199ff.; and the Renauld edition, 2: 8 ff.
104 Ioannes Zonaras, Ἐπιτομὴ ἱστοριῶν, ed. L. Dindorf, 4 (Leipzig, 1871): 114. For the life and

literature on Zonaras, cf.Moravcsik, 1: 344–346; andA. Kazhdan, “Zonaras, John,”ODB 3: 2229.
105 Nikephoros Gregoras, ῾Ιστορία ῾Ρωμαϊκή, ed. L. Schopen, 1–2 (Bonn, 1829–1830); and 3,

ed. I. Bekker (Bonn, 1855), passim; andCorrespondance deNicéphoreGrégoras, ed. R. Guilland
(Paris, 1927). Cf. the bibliographical commentaries uponhisworks inKrumbacher, 1: 293–298;
Moravcsik, 1: 450–453; and Alice-Mary Talbot, “Gregoras, Nikephoros,” ODB 2: 874–875.

106 Ioannes Kantakouzenos, ῾Ιστορία, ed. J. Schopen, 1–3 (Bonn, 1828–1832), passim. Cf.
Krumbacher, 1: 298–300; and Moravcsik, 1: 321–323.

107 Obolensky, “Principles and Methods,” p. 58.
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safeguard its universal claims, without being obliged to press them too far,
while the ‘barbarians,’ gaining a newprestige from their legal associationwith
the Empire, could preserve their political autonomy.

He then adds:108

The association of the ‘barbarians’ with the Empire was further expressed
by the bestowal upon their rulers of titles taken from the hierarchy of the
Byzantine court. The purpose of such titles was threefold: to flatter the vanity
of the Imperial satellites; to bind them to the Empire by a relationship of
dependence; and to signify the particular rank occupied by the given ruler
and his people with the Oikoumene.

Byzantine concepts of Roman administration and their practical applica-
tion of granting court titles were demonstrated in 1043. Kedrenos titles
Jaroslav’s son Vladimir as a κατάρχων, the Latin equivalent of which is sub-
regulus. The term could denote a subruler below the rank of king, perhaps
a petty king, or more precisely the son of a king, thus implying that he
would have or had some stationwithin the Rus’ administration according to
Roman ideas then current inConstantinople.109TheByzantines did not deny
to the Rus’ nor challenge the existence ofmonarchy within their realm. This
is evidenced in Kedrenos’s notations for 1036, when he discusses briefly the
death of Mstislav, but recognized the existence of monarchy and its legiti-
macy as a political institution within the Kievan principality.110

But what emerges from this examination is a carefully crafted articula-
tion of the importance of Byzantium and its ideals to Europe and not simply
to the Balkan Slav states and Kievan Rus’. Christian Raffensperger has pru-
dently articulated the Byzantine ideal. He writes:111

The existence inByzantine imperial ideology of a ‘family hierarchy’ headedby
the Byzantine emperor reflected Byzantine belief, but not necessarily politi-
cal reality, though most honored Byzantium’s cultural heritage and position
as the continuation of the Roman Empire. The essence of the Byzantine Ideal
is that Byzantium, as the last vestige of theRomanEmpire, exerted an ideolog-
ical or cultural force on the kingdoms of medieval Europe as they were estab-
lishing themselves and their dynasties, and those kingdoms then endeavored
to connect themselves in some way to Byzantium and through Byzantium to
Rome in order to enhance their own legitimacy.

108 Ibid.
109 Kedrenos 2: 551. Cf. Zonaras 4: 121, who also applies the title to Vladimir for the year 1043

entry.
110 Kedrenos 2: 515. Cf. Zonaras 4: 105.
111 Ch. 1, esp. pp. 11–12.
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The period encompassing the rules of Vladimir and Jaroslav illustrates
the inculcation, thoughunevenly, intoKievanRus’ of theByzantine religious
and political thought world. The Rus’ did not of necessity by virtue of their
Byzantine religious conversionhave to fall within the intellectual purviewof
Constantinople, but tenth-eleventh century customdictated that thiswould
be so. Thus theKievanRus’ by virtue of their conversion gained an imprecise
Christian notion of monarchy and of the powers of their prince. Prompted
by feelings of preserving their identity and independence, the Rus’ moved
with caution into the political orbit and religious sphere of Constantinople;
hence on the one hand they were willing to elevate their standing among
nations and took steps to assure this gain, while on the other hand they
demonstrated their aloofness to and independence from the Byzantine
political orbit by taking up occasional arms against the empire. Only the
Byzantines consistently believed that the Rus’ were their subject allies and
came under the authority, both religious and political, of the emperor.





chapter three

THE DECLINE OF THE VARANGIANS

To the accession of Vladimir I, the Northmen had played a noteworthy
role in northern Rus’ in the consolidation of Eastern Slavic tribes into a
loosely organized state, but the solitary rule of the Riurikids was regionally
limited and subject to clashes with rival Varangian clans. Their fortunes to
the time of Vladimir’s baptism were gauged by their military exploits and
mercantile accomplishments.While the Scandinavian tradition remained a
strong force in some Kievan regional areas, the Varangians lost little of their
luster for martial exploits or trading acumen. On the other hand, Nordic
political and religious thought and practices, and their very culture were
more primitive in their structure and development than the Byzantine.
And the ingredients and ideals associated with the Scandinavian heritage
were not uniform; hence we encounter inconsistencies in their definition
of rulership and its image. The early Rus’ scribes, though moved by their
Christian ideals, do not attempt with deliberateness to efface completely
this pagan political tradition; rather, they seek to disguise the sources of
princely power without clear attributions to their Scandinavian roots while
preserving an essential Varangian image of rulership.

A crucial issue arising in Kievan historiographic thought is the question
of the source of princely sovereign authority. Did it emanate from the Rus’
scribes readings of the Old and New Testaments and hence enter the prin-
cipality upon its Christianization; or did this aspectual quality of rulership
enter theKievan land byway of Byzantium through the inculcation of Greek
laws and religious teachings; or was there present in pre-Kievan Rus’ an
expression of commonality of political ideals, rooted in the Varangian pagan
past, but also traditionally acknowledged by most Indo-European peoples?
We have addressed the first two parts of this question in the previous chap-
ters. It is the third portion that merits scrutiny and critical attention at this
juncture.PVL speaks of Vladimir having established his unitary rule in 9801

over the lands then comprising the Kievan principality. This source implies

1 ПСРЛ 1: 79; and 2: 56. Cf. supra, pp. 13 ff. and accompanying notes.
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the presence of sovereign authority as a result of the fact that Vladimir had
assumed rule by the right of conquest and some years after his conversion
to Christianity, the same annalists are prompted to demonstrate that hewas
“the elect of God” and his sovereignty was derived and directed from above.2
Again, with the onset of Jaroslav’s sole rule in 1036, the scribes ofPVL relate
to us that the prince “aspired for all his powers” andwas the “autocrat” of the
Rus’ land.3

The notion of sovereignty is common to Scandinavian political thought.
The earliest major Scandinavian sources speak of this aspect of rulership
and the Ynglinga Saga,4 a semi-legendary account compiled by Icelandic
scribes very early in the second Christian millennium or at the close of
the previous thousand-year cycle, is representative of this genre. The Saga,
though written in a turgid literary style with its consequent aberrations,
elaborates upon the evolution of the Northmen’s political and social organi-
zation and of their rulers’ powers. These early Nordic tribes did not require
sovereign authority as an essential characteristic of rulership. At this prim-
itive, but pagan, stage that appears to coincide with the inculcation of
rudimentary Christian thought, Norse chieftains achieved tribal leadership
through distinguished acts of bravery, were noted for their skill in safeguard-
ing the domain from foreign conquests, andwere recognized for their ability
to make worthy sacrifices to the gods, thus bringing divine favors upon the
ruler and the ruled.5

Scandinavian society advanced in stages from a clan/tribal structure to
higher forms of civilized society through a maturate process—a growth
noticeable among many of the leading Indo-European peoples at this stage
in their history. In the progression of Norse political society the Ynglinga
Saga relates that the high chieftain became known as a drott (sovereign)
and simultaneously his people accepted the notion that the kin of the gods
had begot him.6 The idea of sovereignty developed from the political expec-
tations of the people—their need for solitary leadership generally in time
of military conflicts that were frequent and the knowledge that the gods
through the agency of a semi-divine being would protect the community

2 Ibid., 1: 127; and 2: 111. Cf. supra, pp. 45–46, and esp. n. 111, for variants on this phrase.
3 Ibid., 1: 150. For variants and lacunae in the Rus’ annals subsequent to this source, cf.

supra, pp. 59–60, esp. n. 156.
4 Snorri Sturluson (Monsen edition), pp. 1–35; and the Hollander translation, pp. 6–50.
5 Ibid. (Monsen edition, unless otherwise noted), p. 6.
6 Ibid.
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and provide for its needs. Although a Nordic ruler acquired the distinction
of sovereign, his authority was minimalized and not supreme within his
kin. The chief limitation upon the concept of sovereignty and an inherent
weakness that repeatedly appears in the attempted consolidation of Scan-
dinavian territories by ambitious would-be supreme rulers was the prepon-
derant Norse belief that all freemen of their political society deemed them-
selves to be the equals of one another, therefore, the drott was the primus
inter pares, even though he had been begotten by the kin of the gods. Fur-
ther, since there existed rivalry, often intense, for preeminence among the
freemenandeven the godswho favored them, the latter frequently involving
themselves in human affairs much as the gods in ancient Greek mythology,
there was a reluctance among the Norsemen to submit themselves to the
rule of a single individual. This flaw in the Nordic concept of sovereignty
provides an explanation why in the later medieval period there existed as a
characteristic feature of their society the notion that freemen had the right
and privilege to serve whichever sovereign they wished, and the Norse and
later the Varangians in Rus’ history had license to serve a prince so long as
he had need for them or they for him. In 980, when Vladimir began to reign
alone in Kiev, the Varangians who had assisted him in the capture of the city
sought payment for their services.PVL records theVarangian petition to the
Kievan prince:7

se grada naw;> i my priœxom= \> da xohem= imati ©k¥p= na nix> po >v∞> grivn∫

˙ hlv∞ka> i reê im Voloímer= po'd∫te> da'e vy k¥ny sber¥t; za mcü;> ‘i’ 'dawa

za m∫sqc; i ne dast; im;> i r∫wa Varqzi sol;stil; esi nami> da poka'i ny

p¥t; v= Greki> ©n= 'e reê im= id∫te>

This town is ours and we have taken it. We wish to put redemption upon
them [the Kievans] according to two grivny from [each] man. And Vladimir
asked them to wait in order that they would collect in marten [skins] within
a month. They waited a month and he gave them nothing. And so the Varan-
gians said: ‘[You] have deceived us. Show us the way to the Greeks.’ He said to
them: ‘Go!’

Mutual fealty was recognized as a reciprocal obligation between the Kievan
prince and the Varangians as long as Vladimir fulfilled his duties to them

7 ПСРЛ 1: 78–79; 2: 66, with minor emendations; similar to PVL–I, N1, 3: 127–128; N4,
almost like PVL–L, 4: 55–56; S1, 5: 112, as PVL–I; also V, 7: 293–294; PN, 9: 40, like PVL–I;
with substantial elision and some emendation, T, 15: 72, but appears to be influenced by
PVL–I; the passage does not appear in K, 21/1; nor is there a reference in Vl; and NK, 42: 43,
like PVL–I. Nik (Zenkovsky), 1: 76; the passage is excised from P; and Tr (Priselkov), p. 93,
like PVL–I. Cf. RPCLT, p. 93; and БЛДР, 1: 126–127, but like PVL–I.
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and once he violated his pledge to recompense them for their services,
whether in coin or kind, themenwereno longer constrained todemonstrate
their displeasure and to terminate unilateral obedience. Clearly, the prince
had forfeited all claims to fealty. Two factors may have led to the onset
of this crossroad in relations. First, Vladimir may have lacked sufficient
financial means to recompense them since he had just then taken Kiev and
its treasurywas bare; and the second factormay have been that he no longer
had need for retaining a largemercenary force for his conquests, and sought
to release from service a substantial number of Varangians, among other
recruits.

The inherent weakness noted previously in the notion of the drott being
restricted to a position of primus inter pareswith the freemen facilitated his
removal as a ruler and the right of deposition remained a key ingredient of
medieval Nordic political thought. If the drott demonstrated attributes of
failure or a lack of strength in his character in whatever undertaking, if he
failed to provide adequate security for his people against their enemies, if
the harvest was poor, or if some other harm befell the kin, then his peers
within the political community could sit in judgment to establish whether
or not he had failed to appease the gods and therefore had brought calamity
upon the community’s members. If he was adjudged to be responsible for
the outcome, it was then decided to sacrifice him to appease a divinity.8

Only one application of the right of deposition in the Vladimirian-
Jaroslavian epoch shows traces of this essential Nordic principle, but in a
more common Christianized form. The Rus’ annalists who drew upon the
injunction of Isaiah repudiated Svjatopolk’s claim to Kievan sovereignty.9
The injunction is based on the grounds that

… God grants authority to whomever He wishes, for He appoints emperors
and higher princes. The Almighty gives [authority] to whomever he desires.
If such a land is justified before God, He establishes in it a just Caesar or
prince who loves law and justice, and He sets up a governor and a judge who
administer the law. For if the princes are righteous in the land, thenmany sins
[of the land] are remitted. But if they are evil and deceitful, then God brings
upon the land a greater evil because he is the head of the land.

8 Snorri Sturluson (Monsen edition), pp. 6–10.
9 ПСРЛ 1: 139–140; and 2: 126–127. For the full cited Slavonic and translated text, cf. supra,

pp. 53–54; and for the variant and omitted texts, cf. p. 53, n. 137. Additionally, for the Rus’
annalists’ denunciation of Svjatopolk’s claim to sovereignty over the Kievan lands, see supra,
pp. 51–56.
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The PVL variation upon this Nordic theme of sovereign deposition is
that the former source grants this right to the populace and paradoxically
only the inhabitants of the town of Kiev without class or social distinction
who are enjoined to denounce Svjatopolk’s claim to princely power inKiev.10
The Ynglinga Saga confers the privilege of deposition exclusively upon
the freemen.11 The Rus’ annalistic renditions of the depositional sanction
contain a further corruption. The sacrificial requirement for a condemned
drott is substituted in PVL with the exercise of divine judgment and wrath,
and thus pursued by God:12

prib∫'a v p¥styn[> me'[ Lqxy i Hexy> isprover'e zl∫ 'ivot= svoi ‘v tom=

m∫ste’>

He [Svjatopolk] came to the wilderness between the Liakhs and Czechs. [In
this place] his evil life was reduced.

By the ninth century, the term konungr (another textual variation is kon-
ingr or konungar, however, in Old Scandinavian, the term is rendered as
kœnugarðr) supplanteddrott as a royal distinction in commonScandinavian
usage and the new title was deemed to be an honor worthy of the highest
esteem,13 retaining however the essential qualities identified with the drott.
Konungr is a North Germanic (Nordic) derivation of the proto-Germanic
*kuningaz.14 Between the seventh and ninth centuries Teutonic and other

10 ПСРЛ 1: 132; 2: 118; N1, 3: 169; N4, 4: 105; S1, 5: 125; V, 7: 318; PN, 9: 70; T, 15: 123; NK, 42: 58;
and Tr, pp. 122–123. Cf. RPCLT, p. 126; and БЛДР, 1: 182–183.

11 Snorri Sturluson, pp. 6–10.
12 ПСРЛ 1: 145; 2: 132, with minor terminological alterations and emendations; N1, 3: 175,

erroneously cites the year of flight as 1016, and reads: I b∫'a Svœtopolk= v Pehen∫gy, i

byst; me'i Haxy i Lœxy, nikim 'e gonim= propade okannyi, i tako zl∫ 'ivot svoi

skonha …, “And Svjatopok fled to the Pechenegs, he being between the Czechs and Liakhs.
The vileness defiled not one of the persecuted. And in this way his evil life ended …;” N4, 4:
109, renders an addition to the passage to read: i preb∫'e v po¥styn[, me'[ Haxy i Lœxy—

O Svœtopolhei propaden®i — t¥ isprov∫r'e zl∫ 'ivot= svoi, “He [Svjatopolk] came to the
wilderness, between the Czechs and Liakhs—Concerning Svjatopolk’s disappearance—His
evil life was reduced here;” very similar to N4; S1, 5: 133; so also V, 7: 327; as well PN, 9: 76;
also T, 15: 139; but not cited in K, Vl, and NK. Nik (Zenkovsky), 1: 134, reads: “… chased by
the wrath of God, he [Svjatopolk] ran through the Polish land and crossed the wilderness
between Bohemia and Poland, and there he ended his wicked life;” but excised from P; and
Tr (Priselkov), p. 130. Cf. RPCLT, p. 133; and БЛДР, 1: 188–189.

13 Snorri Sturluson, pp. 6–10.
14 Knqz;, on the other hand, is a loan-word or borrowing from the proto-Germanic

*kuningaz. Cf.M.Vasmer,Russisches etymologischesWörterbuch, 1 (Heidelberg, 1950): 581. The
contention of A.G. Preobrazhensky, Етимологический словарь Русскаго языка, 1 (Moscow,
1959): 324, that knqz; derives from kuning is linguistically unacceptable. While philologists
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European scribes generally accepted that konungr, as kuning and kuningaz,
was the equivalent of rex and hence the sources for this period see no need
to distinguish between the special degree or sense of sovereignty practiced
by one ruler in contrast to another. The surrogation of rex for another royal
distinction appears in the 839 entry in the Annales Bertiniani,15 the second
section of this work however being compiled by Bishop Prudentius of Tryes
who observed the arrival fromConstantinople and the stay of Rus’ envoys at
Ingelheim.16 The Rus’, according to Prudentius, had first visited the imperial
city where they conferred with the Byzantine emperor Theophilos (829–
842), but with little evident success. They had come to Constantinople in
amicitiae causa, seeking to establishmore favorable trade relations with the
Byzantines and to settle some merchant-warriors in the foreign quarter of
the imperial city. Theophilos was not prepared to grant them improved or
advantageous commercial privileges nor did he desire to disrupt his rela-
tionswith neighboring states, a number ofwhomhad thus far demonstrated
that they were useful and worthy allies.

On the pretext that their safety was threatened by an undesignated foe
should they seek to return northward to Kiev or elsewhere along the north-
ern Pontic littoral, Theophilos dispatched the Rus’ along with a letter of
introduction to the court of Louis II the German (814–840) at Ingelheim,

differ in their interpretations, the opinions of historians also remaindividedon the etymolog-
ical origins of knqz; and the degree of authority connotedwith this distinction. S.M. Soloviev,
История России, 1: 282–285, gives extensive attention to the source of the term and believes
that it has its origin in the Sanskrit janaka. He further elaborates that the powers of the knqz;,
konungr, and janaka are comparable. Vernadsky, Kievan Russia, p. 178, drawing upon the
investigations and findings of Preobrazhensky, argues in favor of the notion that the Slavic
term for prince is of much later derivation, from the “old German kuning (in old Norse, kon-
ingr) ….” Vernadsky, probably seeking to preserve a Slavic milieu, does not attempt to derive
the powers of a knqz; from either a kuning or a konungr. A.V. Solov’ev, “ ‘Reges’ et ‘Regnum
Russiae’ aumoyen âge,”Byz 36 (1965): 145, appears to be imprecisewhen examining the usage
of knqz;. He states: “On sait le mot slave kŭnȩdz n’est qu’un emprunt du kuning goth. Un
konung scandinave peut bien être appelé en russe knjaz’, et inversement un knjaz’ peut être
qualifié de konung et de rex.” For a further discussion of the authority of the knqz;, cf. infra,
cf. ch. 5.

15 MGH, Scriptores, ed. G.H. Pertz, 1 (Hannover, 1826): 419–515. See also the edition of
G. Waitz (Hannover, 1883).

16 For additional literature on the Rus’ visit, cf. S. Gedeonov, Варяги и Русь. Историче-
ское изследованіе, 2 (St. Petersburg, 1876): 483–505; T.S. Arne, La Suède et l’orient. Etudes
archéologiques sur les relations de la Suède et de l’orient pendant l’âge des Vikings (Uppsala,
1914), pp. 6–17; N. de Baumgarten, Aux Origines de la Russie, OCA 119 (Rome, 1939): 7–8; and
E.E. Lipshits, “О походе Руси на Византию ранее 842 года,” ИЗ 26 (1948): 312–331.
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where their arrival and stay was recorded and supposedly their identity was
established. At Ingelheim steps were also taken to make provision for their
safe return to Scandinavia. However, the arrival of the Rus’ envoys did cause
Louis some uneasiness and raised his suspicions as to the true identity and
intent of thesemerchant-warriors.Whether Theophilos conveyed these sus-
picions in his letter to Louis is not made clear in the Annales Bertiniani.
Bishop Prudentius notes that Louis ascertained that … Rhos vocari dice-
bant …, “they say they are called Rus’,” and … gentis esse Sueonum …, “they
are of Swedish descent.”17 And in further investigating the nature of their
background, Prudentius notes that Louis established that … rex illorum,
Chacanus vocabulo …, “their king is called khagan.”18 Two interpretations
of Chacanus are plausible. First, B.S. Benedikz maintains that “Chagonos”
[sic] is the Scandinavian equivalent for the proper name Hakon. Linguisti-
cally, his interpretation and rendering of the term is persuasive. However,
nowhere in his essay does he furnish an explanation for his reasoning, nor is
one readily apparent from the text of this work.19 Second, the use of parallel
titles—rex and Chacanus—illustrates the Latin writer’s belief, even if mis-
takenly, that these were distinctions of equivalent rank and each conveyed
similar degrees of authority. But the recording of the term Chacanus leads
to the suspicion that the Northmen, unless they were pursing a deceptive
course intending to mislead, may have admitted to the nominal suzerainty
of the Khazar khagan at Itil and therefore adopted for their own konungr
the substitutive title of khagan.20 Yet, the paucity of written evidence and

17 MGH, Scriptores, 1: 434. Cf. H. Lowmiański, Zagadnienie roli Normanó w genezie państw
słowiańskich (Warsaw, 1957), pp. 133–136; D. Obolensky, “The Byzantine Sources on the Scan-
dinavians in Eastern Europe,” S-S, Supplementum 1: Varangian Problems (Copenhagen, 1970):
149f.; andHrushevsky, “Excursus 2: TheNormanist Theory,” 1: 472–492. Though dated, but still
of interpretative use is the article of A.V. Riasanovsky, “The Embassy of 838 Revisited: Some
Comments in Connection with a ‘Normanist’ Source on Early Russian History,” JGO 10 (1962):
esp. 2–6 and 8–12. He is correct in asserting that the term khagan is of oriental origin and
often used to identify the rulers of numerous nations. He also without question equates the
Latin Chacanus with the Asiatic khagan. On the other hand, Riasanovsky as many Russian
scholars from a nationalistic viewpoint treat the term as a perjorative, disparaging the idea
that Scandinavians would have a link to the early political formation of the Kievan Rus’ state.
They admit the commercial role of the Varangians in traversing their waterways en route to
Byzantium, but seek to deny to them a political role.

18 MGH, Scriptores, 1: 434.
19 B.S. Benedikz, “The Evolution of the Varangian Regiment in the Byzantine Army,” BZ 62

(1969): 20–24.
20 Shepard, “The Origins of Rus’,” CHR, 1: 49–50, interprets the term chacanus to be a

proper name for the leader of these people. He adds further, ibid., p. 52: “There is thus some
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the lack of sufficient reliable sources makes it difficult to arrive at any firm
or far-reaching conclusion on this event regarding the interchangeability
of these noble titles and the implications that one might derive from such
parallel usage. And yet, the more plausible rendering is that of Benedikz.

The Nordic konungr should be distinguished from rex, not only in its
derivation and meaning, but also in the degree of authority conferred on
the royal claimant. The sovereignty and powers of a rex were supreme and
were admitted to be superior to those of the konungr, who made no claim
to absolute authority. Some reges on occasion demonstrated pretensions to
universal sovereignty, while the authority of the konungr remained regional-
ized. The konungrwas a paternal head andprocreator of a family, andhewas
the king of his own kin, clan, or people. Notice of a strong parallel here with
the image of a knqz; is unavoidable. Thus Scandinavian kingship should
then be interpreted as national in character, whereas the konungr remains
only the representative of his political unit, though possessing sacrosanct
qualities that he inherited as an offspring of a divinity. The konungr, how-
ever, enjoyed no absolute theocratic powers generally associated with the
titles of rex or βασιλεύς.

The impact of Scandinavian political thought upon the conceptualiza-
tion of a Kievan notion of rulership produced inconsistent results. Within
the compass of their lawmaking powers, neither the drott nor the konungr
was absolute in the issuance of legislative norms. Traditionally, a Scandi-
navian ruler had the primary responsibility by virtue of his office to issue
laws reflective of the administrative and religious needs of his kin. Should
legal arguments arise among the freemen of the community, these juridical
disputations were resolved according to the ancient standards established
through oral customary law. But the right of the drott and later the konungr
to promulgate arbitrary laws was limited by the institution of the Thing, a
council of freemenwhohad gained the privilege to supplement and tomod-
ify the legal prescriptions of the ruler.21 Though a Scandinavian sovereign

congruence between the Frankish annals’ indication of a Scandinavian ‘people’ headed by
a khagan and the chronicle’s tale of the native peoples’ covenant with ‘Varangians’;” and he
places “the khagan of the Northmen” about Lake Il’men’, to the south of Novgorod. For the
chaganum … Northmannorum, cf. Louis II, “Epistola ad Basilium I,” MGH, Epistolae Karolini
Aevi 5 (Berlin, 1928): 388. Cf. E. Kunik,Die Berufung der schwedischen Rodsen durch die Finnen
und Slawen. Eine Vorarbeit zur Entstehungsgeschichte des russischen Staates, 2 (St. Petersburg,
1845): 195–284.

21 Snorri Sturluson, p. 6. On the lawmaking authority of the konungr, cf. Corpus Juris
Sueo-Gotorum Antiqui, eds. H.S. Collin and J. Schlyter, 1 (Stockholm, 1827): 36–41.
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was exalted in his royal rank and enjoyed the blessings of a pagan deity, he
was checked in the establishment and exercise of his legal authority by a
human institution. The drott, as his successor the konungr, was bound to
the law and hence not above it. This fundamental Nordic notion of placing
a limitation upon the lawmaking powers of a ruler is in consonance with
early Judaic thought. Thus the compilers of PVL, aware of the Scandina-
vian roots of the Riurikid house, could employ an Old Testament acrostic
about a virtuous wife22 who weaves for her husband scarlet robes, and draw
a parallel stressing that a distinguished ruler sits in council with his elders
and the inhabitants of his domain. The Northmen, the Kievan Rus’, and the
Hebrews of the Old Testament, therefore, exercised a common prerogative
of ancient precedence—the right to restrict the legal powers of a sovereign
and to subject him to the law. In Byzantine political thought, however, the
βασιλεύς stands above the law, but even he graciously submits himself to its
governance anddoes not attempt to rule in a capricious and tyrannicalman-
ner, being aware of the dire consequences that might befall him, although
their history provides sufficient examples that this principle was not always
heeded and Byzantine emperors fell to the sword or other forms of depo-
sition. Yet, in the Kievan principality, notwithstanding its Christianization,
the Nordic and not the Byzantine notion explained the relational character
between the prince and the law.

When, in 1015, Jaroslav rebelled against the authority of his father and
began to recruit an army composed in large part of Varangian warriors,
although the sources provide clear evidence that he included Slavs in his
military force, the prince of Novgorod set out to seize the Kievan seat and to
bring its lands under his authority. Here we encounter two aspects of histor-
ical significance for that year. First, Jaroslav receives the condescension of
Rus’ annalist for his rebellion against the revered Vladimir, explaining their
ill treatment in acknowledging andminimizing his accomplishments there-
after; and second, the role of Varangians in Kievan society is reduced to that
of the status ofmercenaries, granting to themnopolitical significance in the
further evolution of the Kievan state.

The following year Jaroslav seized Kiev and established himself upon the
seat of his father. The new prince, having secured his authority, released all
of his warriors and undertook an official action:23

22 Cf. supra, p. 30 and n. 65.
23 Археографицческая Комиссія, Новгородская Лѣтопись по Синодальному Хара-

тейному списку (St. Petersburg, 1888), p. 84.
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Dav im pravd¥, i ¥stav spisav, tako rekwi imÚ po sei gramote xodite… œko'e

spisax vam, takowe der'ite.

He gave them a law, and having written a code, thus [he] said to them: ‘Go
according to this charter, which I wrote for you, [and] so abide [by it].

This primary code, designated the R¥sskaq Pravda [The Rus’ Law],24 is based
upon customary laws shared in common by Northmen and Eastern Slavs
inhabiting the Kievan state. The R¥sskaq Pravda contains mainly norms of
penal law, which vary according to social standing and the relative impor-
tanceof the crime. TheVarangiansmayhavepossessedadeeper respect for a
written code than the Eastern Slavs, although the latter, as early as 860when
they extended an invitation to Riurik and his kin to organize the admin-
istrative and legal system of northern Rus’, recognized the value of having
common juristic norms.25 It is quite probable that the Varangians and Slavs
who served Jaroslav were familiar with the Nordic sak-tal, a code of com-
mon law establishing a wer or wergeld on a man’s life, fixing penalties for
every man according to his birth and rank, and awarding to his claimant

24 Ibid., pp. 84–88. The text of this code does not appear in all redactions of the Nov-
gorod Chronicle and it is altogether excised from PVL. A rendition of the Rus’ Law appears
only in Н1, ПСРЛ 3: 177–180. The most comprehensive and current textual collection of the
R¥sskaq Pravda, with annotations, textual discussions, and a facsimile edition, is the three-
volume work edited by B.D. Grekov, Правда Русская (Moscow-Leningrad, 1940–1963). For
extensive commentaries and analyses of the textual renditions, cf. D’iakonov,Очерки, pp. 33–
48; V.I. Sergeevich, Лекціи и изследованія по древней исторіи русскаго права (4th ed., St.
Petersburg, 1910), pp. 46–103; I. Stratonov, “К вопросу о составе и происхождении краткой
редакции Русской Правды,” ИОАИЕКУ 30/4 (1920): 385–424; Presniakov, Лекции 1: 130ff.;
M.N. Tikhomirov, “Русская Правда. (К 200-летию открытия памятника),” И-М 5 (1938):
138–155; S.V. Iushkov, “Русская Правда как кодекс русского феодального права,” ПСП 4–5
(1939): 72–89; M.N. Tikhomirov, Русская Правда (Moscow, 1941); B.D. Grekov, “На заре рус-
ского государства,” ИЖ 7 (1942): 22–23; idem, Крестьяне на Руси с древнейших времен до
ХVІІ века (Moscow-Leningrad, 1946), pp. 111–127; Vernadsky, Kievan Russia, pp. 78 and 292ff.;
idem,Medieval Russian Laws, Records of Civilization, Sources and Studies 41 (New York, 1947;
repr. 1929), pp. 26–56; A History of Russian Economic Thought: Ninth through Eighteenth Cen-
turies, ed. J.M. Letiche, et al. (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1964), pp. 37ff.; Novosel’tsev, pp. 131–
146; Romanov, pp. 24–31; and Nazarenko, pp. 116–123, 158–161, 173–177, 187–189, 194–202, 204–
211, 215–218, and passim. On the similarity of the R¥sskaq Pravda to other contemporary
codes, cf. S. Pokrovsky, “Салическая правда и ее сходство с русской правдой,” СГ 5 (1936):
105–114; S.V. Iushkov, “ПравосудиеМитрополичие,”ЛЗАК 35 (1929): 115–120; Tikhomirov,По-
собие, pp. 127–129; and the “Discussion” in ASEER 31 (1972): 257–295, with contributions of
S. Kucherov, “Indigenous and Foreign Influences on the Early Russian Legal Heritage,” note
esp. pp. 268–282; of O.P. Backus III, “Legal Analysis and theHistory of Early Russian Law;” and
of D.P. Hammer, “The Character of the Russkaia Pravda.”

25 ПСРЛ 1: 19; and ibid., 2: 14. Cf. RPCLT, p. 59; and БЛДР 1: 74–75.
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compensation, mannbot, for every injury due to the party harmed, or to his
family and next of kin. A sak-tal had been promulgated in the reign of Halv-
dan (Halfdan) theBlack, the king ofNorway (820–860), andhis code appears
to have influenced much of Scandinavia and even the English-speaking
areas to the west.26 The Novgorodians demonstrated their familiarity with
the sak-tal, hence partially explaining their invitation to Riurik and his kin
who could introduce in addition political and economic stability to the
region. But as we have previously observed, Riurik and his kin came to rule
parts of northern Rus’ and other Varangian elements also had control over
specified areas. This negated the rule of a monolithic Varangian leadership
over all Rus’ lands and led to repeated conflicts and the ultimate weakening
of Varangian domination in Kievan Rus’, relegating them mainly to the role
of mercenaries hired for specific martial needs.

Jaroslav’s legal charter has some similarities to the Salic Law27 and other
Frankish codes, but as Vernadsky stresses:28

Many a parallel may be found in the Slavic and Frankish (or the Anglo-Saxon)
court procedure, penal law, the role of the guild, and so on. It would be amis-
take, however, to attribute the existence of all those parallels and similarities
to the influence, at that early stage, of the Germanic law on the Slavic, or vice
versa. The similaritymust have been chiefly the result of the similarity in gen-
eral conditions of life, in social organization, as well as in tribal mentality at a
given stage of the historical progress of each of the two ethnic groups, rather
than that of a conscious imitation on the part of either of them.

The R¥sskaq Pravda demonstrates that the Kievan state existed for the
realization of the law and the authority of the state was the means for
enforcing the common law. Thus Jaroslav was dependent on a law that was
superior to him as prince and upon whose existence his rule was based.
The Varangians and Slavs who aided him in his rise to power sought to
preserve and tomaintain an established order according to normative codes
with which they were familiar. The R¥sskaq Pravda, therefore, took into
consideration only the preservation of a juristic system based upon the

26 Snorri Sturluson, p. 40. About 890 in England similar provisions of wer or wergeld and
compensation for loss or losses were incorporated by King Alfred into the Wessex Law. Cf.
Select Charters and Other Illustrations: English Constitutional History from the Earliest Times
to the Reign of Edward the First, ed. W. Stubbs (9th ed., Oxford, 1913), pp. 69–72. Note also
Backus, p. 287.

27 For the text of the Salic Law, cf. H. Brunner, Deutsche Rechtsgeschichte, 1 (2nd ed.,
Leipzig, 1906): 427–442.

28 Vernadsky,Medieval Russian Laws, p. 3.
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laws of one’s father and grandfather. Neither the Rus’ annalists nor the
ecclesiastical literary apologists showed opposition to secular customary
law and PVL on the occasion of Vladimir’s issuance of a church statute in
996 admonished the prince for his failure to punish robbers. Yet further, he
is advised to administer due process of law according to the prescriptions of
his father and grandfather.29

These same writers, nevertheless, understood that common law made
no provision for advancing social betterment and civilization, and in par-
ticular for the improvement of the religious concerns of society. Perhaps
we might find herein an explanation for the momentary ecstasy of the
PVL compilers who record in the entries for 1036 and 1037 Jaroslav’s non-
legalistic achievements—his introduction into the Kievan state of Byzan-
tine religious and legal writings with their parallel stress upon eleemosy-
nary activities, and the prince’s construction of centers of learning.30 The
Rus’ churchmen then found hope in his brief departure from the rigid juris-
tic approach stressing personal and property values, and took safety in the
notion that Jaroslav would move away from his Scandinavian inclinations
and bind himself to social and Christian laws that were yet to be realized
in the principality. This was somewhat accomplished with his issuance of a
church statute in 1051.31

But the divine law that Kievan churchmen sought to institute and ex-
pected the princes to enforce was in principle antithetical to customary law.
Often, these lawsdidnot have the samepurpose inmind. The formerdesired
to provide guides for man’s spiritual salvation, where as the latter sought
to protect his material wellbeing. And church law was recently manifested
in the principality and throughout the course of the reigns of Vladimir to
Jaroslav it tended to challenge, if not to uproot established common legal
practices that had incorporated over the centuries numerous pagan ele-
ments. The ecclesiastics then sought to provide a new definition of the rela-
tionship of the ruler to the law. The Rus’ princes, on the other hand, never
intended to relinquish sovereign authority to the superintendence and guid-
ance of ecclesiastical jurisprudence, although they remained respectful of
it. Had the Rus’ princes succumbed to this Christian ideal of the superi-
ority of the sacerdotium to the imperium, they would have subordinated

29 Cf. supra, pp. 45–46.
30 Cf. supra, pp. 61–62.
31 Cf. supra, pp. 83–84.
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themselves to a positive law and practiced a divine law expounded by a
religious body that recognized the ecclesiastical primacy of the Patriarch of
Constantinople. More important, as we have seen in the previous chapter,
neither Vladimir nor Jaroslav was willing to surrender any part of their
lawmaking authority to a Byzantine emperor whomade claims to universal
sovereignty, but rather each prince reserved for himself the lawmaking
prerogative.

At the same time, the Rus’ clergy did not hold common law to be unrea-
sonable and exercised caution in repudiating it. PVL omits from its pages
the text of the R¥sskaq Pravda and finds no need to make reference to this
fundamental code. Yet, PVL notes in an earlier entry the ecclesiastical cen-
sorship of Vladimir for his failure to preserve law and order according to
the norms established by his father and grandfather. The Rus’ churchmen
did not visualize a great irreconcilable disparity between ecclesiastical law,
which they had inherited from the Greeks, and the common law practiced
by the Varangians and Slavs. They on occasion when necessitated sought to
acknowledge agreement and to demonstrate their respect for secular law.
PVL relates:32

Volodimer= 'e otverg= viry naha kazniti razboiniky> i r∫wa epüpi i starci>

rat; mnoga ©'e vira to na ©r¥'i> i na koniÖ b¥di> i reê Volodimer= ‘taó bo¥ì>

i 'ivqw Volodimer=’ po ustroen;[ ∆t;n[ i d∫dn[✣

Vladimir set aside wergeld [and] began to execute the robbers. And the bish-
ops and elders said: ‘War [is] frequent [and it] would be [better to use]
the wergeld for arms and for horses.’ Vladimir replied: ‘[It will be thus’ and
Vladimir lived] according to the prescriptions of [his] father and grandfather.

However, the annalists recognized only that the prince’s lawmaking author-
ity was derived from God and not from any secular tradition, and for this
reason the prince was called upon to uphold the legitimate rights of his sub-
jects, to maintain customary law, and to safeguard the possessions of the
state.

There is also present a contractual aspect in the relationship of the prince
to ecclesiastical and customary law. Although no contract or formal oath of

32 ПСРЛ 1: 127; with some orthographical alterations, 2: 111–112; with the addition of po
¥stroeni[ bo'i[, “according to the prescriptions of God,” in N1, 3: 167; excised from N4, 4:
96–97; S1, 5: 123; V, 7: 316; the text is substantially emended in PN, 9: 67; T, 15: 119; and Vl, 30:
39; but excised from K, 21/1: 125; and NK, 42: 56. Nik (Zenkovsky), pp. 116–117, however, cites
the entry for 998 and substantially alters the text; P (Nasonov), 1: 9, excises the passage; and
Tr (Priselkov), pp. 119–120. Cf. RPCLT, p. 122; and БЛДР 1: 170–171.
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office was required that obligated the ruler to maintain and to supplement
pagan and later Christian law, and in the same manner to add to secular
customary law as necessitated, a traditional understanding to do so may
have been acknowledged. At an early date in Scandinavia, the Ynglinga Saga
records the appearance of the requirement that a ruler regulate both the
secular and religious relations of his kin.33 PVL relates that in the year of his
accession to the seat at Kiev, Vladimir, recognizing the religious common-
ality achieved in matters of reciprocal interest to the Varangians and Slavs,
established a shared pagan pantheon including Nordic and Slavic deities.34
Too, the contractual notion implied consent between theprince andhis sub-
jects from the inception of his reign—each promising the other protection,
submission, andmutual fealtywithout imposing an express obligationupon
one or the other party.35 In Nordic thought fealty was obligatory as long as
the drott or konungr performed his duties. Once he erred, this requirement
was nullified and his subjects were free to select another sovereign. So too,
the Kievan Rus’ inherited this tradition. PVL does not dwell upon a secular
precedence for depriving Svjatopolk of his princely office, but rather seeks to
overstate the religious issues thatwere closely identifiedwithhis Polishmar-
riage and father-in-law, hence the Latinizing element and its consequences
for Orthodoxy. There appears the implication of sufficient evidence for fear-
ing Svjatopolk’s violation of the trust to uphold Rus’ customary and Byzan-
tine religious laws. He had an obligation to safeguard the ancient rights of
the citizenry and the possessions of the state. His breach of this injunction
was suitable cause for his fall frompower.36 The princemay have also sought
to introduce Polish secular and Latin religious standards that were not har-
monious with the convictions of the Rus’. Hence, a Scandinavian contrac-
tual notion was applied to facilitate his fall from authority, but the religious
annalists turned to the Old Testament,37 to find an illustration explaining
grounds for removal and a divine sanction was invoked to move the popu-
lace of Kiev to withdraw fealty to the prince.38 On the other hand, we see
herein a precipitatory factor and an explanation of the need for Jaroslav

33 Snorri Sturluson, pp. 6ff.
34 Cf. supra, pp. 22–23.
35 F. Kern, Kingship and Law in the Middle Ages: Studies, Studies in Mediaeval History 4

(New York, 1956), p. 121.
36 Cf. supra, pp. 53–54.
37 Isaiah xxxii. 1–8.
38 Cf. supra, pp. 55–56.
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to commit to writing the customary law recognized by the Varangians and
Slavswho served him.His followersmay have grown suspicious of oral oaths
and verbal arrangements that could easily bemodified or violated, and they
sought a written code guaranteeing the contractual relationship between a
ruler and his subjects.

The questions of legitimacy, succession, and eligibility to rule are con-
nected to the problem of the nature of sovereignty, the relationship of the
ruler to the law, and the image of the ruler that emerges as a consequence of
these links. Neither the claim to undivided supreme authority nor the pre-
tension of being above the law fell within the purview either of the drott,
konungr, or the Kievan prince. According to Nordic kingship tradition, each
member of a royal family had the right to be designated with the royal dis-
tinction of either drott or konungr.39 This custom prevailed in Kievan Rus’
and only the Riurikid offspring could be the direct heirs of the title of prince
as we have previously observed when Oleg denied to Askold and Dir the
right to claim a princely distinction. Further, there is no written evidence
that this distinction was awarded to others outside the immediate family.
However, eligibility to rule was open to each descendant by kin right and
there existed no law of primogeniture thatmight be invoked upon the death
of a drott, konungr, or even knqz;. Each of their heirs was free to take his
inheritance and to do with it as he pleased. Such practices complicated
rulership in Scandinavia and Kievan Rus’ and centrifugal tendencies were
not uncommon, undermining the unity of a state. These divisive forces had
no impact upon the amendment of the law and its integrity was preserved.
Nor was the basic nature of sovereign rule impaired, but only the outward
manifestations of rulership underwent change. Legitimacy, as a major fac-
tor, was fixed in Scandinavian usage and maintained the eligibility of each
member of a royal family to hold the highest office, however he might gain
this seat.

The Rus’ annalists, conscious of the Scandinavian origins of the Riurikid
house and yet recognizing its heirs as the legitimate sovereigns of theKievan
principality, devote attention to the crucial problems of succession and
eligibility. Applying Nordic conventions andmeans by which a lesser prince
of a royal house, though eligible but not in the direct line of succession,

39 Snorri Sturluson, p. 11. In a lucid study, S.H. Cross, “Primitive Civilization of the Eastern
Slavs,” ASEER 5 (1946): 61–62, elaborates upon this Scandinavian practice and its influence
upon the Kievan Rus’.
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might emerge as ruler, the claim of Vladimir to the Kievan seat was not
challenged by the ecclesiastical writers. Rather, detailed attention is given
to explaining how by military conquest he had emerged as the sole ruler
and prince of Kiev. There is no attempt by the Rus’ annalists to defend the
rightful claims of his half-brothers Jaropolk and Oleg,40 perhaps because
they were viewed as exponents of centrifugal rather than centripetal forces,
seeking to take their inheritance of the land and to do with it as they
wished. Vladimir, however, was recognized as the proponent of a unified
realm under his direction that appealed to the centralizing notions of the
Rus’ clergy. Thus he is immediately accepted in the sources as the legitimate
ruler whose eligibility to rule and right of succession are beyond reproach.
The territorial divisions of the 970s introduced by Svjatoslav and upheld
by his sons Jaropolk and Oleg stand in marked contrast to the partition
of the principality by his grandsons Jaroslav and Mstislav. The principle of
legitimacy is not questioned during the existence of the dual principalities,
and the issues of eligibility and succession are set aside in the annalists’
belief that they have resolved a far greater problem—the unwarranted rule
of Svjatopolk.While the dual reigns of Jaroslav andMstislav have their Norse
precedents,PVL copyists turned to theOldTestament and this ancientwork
furnished sufficient precedent for justifying their simultaneous rule.41

In Kievan Rus’, as had been the custom in Norse lands, rulership often
passed to a candidate other than the eldest direct descendant. The reigning
drott, konungr, or even knqz; could and did designate a successor and this
practice became common in their lands. Though inspired by the favorable
heritage of the youth, Vladimir’s selectionof Boris andGleb to sit as co-rulers
of the principality is a leading example of the application of this Nordic
custom in Kievan Rus’. But the two boys renounced their inheritance on the
ground of genealogical seniority. They admitted the claim of Svjatopolk as
the eldest to the princely seat and perhaps they were aware that he had the
advantage of community confirmation, thus weakening any challenge they
might have to his authority at the time.42 The notion of seniority was not a
well-established principle among the Norse and its introduction into PVL

at this juncture and the authority of theOld Testament accounts of Cain and
Abel lends credence to the conviction that the annalistic scribes sought to

40 ПСРЛ 1: 74 ff.; and 2: 62ff. Cf. RPCLT, pp. 90ff.; and БЛДР 1: 124–125.
41 IKings xii. 1-xiv. 20; and IIChronicles x. 1-xii. 15.
42 ПСРЛ 1: 132; and 2: 118. Cf. RPCLT, p. 126; and БЛДР 1: 176–177.
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implement political stability in the principality and to provide for orderly
succession. They sought to avoid the discord that followedwith the death of
Svjatoslav and introduced bloodshed for nearly a decade. But there remains
an inconsistency in the annalists’ rationale. They advocate the notion of
the popular confirmation of a prince and stress the public following of
Boris, while conversely the Rus’ writers seek to disassociate Kievan succes-
sion from established Scandinavian norms, holding them in low esteem and
believing them to be a cause for princely strife. The annalists were influ-
enced by the political and ecclesiastical centralism of the Byzantine empire
and believed that since the empire was divinely ordained orderly succes-
sion was a natural consequence. The PVL account of the murder of Boris
and Gleb recalls the words of the former:43

… ne b¥di mn∫ v=znqti r¥ky na brata svo´go star∫iwago> a]e i ©c∞; mi

o¥mre> to s; mi b¥di v= ©c∞a m∫sto>

It is not for me to raise a hand against my elder brother. If my father has died,
then he [Svjatopolk] will be with me in [my] father’s place.

The annal has the revered Boris upholding the principle of seniority, hence
a system of successions based upon primogeniture, which was then more
widely accepted throughout parts of western Europe. Again in 1026, during
the formal division of the Kievan principality, Mstislav proposes to Jaroslav
that, as the eldest brother, he should remain in Kiev, while the younger
would establish his seat in Chernigov.44 Boris and Mstislav then became
vehicles for the Rus’ writers to inaugurate a new tradition of political rela-
tionships, but this new concept lacked the force of law. The idea of seniority
did not achieve exclusive importance in the decades of the 1020s and 1030s;
rather, the notion that a descendant of the Riurikid house could rise to the
seat at Kiev prevailed.45

Jaroslav’s Zav∫]anie, (Testament), confirmed the system of seniority,
however, again there was wanting the strict admonition of a legal instru-
ment. According to the PVL text of the Zav∫]anie, Jaroslav made the fol-
lowing provisions for succession:46

43 ПСРЛ 1: 132; 2: 118;N1, 3: 170;N4, 4: 99; S1, 5: 126; V, 7: 318–319; and Vl, 30: 41. The quotation
is excised from PN, 9: 71–72; T, 15: 124; also excised from K, 21/1: 129–130; and NK, 42: 58. Nik
(Zenkovsky), 1: 123; excised fromP (Nasonov), 1: 9; andTr (Priselkov), p. 122. Cf. RPCLT, p. 126;
and БЛДР 1: 176–177.

44 ПСРЛ 1: 149; and 2: 137. Cf. RPCLT, pp. 134–135; БЛДР, 1: 190–191; and Novosel’tsev,
pp. 154–158.

45 Fedotov, Russian Religious Mind, 1: 97–98.
46 ПСРЛ 1: 161; 2: 150, does not include the bracketed phrase of awarding Vladimir to Igor;
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se 'e por¥ha[ v sobe m∫sto stol= star∫iwem¥ sn∞¥ moem¥ i brat¥ vawem¥

Izqslav¥ Kyev=> sego posl¥waite œkoÜ posl¥waste mene> da to vy b¥det; v

mene m∫sto> a St∞oslav¥ da[ Hernigov=> a Vsevolod¥ Pereœslavl;> ‘a Igor[

Volodimer;’ a Vqheslav¥ Smolinesk=>

I entrust my place, the seat of Kiev, tomy eldest son and your brother Izjaslav.
Obey him as you have obeyed me, for he will be in my place [amongst] you.
To Svjatoslav I give Chernigov, to Vsevolod Perejaslavl’, [to Igor Vladimir], and
to Vjacheslav Smolensk.

The Testament was not the law of the land, but a family code restricted for
the use of its immediate members and introduced by Jaroslav to establish
and to regulate hereafter orderly succession in the Kievan principality. This
code had the additional effect of excluding other Riurikids from inherit-
ing the princely seat and only his sons, because they are of one father and
mother,47 and their male offspring are entitled to become legitimate rulers.
Thus Jaroslav abandoned the traditional kinship notion in Kievan rulership
and substituted for it a concept of family rule.48 Modern scholars have pro-
vided other interpretations explaining the purpose of the Testament and
they are not unanimous in their examination of Jaroslav’s motives. Fedo-
tov sees this instrument as the foundation for feudal institutions in Kievan
Rus’.49 This subject is, however, beyond the scope of the chronological lim-
its of this study, but, given the formation of feudal institutions elsewhere
in Europe, merits further study and scholarly attention to whether or not
this was so. Suffice it to say Fedotov’s conclusion is argumentative. Kli-
uchevsky believes that the Testamentwas an attempt to ensure the indivisi-
bility of princely power and to preserve the territorial integrity and entirety
of the Kievan principality,50 views to which Vernadsky also subscribes.51

N1, 3: 182; N4, 4: 117; S1, 5: 139; V, 7: 332–333; PN, 9: 85; T, 15: 151; for variant texts, K, 21/1:
171–172; Vl, 30: 46, dates the Testament to 1053; and NK, 42: 65. For a modified rendition, Nik
(Zenkovsky), 1: 152, that reads: “And I leave my place on the throne of Kiev to my senior son,
Iziaslav, your brother; obey him just as you obeyed me, and he should lead you in my place.
And I give the principality of Chernigov to Sviatoslav, and the principality of Pereiaslavl’
to Vsevolod, and the principality of Vladimir to Igor, and the principality of Smolensk to
Viacheslav;” excised fromT (Nasonov), 1: 9; andTr (Priselkov), p. 140, but there is no reference
to Igor’s legacy. Cf. RPCLT, p. 142; and БЛДР 1: 202–203, that also excises reference to Igor’s
inheritance.

47 ПСРЛ 1: 161; and 2: 149. Cf. RPCLT, p. 142; and БЛДР 1: 202–203.
48 Presniakov, Княжое право, pp. 34–36; and Fedotov, Russian Religious Mind, 1: 282.
49 Fedotov, Russian Religious Mind, 1: 289.
50 Kliuchevsky, Курс, 1: 97–100.
51 Vernadsky, Kievan Russia, pp. 83, 179, and 292ff.
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Florinsky, nevertheless, understands the Testament as implying the aban-
donment of the Nordic patrimonial theory of rule and a compromise with
the ideals of national unity and local separatism, satisfying neither, but
momentarily avoiding internecine conflicts.52 S.M. Soloviev believes that
Jaroslav intended to create a rota system of succession and to preserve fam-
ily rule over a large geographical area. This was to be a form of collateral
seniority, prevailing among his sons and their offspring, and rule over vari-
ous towns would be rotated.53

Jaroslav’s Zav∫]anie is one of the clearest examples to give evidence of
the impact of Scandinavian political thought upon the Eastern Slavs. This
alternate method of succession is often accepted among scholars as being a
manifestation of the Germanic system of tanistry. Dvornik believes that this
method “… had been followed by the Vandals in Africa;” although he later
qualifies this judgment to note: “This system was followed also in Scotland
until the eleventh century, when it gave rise to the struggle betweenDuncan
andMacbeth andwas finally ended by the sons of Duncan’s sonMalcolm III
and St.Margaret.”54 Kern provides amuch broader application and indicates
that Ireland, Poland, Hungary, Serbia, the Vandal kingdoms in addition to
Kievan Rus’ introduced this method of succession.55 The practice then may
be neither Scandinavian nor Germanic in origin, but rather Indo-European
with its roots deep in the ancient past. Throughout his lifetime, Jaroslav
had maintained close ties with the leading royal houses of Scandinavia and
it appears plausible that he acquired knowledge of the practice of tanistry
during the course of his long andmutual relationswith their kings, a number
ofwhomare cited inRus’ sources as transitingRus’ andpassing throughKiev
on their journeys between Scandinavia and Byzantium.

A further wordmight be added on the affinity of the Testament to the law.
As I have previously observed, this instrumentmadeprovision for testamen-
tary disposition within the family and therefore was a code applicable only
to Jaroslav’s direct descendants. But unwittingly Jaroslav may have not fore-
seen that the Zav∫]aniewas suitable in regulating rulership between father
and sons, but not between brothers.56 The consequence of Jaroslav’s will was
not an orderly solution to the succession question that had the force of law,

52 M.T. Florinsky, Russia: A History and an Interpretation, 1 (New York, 1953): 24–25.
53 S.M. Soloviev, Исторія отношеніи, pp. 46ff.
54 Dvornik, The Slavs, p. 213.
55 Kern, p. 12.
56 Kliuchevsky, Курс, 1: 95.
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but on the contrary it introduced an alternate method of selection which
complicated the nature of princely rulership and ultimately so weakened it
as to make the princely seat at Kiev ineffectual in the administration and
defense of the principality.

PVL, as we have previously observed, has furnished considerable detail
on the administrative achievements and military exploits of the princes
during the Vladimirian-Jaroslavian cycle. These accomplishments are fre-
quently couched in biblical similes and therefore it is difficult to establish
what impact Scandinavian administrative and military practices had upon
theEastern Slavswith the advent of theRiurikidhouse inKievanhistory. The
Ynglinga Saga makes some reference to early Norse customs, which might
provide a basis for comparison. In practice, the drott and konungr were
responsible for the administration and defense of their lands, but as was
practice the sovereign delegated his administrative responsibilities to an
earl or a lesser noble, while retaining the military obligations for himself.57
A general characteristic of Scandinavian rulership was the lack of proper
national administrative and organizational ability. This weakness became
more insubstantial with the Norse reluctance to place themselves under the
aegis of a single sovereign and their belief that all freemen were the equals
of the ruler. There was present then an absence of enthusiasm for territo-
rial and administrative cohesiveness,58 leading to frequent civil disturbances
within a political community and warfare between nations.

In contrast to the Nordic sovereign rulers, the princes of Kievan Rus’ from
Vladimir to Jaroslavdemonstrateda remarkablyhigh senseof political order.
This was not accomplishedwith ease.With the onset of Riurik’s rule, he and
his offspring sought to consolidate the Eastern Slavs and other tribes under
theirmonolithic family rule. Each generation of princes had to demonstrate
their worth at rulership, more frequently in tests of combat, and had to
establish their claim to sovereignty and the right to collect tribute from
the subject peoples.59 Vladimir made the most notable advances in the

57 Snorri Sturluson, pp. 6ff.
58 Cf. T.D. Kendrick, A History of the Vikings (New York, 1930), pp. 19–20 and 115; J. Brønd-

sted, The Vikings (Baltimore, 1965), pp. 224–225; and G. Jones, A History of the Vikings (New
York-Toronto, 1968), p. 152.

59 Older, but still useful sources on this topic areB. Senkovsky,Собраніе сочиненіиСенков-
скаго (Барона Брамбеуса), 5 (St. Petersburg, 1853): 458–459; and M. Pogodin, Норманскій
періодъ русской исторіи (Moscow, 1859). Cf. the good summation of the Varangian ques-
tion of the Normanist and Anti-Normanist schools within Russia and USSR with extensive
notations, in V.A.Mosin, “Варьаго-руский вопрос,” S 10 (1931): 109–136, 343–379, and 501–587
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administration of the land, reforms which had been initiated by his grand-
mother and completed shortly after his conversion to Christianity. He fin-
ished the process of abolishing traditional tribal lands as a fundamental unit
of administrative jurisdiction and replaced themwith supra-tribal territorial
administrations at whose head sat each of his twelve sons as posad;niki and
who were responsible for the performance of executive duties and defense
in their respective regions.60 The compilers ofPVL view this achievement in
biblical terms, although it is true that Vladimir’s accomplishment is a major
departure from traditional Scandinavian executive decentralism.

In Norse thought, rulers were necessary mainly for the administration
and military defense of the land, the latter perhaps being their most
demanding obligation. The Ynglinga Saga records that a drott or konungr,
much like the Sanskrit janaka, was a petty rulerwhowas supreme in his own
domain which included only those lands that he could defend and which
he possessed by odel (alod) right,61 that is, allodial lands claimed in absolute
independence, free of such encumbrances as rent, service, or the acknowl-
edgement of a superior. By the mid-ninth century this practice underwent
change and a custom developed in parts of Scandinavia to consolidate a
number of odels and to designate a high king. A demand had arisen among
the freemen for supra-territorial authority to protect commercial interests
and to furnish common defense. The rule of Halvdan the Black is one of the
more notable achievements in this direction. The royal powers of the high
kingwere understood to excel over those of lesser konungr, not only in rank,
but as well in the administration of justice and the practice of piety. Too, the
ideal qualities of a Norse high king now also included the admirable traits
of a wise lawmaker, a just man, and a great warrior.62

The concept of a high king or its Rus’ equivalent of velikÀi knqz;may not
have been wholly alien to the Eastern Slavs, at least those in the northwest,
but precious little evidence exists in the sources to attest to its widespread
use in pre-Kievan Rus’. PVL records an obscure tradition of a Dulebian-
Volynian federation having existed perhaps in the seventh and eighth

[repr. in V.V. Fomin, Варяго-русский вопрос в историографии (Moscow, 2010), pp. 11–102];
S.V. Iushkov, “К вопросу о дофеодальном (‘Варварском’) государстве,” ВИ 7 (1946): 45–65;
Paszkiewicz, Making, p. 243; and A.V. Riasanovsky, “The Varangian Question,” in I Normanni
e la loro espansione in Europa nell’altomedioeve. 24 aprile 1968 (Spoleto, 1969), pp. 171–204 and
553–569.

60 ПСРЛ 1: 121; and 2: 105. Cf. RPCLT, p. 119; and БЛДР 1: 164–165.
61 Snorri Sturluson, p. 40.
62 Ibid., pp. 16 and 40. Cf. Lowmiański, p. 116.
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centuries,63 presupposing therefore that a high ruler sat as its head. The
Nordic Örvarodda Saga64—possibly an eighth-century oral account set
down in writing some centuries later—offers some evidence for a solution
to this issue. Apparently writing of pre-Kievan Rus’, the Saga relates:65

Garðdaríki et sv̊a mikitland, at pat var pa’ margra konung riki.

The empire of the Gardariki [the land of fortified towns] is stretched out so
much, on that account occasionally royal authority is impededbymany kings.

This source does not deny the existence of a centralizing authority among
some of the Eastern Slavs; on the contrary, it establishes its presence. In
Scandinavian usage, royal authority was identified with the high king, not
the lesser konungr. PVL further preserves the notion of high rulership
among the Eastern Slavs and other tribes inhabiting northern Rus’. The
explanation given in this source for the invitation of Riurik and his kin is
the absence of law and the presence of discord among the tribes of north-
ern Rus. Therefore, the Slavs, Mer, Ves’, and Krivichi issued a call:66

poi]em= sob∫ knqzq> i'e by volod∫l= nami> i s¥dil= po prav¥>

Let us seek a prince who would govern us and judge according to the law.

The non-extant {akimovskaœ L∫topis; ( Joachim Annal), compiled by
Joachim, the first Christian bishop of Novgorod, and extracts of which V.N.
Tatishchev claims to have had in his possession and which he incorporated
into his История российская, records a tradition of unitary rule existing
in Novgorod and its environs for some decades prior to the establishment
of the Riurikid house. The last of these pre-Riurik princes in the late 850s
was Gostomysl’, a Slav,67 who had expired leaving apparently no male heir.
Joachim would have us believe that a broad political order under mono-
lithic Slavic authority prevailed at Novgorod. He does not, however, use the

63 ПСРЛ 1: 11–13; and, 2: 8–10. Cf. RPCLT, pp. 55–56; and БЛДР 1: 68–69.
64 C.C. Rafn, ed., Antiquités russes d’après les monuments historiques des Islandais et des

anciens Scandinaves, 1 (Copenhagen, 1850): 93–109.
65 Ibid., p. 105.
66 ПСРЛ 1: 19; and 2: 14, reads: … poi]em= sami v sob∫ knqzq. i'e by volod∫l= nami i

rqdil=. po rqd¥ po prav¥, “let us seek a prince who will govern and engage us with order
according to the law.” Cf. RPCLT, p. 59; and БЛДР 1: 74.

67 Tatishchev, 1: 89, 108–110, and 286. Cf. P. Krug, Forschungen in der älteren Geschichte
Russlands, 1 (St. Petersburg, 1848): 111–127; M. Gorlin, “La chronique de Joachim,” RES 19
(1939): 40–51; Demin, pp. 240–243; and S.N. Azbelev, “Гостомысл,” in Варяго-русский вопрос
в историографии, ed. V.V. Fomin (Moscow, 2010), pp. 598–618.
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distinction of a high ruler. Gostomysl’s official title is given variously as elder,
governor, prince, or simply ruler.68 No conclusion should be reached that a
trustworthy literary tradition of high rulership existed in pre-Kievan Rus’.

A more frequent and general Rus’ literary usage of the distinction knqz;

is manifest commencing with the reign of Vladimir, hence more than a
century after the inception of this custom in Scandinavia. Riurik is rarely
identified as a prince in the Rus’ annals and only then in those sources of
later provenance, the majority of which appear in the Muscovite period.
Further, we should notice that Igor is titled nothing other than knqz;, as
are his son Svjatoslav, and his grandsons Jaropolk, Oleg, and Vladimir. The
notions of high rulership and the attributes attendant to this rank arrive late
in Kievan Rus’. Until the ascendancy of Vladimir, the scribes chiefly note
the Riurikid princes as distinguished for their administrative and military
achievements. These are the basic characteristics of a konungr. On the
other hand, with the inception of Vladimir’s rule, he and his son Jaroslav
(Svjatopolk and Mstislav excepted), possess the characteristics of higher
kings.While the concept of a high king becomes fixed in the reign of Jaroslav,
for his pro-Nordic tendencies and the maintenance of intimate relations
with the leading Norse royal houses,69 Vladimir is recognized as early as 980
in Scandinavian sagas and is provided a royal distinction. The sagas read:70

Erá þ̄ví hversu Vladimarr konungr svei Væringja málagjo̧ldum….

Concerning this, as konungr Vladimir deceived the Varangians ….

Infrequently during the Vladimirian-Jaroslavian epoch the early Rus’ annal-
ists found need to preserve an essential Nordic image of Kievan rulership.
We should bear in mind, however, that with the establishment of Christian-
ity as the official state religion the Scandinavian influence with its stress
upon pagan customs and practices markedly declined. To demonstrate this
diminishing Norse tendency prior to and after 988, V.T. Pashuto carefully
examined the frequency of appearance and use of Varangian names in
PVL. He concludes that there was a significant drop in their usage after
the Rus’ conversion.71 But this evidence should not be interpreted as a clear

68 Tatishchev, 1: 108–110.
69 Cross, “La tradition,” pp. 133–135.
70 Italics mine. Rydzevskaia, p. 218.
71 Pashuto, pp. 21 ff.
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indicationof a generalNordic cultural decline; on the contrary, this ismainly
a demonstration that the new converts adopted Christian praenomen and
discontinued the use of appellations that they deemed to be paganistic.

The brief notice inserted in PVL on the occasion of Mstislav’s death in
1036 preserves an essential Norse image of his rule at Chernigov, although
we should caution that similar descriptions also appear in Byzantine chron-
icles. This source, PVL, records:72

b∫ 'e M;stislav=> debel= t∫lom;> hermen= liceä> velikyma ∆hima> xrabor=

na rati> mltüv=> l[bqwe dr¥'in¥ po velik¥> im∫n;œ ne ]adqwe ni pit;œ> ni

∫den;œ branqwe>

Mstislavwas corpulent of body, red-faced, large-eyed, brave inwar, [and] kind.
[Hewas] a great lover of retainers. He spared [them] neither riches, nor drink,
nor prohibited [them] food.

At first reading, this Varangian characterization appears to be a misstate-
ment, contradicting the historiographic tradition, which the Rus’ scribes
sought to project based upon biblical accounts of the kingdom of Ephraim
and its interaction with the Philistines.73 Mstislav’s alliance with the Kasogi
and Pechenegs conforms in many particulars with the ancient narratives.
We should then expect that Mstislav would be eulogized not as a Varangian
or Slavic Rus’ prince, but rather in general Near Eastern conventions, per-
haps pagan, Islamic, or even Judaic. Yet, in the final reckoning, the Rus’
annalists may have interpreted Mstislav’s role mirrored in the likeness of
a Nordic konungr who took his inheritance and did with it as he pleased,
and exemplified in his actions the common Norse traits of glory, courage,
bravery, daring, contempt for death, and attachment to his retainers.

There appear other contradictions in the annalistic portrayals of Rus’
princes. First, PVL places an inordinate amount of stress upon the increas-
ing number of bandits in the mid-990s. Since Vladimir had already made
provision for administrative jurisdiction within the Kievan state, assigning
this function tohis sons, the questionof bandits shouldhavebeen addressed
as a local issue and not as a national matter. Should then the definition of
razboinici be understood in conventional usage, or did the Rus’ annalists
seek to disguise the true nature of events, in part because they lacked his-
toriographic conformity and because they brought embarrassment for the
religious scribes? The early Rus’ annals do not offer an adequate explana-

72 ПСРЛ 1: 150; and 2: 138. Cf. RPCLT, p. 136; and БЛДР 1: 192–193.
73 Cf. IKings xii, 1-xiv. 20; and IIChronicles x. 1-xii. 15.
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tion. Turning to Scandinavian sources, the Saga of King Olaf Tryggvason74

furnishes two clues. Olaf had spent much of his youth in the company
and service of Vladimir from the early 970s to approximately 995, and was
therefore familiar with Rus’ problems, understanding the role of the Kievan
prince in theunification, administration, protection, andChristianizationof
the principality. Olaf ’s Saga recalls that Thorwald Kodranson, having distin-
guished himself for his bravery and leadership as amember of the Byzantine
Varangian guard,75 was bestowed a special honor by Basil II and appointed
overseer and ruler of all “Kings” and the undivided realm of Garda (the
Norse equivalent for Kievan Rus’).76 It is plausible that Basil became dis-
pleased with his brother-in-law who remained aloof of the emperor and
sought to dispossess Vladimir of his seat. But noticeably, Kodranson failed
in his attempt to wrest power from Vladimir. The Rus’ annalists must have
interpreted his raid as a typical Viking incursion, although these scribes on
ecclesiastical grounds must have construed Basil’s actions with incredulity,
hence their obvious silence on the matter.

As for the second clue, the PVL reference to razboinici coincides with
the death of King Hakon in Scandinavia. Some of his konungr took their
share of the inheritance and set out to conquer new lands and to accu-
mulate greater wealth. Their attacks, however, were largely confined to the
Novgorod region and to the territories to the west.77 The Olaf Saga does not
attempt to show that their incursions extended southward toward Kiev. It
is unlikely then thatPVLmade specific reference to the northern raids, but
on the contrary to the Byzantine Varangian incursion.

Svjatopolk’s image in theRus’ annals generally corresponds to the biblical
likeness of Cain, who slew his brother Abel, but with two exceptions. It
has been demonstrated that Svjatopolk wrongfully arrogated his claim to
exercise the powers of government and divine will ordained that he was not
entitled to rule. Nevertheless, the Rus’ scribes invoked the Nordic custom of
the right of popular deposition of an unjust and sinful ruler. Through his
deeds, Svjatopolk brought judgment upon himself, forfeiting his claim to
the Kievan seat and proving his unfitness to be its prince. Redress for his
transgressions was attained through the judgment of battle and his flight.

74 Rafn 1: 393–477; Sephton; and Snorri Sturluson, pp. 118 ff. Cf. de Baumgarten, Olaf
Tryggwison.

75 Sephton, pp. 187–188.
76 Cf. Benedikz, pp. 20–24.
77 Snorri Sturluson, p. 183.
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At the same time, the Rus’ annalists preserved the Scandinavian tradition
that even though a king showed his unsuitability to rule, the Kievan prince
retained his royal dignity of knqz;, which title was conferred upon him by
virtue of his birth and was rightfully his for the remainder of his life.78

The Rus’ annalists were unusually sensitive to the solitary rule of Jaroslav.
Not only was his sole rule contrary to the biblical historiographic tradi-
tion that had been established for the years from 980 to 1036, but specific
acts—his rebellion against his father; his issuance of the R¥sskaœ Pravda; his
dependence upon an inordinate number of Varangian retainers who were
known for their baser qualities of ruthlessness, vengeance, hatred, and cun-
ning; and his marriage to Ingegerd, the daughter of Olaf, king of Sweden, in
101979—cast him in a Nordic likeness and explains the lacunae that appear
in PVL for his early years. The Rus’ scribes sought to disassociate him from
his Nordic roots and stressed his love of books and the inculcation under
his tutelage of Greek literature on a larger scale. But this was a momen-
tary digression from his Scandinavian proclivities. Even upon his deathbed,
Jaroslav is portrayed in a Nordic light. As well, he adopted a method of suc-
cession that was alien to the Eastern Slavs. It is not unexpected then that no
copy or even a fragment of a eulogy survives memorializing his deeds upon
his passing.While his achievements at rulershipwerenoble, hisNorse image
cast a shadow upon them and we find an absence of elaboration upon his
accomplishments.80

Contemporaneous Nordic and Germanic accounts preserve their own
respective characteristic significations of thenature and the imageofKievan
princely rule. TheOlaf andEymundar Sagas81 give intimate pictorial descrip-
tions of Vladimir’s, Mstislav’s, and Jaroslav’s courts. Each of the depictions
identifies theprinceswith the Scandinaviannomenclatureof konungr, with-
out any commentary upon the nature of the powers of Rus’ rulers, or upon
the differences in the exercise of their offices. The Sagas also fail to see any
significant dissimilarity between the introduction of Byzantine Christianity
in Kievan Rus’ and the Latin ritual common to Scandinavia and the impact
that thesedistinctive creedshadupon thenature of rulership. The Scandina-

78 Kern, pp. 87–93 and 101–103.
79 Snorri Sturluson, p. 302.
80 Cf. Budovnits, pp. 41–42, who attempts to refute this contention.
81 Snorri Sturluson, passim; Rafn, 2 (Copenhagen, 1852): 173–211. Cf. F. Braun, “Das his-

torische Russland im Nordischen Schrifttum des X.–XIV. Jahrhunderts,” in Festschrift Eugen
Mogk zum 70. Geburtstag 19. Juli 1924 (Halle, 1924), pp. 150–196; and S.H. Cross, “Jaroslav the
Wise in Norse Tradition,” Sp 4 (1929): 177–197.
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vian writers, though they had a deep respect for kingship, were conditioned
by their own experiences and are most contradictory in their depictions of
the Rus’ princes.

A comparable problem exists in Germanic sources. Bruno of Querfurt,
who visited Kiev in 1006, relates in his correspondence to the future Ger-
man emperorHenry II a description of his journey and identifies Vladimir as
senior Ruzorum, “Rus’ sovereign,” andmagnus regno, “the great [one] within
the kingdom.”82 Bruno employs these same distinctions elsewhere in his
writings to identify Henry II of Bavaria, Boleslas of Poland, and the kings of
Sweden. Bishop Thietmar ofMerseberg, a contemporary of Vladimir, recalls
the conflict of the rex Ruscorum with the Poles.83 Adam of Bremen records
in his 1043 entry the marriage of Jaroslav’s daughter, Elizabeth, to Harald of
Norway. Adam distinguishes Jaroslav as the “saintly king.”84 The problem of
linguistic traditionalism, so common in Byzantine sources, is equally appli-
cable to Scandinavian and Germanic accounts. Knqz; was identified as an
equal in his rank and authority with the Germanic image of rex and the
Nordic konungr, although the latter terms were in the tenth and eleventh
centuries undergoing substantial modification in their connotations. Rex
and konungr were assuming some of the powers and distinctions associ-
ated with the Roman caesar. This was a further legacy of Latin Christianity
and the theocratic concept became an aspect of Germanic and somewhat of
Scandinavian rulership. But the Norse and German scribes remained stead-
fast in understanding Kievan princely rule from their respective viewpoints,
and hence we have no commentaries upon the dissimilarities.

Unquestionably, the Nordic tradition of rulership in Kievan Rus’ under-
went modifications with the advent of Byzantine Christianity and with its
primary stress upon the notion that a prince’s powers derive fromabove, not
frombelow. TheRus’ scribes then sought a redefinition of the relationship of
the ruler to the ruled. Their task was all the more eased because Varangian
political thoughtwas poorly established inRus’ and theirmerchant-warriors
had little interest in establishing long-lived political institutions and prac-
tices. Rather, they pursuedmaterial andmartial gains for immediate advan-
tage, and, with the Slavic ascendency beginning with Olga, their role in Rus’

82 Bruno of Querfurt, PL 144 (1882): cols. 977–979. Cf. M. Hellmann, “Vladimir der Heilige
in der zeitgenössischen abendländischen Überlieferung,” JGO 7 (1954): 403–405.

83 Thietmar VII.70f.
84 Adamof Bremen, PL 146: col. 526 (II.36);MGH, Scriptores 7: 339; and the Tschan edition,

p. 81.
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society was mainly that of mercenaries as is evident during the reigns of
Vladimir and Jaroslav. But the transition from one set of ideals to another
was neither stark nor abrupt. Thus we encounter during the Vladimirian-
Jaroslavian phase of Rus’ history the retention ofmany basic Norse concepts
and practices of rulership even though conditions then peculiar to Kievan
Rus’ were now having a far greater impact upon the formation and the
nature of its society, its goals, and its ideals. The Christianized Rus’ scribes
sought not a Nordic explanation of events and the actions of its princes,
except when it suited them as in the case of Mstislav, but mainly turned to
biblical and Christian examples to justify their understanding of the nature
and the image of Kievan rulers.



chapter four

THE KHAZARS IN THE SHADOWS OF
KIEVAN POLITICAL THOUGHT

The Kievan Rus’ had developed much more than a simple or perfunctory
interest in the texts of the Old Testament. Their preoccupation with bib-
lical writing, which became one of the foundations for the formulation of
a Vladimirian-Jaroslavian historiographic tradition, stems not solely from
their conversion to Christianity and their acquaintance with its literature.
Earlier roots are to be recognized, even though the Rus’ sources are muted
on the subject. Unfortunately,PVL and Rus’ literature contemporaneous to
this period of study provide us with fleeting references to the occurrence of
a Turkic Khazar-Judaic tradition in Kievan Rus’. Arab, Judaic, and the few
Khazar fragments fail to provide more details on this tradition or to eluci-
date upon this subject. The impact then of Khazar political thought upon
Rus’ notions of princely rulership is equally elusive and difficult to compre-
hend. Yet, at the same time, this contact has merited substantial scholarly
attention.1 We should, however, bear in mind from the onset of this exami-
nation that the zenith of theKhazar khaganate had expired andwas anterior
to our chronological period. The importance of the khaganate as a bul-
wark against Asian nomadic incursions and as a commercial center at the

1 A.E. Harkavy, Сказанія Мусульманскихъ писателей о Славянскихъ и Русскихъ. (Съ
половины VІІ вѣка до конца Х вѣка по р. х.) (St. Petersburg, 1870; repr., The Hague-Paris,
1969); idem, Дополненія къ соцчненію “Сказаня Мусульманскихъ писателей о Славянахъ
и Русскихъ” (St. Petersburg, 1871); J. Marquart, Osteuropäische und ostasiatische Streifzüge
(Leipzig, 1903); Parkhomenko, “Киевская Русь и Хазария,” pp. 380–387; M.I. Artamonov,
Очерки древнейшеи истории Хазар (Leningrad, 1936); A.A. Vasiliev, TheGoths in the Crimea
Monographs of the Mediaeval Academy of America 11 (Cambridge, 1936): 119 ff.; R. Grousset,
L’Empire des steppes (Paris, 1939), pp. 133ff.; B.A. Rybakov, “Русь и Хазария (К историче-
ской географии Хазарии),” in Академия Наук СССР. Институт Истории, Академику Бо-
рису Дмитриевичу Грекову ко дню семидесятилетия. Сборник статей (Moscow, 1952),
pp. 76–88; D.H. Dunlop, TheHistory of the JewishKhazars (Princeton, 1954); T. Lewicki, Żródła
arabskie do dziejów słowiańszczyzny, 1 (Wrosław-Cracow, 1956); I. Boba, Nomads, Northmen
and Slavs: Eastern Europe in the Ninth Century (The Hague-Wiesbaden, 1967), pp. 39–76; and
for a broad treatment of Khazar-Rus’ relations, cf. M.I. Artamonov,История Хазар (2nd ed.,
St. Petersburg, 2002), pp. 368–387.
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confluence of the Volga and Don Rivers, respectively with the Caspian and
Azov Seas, was eclipsed by conquest, and a rapid decline soon set in after
Svjatoslavhadadministered to this state amajormilitarydefeat.2The impact
of Khazar notions of rulership upon the Rus’ would somewhat take the form
of a residual effect rather than a direct contemporaneous influence.

The Rus’ annalists at no time, and without exception between 980 and
1054, express as equal in rank their knqz;i with the Khazar khagan/qaġan
(the Persian form of this term is kaghan, while the Arabic is rendered as
khāqān; and each of these terms derives from a common Sanskrit root—
rājān—as does the Mongol khan). The Rus’ annalists do not attempt to
interpret the offices of knqz; and khagan as identical in power and sense
of sovereignty. There exists, however, one major exception to this general
statement. Hilarion, briefly the head of the Rus’ church during the reign of
Jaroslav, identified in his Poxvala Kagan¥ Vladimir¥ Vladimir as khagan.3
The text of the Poxvala reads in part as follows:4

Xvalit 'e i poxvalnymi glas¥ rim;skaœ strana Petra i Pavla, im'e vero-

vawa v Іisusa Xrista Syna Bo'iœ, Asia i Efes, Pat;ma {anna Bogoslova,

India Ïoma, Egipet Marka, vsœ stran¥ i l[die htut i slavœt koe go'do

ix uhitelœ, i'e nauhiwa pravoslavnei vere. Poxvalim 'e i my, po sile

nawei, malymi poxvalami velikaœ i divnaœ s=tvorwago, nawego uhitelœ i

nastavnika, velikago kagana naweœ zemlœ, Vladimera, vnuka starago Igorœ,

syna 'e slavnago Svœtoslava, i'e v svœ leta vladyhestvu[]a, mu';stvom

'e i xrabr;stvom prosluwa v stranax mnogix i pomina[cœ nyne i slovut ...

kagan naw Vladimer ... mu';stvom 'e i smyslom predspeœ, i edinoder'ec;

byv zemli svoei....

The Roman land praises with a laudable voice Peter and Paul, through whom
it believes in Jesus Christ, the Son of God, Asia and Ephesos, and Patmos John
theDivine, India Thomas, EgyptMark. All lands, cities, andpeople dohomage
and glorify here and there their teacher, who taught them the Orthodox faith.
Let us also praise according to our power with lesser eulogistics our teacher

2 ПСРЛ 1: 65; and 2: 53. Cf. RPCLT, p. 84; and БЛДР, 1: 114–115. For an extensive and critical
treatment of Svjatoslav’s attack upon the Khazars, cf. Vasiliev, The Goths, pp. 119–131.

3 Ponomarev, 1: 69–78. By contrast, the eulogy of the monk Jakob—Pamœt; i poxvala

ravnoapostol;nom¥ knqz[ Vladimir¥ and the "itÀe, Makarii, Исторія русской церкви, 1:
255–263, and 264–268, do not contain this distinctive attribution. For a variant text, Казан-
ская духовная академия № 616, that also lacks this Khazar distinction, cf. V.I. Sreznevsky,
“Память и Похвала Кн. Владимиру,” pp. 2–4.

4 Italics mine. Ponomarev, 1: 69–70. Cf. N. Golb and O. Pritsak, Khazarian Hebrew Docu-
ments of the Tenth Century (Ithaca and London, 1982); trans. into Russian by V.Ia. Petrukhina,
Хазарско-Еврейские документы Х века (Moscow, 1997), p. 89 and commentary p. 214; and
Gumilev, pp. 283–284 and 371.
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and preceptor who has accomplished great and wondrous things, the great
khagan of our land, Vladimir, the grandson of ancient Igor, the son of glori-
ous Svjatoslav, who in their time exercised sovereignty, are renown for their
courage and valor in many lands and are mentioned now and celebrated …
our khaganVladimir…having succeededwith courage andwith understand-
ing. He was the sole possessor of his land ….

Hilarion further speaks of Jaroslav as a khagan who inherited his father’s
powers, who did not destroy Vladimir’s institutions, but confirmed them,
and who finished what his father had left unfinished.5 We could vindicate
Hilarion for his substitutive usage of a royal distinctionof Turkic provenance
and not dismiss the phraseology as an example of literary embellishment, or
perhaps license, if demonstrable historical evidence exists that the Kievan
princely title was of the same degree of sovereignty and in other practical
attributes of power as its Turkish counterpart.

A more exhaustive scrutiny of Near Eastern sources reveals the presence
of imprecision in their rendering of a definition for khagan. The title only
implies a sovereign and independent ruler. At an earlier stage in Khazar
history, prior to the seventh century, this head of a state was viewed as a
grand ruler—the equal of Sassanid kings and the emperors of China. But in
the tenth century there existed in the khaganate a double kingship, which
made their political organization difficult to interpret for the writers of the
age, leading them to posit varying notions. Under normal circumstances,
the khagan, the first king, was an agent of the divine aspects of rulership,
hence a king-priest. The beg, the second king, had official authority to exer-
cise command over themilitary forces and also the power to administer the
executive functions of the khaganate within the sphere of his official duties.
Nevertheless, this orderly dichotomization of authority did not always pre-
vail and numerous Khazar, Judaic, and Arabic accounts furnish contraven-
ing commentaries to complicate our comprehension of the nature of this
dual kingship.

Khazar references to the frameworkof their rulership are fewand tenden-
tious. A court legend, attributed to the pen of Muhammad ibn-ʿAli al-Kātib
al-Samarqandi, a twelfth-century writer, and preserved in a Persian text,
belongs to the literary genre known as the “Mirror of Princes.” His style is
turgid, but his meaning is comprehensible and a portion of the text reads:6

5 Ponomarev, 1: 76.
6 I have employed the translation of this complex text rendered by Dunlop, p. 16, who

was assisted of V. Minorsky.
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Khaqan, king of the Khazars [was] that sovereign, the eagle of whose majesty
had hunted down the sīmurgh of happiness, and the falcon of whose
kingdom-adorning, state-nurturing wisdom had made a prey of the peacock
that was the high rank of world-dominion.

S. Schechter, who has furnished an English translation and an analysis of a
Khazar’s commentary on the conversion of his people to Judaism and other
aspects of their history, likens the title of grand khagan with the position
occupied by the Mikado:7

… leading a strictly secluded life, and never coming into direct contact with
his subjects.

Schechter adds that the peg or peh (italics aremine) had the status of a vice-
khagan or vice-king, but retained for himself all military and administrative
duties and, therefore, was the real power in the khaganate.8 We should not
readily accept Schechter’s interpretation without some skepticism. Other
sources do not confirm that the lesser of two kings, the peg, assumed or
was delegated to assume the sovereign office and duties of the khagan. A
further corruption upon the nature of this dual kingship is given in the five-
volume Sepher ha-Kūzarī (The Book of Khazars), a philosophical dialogue
and a defense of Rabbinic Judaism by Jehudah ha-Levi, an early twelfth-
century Hebrew poet-physician, who views the khagan as a king who sits
side by side, apparently as an equal, with the beg whose chief function is
cited as that of amilitary general.9 Whilewemight dismiss the contention of
their equality as unlikely, the Hebrew correspondence exchanged between
the Khazar king Joseph and Hasdai Ibn-Shaprūt of Spain confirms the mili-
tary functions of the beg.10

Arabic sources, which both confirm and dispute our discussion thus far,
remain amajor avenue for an understanding of the nature of Khazar double
kingship. At the turn of the tenth century, that is, in 903, theArab geographer
Mohammad Ibn-Rusta states in his encyclopedic work:11

7 Schechter, p. 189. Further, on the Letter of an Anonymous Khazar Jew or “Schechter Let-
ter,” cf. The World of the Khazars: New Perspectives. Selected Papers from the Jerusalem 1999
International Khazar Colloquium Hosted by the Ben Zvi Institute, eds. P.B. Golden, H. Ben-
Shammai, and A. Róna-Tas, Handbook of Oriental Studies 17 (Leiden and Boston, 2007): 40
and 145–146.

8 Ibid.
9 Dunlop, pp. 116 ff.

10 Ibid., pp. 125ff. The text of this correspondence appears in P.K. Kokovtsov, Еврейско-
хазарская перериска в Х веке (Leningrad, 1932), pp. 72–89 and 113–123.

11 BGA, ed. M.J. Goeje, 7 (Leiden, 1894): 139–140. The above translation is taken from
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They have a king who is called Īsha. The supreme king is Khazar Khaqan. He
doesnot enjoy theobedienceof theKhazars buthas thenameonly. Thepower
to command belongs to the Īsha, since in regard to control and the armies he
is so placed that he does not have to care for anyone above him.

Some two decades later, an Arab traveler, Ahmad Ibn-Fadlān notes:12

As to the king of the Khazars whose name is Khāqān, he only appears every
four months for recreation. He is called the Great Khaqan. His lieutenant is
called Khāqān B-h. It is he who leads the armies and gives them their orders.
He controls and manages state affairs, appears in public and goes on military
expeditions. The neighboring kings obey him. He goes humbly in every day
to the superior Khaqan, displaying deference and modesty …. When he has
greeted him … he sits with the king on his throne at his right hand.

And further he relates:13

The customof the superior king is that hedoesnot give audience to thepeople
and does not speak with them, and no one enters his presence except those
we have mentioned. Power to loose and to bind, punishments and the rule of
the kingdom belong to his lieutenant, the Khaqan B-h [sic].

Also, Ibn-Fadlān states:14

The length of their rule is forty years. If the king exceeds it by a single day,
the subjects and his courtiers kill him, saying, His reason has failed and his
understanding has become disordered.

Saxo Grammaticus, a Danish historian and poet who flourished about 1200,
writes that among the Slavs “… by statute of the ancients, the succession
was appointed to the slayers of the kings.”15 The prevalence of this practice
among the Slavs is doubtful, although some obscure Slavic tribes may have
had a custom similar to the Khazars. Too, they could well have borrowed

Dunlop, p. 104. In his work, Zayn al-Akhbar, ed. V.V. Bartold [Barthold], ЗИАН, series 8/1/4
(1897): 95ff., Gardīzī, a Persian writer of the next century, appears to draw heavily upon
Ibn-Rusta. Gardīzī designates the lesser king Abshād; and in the early twelfth century, the
Persian writer Marvazī, reiterates in his Sharaf al-Zamān Tāhir Marvazī on China, the Turks
and India, trans. and ed. V. Minorsky (London, 1942), Gardīzī’s nomenclature.

12 Dunlop, p. 111. Cf. A.P. Kovalevsky, Книга Ахмеда Ибн-Фадлана о его путешествии
на Волгу в 921–922 гг. (Kharkov, 1956), pp. 135ff. Note also the earlier but still useful edi-
tion of I.Iu. Krachkovsky, Путешествие Ибн-Фадлана на Волгу: Перевод и комментарий
(Moscow-Leningrad, 1939).

13 Dunlop, p. 111.
14 Ibid., p. 112.
15 Saxo Grammaticus, The First Nine Books of the Danish History of Saxo Grammaticus …,

trans. O. Elton, Publication of the Folklore Society 33 (London, 1894), p. 334.
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such a practice from the khaganate, but we should not make too much of
Saxo’s statement. He may have had knowledge of remote Slavic peoples
who lived on the periphery of the Danes, among whom this practice was
common, but this is an isolated example andwas not awidespread repeated
practice among all Slavs.

Ibrahim al-Istakhri, a mid-tenth century Arab traveler and geographer
whose principal work was Masālik ul-Mamālik (Travels and Kingdoms),
sheds some additional light on the issue of Khazar rulership. He first relates
that in the Khazar tongue their king is called bak, or also bāk, each term
being the equivalent of beg. The king exercises by virtue of his office no claim
upon thepossessions andproperty of his subjects. But al-Istakhri establishes
that the khaqan of the Khazars is greater in his standing than the bak, yet
with the further qualification that it is the bakwho nominates the khaqan.16
Ibn-Hauqal, a contemporaneous Arab geographer who is chiefly noted for
his revision and extension of the Masālik ul-Mamālik, disputes al-Istakhri,
reversing the appointive process and having the khaqan install the bak.17 In
their own times, each of these writers may well have associated the peculiar
political circumstances of the succession question to be commonplace and
assumed this to be general practice for selecting either the khaqan or the
bak. It would appear, on the contrary, that the khaqan, as a sovereign ruler
withhereditary rights to the throne,18 should retain theprivilege todesignate
a lesser king—the bak, whose office was not construed to be hereditary, but
was appointive.19 However, this does not appear to have been the common
custom.

Much of the essential evidence on Khazar kingship, which we have thus
far examined in Arabic sources, is reaffirmed by a tenth-century Arab his-
torian, Abū-l Hasan Masʾūdī, in his chronological sketch, the Murūj udh-
Dhahab wa Maʾādin ul-Jawāhir (Meadows of Gold and Mines of Precious
Stones), which he completed in 947. Masʾūdī reflects:20

… in Khazaria there is a Khaqan whose custom it is to be in the power of
another king and in his house. The Khaqan is in the interior of a castle,
able neither to ride forth nor to appear to the nobles or commons, nor to
go out from his lodging, where he is with his women, neither ordering nor

16 BGA 1 (Leiden, 1870): 220–226.
17 Ibid., 2 (Leiden, 1873): passim.
18 Dunlop, p. 145; and Schechter, pp. 200–201.
19 Dunlop, p. 145.
20 Masʾūdī, Les Prairies d’Or, trans. and eds. C. Barbier de Meynard and P. de Courteille, 2

(Paris, 1863): 12–14.
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forbidding, nor managing affairs of state. Yet the sovereignty of the Khazars
is not secured to their king save by the Khaqan being with him in the capital
and in his castle. When Khazaria suffers from dearth or any calamity befalls
their country or war with some other nation or any emergency, the commons
and the nobles hasten to the king of the Khazars, saying, ‘We have drawn a
bad omen from the Khaqan and his reign, and have augured ill of him, so kill
him, or hand [him] over to us to kill.’ Sometimes he hands him over to them,
and they kill him. Sometimes he undertakes this himself. But sometimes he
shows him mercy and protects him, as guilty of no crime or sin. This is the
custom of the Khazars at present …. The dignity of this Khaqan belongs to
a family among their chief men, in whom I suppose the kingship originally
resided, but God knows best.

In consonance with Khazar political thought, sovereign authority then was
the exclusive domain of the khagan. However, this proved to be a rather
empty manifestation of respect. His office was chiefly symbolic and he was
honored as a king-priest in accordance with oriental tradition. The khagan,
on the other hand, had no means to enforce his will or to act upon matters
of state. All administrative and military functions were conferred upon the
bak, andnotwithstanding his vast authority he judiciously demonstrated his
deference for the khagan, his sovereign.

Examples of dual kingship in Kievan history are most difficult to distin-
guish, nor is the impact of such a notion easily discernible. The Khazars did
exercise political dominion over someEastern Slavic tribes after the seventh
century and onewould expect that the latter did acquire some knowledge of
this political legacy, although this does not of necessity imply that they prac-
ticed this Khazar notion of dual rulership. The chief benefit that theKhazars
brought to these Slavs of thewestern steppe and the forest zone to the north
was the introduction of political stability, imposed and maintained by the
bak. Khazar concerns for these regions stemmed from commercial inter-
ests and secondarily from political domination. These Slavs appear to have
accepted their circumstances, and in 859 PVL records for that year that the
Poljane, Sever, and Vjatichi were required to pay tribute to the Khazars.21
Svjatoslav terminated this practice with his conquest of Khazaria.

The maintenance of a peaceful order imposed by the Khazars proved
advantageous to the Eastern Slavs who came under their preponderant
influence. In the centuries preceding the arrival of the Norse, the Slavs had
entered a transitional phase in the evolution of their social and political

21 ПСРЛ 1: 19; and 2: 15. Cf. RPCLT, p. 59; and БЛДР 1: 74–75.
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institutions. This transformation coincides with the appearance of forti-
fied trading centers, grady, the singular of which is grad;, and their subse-
quent development into towns and larger urban centers.22 The Near Eastern
scholar J. Brutzkus attributes the rise of Kiev –ב) ׳ב [= בר״ה ] Qiyyōb23) to
Khazar initiatives in this period.24 His argumentation is based upon philo-
logical evidence and merits historical attention. But nowhere in this transi-
tional phase do we find firm evidence of the implantation of the concept of
dual kingship.

In our main period of study, two sources—the Heimskringla and PVL—
furnish some evidence that the Khazar notion of dual rulership had a mod-
icum of influence among the Rus’. Snorri Sturluson relates that Olaf Tryg-
gvason in the 970’s served Vladimir, then prince of Novgorod, as his head
of the army, which guarded the land.25 Snorri appears to imply, although
distortion is probable in his work, that Vladimir delegated this function
to Olaf. It appears unlikely that Vladimir would contravene Scandinavian
and Rus’ customs. The primary responsibility for the defense of land fell
respectively upon the konungr and the knqz;. We should not dismiss the
possibility that as prince of Novgorod and the prince of Kiev, Vladimir, given
his youth while in the north, had some inclination to experiment with the
formation of his political and social institutions, modifying them upon the
recommendations of his advisors to meet the particular needs of his reign.
Later, the appointment of his sons as posad;niki, the mingling of Slavic and
Norse pagan deities, and the consideration and eventual adoption of Chris-
tianity as the official state religion clearly demonstrate his proclivity to be
innovative, even at the expense of contravening established customs and
traditions that were numerous. It is plausible then that Vladimir, having
some knowledge of Khazar dual kingship, applied an aspect of this concept
and appointed Olaf to be chief of the land army. But when Olaf became
too powerful and fell into disfavor with the prince’s wife (her name is not
furnished in the sources, but it may have been Rogned), the Norseman left
Kievan Rus’.26

22 Note the extensive treatment given to this topic by Tikhomirov in his Древнерусские
города.

23 Golb, and Pritsak, p. 20f.
24 J.D. Brutzkus, “The Khazar Origin of Ancient Kiev,” SEER 22 (1944): 108–124. Cf. Shaikin,

pp. 50–53; and A.A. Tortika, “ ‘Киевское письмо’ хазарских евреев: К проблем критики
содержания источника,” Материалы по археологии, истории и этнографии Таврии 10
(2002): 535–542.

25 Snorri Sturluson, pp. 118–119 and 129.
26 Ibid., pp. 129–130.
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The reign of Mstislav after 1019 is most imprecisely described by the Rus’
annalists and proves to be inexplicable for students of PVL. Conforming
on the one hand to an Old Testament historiographic tradition and to Jer-
oboam’s kingdom of Ephraim, which was noted for its racial interbreeding
and religious corruption, Mstislav is portrayed in biblical similitude, yet at
the same time his brief eulogy characterizes him with conventional Scandi-
navian praises. But the nature of his rulership is never clearly established.
When he and Jaroslav formally divided the Kievan principality along the
course of the Dnieper River, the younger brother proposed that the elder
should take the seat of Kiev, the mother of Rus’ urban centers. Mstislav
appears also to have relinquished any claim to sovereign power, which he
may have believed rightfully belonged to Jaroslav as the eldest. The Rus’
annalists appear then to have interpreted Mstislav’s function primarily as
military.PVL records his attack upon the Kasogi in 1022;27 with the aid of his
current allies, the Khazars and Kasogi, hismarch against Jaroslav the follow-
ing year;28 and in the early 1030’s his combined assaultwith Jaroslav upon the
Poles.29 The absence of any discussion of Mstislav’s sovereign powers and of
his role as a lawmaker, protector of the church, and other princely functions,
leads to the suspicion that the Rus’ scribesmay have viewed him in the guise
of a Khazar bak, but without a formal conferment of this rank upon him.30

Modern scholars are not of one mind in their interpretations of the dual
rule of Jaroslav and Mstislav and its effect upon their lawmaking authority.
S.M. Soloviev maintains that the territorial divisions of 1026 left parts of
Kievan Rus’ without any law.31 He fails to mention that these regions may
have reverted to traditional customary laws with which they were familiar.
Tatishchev argues that aside from the creation of the dual principalities
and the division of power, this was an informal arrangement and unitary
rule prevailed.32 He believes, therefore, that Jaroslav remained the sovereign
with full juridical powers over all Kievan Rus’ and Mstislav occupied an
inferior place, thus explaining why only rarely is he designated with any
noble designation in the sources.

27 ПСРЛ 1: 146; and 2: 134. Cf. RPCLT, p. 134; and БЛДР 1: 188–189.
28 ПСРЛ 1: 147; and 2: 134. Cf. RPCLT, p. 134; and БЛДР 1: 190–191.
29 ПСРЛ 1: 150; and 2: 137. Cf. RPCLT, p. 136; and БЛДР 1: 192–193.
30 Cf. Parkhomenko, “Киевская Русь и Хазария,” pp. 381–384, who stresses a semi-

legendary element in their relationship.
31 S.M. Soloviev, История отношении, pp. 66–67.
32 Tatishchev, 1: 351.
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The Khazars did not believe that the lawmaking authority was an essen-
tial attribute of either the khagan’s or the bak’s powers. The khaganate, a
loose empire inhabited by diverse ethnic and religious groups who over
the course of time developed varying legal standards that satisfied their
needs, required only a semblance of juridical uniformity and accepted legal
diversity among its subjects. The process of legal dissimilation may have
worked to the detriment of Khazar law. Ibrahim ibn Jakub records that
the Khazars used the Slavonic term zakon= (law) in daily court usage and
the Slavs were tried according to their own customary law.33 This usage is
also noted byConstantine Porphyrogennetos.34The question of the lawmak-
ing authority is further complicated by the Khazar ruling aristocracy’s and
military’s acceptance of conversion to Judaism ca. 730. This was achieved
without any obligation upon their subjects. The letter of Hasdai implies
that Khazar Judaism was imperfectly developed and its teachings were
not firmly entrenched within the khaganate.35 Dunlop concludes that Tur-
kic law and not Rabbinic law prevailed.36 Had Hebrew stress upon nor-
mative law commanded a greater audience among the Khazars, both the
elite and commoners, a more appreciable influence upon the Rus’ would
have been noticed. The absence of such emphasis explains why the Eastern
Slavs first turned to the Northmen and later to the Byzantines to address
this need for juridical uniformity. Schechter, however, drawing upon his
study of a Khazar text, concludes that the khagan, following conversion,
retained for himself the lawmaking authority. Several passages of this text
read:37

And the men of the land appointed over them one of the wise men as judge.
And they call his name in the tongue of Khazaria, Khagan …. Therefore, the
judges who arose after him are called by the name Khagan … even unto this
day.

This assertion should not be accepted at face value, but should be under-
stood as semi-legendary in content and prone to exaggeration. The notion
that khagan evolved from judges is refuted by the tenth-century Persian

33 Ibrahim ibn Jakub (Ben Yakub), Relacja Ibrāhīma ibn Jaʿkūba z podróży do krajów
słowiańskich w przekazie al-Bekrīego, ed. T. Kowalski, MPH, new series, 1 (Cracow, 1946):
52.

34 Constantine Porphyrogennetos, De Administrando Imperio, DOT 1: 170–175.
35 Kokovtsov, pp. 113 ff.
36 Dunlop, pp. 92 and 217.
37 Schechter, pp. 215–216.
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geographer, Hudud al-Alam,38 and Ibn-Rusta.39 They relate that judicial
authority belonged to a college of doctors, that is, judges, and this practice
has some similarities to ancient Hebrew juridical customs. Vernadsky adds
further that not only were the khagans denied the power of judgment, but
that this privilegewas also refused to the baks.40Hence, judgmentwas exclu-
sive and beyond their competence.

The religious standards of the khaganate after their conversion to Judaism
show no appreciable influence upon their Eastern Slavic subjects. Vladimir,
who had contemplated adoption of the Hebrew faith through the Khaz-
ars, ultimately dismissed this prospect. From the context of PVLwe are led
to believe that the Khazars, having learned of other religious missions to
Vladimir’s court, took it upon themselves to present their religious thoughts
to the prince of Kiev. Though obviously a superficial argument, Vladimir
gave little credence to their religious beliefs and practices because the Ro-
mans had dispersed the Jews in the first century ad41 Vladimir appears to
imply that the Jews can make no claims of having a great extant empire—
the equal of Byzantium, the Germans, or the Volga Bulgars. Nevertheless,
Dvornik believes that Judaic ideas introduced by Jewish Khazar merchants
residing in Kiev took hold and exerted a measurable influence upon Kievan
Rus’.42This couldbeanexplanation for theneedof at least hurried references
to Khazar Judaism in thePVL and later Rus’ annals without simply dismiss-
ing the entire subject. Too, this could be a partial explanation for substantial
Rus’ familiaritywithOld Testament texts and for the formulation of an inde-
pendent Kievan historiographic tradition based upon biblical passages.

But Hilarion’s khagan image of Vladimir’s and Jaroslav’s reigns appears
to have some apparent causal connection to a definition of the nature
of Kievan princely rulership. Scholars, however, have offered a number of
diverse opinions relative to this relationship.43 First, we should notice that
this Turkic distinction was not generally used among the Eastern Slavs and
Northmen. Only isolated individuals of whom we have little knowledge

38 Hudud al-Alam, The Regions of theWorld, A Persian Geography 372 A.H.–982 A.D., trans.
V. Minorsky (London, 1937), p. 159.

39 Ibn-Rusta, passim.
40 G. Vernadsky, The Origins of Russia (Oxford, 1959), p. 191.
41 Cf. ПСРЛ 1: 85–86; and 2: 72–73. Cf. RPCLT, p. 97; and БЛДР 1: 133–134.
42 Dvornik, The Slavs, p. 205. Cf. W. Philipp, Ansätze zum geschichtlichen und politischen

Denken im Kiewer Russland, JGO, supplement 3 (Breslau, 1940): 6–24.
43 For a comprehensive historiographic discussion of current opinion regarding the kha-

gan question, cf. Shusharin, pp. 159–163.
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from the sources make reference to this distinction. Only once was khagan
employed in the early Rus’ sources to demonstrate its terminological inter-
changeability and equality in rankwith knqz;.PVL relates for the year 965:44

Ide St∞oslav= na Kozary> slywavwe 'e Kozari> izidwa protiv¥> s=

knqzem= svoim= Kaganom=>

Svjatoslav proceeded against the Khazars. When the Khazars heard [this],
they went out against him with their prince, the Khagan.

Agraffito, appearinguponawall in theChurchof Saint Sophia inKievwhose
constructionwas initiated by Jaroslav theWise, bears the inscriptionS=pasi
g‘ospod’i kag‘a’na nawego, “Lord save our Khagan.”45 S.A. Vysotsky fixes the
date of this inscription to the reignof prince Svjatoslav Jaroslavichwho ruled
Kiev from 1073 to 1076.46 Shusharin associates its origin with the metropoli-
tanHilarion.47This fragmentary evidence regarding theKievan usage of kha-
gan has prompted modern scholars to arrive at a number of conclusions.
Kliuchevsky believes that Hilarion borrowed the title khagan for Vladimir
and Jaroslav to demonstrate that the Kievan knqz; was equal in authority
with theKhazar suzerain.48Priselkov holds thatHilarion’sPoxvalawas com-
posed in an allegorical style with no implied meaning in use of khagan.49
Vernadsky, nevertheless, maintains that the Rus’ concept of Kievan princely
sovereign authority has its genesis partly as a consequenceofKhazar domin-
ion over early Kiev.50 We should rather understand Hilarion’s use of khagan
in another context. Jaroslav and his contemporaries may have had a real
rather than an imagined fear that the Byzantine emperor was attempting to
assert his sovereignty over theKievanprincipality. Hilarion then reflects this
apprehension in his Poxvala. He sought, therefore, to establish that both
Vladimir and Jaroslav were independent and sovereign rulers in the same
political sense as theKhazar khagan. Hilarion, however, did not disclaim the
religious affiliations, which existed between Kiev and Constantinople, and
appears to have been willing to continue this ecclesiastical arrangement.

44 ПСРЛ 1: 65; and 2: 53. Cf. RPCLT, p. 84; and БЛДР 1: 114–115.
45 S.A. Vysotsky, Древнерусские надписи Софии Киевской ХІ-ХІV вв., 1 (Kiev, 1966): 49.
46 Ibid., p. 52.
47 Shusharin, p. 161. Cf. Laehr, pp. 122–123, who accepts the notion that the title khagan

appeared in southern Rus’ through the combined military and commercial interests of
Byzantium and Khazaria in the region.

48 Kliuchevsky, Курс, 1: 86. Contrast his contention with the religious interpretation ren-
dered by Val’denberg, pp. 95–96.

49 Priselkov, Очерки, p. 100f.
50 Vernadsky, Kievan Russia, p. 174.
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Near Eastern sources are an important font of information for an under-
standing of the political evolution of Kievan rulership from its primitive
beginnings to themid-eleventh century. Thoughwe are not concerned with
the pre-Vladimirian era, it is essential to note the embryonic development
of Kievan princely rulership according to these accounts and with what
degree of accuracy they report the Rus’ excellence, thus fixing an image of
Kievan princely authority. Al-Istakhri records: “The king … lives in a city
called Kuyābah [Kiev] ….”51 And later in his account, he proceeds to furnish
a customary Varangian depiction of Kievan rulers. The toponym Kuyābah
appears to be a contraction of two separate terms—Kuyā being the Khazar
substitute for Kiev and bah being a corruption of bak. Al-Istakhri must have
been familiar with the tales recounting the origins of Kiev and the circum-
stances leading to its foundation. Kiev then was a military outpost under
the nominal authority of the Khazar bak. We should not dismiss the proba-
bility that even in his time al-Istakhri, though aware that elements of the
Varangian Rus’ occupied the fortified town, comprehended the reigns of
Oleg, Igor, and Olga as distinguished for their military prowess and achieve-
ments. Hence, he continued the use of the toponym Kuyābah, even after
the term had lost its applicability. His contemporaries, Ibn-Rusta, drawing
upon mid-ninth-century sources, and al-Alam respectively speak of a Rus’
king designated khaqan and khagan. In the next century Gardīzi cites the
khaqan of the Rus’.52

Near Eastern sources, though fragmentary and somewhat early for the
purpose of this study, do demonstrate a uniform belief and willingness to
admit the independence and sovereign rule of the Kievan princes, and these
same accounts list no impediments placed upon their powers. Nor do these
same narratives seek to establish the dependence of the Kievan princes
upon a Khazar khagan. Hilarion sought to preserve this Near Eastern theme
and to extol in his Poxvala the notion that Kievan princely sovereignty was
exclusive in its authority, was free of other rulers and their secular dictates,
and enjoyed parity with the potentates of Khazaria and other Asiatic states,
but his attempts at historiographic revisionism do not admit significant
Khazar influences upon the definition of the nature and the image of Kievan
princely power. If nothing more, Hilarion may have simply repeated an

51 BGA 1: 220ff. Contrast his descriptionofVarangianpolitical societywith the earlierwork
of Ibn Khordādhbeh, Kitāb al-masālik waʾlmamālik, BGA 6 (Leiden, 1889): ch. XVff.

52 Cf. Hudud al-Alam, p. 159.
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analogy that Vladimir had addressed for himself, that is, he, as the Khazar
khagan, was a princewho ruled an ethnically and religiously diverse people,
much as the rule of his contemporary. A similar attribution cannot be
assigned to Jaroslav and none of the annals or other sources so state.



chapter five

THE EASTERN SLAVIC POLITICAL AND SOCIAL STRUCTURE

The onset of Vladimir’s rule initiated a more complex and generally a less
recognizable role for three ancient Eastern Slavic institutions—the knqzi,
vo´vody (the military aristocratic commanders), and the v∫he (the urban
popular assembly)—in Kievan princely affairs.1 Heretofore, as we have ob-
served, Rus’ annalists and scribes had concerned themselves with theoret-
ical speculations upon the nature and the image of Kievan princely power.
But in describing the nature and developing an image of Kievan princely
rulership, Rus’ apologists could not exclude the native knqzi, voÛvody, and
v∫he from such considerations andmay have sought to explain the displace-
ment of the local knqzi and voÛvody through the appearance of a hered-
itary Scandinavian aristocracy and the diminution in the influence of the
v∫he through the rise of a monolithic, autocratic, and seemingly powerful
national Riurikid ruling house. Against this background, we should notice
the significant observation of Jonathan Shepard: “The ‘land of Rus’ was an
archipelago of largely self-regulating communities. Extensive groupings in
the north were still considered tribes ….”2 A reinvestigation of the role of
these institutions in the formative period of political and religious changes
under Vladimir and Jaroslav merits attention, and of how these institutions
impacted upon the evolution of the nature and the image of the Kievan
princes or diminished the effectiveness of their rule.

The knqzi, descendants of tribal and clan leaders, have their roots in
antiquity. These princes became in the seventh and eighth centuries the

1 Vilkul, Tat’iana L., Люди и князь в дренерусских летописиях середины ХІ-ХІІІ вв.
(Moscow, 2009), pp. 19 ff., and esp. for v∫he, pp. 21–37 and 226–324; and for knqzi, pp. 118 ff.
Her concern is the study of “social” classes and not the “politico-military” institutions. For an
analysis of the varied usage, imprecise definitions, and applications in the annals of the term
v∫he, cf. Granberg, passim; and E.L. Keenan, “V∫he,” Russian History/Histoire russe 34 (2007):
83–99.

2 Shepard, “TheOrigins of Rus’,” p. 70; and S. Plokhy,TheOrigins of SlavicNations: Premod-
ern Identities in Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus (Cambridge, 2006), esp. pp. 10–41.
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nucleus of a hereditary class of territorial nobles who held their domains
as personal property. And too, these centuries are a most important tran-
sitional period in the evolution of Eastern Slavic political and social con-
cepts. A major advance to shape their ideological outlook was the rise of
trading centers (grady) and the growth of these outposts into towns and
larger urban units. The knqzi, as population concentrated at specific cen-
ters, began to abandon patriarchal rule over a given tribe or clan, and
assumed the role of leadership over particular geographic regions, which
had at their core trading towns of varying size and commercial significance.3
Tribal life, however, continued to predominate over much of the Rus’ lands
and the term knqz;, though known among the Eastern Slavs, is sparingly
used and does not appear to have been widely adopted. There is little evi-
dence then that the Eastern Slavs had developed an extensive national and
native hereditary ruling house.

Vladimir’s powers were never seriously challenged by local knqzi claims
to shared authority in the governance of the Kievan principality. The expla-
nation for this development is historical in nature. First, the Riurikid
princes, if in fact the usage of the term is valid and not adopted by theNorth-
men or invented by the Rus’ scribes given the limited political and social
advancement of the Varangians in that age who preceded Vladimir, did not
suppress local initiatives. The Slavic grady and tribal centers could retain
traditional social-political institutions so long as they remained in conso-
nance with Riurikid interests. But frequent acts of rebellion forced Oleg and
his successors to put down the insubordinate Slavs and to introduce the
practice of appointing lesser Varangian aristocrats and boqry to newly cre-
ated administrative-defensive centers. The consequence of this practicewas
to enhance the commercial-martial interests of the Riurikid house and to
hasten the process of subordinating the political and commercial practices
of the local knqzi to the authority of the Kievan prince.4

Then, too, after the eighth century a symbiosis of Scandinavian and
Slavic aristocratic families and even intermarriage took place. Scandinavian

3 D’iakonov, Очерки, pp. 146–148; and P.N. Tret’iakov, Восточнославянские племена
(Moscow-Leningrad, 1948), p. 167. Cf. F. Nowak,Medieval Slavdom and the Rise of Russia, The
Berkshire Studies in EuropeanHistory (NewYork, 1930), pp. 38–48; andMarija Gimbutas, The
Slavs (NewYork andWashington, 1971), pp. 133ff. Note also the role of trade in the rise of towns
inV.A. Parkhomenko,Уистоковрусской государственности (VІІІ-ХІ вв.) (Leningrad, 1924),
pp. 28ff.

4 Cf. supra, pp. 16–17.
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merchant-warriors remained as permanent settlers in various grady and
the {akimovskaœ L∫topis; elaborates upon their marriages into leading
Slavic families, one of the more notable being the union between Igor and
Olga.5 Common commercial interests facilitated the infusion of foreign-
ers into Slavic aristocratic ranks and by the reign of Vladimir it is difficult
to distinguish between a pure Slavic or a Nordic noble family. Clear evi-
dence of national intermingling is the adoption of Slavonic appellations by
Olga, examples of which are her son Svjatoslav and her grandsons, Jaropolk
and Vladimir. And too, Vladimir’s creation of a public pagan site for their
respective deities to be worshipped alike by Slavs and Northmen is fur-
ther proof of the commonality that had been achieved in larger population
centers.6

The institution of the voÛvody predates the advent of the Northmen and
appears to be a product of early Slavic tribal needs for self-defense and an
outgrowth of tribal aristocracies. The rise of fortified enclosures paralleled
theKhazar expansion into thewesternPontic steppe.As they extended their
nominal suzerainty over southern Rus’, they must have fostered the evolu-
tion of the voÛvody and adapted them to the bak’s military system. Some
additional details about the nature of early Slavic military aristocracies are
preserved in Constantine Porphyrogennetos’s De Administrando Imperio.
Though his account of the genealogy of the Turkic nation addresses Mag-
yar antiquities, we should accept the conclusions of C.A. Macartney and Gy.
Moravcsik that the first part of thepassage is a separate account andSlavonic
in derivation, and establishes that Constantine’s ascription of the term ὁ βοέ-
βοδος (vo´voda, voevoda) and later in the text τό ζάκανον (zakon, that is cus-
tomor law),7 are examples of common locution.8 TheMagyars, settled in the
vicinity of the lower Don-Volga river systems and briefly the Dnieper basins,
were neighbors of both the Eastern Slavs and Khazars throughout much of
the ninth century, hence furnishing some explanation for mutual linguis-
tic interchangeability. Constantine records that the Magyar and therefore
the Slavic ruler was designated ὁ πρῶτος βοέβοδος … τὸ δὲ τῆς ἀξίας, “the first

5 Tatishchev, 1: 111, 116–117, 341, and 372.
6 Cf. supra, pp. 22–23.
7 Constantine Porphyronnetos, De Administrando Imperio, 1: 170–173.
8 C.A.Macartney, TheMagyars in theNinth Century (Cambridge, 1930; repr. 1968), pp. 98–

101; and Commentary to Constantine Porphyrogennetos, De Administrando Imperio, 2: 145–
149. Cf. G.G. Litavrin and A.P. Novosel’tsev, Об Управлении Империей (Moscow, 1989), pp.
158–159 and commentary pp. 391–394. Vernadsky, Origins, pp. 93–94.
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voevoda…because of his rank.”9The tradition of sevenMagyar clanswithout
the benefit of native or foreign princely rulership, but under the command
of a military aristocracy, appears to apply as well to the Eastern Slavs.10 The
term knqz;, though known to the Eastern Slavic tribes, seems alien to them
and does not appear to have been adopted over an extensive area of Kievan
Rus’, nor is there evidence that the Eastern Slavs had developed a native and
national hereditary ruling house. Rather, there developed the institution of
voÛvody, an outgrowth of tribal requirements, some chiefly associatedwith
the Slavic grady and the defense of the local populace, and the protection
of trade routes.

With the establishment of the Riurikid ruling house, time and again the
predominant heads of this kin were confronted with Slavic tribal and urban
rebellions. Frequently, then, the voÛvody were instrumental in precipitat-
ing revolts for reasons of personal gain and local interest. Hence, the Rus’
apologists viewed the voevody as obstacles to Riurikid centralizing tenden-
cies and orderly succession. They were not the sole source of discontent or
rebellion. The presence of rival Varangian centers in northern Rus’ made
the task of the Riurikids all themore difficult, undermining their centraliza-
tion efforts and gradual political advancement over Slavic and other peo-
ples.

Extensive treatment is given in PVL, as if to dispense with the topic
once and for all, to the Kievan voÛvoda Blud’s role in Vladimir’s rise to
power.11 This account, with an allusion to the Psalter (Book of Psalms) of
the Old Testament, takes the form of an individual lament. The compiler of
this passage stresses that Jaropolk, as David, was confronted with internal
troubles in the absence of the necessity for the Kievan Rus’ to stand as one
against a common external enemy. David’s problems arose when his third
son, Absalom, contrived the murder of his eldest brother, Amnon. Several
years later, Absalom then began to plot against his father, and David was
forced to flee and to abandon Jerusalem to his rebellious son.12

A transference of evil takes place in PVL and its compilers stress that
Jaropolk had been surrounded by a malicious enemy and false friend

9 Constantine Porphyrogennetos, De Administrando Imperio, 1: 170–171. Note also G. Ver-
nadsky andM. de Ferdinándy, Studien zur ungarischen Frühgeschichte, SA 47 (Munich, 1947):
21–26.

10 Constantine Porphyrogennetos, De Administrando Imperio, DOT 1: 170ff.
11 ПСРЛ 1: 76–78; and 2: 63–66. Cf. RPCLT, pp. 92–93; and БЛДР 1: 124–127.
12 Cf. 2Samuel.
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—Blud, his ranking commander and principal military advisor, who noting
the prince’s plight andmilitary distress, conspired to betray him to Vladimir.
Momentarily, however, we are conveyed the impression that the Rus’ scribes
favored the solitary rule of Jaropolk and placed the initiative for this treach-
erous act upon Vladimir, not Blud. PVL records that Vladimir dispatched
the following message to Blud:13

popriœi mi a]e o¥b;[ brata svoego> im∫ti tq xoh[14 vo ©c∞a m∫sto> i mnog¥

hest; voz;mew; ˙ mene> ne œz= bo pohal= brat;[ biti no ©n=> az= 'e togo

o¥boœv=sq> pridox= na n;> i reê Bl¥d= k= poslom= Volodimerim;> az= b¥d¥

tob∫ v sr∞ce i v= priœzn;stv>

‘Show me [your] friendliness if I slay my brother. I wish to have you in [my]
father’s place, and you will accept much honor fromme. It is not I who began
to fight [my] brother, but he. I feared for that [reason], [and] I have come
against him.’ AndBlud said toVladimir’smessenger: ‘I will bewith you in [my]
heart and in friendliness.’

But the full burden of guilt for this treacherous plot is placed upon Blud and
Vladimir emerges absolved of wrongdoing.15

And further, the class of voÛvody shares condemnation for this breach.
PVL furnishes the following explanation for its disapproval:16

13 ПСРЛ 1: 76; and 2: 64. Cf. RPCLT, 92; and БЛДР 1: 124–125, an emended version.
14 This usage may be a corruption, a textual lacuna, or simply an editorial revision. The

Hypatian redaction, ПСРЛ 2: 64, reads: im∫ti tq nahn¥ v= ∆c∞a m∫sto svoeé>, “I will begin to
have you in my father’s place,” with no significant alteration in meaning. Later annals read
as follows: N1, 3: 126, states: popriœn mi> a]e ¥bi[ brata svoego, l[biti tq nahn¥ v= otca

m∫sto svoego, i mnog¥ hest; priimewi ot mene> ne az= bo pohax brati[ biti, n; on=> az=

'e togo ¥boœxsœ i priidox na n;. I rehe Bl¥d k= poslannym= Volodimirom=> az= b¥d¥

tob∫ v= serdce i v= priœzn;stvo>, “ ‘Showme [your] friendliness, if I slay my brother. I [will]
begin to love [to have] you in my father’s place and you will accept many honors from me. It
is not I who began to fight [my] brother, but he. I feared for that [reason], [and] I have come
against him.’ And Blud said to Vladimir’s messenger: ‘I will be with you in [my] heart and in
friendliness.’ ”N4, 4: 54, identifies themessenger as the voÛvoda Jaropolk and the text follows
N1; so also S1, 5: 111; V, 7: 293;PN, 9: 39, with slight emendation. The passage is modified in Vl,
30: 23; but is excised fromT, 15: 73–75; also not inK, 21/1: 69; andNK, 42: 42.Nik (Zenkovsky),
p. 74, reads: “Then Vladimir sent his [agents] to Blud, Iaropolk’s voevoda, cunningly saying,
‘You must accept me. In case I kill my brother, Iaropolk, you will be my favorite and you will
be in the place of my father, and you will be greatly honored by me. I did not start the fight
among my brothers but he did, and I became frightened; therefore I marched against him.’
Blud answered Vladimir’s envoys, ‘I will help and will be your friend.’ ” The passage is excised
from P1 (Nasonov), 1: 8; and Tr (Priselkov), p. 91, reads as N1. Cf. RPCLT, p. 92; and БЛДР 1:
124–125.

15 ПСРЛ 1: 77; and 2: 65. Cf. RPCLT, p. 92; and БЛДР 1: 124–127.
16 ПСРЛ 1: 77; and 2: 65. Cf. RPCLT, p. 92; and БЛДР 1: 124–125.
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to s¥t; neistovii> i'e priemwe ˙ knqzq ili ˙ ∆gspdüna svoego hest; li

dary> ti myslqt; © glav∫ knqzq svoego> na pag¥blen;e> gor;we s¥t; b∫sov=

takovii> œko'e Bl¥d= preda knqzq svoego> i priim= ˙ nego h;ti mnogi‘>’ se

bo b=ü povinen= krovi toi>

They are unrestrainedwho, having received from the prince or from their lord
honor or gifts, think of the perdition of their prince. They think of killing
[him]. Such [men] are worse than devils. Thus Blud betrayed his prince,
having received from himmany honors. He is therefore guilty of his blood.

The question of law and succession are interrelated in this passage, and gov-
ern the affinity of the voÛvoda to the prince. Nora K. Chadwick comments
with sympathy upon the role of the voÛvoda in princely succession and
maintains17

… these [are the] native king-makers … from father to son who govern the
course of events, who control the careers of princes, who support them mor-
ally and materially in war and in peace, who guard their persons, and protect
their honour and that of the nation in moments of danger and vacillation ….

And she further overstates:18

… the Norse rulers were largely dependent on them, not only for their posi-
tion, but also for their maintenance and organization.

Although she does not make an explicit statement that the Norse voevody
are similar in their roles and actions as those in Kievan Rus’, we can sur-
mise from the context of her discussion that this was so. But thePVL scribes
demonstrate a concern that the voÛvody lack a sense of national identity
and of national monarchy transcending particularistic interests of individ-
ual principalities and tribes. Hence, the voÛvody are viewed as instruments
of chaos and disorder. They are bound neither by tradition nor by law in
the selection of ruling princes, thus this unrestrained element is free to sup-
port whichever candidate would bring them victory in battle and material
rewards thereafter. Nowak, on the other hand, believes that the v∫he exer-
cised restraint upon the voÛvody and therefore the compilers of PVLmay
be given to exaggeration in their dislike of thismilitary aristocracy.19 Further,
V.I. Sergeevich20 correctly qualifies that the main role of this popular organ
was the administration of land and political functions.

17 Chadwick, p. 116.
18 Ibid., p. 117.
19 Nowak, p. 38.
20 V.I. Sergeevich, Древности русскаго права, 2: Вѣче и князь (3rd ed., St. Petersburg,

1909): 72; and P.P. Tolochko, “Вече и народные движения в Киеве,” in V.D. Koroliuk, et
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But in 988, when Vladimir erected border fortifications along the ap-
proaches to Kiev to protect the urban center against Pecheneg raids,21

i poha nar¥bati m¥'∫ l¥h;wi∫> ˙ Sloven; i ˙ Krivih;> i ˙ H[di> i ˙

Vqtih;> i ˙ six= naseli grady>

he began to gather the bestmen from the Slovenes and the Krivichi, and from
the Chud’, and from the Vjatichi, and from these he populated the towns.

We could surmise that Vladimir had not abrogated dependence upon
the voÛvody, but valued their military skills and assigned them to duties
along the frontiers of the realm. Hereafter then, during the course of the
Vladimirian-Jaroslavian era, only scant references appear in the Rus’ annals
to this Slavic military aristocracy. Ironically, in this same period, no longer
are they identified asVarangians. As for theVarangians, they too receive only
scantmention in this era, demonstrating their demise as an influential force
in Rus’ political and military society. The Slavic military aristocracy after
1054 reemerges as a less passive element in the Kievan appanage period and
involves itself in internecine strife among Jaroslav’s and his sons’ progeny.

The construction of grady in the seventh and eighth centuries introduced
an additional innovation in these strongholds. These centers became the
meeting place for the v∫he thatwere no longer limited to the role of being the
representative councils for a particular clan or tribe. Their role was enlarged
to become consultative bodies of town assemblies serving the governmen-
tal, that is, the secular and religious administrative and legislative needs
of the fortified centers and of the surrounding countryside. The traditional
and important place of the v∫he should not be minimized in Kievan Rus’
history.22 This native institution first issued the call for the Riurikids to cur-
tail discords among the numerous tribes of northern Rus’ and to govern as
a monolithic house,23 and from the viewpoint of the Rus’ scribes the town
assemblies are honored for the achievement of bringing about the territorial
unification of the Northeastern Slavs and others under one unitary author-
ity. The succession of Vladimir, however, introduced acute problems. As we

al., Исследования по истории славянских и балканских народов. Эпоха средневековья.
Киевская Русь и ее славянские соседи (Moscow, 1972), pp. 125–126.

21 ПСРЛ 1: 121; and 2: 106. Cf. RPCLT, p. 119; and БЛДР 1: 164–167.
22 For the historiographic aspects of the v∫he question, cf. Shusharin, pp. 186–192; and

K. Zernack,Die burgstädtischen Volksversammlungen bei denOst- undWestslaven. Studien zur
verfassungsgeschichten Bedeutung des Veče (Wiesbaden, 1967), pp. 15–29.

23 ПСРЛ 1: 19–20; and 2: 14. Cf. RPCLT, pp. 59–60; and БЛДР 1: 74–75.
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have observed for in the PVL entry for 980, the Rus’ scribes denounced the
Slavic voÛvody as instruments of political anarchy and advocates of succes-
sional irregularity in the advancement of Riurikid princes to the princely
seat at Kiev. PVL for the same year makes a strong appeal for the retention
of the v∫he as a voice in princely matters. As we have previously cited,24 the
Rus’ scribes added the biblical admonition: “her husband is distinguished
within the gates when he sits in council with the elders and inhabitants
of the land.” PVL thus established a biblical justification for a substantial
role of the v∫he in princely rulership, but we should recall that a parallel
acceptance of shared authority exists in the Norse konungr’s reliance upon
the Thing.25 A similar justification cannot be found in Byzantine political
thought wherein the βασιλεὺς rules as an autocrat, unchecked at least in the-
ory in the degree of his authority.26

PVL provides an elaborate definition of the composition of the v∫he and
defines the extent of the authority, which this body exercised over its popu-
lace. In 997 the inhabitants of Belgorod, a town located a short distance to
the southwest of Kiev andunder the siege of the Pechenegs, held a council to
discuss the issues of famine and the failure of Vladimir to raise the siege and
to provide adequate food supplies and other provisions. The town assembly
convened and reached a decision to surrender to the Pechenegs, lest all of
the inhabitants should succumb to starvation. But one of the elders who
had not been present at the gathering, se slywav= posla po star∫iwiny

grad;skyœ>, “having heard this, he sent for the urban-elders.”27 The insti-
tution of the urban-elder system is an extension of the tribal patriarchal
custom. The primitive Slavs who first settled the western extension of the
Pontic steppe established rural communities organized on the principal of
the rod=, the kin, kinfolk or clan, an elemental socio-political unit com-
mon to most Indo-European peoples.28 Fashioned upon the institution of
the patriarchal family, wherein the eldest male member (starosta) was the
head of the kin or blood relations, the task of administering the basic needs
fell upon the senior family member. The starosta allocated the land held in

24 Cf. supra, p. 30 and n. 65.
25 Cf. supra, p. 114.
26 Fedotov, Russian Religious Mind, 1: 399.
27 ПСРЛ 1: 127; and 2: 112. Cf. RPCLT, p. 123; and БЛДР 1: 170–171.
28 Cf. M. Kovalevsky, Russian Political Institutions: Growth and Development of these Insti-

tutions from the Beginnings of Russian History to the Present Time (Chicago, 1902), pp. 13 ff.;
Presniakov, Лекции, 1: 51–61; and Grekov, Киевская Русь, pp. 71–92.
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common and other possessions necessary for the livelihood and defense of
the kin. With the growth of urban communities, the rod= gave way to the
formation of the v∫he, an assembly of family heads, although in practice
all inhabitants of the urban community were entitled to partake in its
deliberations. The right to summon the v∫hebelonged to eachmemberof the
rod= and thereafter to the residents of a grad=. The urban elders, however,
could only carry out v∫he decisions. Those of Belgorod reversed their initial
decision to surrender and accepted the alternative proposal of an elder that
led to an end of the siege. The Belgorod v∫he clearly wielded substantial
jurisdiction over its populace.29

Modern scholarship, on the other hand, is in disagreement on a precise
definition of the v∫he and the composition of this body. Nowak draws a
distinctionwithout elaboration between the v∫he as a popular assembly and
the council of elders,30 maintaining that all political authority was vested
in the former.31 D’iakonov defines the v∫he as a national assembly, which
belies the fact that each grad= had its own v∫he.32 Zernack believes that the
PVL citations on the v∫he are twelfth-century emendations to the basic text
and hence lead to a misreading of the earlier entries in the annal.33 Dvornik
subscribes to a more traditional interpretation, arguing that all Rus’ towns
had v∫he dominated by a class of elders, but included in its composition
members of the populace.34There is little reason to believe, notwithstanding
the recent attempts of scholars to ameliorate the definition of the v∫he, that
the traditional explanation no longer remains valid. Textual evidence that
substantive secretions were introduced into PVL does not alter the basic
character of this work. Frequent citations in this source and later annals,
which draw upon this work, stress that the v∫he was composed of elders
who administered the decisions of the body, though the town populace had
representation and a voice in its deliberations.

The PVL scribes entertained in behalf of the v∫he a claim for the body’s
participation in the process of princely rulership. The first among these
series of actions was the right of the v∫he to place some restraints upon
princely authority at the initial stage of the succession process, but

29 ПСРЛ 1: 127–128; and 2: 112–113; Cf. RPCLT, pp. 122–123; and БЛДР 1: 170–173.
30 Nowak, p. 38.
31 Ibid., p. 47.
32 D’iakonov, Очерки, p. 95.
33 Zernack, pp. 37–40.
34 Dvornik, “Byzantine Political Ideas,” p. 75.
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introduced no limitations that could impede his powers once he had been
formally designated. Specific citations are entered in PVL in the interven-
ing years between 980 and 1036 to establish the assembly’s role in defin-
ing these relations, that is, the rights and liabilities of the Kievan prince
to his subjects. The Rus’ scribes unquestionably accept the inauguration
of Vladimir’s sovereignty through conquest and again Jaroslav’s elevation
to solitary rule upon the demise of his brother. These circumstances evi-
dence providential pleasure and conform to the annalists’ acceptance of a
biblical historiographic tradition, but Svjatopolk and Mstislav are excepted
from this process and are not accorded divine acknowledgment. In 1015
when Svjatopolk seized the seat in Kiev, he recognized his need to gain the
approval for his power from the town’s populace. Through gifts, or rather
bribery, he entertained the hope that the Kievans would acknowledge his
rule as its prince. The populace granted to him community confirmation,
but PVL stresses that their hearts were with Boris.35 Svjatopolk’s claim to
authority, even though he had achieved this position through conquest and
he was the eldest of the brothers, permits us therefore to argue that he had
a legitimate claim to succession. But this argument is negated by PVL and
in this manner he is portrayed in a weak light. The annal concludes that
the Kievans reserved for themselves the right to switch their allegiance to
another prince. Later in the same year, Svjatopolk must have again realized
that his hold upon the princely seat was tenuous and PVL records his dis-
tribution of largess among the town’s leaders, hence the elders in the v∫he.36
This source is imprecise in distinguishing between the populace in general
and its chief representative organ—the v∫he. Though not specifically iden-
tified, there is reason to believe that Svjatopolk’s main link to the populace
was through the intermediation of the elders in the v∫he. It appears incon-
ceivable that he would deal directly with the inhabitants of Kiev, whose
population was rather sizeable, and confer upon all of them gifts to gain
their allegiance.

The dual rule of Jaroslav and Mstislav complicated the role of the v∫he in
the successional issue. No discussion appears in the PVL entries for 1016,
1019, or 1036 to establish community confirmation neither of Jaroslav’s rule
by the Kievans nor of Mstislav by the Chernigovians. Jaroslav’s conquest of
Kiev had been accomplished through themilitary support of theNordic and

35 ПСРЛ 1: 132; and 2: 118. Cf. RPCLT, p. 126; and БЛДР 1: 176–177.
36 ПСРЛ 1: 140; and 2: 127. Cf. RPCLT, p. 130; and БЛДР 1: 184–185 and 507.
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Slavic inhabitants of Novgorod.37 PVL conveys the implication that once
Kiev’s populace had acknowledged his rule and admitted the establishment
of his ruling seat in the town, they remained steadfast in their loyalty to
the prince. In 1024, Mstislav sought to displace his brother and to locate his
political center at Kiev. PVL relates that in the same year that the Kievans
denied toMstislav hiswish, he thereaftermaintained his seat at Chernigov.38

The function of the v∫he in the lawmaking process stands in marked con-
trast during the reigns of Vladimir and Jaroslav. The Rus’ scribes recognized
the antiquities of the popular assembly,39 and commented upon the role of
this body in legislative deliberations upon secular as well as religious mat-
ters. Earlier we had established that the rod=was fashioned upon the insti-
tution of the patriarchal family wherein the eldest male member (starosta)
became the head of the kin or blood relations, and to this aspect of authority
was added a pagan religious cult, ancestor worship. The main object of this
devotionwas the deification of the elder as the progenitor of his kin. Implied
also were his protective powers over the clan, hence the need for the elder
to legislate on secular and religious questions. The v∫he became the recipi-
ent of this tradition and until the Christianization of Kievan Rus’ the elders
in this popular assembly enjoyed the privilege to enact community rules for
secular and religious stability and conformity.

But neither Vladimir nor Jaroslav desired to relinquish to the Kievan v∫he
a legislative function. Each prince had gained his office through conquest
and saw no need to recognize limitations upon their sovereign powers. This
explains why then there is no mention made in the sources that the v∫he
participated in legislative processes during the years from 980 to 1054. The
scribes accepted the fact that customary law was established and it was the
duty of the prince to apply the law justly and equitably. The v∫he could,
however, furnish council to the prince on juridical usage in particular cases.
Thus in 996, the only PVL reference to secular law for our period of study,
the churchmen and elders admonished Vladimir to apply due process of
law and to punish robbers. The wergeld so obtained could then be used for
the purchase of arms and other forms of military necessities to defend the
realm.40 The R¥sskaœ Pravda issued by Jaroslav in 1015 acknowledged to his

37 Новгородская Лѣтопись по Синодальному Харатеиному списку, pp. 82–83.
38 ПСРЛ 1: 147; and 2: 134–135. Cf. RPCLT, p. 134; and БЛДР 1: 190–191.
39 Cf. the textual citation in Sergeevich, Древности русскаго права, 2: 1.
40 ПСРЛ 1: 127; and 2: 112. Cf. RPCLT, 122; and БЛДР 1: 170–171.
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followers, which included elders, the existence of a customary law, but the
institution of the v∫he is not singled out as possessing powers to modify this
law. On the contrary, it is the prince who gave the law.41

The consultative role of the v∫he and its members is more discernible
in religious matters, which especially required great attention following
Vladimir’s adoption of Christianity. Vladimir’s course of action in 980 served
as a guide for future determinations in similar religious cases. He recognized
the religious and cultural symbiosis that had evolved between theNorse and
Slavs inhabiting his principality. Vladimir, therefore, decreed the creation
of a common pagan deity.42 Three years later he allowed the elders and
boœry to select suitable human sacrifices in thanksgiving to the gods for
his military victory over the Jatvjangi.43 And later in the same decade when
Vladimir sought to abandon the primitive pagan cults, which he believed
acted as a hindrance in his realm’s relations with its neighbors and which
act Vernadsky correctly interprets as a politically motivated gesture,44 the
prince consulted his boœry and elders on the choice of a new religion.45 The
latter, who together with the boœry are admitted in the PVL entry for 987
as members of the prince’s dr¥'ina, relinquish the decision to Vladimir.46

Once theKievan principality had been committed to Christianity, inmat-
ters of church legislation the v∫hewas strippedof its traditional participation
in such enactments. This may have caused the ecclesiastics some concern
and explains the stress in PVL upon the consultative function of the popu-
lar assembly. The Byzantine emperor issued religious laws and similarly the
Rus’ churchmenentrusted this authority to theprince. Vladimir and Jaroslav
issued their respective church statutes with the full cognition that laymen
could not adjudicate questions of ecclesiastical competence. Therefore, the
elders in the v∫hewitnessed the abrogation of a traditional function.47

The v∫he as well suffered some diminution in its powers over territorial
government, but this loss was not crucial for its survival as an institution,
for its role had been largely local rather than national. PVL relates that
Vladimir48

41 Новгородская Лѣтопись по Синодальному Харатейному списку, p. 84.
42 ПСРЛ 1: 79; and 2: 67. Cf. RPCLT, pp. 93–94; and БЛДР 1: 126–129.
43 ПСРЛ 1: 82; and 2: 69. Cf. RPCLT, p. 95; and БЛДР 1: 130–131.
44 Cf. Vernadsky, Kievan Russia, pp. 62ff. Note also similar interpretations, which appear

in Presniakov, Лекции, 1: 98ff.; and Zernov, p. 425.
45 ПСРЛ 1: 106 and 108; and 2: 93–94. Cf. RPCLT, pp. 110 and 111; and БЛДР 1: 152–155.
46 ПСРЛ 1: 108; and 2: 94. Cf. RPCLT, p. 111; and БЛДР 1: 154–155.
47 These church statutes have been previously examined. Cf. supra, pp. 81–89.
48 ПСРЛ 1: 126; and, 2: 111. Cf. RPCLT, p. 122; and БЛДР 1: 170–171.
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...l[bq dr¥'in¥> i s nimi d¥maœ © stroi zemlen∫ä> i © ratex= i ‘o’ o¥stav∫

zemlen∫ä>

… [He] loved [his] followers, considering with them [questions] of land ad-
ministration, and of war, and [of] land legislation.

A similar attribution, while denied to Jaroslav in PVL, is ascribed to him in
the family of Novgorodian annals.49 Each prince consulted the v∫he, but too
they sought the advice of their boœry and other retainers.

The family rod= and even the v∫he negated the formation of a national
political union.50 With their roots in the tribal structure, it was a natural
consequence that the rod= and v∫he could not rise above interest in lim-
ited political unions.51 The appearance of a powerful Riurikid ruling house
failed to move the v∫he to aspire to develop a broader political formation
acting as a restraint upon princely powers.52 We do not find any evidence
demonstrating the formation of a national popular assembly. Sergeevich’s
contention that two elements existed in the administration of the Kievan
principality—the monarchic represented by the prince, and the popular
represented by the v∫he—lacks credibility.53 Such parity is not demonstra-
ble in the Vladimirian-Jaroslavian era. D’iakonov is correct in establishing
that the v∫he did not conform to a fixed schedule of meetings, but gathered
infrequently. The prince, on the other hand, conducted his office on a daily
schedule.54 AsPVL relates, Vladimir, when seeking counsel, called upon the
elders from the towns.55 Jaroslav, however, is admitted in the sources to con-
sult the v∫he individually and generally on local matters.56

The image, which emerges in the Rus’ sources for the three Slavic socio-
political institutions—the knqzi, vo´vody, and v∫he—is dissimilar. The
Rus’ scribes recognized the similitude existing between the members of

49 Новгородская Лѣтопись по Синодальному Харатеиному спискоу, pp. 75ff.
50 Zernov, p. 425. Cf. I.A. Linnichenko, Вѣче въ киевской области (Kiev, 1881), passim; and

B.D. Grekov, “Несколько замечании о древнеруском вече,” УЗЛГУ, серия исторических
наук 4/19 (1938): 146–162.

51 Sergeevich, Древности русскаго права, 2: 33–35.
52 Cf. the contrastive interpretations of Vernadsky, Kievan Russia, p. 211; and Paszkiewicz,

Origin, p. 252.
53 Sergeevich, Лекціи, pp. 130–143.
54 D’iakonov, pp. 46–48.
55 ПСРЛ 1: 125; and ibid., 2: 109. Cf. RPCLT, p. 121; БЛДР 1: 168–169; and Sergeevich, Древно-

сти русскаго права, 2: 378.
56 Cf. the numerous citations that appear in the several reactions of PVL and the Nov-

gorodian annals.
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early Slavic tribal society and the ancient Israelite tribal structure. In a broad
context, their problems were comparable. The Rus’ writers approved with
favor the Israelite perception that a royal king was the channel for divine
blessings for his people. This fundamental principle further explains the
Kievan princes’ relationship to the Supreme Being and their maintenance
of justice among their subjects. This basic doctrine also implied themainte-
nance of order and equity as prime ideals. A bond of union and a sacral tie
had to bemanifest between the princes and their subjects. Any alteration of
this ancient covenant was interpreted as a blow against righteousness. The
princes’ enemies were therefore as well God’s enemies.57

The rural Slavic knqzi are not the subject of the Rus’ scribes’ derision. By
Vladimir’s reign, they have become an insignificant element and have been
displaced in positions of authority by the Riurikid princes. The Rus’ sources
demonstrate no need to comment upon an institution that is antithetical to
national interests and is identified with the tribal and commercial centers,
but is now almost powerless.

The early Rus’ annalists, however, direct their scorn upon the voÛvody
and Blud becomes the chief representative of the maliciousness and cal-
lousness of his class. The voÛvody are condemned for keeping no law and
for their self-serving interests. Then too, until the accession of Vladimir,
there was nomoral prohibition against their actions and consequently they
received no reproof or retribution for their wrongs. They recognized no
mutual obligations either to the prince or to his subjects. The Rus’ scribes,
as the biblical writers,58 sought to elevate the principality above the forces of
tribalism and provincial particularism. Hence, Vladimir, though he received
the aid of Blud in gaining power, ushered in a new age and triumphed over
the powers of chaos, the voÛvody. He subjugated their centers and these
successes are portrayed as victories over the enemies of the people. In the
account of Blud, PVL incorporates an injunction against the voÛvody and
any act of rebellion against the prince’s authority is equated as an act of dis-
obedience againstDivineWill. ThusPVL at the inceptionof Vladimir’s reign
reduces the voÛvody to obscurity through the use of a biblical prohibition
and thereafter this class is denied a significant role in the determination of
Kievan princely power.

57 Cf. Psalms, lxxii. 1 ff.
58 Ibid., lv. 1 ff. For other borrowed phrases, cf. D.G. Ostrowski, “Identify Psalmic Quota-

tions in the Povest’ Vremennykh Let,” in Martin and Spock, pp. 217–250.
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The textual image of the v∫he is more difficult to assess. From the stand-
point of the earlyRus’ scribes, one could find repeatedexamples in thebooks
of the Old Testament stressing respect for one’s elders. And the admonition
incorporated in the acrostic on a virtuous wife clearly establishes the need
for a participatory role of this body in the governance of the principality.59
But there remains the contradictory sentiment that the v∫he as the voÛvody
had been instruments of national disruption. Perhaps the clearest example
of such centrifugal tendencies was demonstrated repeatedly by the Nov-
gorodian v∫he in its relations with the Kievan principality.60 The Rus’ scribes,
however, overlook the actions of the v∫he during the pre-Christian era and
seek rather to reconcile the functions of these institutionswith amonolithic
ruling house.

But once the Rus’ annalists denied to the v∫he the existence of a role
in their traditional legislative and administrative functions and a role in
secular and ecclesiastical matters, the scribes appear to have a compulsion
to demonstrate a substitutive role for the popular assemblies vis-à-vis the
ruling prince. The notion evolves that as the Kievan prince is a link between
God and the ruler’s subjects, so the elders are an intermediary between
prince and the populace. Understandably, it was simply impractical for
the prince to deal directly with the populace as a whole and he had need
for an intermediary. Further, Vladimir and his sons, through baptism, had
inherited from the Byzantines and their reading of the books of the Old
Testament a Judeo-Christian notion of monarchy and of the God-given
authority of the prince. The elders and their v∫he are in this way entrusted
with a consultative role, advising the prince when he has need for their
counsel. The accounts depicting Vladimir’s reign are replete with references
to such anobligation. Jaroslav’s rule, on the other hand, is noteworthy for the
absence of similar citations andhis apparent negation of reliance upon such
counsel.

There remains one additional question regarding the role of the v∫he.
Does PVL seek to imply that on the occasion when Vladimir examined
several religious creeds there existed a national popular assembly? Or had
the Kievan v∫he assumed this role and identified itself as the exponent of
a national will as Sergeevich argues?61 For 987 PVL records that Vladimir

59 Proverbs, xxxi. 10–31. For a broad treatment of this institution, cf. Danilevsky, Древняя
Русь глазами современников и потомков (ІХ-ХІІ вв.). Курс лекции, pp. 86–101.

60 Hanak, “New Introduction,” pp. xliv ff.
61 Sergeevich, Древности русскаго права, 2: 33. Cf. V.O. Kliuchevsky, Боярская дума

древней Руси (5th ed., Petrograd, 1919), pp. 13 ff.
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summoned together his boœry and apparently the elders of the town of
Kiev.62 Later, for 996, this annal in its Hypatian redaction recites that he
celebrated his escape from Pecheneg capture and summoned to a feast
bolœry, posadniky and star∫iwiny po vs∫ä gradom=> i l[di mnogy>, “elders
throughout all the towns and many people.”63 The latter entry, a solitary
notice of a prince calling upon the elders from the towns, seems to infer
that Vladimir looked upon the Pecheneg attack as a threat to the entire
principality and therefore his celebration was to be conducted as a national
event. The prince may have contemplated at this time the formation of a
national advisory body composed of elders from the Rus’ towns. However,
we read nowhere in the annals of a Kievan reaction against this gathering,
even though their preeminent interests might have been at stake. Then
again throughout his rule Vladimir demonstrated a greater dependence
upon the advice of the elders, whether Kievan or other towns, than did
his son Jaroslav. But Vladimir’s enthusiasm for the creation of a national
consultative assembly must have soon waned. No further mention appears
in the sources that either he or his son called upon the elders from the towns
for advice and consent for princely proposals.

Does this then establish the town of Kiev, the mother of Rus’ princely
urban centers, in a matriarchal role above other urban centers and admit
her v∫he as the spokeswoman for Rus’ popular wishes? PVL clearly shows
partiality toward Kiev and excludes from her assembly the participation of
elders from other towns. The Rus’ scribes, perhaps in the tradition of Con-
stantinople, may have emerged as opponents of the notion of an interurban
assembly andmoved toward the recognition of the Kievan v∫he in the role of
a national popular convocation. The biblical acrostic on a virtuouswife sup-
ports this interpretation.We read of no later struggle among the several v∫ha
for preeminence in giving direction to princely affairs. An absence of such
discussionmight imply that in the last decades of Vladimir’s rule a struggle,
though bloodless, did ensue.PVLmakes much ado over Jaroslav’s rebellion
against his father in 1014. The issue between them stemmed from the Nov-
gorodian prince’s unwillingness to render annual tribute to Vladimir. In this
dispute, however, Jaroslav had the support of the Novgorodian v∫he.64 His
experiences with the Novgorodian assembly and its particularistic interests

62 ПСРЛ 1: 108; and 2: 94. Cf. RPCLT, p. 111; and БЛДР 1: 152–153.
63 ПСРЛ 1: 125; and 2: 109. Cf. RPCLT, p. 121; and БЛДР 1: 168–169.
64 ПСРЛ 1: 130; and 2: 114–115. Cf. RPCLT, p. 124; and БЛДР 1: 172–173.
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could explain why Jaroslav never viewed the Kievan v∫he in any other light
than that of an assembly representing local interests. After he established
his seat in Kiev, he tolerated the existence of their v∫he, but denied to them
a national function. After his death, a number of v∫ha emerge as proponents
of local particularism and supporters of political divisiveness.

The native Slavic institutions of knqzi and voÛvody are clearly subordi-
nated over the course of decades to the will of an able Riurikid ruling house.
Thus these two bodies have no appreciable impact upon the formation of
Kievanprincely power. The v∫ha in thenumerous towns suffer somediminu-
tion of their traditional powers, but on the basis of biblical accounts the
Kiev assembly at least is assigned a part in the confirmation proceedings of
a prince and is entrusted with the task to give counsel to its prince. The Rus’
scribes avoid any discussion whereby the popular assembly might under-
mine the authority of a legitimate ruling prince. Once installed in office, the
v∫heofKiev demonstrates a perfunctory interest in the exercise of its prince’s
powers.





chapter six

SOME CONCLUSIONS

Early Rus’ writers, recording and elaborating upon the era of Vladimirian-
Jaroslavian rule, were concerned with questions, which they deemed essen-
tial in the formulation of the powers of a national dynasty. First, however,
the scribes had to reconcile the role of these princes in a newly Christian-
ized statewith awell-establishedpaganpast, and this they believed could be
achieved through the creation of a recognizable philosophy of history or a
central view concerning the nature and the image of Kievan princely power.

The primary vehicle for the conceptualization of a Rus’ historiographic
tradition was the Old Testament. As the ancient Jewish scribes, the Rus’ had
survived a period of political turmoil and the absence of national cohesive-
ness. Centralized authority, heretofore, had not been visible. But David and
Solomon, and then Vladimir, ushered in a new era of monarchic rule over
a unified land. Divine Providence had then willed these creations, so the
scribes maintained. The early Rus’ scribes accepted such a formulation and
through the mediating agency of biblical tradition, Rus’ writers expressed
their divine pleasure at the foundation of a Christianized Rus’ state. And
the books of the Old Testament helped to give expression to the existence
of a sovereign nation, ruled by a prince whose authority demonstrated par-
allelisms with the ancient Hebrew kings.

A striking omission, nevertheless, appears in the Rus’ written accounts.
Clearly,PVL andother Rus’works establish that theKievanprinceswere the
appointed of God, but paradoxically, unlike Solomon,1no statement appears
in these writings that either Vladimir or Jaroslav beseeched the Lord to
grant them the spirit of justice and righteousness, and thus to assist them
in the judgment of their subjects. Interpretations of God’s will are reserved
for the Rus’ clergy. We are told only that 'ivqwe 'e Volodomwr= v stras∫

B'∞;i>, “Vladimir lived in the fear ofGod.”2His progeny are also denieddivine
supplication.

1 IKings iii. 9–13; and IIChronicles i. 7–13.
2 ПСРЛ 1: 126; and 2: 111. Cf. RPCLT, p. 122; and БЛДР 1: 170–171.
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Having been deprived of such dependence, the Rus’ scribes created a
historiographic tradition that explained the powers of the Kievan princes
in more pragmatic terms. A synthesization of their thoughts appears in the
996 PVL entry. As we have previously observed, bandits and an irresolute
prince troubled the ecclesiastics.3The clerics and apparently the v∫heofKiev
censored Vladimir for his inactions in dealing with banditry. Citing the full
passage, the bishops reproved him with the counsel:4

ty postavlen= Ûsi ˙ Ba∞> na kazn; zlym=> a dobrym= na milovan;e> dos-
toit= ti kazniti razboinika> no so ispytom=> Volodomer= 'e otverg= viry

naha kazniti razboiniky> i r∫wa epüpi i starci> rat; mnoga ©'e vira to na

©r¥';i> i na konixû b¥di> i reê Volodimer= ‘taó bo¥ì> i 'ivqw Volodimer=’ po

ustroen;[ ∆t;n[ i d∫dn[Ú

You are the elect of God for the chastisement of evil and the granting ofmercy
to the good. It is fitting that you shouldpunish robbers, but after trial. Vladimir
set aside wergild [and] began to execute the robbers. And the bishops and
elders said: ‘War [is] frequent [and it] would be [better to use] the wergild
for arms and horses.’ And Vladimir replied: ‘So it will be.’ And Vladimir lived
according to the prescriptions of his father and grandfather.

Two salient notions are incorporated in this passage, providing a notion of
the nature of the princely office. The first part of the text stresses a theo-
cratic concept of Kievan princely rulership, a product of the Judeo-Christian
tradition. It reveals at the same time that the Rus’ bishops and other high
church ecclesiastics did not seek to acquire for themselves secular control
of the state.5 Rather, as Kliuchevsky stresses, the Christian sovereign is the
appointed of the Supreme Being to establish and to maintain the internal
orderwithin his state equallywith its external security.6Weshould not, how-
ever, overlook the fact that the Kievan prince was memorialized as an ideal
ruler, though incarnate, and he was the source of all law and justice. And
further, he was to be the benefactor, savior, shepherd, and father of his peo-
ple. No claim appears in the first part of this account that the Kievan prince
possessed absolute powers, only that his rule is to be tolerable and accept-
able to his subjects. Poppe validly concludes that the prince was both the
protector and the defender of the church, and hence he was able to rule in
the image and likeness of God,7 avoiding disorder whenever possible.

3 Cf. supra, pp. 45–46.
4 ПСРЛ 1: 127; and 2: 111–112. Cf. RPCLT, p. 122; and БЛДР 1: 170–171.
5 Paszkiewicz,Making, p. 222.
6 Kliuchevsky, Курс, 1: 88.
7 Poppe, Państwo, p. 251.
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The second part of the passage elaborates upon the Kievan Rus’ princes
as products of natural political growth, meeting the expectations of the Rus’
nationandproviding for thewelfare and safety of their subjects. Theprimary
function of the princes’ office is lawgiving, together with the dispensation of
justice and the military protection of the principality. In the Rus’ sources,
customary law is not interpreted as evil by the churchmen, but valid for
the orderly and correct governance of the nation. The emphasis upon these
practical attributes of power had its corresponding expression in the enun-
ciation of church laws. This explains why the ecclesiastics and elders of Rus’
society, noting the commonality of their interests in the application of laws,
interceded to implore the Kievan prince to execute this and the other main
functions in his position of authority.

TheRus’ acceptanceofChristianity didnot alter their outlook toward cus-
tomary law. The religious writers accepted these secular norms as a neces-
sary concomitant for the orderly conduct of government. Vladimir’s Ustav=
established the prerogative of the prince to issue in addition ecclesiasti-
cal laws for the regulation of this church body. Though Vladimir adhered
to Byzantine precedence in the issuance of canonical prescriptions, once
the customhad been established in the Kievan principality, the Rus’ princes
demonstrated an unwillingness to display sole dependence upon Greek
ecclesiastical guidance. Jaroslav, therefore, stresses inhisUstav= that hepro-
claimed his statute8

po dani[ otca svoego, s=gadal esm; s= mitropolitom= Kiev;skiim= i vsea

Rusi Ilarionom=, slo'ixom= greheskyi nomokanon=....

in accordance with the bequest of his father, I have consulted with Hilar-
ion, the Metropolitan of Kiev and of all Rus’ [being] written in the Greek
Nomokanon ….

The lawmaking authority of the prince established that the principality
existed for the realization of secular and religious legal conformity, and the
prince was the rightful holder of power for the enforcement of these norms.
But the formulation of the lawmaking prerogatives had its inception in the
Nordic-Slavonic heritage and Byzantine juristic practices served to define
the application of legal standards in accordancewith Christian canons. And
further, the prince, though conceptualized as an ideal Christian ruler who
governs by Divine Grace and appointment, remained subject to the secular
and religious law unlike the Byzantine conception of rulership wherein the
emperor at least in theory was above the law.

8 Beneshevich, Сборник, 1: 78.
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On the other hand, Rus’ writers were neither ethnocentric nor religious
chauvinists in reporting the main events of the Vladimirian-Jaroslavian
cycle. Theywere keenly aware of the Rus’ heritage as a composite of Slavonic
and Nordic elements in the main, but they were also cognizant that their
state stood at the crossroads of numerous political, cultural, intellectual,
and religious currents. Given their extensive variety of exposures, it became
essential for the Rus’ apologists to create a central view of the practical
attributes of princely power, though objectivity was not a requisite in their
methodology. The descriptions modeled chiefly after biblical figures,
denotes a notion of authority inwhich two traditions predominate. The sec-
ular aspects of princely authority display a preponderant Nordic influence
and assign to the Eastern Slavs a consultative role. The Riurikids pressed
their family’s role in the governance of the principality and thereafter we
note the Rus’ scribes’ acceptance of the inculcation of Scandinavian notions
of sovereignty, succession, eligibility to rule, legitimacy, lawmaking, mil-
itary defense, popular confirmation, and so forth. Though many Eastern
Slavic towns and tribal centers showed reluctance to accept unified rule
under Riurikid patronage, Nordic institutions and practices were not too far
removed from the Slavic. Then too, other advantages, primarily commercial,
were tobe realizedwithunified rule. The religious aspects ofKievanprincely
power are distinctively Byzantine after the Rus’ conversion. Vladimir and
Jaroslav emerge in the early Rus’ writings as ideal Christian princes who
possess autocratic powers in the Greek political tradition and have now
received the symbols of office beholden to a Christian ruler. They are the
sovereign heads of a princely state whose independence from imperial
claims can be maintained by drawing upon biblical accounts.

Thus having brought on an independent historiographic tradition based
upon the books of the Old Testament and yet aware of the Slavic, Nordic,
and Byzantine currents, which help to explain the nature and the image
of princely rulership, the Rus’ annalists and apologists sought to preserve
their image of princely power. Occasionally then, contradictions appear in
the texts and the idea of this authority does not necessarily conform to the
realities of this power.
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